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LEITER OF TRANSMITiAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

OFFICE OF EDUCATION,
TV whington, D. C., May 13, 1931.

'Sul: I transmit herewith a manuscript recently submitted to the
oard of Higher Education of the State of Oregon which embodies
ndings and recommendations concerning the public institutions of
igher education in that State. Following usual practice, your com-
tssioner appointed this .survey commission at the request of the
roperly constituted authorities of the State and /*commends publi-
ation of its findings in accordance with an agreement made before

e commission began its work.
I believe that the pOlication of this report will not only help to

larify a complex situation for many thoughtful and earnest citizens
f Oregon, but also will be useful to members of the legislatures and
sponsible educational executives in other States where somewhat
milar problems are involved.
A few guide posts for the general reader may be in order. I

ffer these:
First: A. survey report supplies sucli facts as appear to experts to
pertinent to the solution of problems before the responsible execu-

ves; these data could be challenged only by establishing iheir
accuracy or by showing that other facts have been overlooked by
e investigators or concealed from them 'and that such facts are
rtinent to the issues involved.
Second : A survey report may, and frequently does, involve the
t opinions of the staff as to how these problems are to be solved.
e plan offered, however, does not relieve the administrative board
m its responsibilities. Such board must determine whether a cor-
t solution is possible or feasible; and, if it possible and feasible,

hether it should be made effective at once or gradually be put into
ration over a period of years.

Third: The reader of the Oregon reporte uninformed of local con-
Itions, should have in mind a State originally agricultural in its
terests, with its population concentrated in the rich Will ameite
alley. It early placed its three chief institutions of higher educa-
on in the heirt of this valley, the university and the agricultural
Ilege 40 Miles ;Apart,. ¡milli the normal school only 18 miles from the
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VI LETTER OF TRANS T AL

latter. But with the passing of years two other agricultural a

have 'developed, one in the south and the other in the east, and

great commercial arid industrial city has developed in the no

Normal schools have recently lien esiablished in the two newly des-

veloped agricultural sections, one at Ashland, the other at La Grande.

The State's major professional schools and numerous extensioa

courses have been located in Portland.
Obviously unification rather than further diversification is the

next step. The State rather than competing regions must have flit;

consideration. Impressive as are the claims of the big city for g!

'collegiate institution, the survey commission took the attitude that

the people tlf Oregon at present feel keenly the expense resulting;

from attempts to serve communities by locating institutions in thew.
The vote to place all institutions under a single board of higher edu41.

cation is regarded as a mandate to put State interest first, and dki

mands frank recognition of the one University of the State of 0
with units, for the present at least, located at Ashland; Corval
Eugene, La Grande, Monmouth, and Portland. Tbe commfssion

ommends maintaining junior colleges of arts and sciences at Corv
lis and Eugene, and at the distant campuses at Ashland and
Grande; training for elementary-school teachers at Ashland,

4 Grande, and Monmouth; senior colleges (upper division work
graduate instruction, and related. professional schools at Corvalli!
and Eugene ; and certain professional schools and adult eduratic
in Portland.

The future may indicate other lines of devel9pment, but the
mission believes that the State's interest ia served at present best by

conserving the strengths of each campus, providing nondup1icatin0
goals for the several units within the one greater university, and

establishing no new units.
Alumni and others whose thinking is limited to the old Universit)

of Oregon and to the old Oregon State College. may have difficult)

adjusting themselves to such a program. Those, however, who an

able to think in terms of a university of the State of Oregon with sii

campuses should have little difficulty in adjusting themselves to till

program outlined by the commission.
Fourth : The feature of the comniission'tt recommendations whici

may strike the reader as novel is that all upper division and gradati
work In the )iological and physical science' be placed in one institi

sciences
tion, and all the upper division :I: graduate work in humanities ai
social in another. In however, the milt novelty in di

proposal is the separate campuses. Several (American universititi,

with all the work on one campus, haTe divided the courses betwel'

a school of arta and a school of science with a *paste dean in chai
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of each. Such is the cise at the University of Washington, for ex-
ample. In 1930, the University of Chicago established four sepa:
rate ellools or divisionsbiological sciences, physical sciences, hu-
manities, and social scienceswith a dean over each, whereas the
commission recommends only two divisions in Oregon. An exami-
Jiat ion of the data offered in support of thi's proposal in the report
revt)als how few are the students who could not, under the proposed
arrangement, get while attending the institution of their choice ex-
lact 1 v the courses which they now take for graduation.

It is recognized that there are no universally applicable principles
!goverlii ng the organization and administration of higher institutions.
Each case must be decidestin the liOat of all the facts which bear
pon it. is pretty genera y recognize , however, that competi-

tion i4her than cooperation among the several State-supported in-
titu ons of higher ediication is the prevailing spirit in most States,

no entirely satisfactory solution of the problem has been found
Vany of the States which may be recommended to the others.

Respectfully submitted.
WM. JOHN COOPER,

Commisei4mer.
The SECRETARY OF WEE INTERIOR.
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Preface

On November 3, 192p, C. L.\ Starr, president of the Oregon State
Board of Higher Education, sept the iollowing telegram to William
John Cooper, United States Co:1 i'ssioner of Education:

Oregon State Board of Higher Education desires to have survey
state institutions of higher learning, including normal schools. Can the
of Educution make the survey during 1929 and 1930?

made of
Bureau

ommissioner Cooper immediately indicated by telegram the will-
ingness of the United States Office of Education to coopeerate in
the study requested and referred the matter, with authority to act,
to Dr. Arthur J. Klein, Chief of the Division of Collegiateand Pro-
fesional Education in the United States Office of Education. Doctor
Klein at once communicated with the president of the Oregon State
Board of Higher Education and arranged for a preliminary con-
ference with the board at Portland on January 10, 1930. He also
conferred during November, 1929, with Arnold Bennett Hall, presi-
dent of the University of Oregon, and W. J. Kerr, president of the
Oregon State College, at Chicago, concerning the situation in
Oregon. Both expressed most cordially their desire that the Office of
Education undertake the study and their willingness to cooperate in
he work of the survey.
On January 10, 1930, Doctor Klein met with the State board of

higher education' at Portland, all members of the board being in
attendance. At thiimeeting a tentative memorandum of agreement
vas prepared describing the conditions under which the Office of

ucation would conduct the work, the scopeof the survey, and the
erms of cooperation between the board and the Federal office in
he selection of the survey staff. This agreement, which was made

;finding by the signatures of Commissioner Cooper and the presideat
f the State board of higher education on January 25, 1930, pro-
ided :

1. For the services of the regul
nice of Education without salary
2. That the Office of Education

hereof as would be of rational
.1 t3C8 t ion, without charge, 500

'written copies of the
g bulletin.

personnel of the staff of the United .8tates
compensation by the State of Oregon.

should print the entire reporti or such portions ---'
interest and furnish the Sate board of higher
copies of the report as printed, together with
report U portices should be omitted from the
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8. That the State board of higher education should pay the travel and sub.
sistence expenses of all members of the survey staff and provide an honorarium
for members of the staff when they were not regularly upon the pay roll's d
the United States Department of the Interior.

4. That the survey work should be carried on by a respowdble commission
of three members, assisted by such technicil specialists as might be rewired.

5. That Dr. Arthur J. Klein should serve as director of the survey and a

member of the commission, the other members to be selected by agreement
between the State board of higher education and the director.

& That technical assistants should be belected by the commission with the
approval of the board.

7. That information secured from the institution by the sutvey staff by mean
of questionnaire and letter should be authenticated by responsible Institutional
representativei designated for the purpose.

& That the field work of the survey should be carried on during the mold
bf May and be followed immediately by a confidential conference with the
State board of higher education in regard to the progress of the work.

9. That the director of the survey should spend the month of October. 1930,
in the State and present to the board an ors1 report on the major conclusions
of the commission at the end of this period.

10. That " the survey should undertake to study the economic and social
ability of Oregon to support education and to suggest assignment of a practical
proportion of the State's income to higher education with reference to otbet
obligations of the State. The fields of higher iducation needed by the Stats
will be studied and the extent to which each field should be developed will be
presented in terms of both support and numbers. Recommendations will ti
made in regard to the instructing and research functions of the existing ins&
tlitions with reference to these pied& These recommendations will be based
upon examinations of the present facilities and activities of the institution'
and will include suggestions for such modification as will better' adapt the w

of the institutions to the needs of the State. The report will study in additi
the standards of administration and service of each of the institutions. Finally,

a summary statement of a long time, flexible program of organisation aid
development of higher education in the State will be suggested."

11. That " the surver commission shall have entire freedom of inquiry Ali
Judgment and that the Office of Education shall be free to publish the facts
they are found and also to publish such conclusions and recommendations r
may be reached by the commission.'?

Immediately following the January meeting with the State board
of higher 'education, the director of the survey slient approximately
two weeks in visiting the State's higher institutions and in conferring
with the board and State officials. This period wu spent in collect,

ing printed and mimegraphed material already available and in 1

arranging for the assemWy of further information by means of an

extensive system of questionnains.
In accordance with the ttrms of the agreement between the

and the United States Mica of Education the survey comm
and stag were constituted as follows:

Commission: P . Airikur J. Klein, director, formerly Chief of
Division of Collegiate and ProNssional Education, United
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Office of Education, now professor of higher education, Ohio State
University; Dr. George A. Works, formerly president of the State
College of Connecticut and now professor of higher education, Uni-
versity of Chicago; and Dr. F. J. Kelly, formerly; president of the
University of Idaho and now lecturer in higher education, Uni.
versity of Chicago.

Special assistants: Dr. Palmer Johnson, University of Minne-
sota ; Dr. Thomas A. Benner, Teachers College, Oolumbia Uni-
versity ; Dr. E. E. Lindsay, University of Pittsburgh; Dr. Victor
H. Noll, University of Minnesota; Benjamin W. Frazier, United
States Office of Education; John H. McNeely, United States Office
of Education; and Walter J. Greenleaf, United States Office of
Eilticat ion.

.1 1 I the members of the staff except Doctor Johnson and Mr.
McNeely participated in the field work in Oregon that was carried
on during the month of May. The field work was preceded by two
months of study ind summarization at Washington of data secured
from printed sources and from an elaborate system of questionnaires
filled Out by the institutions, faculty members, students, and
crraduates of the institutions.

Upon the basis of these preliminary investigations the inquiry
during the field work was carried on by means of individual and
group interviews with institutional officers, and was harmonized by
almost daily conferences of the survey staff. These conferences
served to keep the commission constantly informed concerning the
discoveries and conclusions of the technical assistants and to develop
and coordinate the conclusions ultimately reached by the entire staff.
Thus it was possible for the commission to meet with the State board
of higher education on. May 22, 1930, to report the trends of the
investigation and to give the board ample opportunity to advise the
coillilli ion concerning modifications of emphasis and scope which
Would make the survey report of more value to the State.

Work upon details and upon tentative drafts of certain chapters
was continued by members of the staff during the summer of 1930.
All this material was assembled by the director of the survey, who
then spent the period from October 1 to November 7 in the State
writing the report, checking factual .statements, and conferring with
various representatives of the institutions, the board, and the public.
During the months of December, 1930, and January, 1931, Mr. John
H. McNeely, of the staff of the United States Office of Education,
was assigned to the task of preparing tables and charts and of assist-
ing the director of the survey in the final work of writing and revis-
ing the report. This draft was then submitted to the members of
the responsible coMmimsion and, after such modifications as resulted
from discussion ity tbe commission, was submitted to the United
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XII PREFACE

States Commissioner of Education as embodying the unanimous
recommendations of the survey commission.

The commission and all members of the survey staff wish to
acknowledge the kearty assistance of institutional administrations
and faculties, of State officers (especially that of Mr. Sam Kozier,
director of the budget, and Mr. C. A. Howard, superintendent of
public instruction) , of the members of the board, and of private or-
ganizations and individuals. Special mention should be made of
the time and effort consuming assistance of all the private colleges
of the State in the special study that was made of the composition
and social background of the student bodies in Oregon's institutions
of higher learning.
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SURVEY OF PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

Chapter I

Jk Introduction

The task assigned to the State board of higher education by
the law which created it is that ovf unifying the activities of the
five ,publicly supported higher institutions. These five institutions
are the University of Oregon, the Oregon State College, and the
normal schools at Monmouth, Ashland, and La Grande.

Analysis of the law and of the circumstances that led to its
passage makes it evident that the legislature and the governor re-
flected the desire of the people of the State, first, to secure more
effective expenditure of the public funds devoted to higher educa-
tion ; second, to prevent undesirable duplication of higher educa-
tional offerings; and, third, to create an akency of control with re-
sponsibility and authority to conclude and to prevent in the future
the institutional rivalries and bickerings that have wearied the
State and excited its distrust.

Undoubtedly, the relationships most prominent in the mind of
the State and of the spimsors of the bill, were those that had devel-
oped between the university and the Oregon State College, but it is
also apparept that the law intenAed to recognize the possibilities
of conflict diad rivalry between the three normal schools and between
the normal .schools as a group and the other two higher ixtitutions.

In other States where the land-grant colleges and the State
universities are separate institutions, difficulties similar to those in
Oregon have not been uncommon In some States more recently the
major discords have been those caused by çlashes between the dis-
tinctively teacheratraining institutions as a group and the State
university or the land-grant college or both.

Various types of unified control have been tried where these diffi-
culties have arisen.

In the States of Alabama, California, Connecticut, Idaho,
Louisiana, Marylanciv Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York,
Oklahoma, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, Vermont, and
Hawaii, the sons State likezry that supervises elementary and sec-
ondary . education' alleyputroll the normal ethoole and teachers
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PUBLIC HIGHES EDUCATION IN OBitOON

In the States of Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska,
and Wisconsin, the teacher-training institutions are controlled by. a
single board without other duties, although the control is not identi-
fied with that of the State board of eOucation or of the State *Tart-
ment of education.

In the States of Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Montana, New
Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oregon, and South Dakota, all
State higher institutions of whatever character or type are under
common control. This tendency to secure greater unity' through
single control is further illustrated by the fact that there are only
eight States Without some form of common control of two or more
inblitutions that are separated by considerable distance. Oregon,
therefore, had ample prec*dent in the establishment of the State
board of higher ,education.

Are the provisions of the law such as to insure the accomplishment
bf the purposes for which it was' passed? in the opinion of the
survey commission this enactment is better suited to the accom-
plishment of the unification of the State's higher education than any
similar proviOon found in other States that have attempted to deal
with the question by legal mians. The reasons that lead the com-
mission to this opinion may be summarized under four points:

(1) It creates and places the control of the higher institutions in
the hands of a " department of the government of the State." The
agency of control is not, therefore, simply a board of trustees with
limited institutional jurisdiction, but a real arm of state..-viide
responsibility.

(2) This department is removed from the shiftings of political
influence that have worked so disastro :ly upon the educational pro-
grams of many of our States in the I The department is con-
ducted under a board of nine directors, ppointed by the governor
with the consent of the senate for a term s f nine years, one member
retiring each year. " The governor may remove any member of the
goard at any time for cause, after notice and public hearing had, but
not more than three members shall be removed withiin a period of
four years, unless it be for corrupt conduct in office." Thus, assum-
ing that the members of the board are upright citizens who realize
their responsibilitieg to the State ow s who can not be intimidated
personally by the threats of ielf-see politicians, the continuity
and integrity of the State'4 educational program can not be de-
stroyed as it bas sometimes been in the past in Stake which failed
to provide safeguards of the Wild the Ongon law attains.. Fur..
ther, political influence and activities on th. part of the institutions
are discouraged. by provision that fiviied the wvirnar) tip appoint
to-the board any person " in any way connected with tile University
of Ongon, the Oregon State. Agricultural Gasp, or joy of the
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INTRODUCTION 8

state normal schools, nor shall more than thred alumni f these
institations, nor more than one alumnus from the university, the
oregon State Agricultural College, or the normal schools, be a mein-,
ber of the bard at any time, nor shall any member of the board be
selected from the residents of any city in which the principal office
of any of the institutions of higher education hereinbefore men-
tioned is situated." For the same purpose the law proiridml that :

"All relationships and negotiations between the State legislature and
its various committees and the institutions of higher education shall
be carried on through the department of higher education. No
.tilaordinate official representitig any of the separate institutions shall
appear befoie the legislature or any committee except upon the
written authority of the board."

(3) The department of higher education is given ample power.
0) It is given control " of all records, books, papers, equipment,

:Ind supplies, and of all lands, buildings, and other real property and
personal property " of the institutions.

(b) It is given " control of the use, distribution, and disburse-
ment of all funds, appropriations, and taxes " for the support of
the institutions of higher education.

(e) It is required "to prescribe for all 'State-supported higher
educational institutions a standardized mste of accounts and
records."

((f) It is given authority to allocate to the respective institutions
all funds that are or shall in the future become available.

(e) It is required to assume responsibility for all the publicity
of the institutions in order that "the citizens of the State and pros-
pective students may obtain a fair and impartial view of the higher
educational ficilities provided by the State and the prospects for
useful employment " in the fields for which the histitutions prepare.

(4) The law provides that the board shall have expert and com-
petent assistance in securing information in regard to technipal edu-
cational problems upon which it may 'base its policies. This is .a
very important point that many of the laws providing for unified
control of higher institutions have neglected. The Oregon law re-
quires the board----

(a) To secure the assistance of some nationally recognized, im-
partial authority "in making a complete survey covering the present
conditions and future needs of all branches of State-supported higher
education and scientific research in Oregon."

(b) "hire an isecutive secretary, who shall be thoroughly
qualified by educational training, ability, and experience to keep the
niembei* 'fully informed at all times regarding the progress of the
work of the 40Pa4iiheatn
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4 PUBLIC HIGHEW EDUCATION IN OREGON

These four points make it evident that the department of higher
education may undertake the serious duties imposed upon it with a
minimum of legal restriction and a maximum of necessary informa-
tion and authority. There is, therefore, laid uPon the board that
contras this department of the State's government, a correspondingly
large responsibility to proceed:with vigor and courage to the execu-,.
tion of its duties.

In compliance with the provisions of the law the State board of
higher education invited the United States Office of Education to
conduct a survey of the State's pigher educational institutions. This
report is that of the commission apPointed by the United States
Commissioner of Education to carry on the work. The survey corn-
mission has been controlled by the terms of the law and by a vivid
sense of the importance of its task not only for higher education in
Oregon, but also for higher education in other States which are
awaiting the results of Oregon's courageous experiment in the hope
that they may find in its development thé solution to some of their
own problems.

The commission found, as has been already indicated, five institu-
tional factors whose present conditioia and future destinies had ti.) he
considered with reference to the doivelopment of a single unified
higher educational program in Oregon. Its investigation had not
proceeded far, however, until it was compelled to add a sixth factor
not mentioned by the law creating the department of higher educa-
tion. This factor is the office of the superintendent of public instruc-
tion and the public-school system.

The law makes no provision for coordination of the public-school
system with the State's higher educational institutions. Yet a very
large proportion *of the teachers in the public schools of the State
are the products of its five higher educational institutions and prac-
tically all of the students who enter the higher institutions are the
product of the public schools. The survey commission soon dis-
covered that many important and strategic problems of higher edu-
cation in Oregon could not be considered or solved without direct
reference to the service, supervision, and control that are commonly
exercised over the public schools in other States by State a4hority.
Subsequent chapters will preseit in some detail the various sithations
that compelled the commission to consider the entire public educa-
tional program of the State as one problem., The matter is lien-
tioned here for the purpose of calling attention to the fact that the
commission could perform its task with reference to the higher
institutions only by extending its attention to the relations between
thew institutions and the public-school system of the State. The
commission's report, therefore, was prepared Iron! the standpoint
that the entire public educational program of the State isone problem
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INtRODUCTION 5

involving six major agencies: (1) The university; (2) the Oregon
State College; (3) the normal school at Monmouth; (4) the normal
school at Ashland ; (5) the normal school at La Grande; and (6)
the office of the State superintendent of public instruction and the
public schools.

Between every one of these agencies of the State's educational
program and all the others incoordinations exist, or are likely to de-
velop, that. are as important as those that have been most prominent
Ill the consciousness of the State.

The educational task of Oregon is determined by the size and
nature of its population and by its industrial and social organiza-
tion. Oregon's task with its 953,786 people is quite different from
that of Nevada with 86,390 people and that of New York with
12,`)87,967. In order to make a valid appraisal of Oregon as com-
pared with other States, it is necessary to consider States in more or
less the same class with Oregon. A list of 17 States ranging in
population from 225,000 to 1,500,000 has, therefore, been 'selected for
this purpose; with respect to size of population at least theiraroblem
is similar to that of Oregon. All the Western States simil0 in size
to Oregon have been included. It is also advantageous to compare
Oregon with the entire United States to ascertain whether the State
exceeds or falls below the average for the Nation as a whole. Table
1 shows the population of Oregon in 1930 according .to latest
Bureau of Census figures, the population in 1920, the increase between
1920 and 1930, and the percentage of increase as compared with .the
17 other selected States and the United States as a whole. The
latter is also presented in graphic form in Figuie 1.

T %BIZ 1.Populat4on of Oregon in 1930 and percentage of increase since 1920
a /4 ompared lath United States as a whole and 17 other selected States

ONMPIIIMIIMIMIlmommMIlft I

Name of Stet* Praon
1

Population
in 1920

Increase, 192o
to 1980

Pereent-
age (4increase

I' nited Stater 122, 778, 046 106, 710, 830 17, OK 428 l& 1

Oregon 963, 786 783, MO 170, 307 21. 8Arizona 428, 317 334, 182 62, 967 17. 5Colorado 1. 036i 791 939, 620 96. 162 10. 2Wawa:* 238, 380 223, 008 , 15t 377 6. 0Florida I, 466, 211 986, 470 499, 741 51. 5Idaho 446, Oil Mt 886 134 ise & 0Maine 797, 423 708, 014 29, 400 & 8Mon taaa 572, ON 546, IRO 11, 2831 I 2, 1Nebraska 4.. ii, sn, 983 LIse, 372 81, 501 & 3New Hampshire) 466, NS 443, 083 22. 210 & CNew Mexico 423, 317 300, $10 82, W 17. 8N i 1 ota_ 4 NI 646, 872 33, 973 & 3
. sP6'. Wand

Booth' Dakota_ -
4 ' v 497

. 1549
OK 107
OK M7

83. 100
86, 302

13. 7
IL 11Utah %

--1 847 4* 3.4) 50, 461Vermont
Washington- s

369, 611
I, Mt NS

WA a
1, 388421

7, 1 88
206, 775

2. 0
16. 1Wyoming 21Ik 505 194, 402 il, 168 KC........._.................. veoptomrwwhms.m.m.mu,r..m......i..
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6 PUBLIC HIGHER =Imam IN OREGON

Oregon is a rapidly growing State. The increase in its population
between 1920 and 1930 was 21.8 per cent. Among the 18 States
selected for comparison, Oregon is fifth in size of population. Only
one, the State of Florida, showed a greater percentage of increasi:
while the next largest gain mach; by any State was 17:5 per cent, or

it..5 per cent below Oregon. As compared with the percefitage of
vcrease in population for the United States as a whole, the excem

of Oregon was 5.7 per cent.
"IND

31.11

a.

s.

PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE 1 N POPULAT
SINCE 1920 OF OREGON, THE

UN 11TD STATES AS A WHOLE 'AND 17 OTHER
SILECILD STATES

L.

.4r

t
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Flouts 1

Public edtication deals not only with the present but also with the
future. Since the State has shown a high rate of growth in the put
u compared with other States, it may be assumed that the iucreue
will continue in much the same pioportion in the future if Oregon
still offers natural and economic advantages that are likely to aural
people and capital. 'The probability of such continued growth musk
be considered in planning for the State's educatiopal prograin in the
future.

The educational task of Oregon with a populatioà thit
a homogeneous is different from that in Otstes with4a
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INTIOMT101101r

foreign element In Table 2 are presentedAtie racial and color char-
acterisiics of the' population of Oregon ¡n terms of percentages as
compared with the United States as a whóle and the 17 other selected.
States.

TABLE 2.-RaNai and color characteristic/ of Oregon's population in percent-
ages as compared with United States ail a whole and 17 other selected
States

Name of State

United Staten

Oregon _

A blot) R
A.rk tit two 1

Colorado
Debi" Nrs1
nor . :a
Idaho
Maine _

Montana
'ebraska

New I ampshire__
ew Mexico
orth )fikota..

Rhode island
Routh Dakota
Utah .
1 ennont _

Washington
Wyoming

a on, ..... 16

16. 10 OW 01

.....
. .11.

.

Percentage of

White Negro Indian Chinese

0. 1

Japanese

0. 1

89. 7 9. 9 0. 2

98. 2
87. 2
7 3. 0
98. 3
86. 4
65. 0
98. 6
W. 7
97. 3
98. 7
99. 8
92. 9
98. 9
98. 3
97 3
9. 3
99 8
97. 3
97 8

. 3
1 4

27. 0
1. 2

11 8
34. 0

. 2

. 2

. 3
1. 0
. 1

1. 6
. 1

1.*
. 1

. 3

. 2

. 5
8

. 6
9. 9

. 2

. 1

'

1 6
. 2

,_,..._ _

ä.is
1. 0

__ _

2. 6
7

. 8
8

. 4

. 3

. 2

. 1

. 1

. :5

. 4.

.
. :

.. .
. .

.1

L i
, t

It is evident that Oregon's population is characterized by a. high
legree of racial homogeneity. Of the entire' number of inhabitants,
)8.2 per cent are Caucasi4n as compared with 89.7 per cent for the
nited States as a whole. Only a few of the States in the list have
greater proportion .of whites. There is a absence of negroes

n the populati& of Oregon, the percentage being 0.3. Although tone
f the older Western States in which it might be expected that a
rge number of fndians would be flund,the actual percentage is

amounting to but 0.6 per" cent If the total population. The
umber of Orientals residing in bregon is also exteemely limited, the
roportion of both Chinese and Japanese beirig only 0.9 per cent.
regon is freed from the need tolmovide special schools for its non-
aucasian inhaNtants zilch fts have been found to bey desirable in

tes'where they constitute relatively large groups in the population.
Hardly less influential than difference of color: in its effect upon
ucational find soOil development in some States is the presence

f a large fioriign--&rn population. Among foreign-born groups
likely to. be found standards of hiring far different from those

at prevail **ow .istive Americans and social backgrounds that
a4apts4 .too Owe in proper perspective free public education

it has develtotted in the tkited States. Table 8 shows that Oregon. ,
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PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

has approximately the same percentage of foreign born as prevails
in the United States as a whole, while among the 17 States listed
there are 7 with smaller percentages of native born and higher
percentages of foreign born. Oregon, therefore, is essentially an

American State. Further a large proportion of its foreign-born
population conies from countries most closely akin to the United
States-from Canada, England, Ireland, and Scotland and from
Germany, Austria, Norway, Sweden, Demnark, and Switzerland.
Emigrants from southern Europe comprise an insignificant portion
of the State's population.

TABLE 3.-Pereentave of native and foreign born in Oregon's population
compared with United State* as a whole and 17 other selected States

Name of State

United States

Oregon _ _

Arizona_
Colorado
Delaware...
Florida_ _ .

Idaho _

Maine _ _ .....
Montana

Perren tags of-

Native
born

Foreign
born

86. 8 11 2

8C. 3
75. 9
87 3
91. 1
94. 4
90. 6
86. 0
82. 6

l& 7
24. 1
12. 7
& 9
5. 6
9. 4

14. 0
17.4

Name of State

Perrentage of--

Nati ve
borQ

Nebraska
New Hampshire._ _ _ _ _

New Mexico
North Dakota
Rhode Island
South Dakota_ _ _ _

Utah
Vermont
Washington
W yoming

88. 4
79. 4
91. 7
79. 6
71. 0
87. 0
86. 8
87. 4
80. 4
86. 3

Foreign
born

UT

Cloiely related to nativity is the prevalence of illiteracy. Table,'
shows the percentages of illiterates in Oregon divided as to sez

and age.

TABLE 4.-Percentage of illiterates, male and female, over 10 and 2/ years of
age in Oregon, as compared with United States 04 a whole and 17 other
sel6rted States

Name of State

Percentage of-

Illiterate
males lu
years cc

over

Illiterate
females 1

years or

United States

Oregon
Arizona. _

Colorado
Delaware t
Florid&
Idabo
Maine
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Maxim
North Dakota
Rhode Island
South Dakota..
Utah
Vermont
Washingtos.
Wyoming

d 0 6.9

Illiterate
males 21
years or

over

Inked.

parses

=11Mial
7. 0 7.1

1. 6
119
2.9
4.2
9.6
L7
2.9
11
1.1
4.6

12.7
1.9toLI
11&
L7
16

1.3
17.1
Ld
9.6
L I
16is
L 4
4.2

111.9
14

,7.0
L9
L I

0 1414LI

10
14.
S. 6
7.7

lad
2.1
4.7
17
17
1.6

14.7
16
7.6
L9

11
L9
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INTRODUCTION 9
Of the entire population over 10 years of age, of Oregon, only 2.9

per cent are unable to read and write as compared with 11.9 per cent
for the United States as a whole. Illiterate males over 10 years of
age in the State represent 1.6 per cent of the total, and there are only
2 other States in the list of 17 States with as low a percentage. Simi-
larly the proportion of illiterate females over 10 years of age is 1.3
per cent, Oregon ranking first among the )7 States, exeept for Idaho,
which has the same percentage. The table also shows the adult
illiteracy. Again it is found that Oregon stands high with but 3.6
per cent of its inhabitants over 21. years of age unable to read and
write. In the case of the United States as a whole,. the percentage
is 14.3. Whatever the significance attached to the low illiteracy rate
in Oregon, it is perfectly evident that a very high proportion of the
people of the State value education, and that the young people of the
State have in larger numbers than is common secured one of the most
important tools for further education.

A State with disproportionate percentage of adult population,
such as may result from pioneer cdnditions or from reduction of the
birth rate, has, quite a different educational task than one in which
the percentage of the population that is of school age is normal or
large. Table 5 shows the number of persons of school age in Oregon
and the percentage of the total population as compared with United
States as a whole and the 17 other sèlected States.

TABLE 5.Number of persons of school age in Oregon anid percentage of totalpopulation as compared with- United States a-s a whole and 17 other States'

Name of State
Number 0(
persons of
school age
(5-17 years)

Percent
age of

pop-total
ulation

Name of State
Number of
persons of
school age
(5-17 years)

Percent-
age of

total pop-
ulation

United Stew 30, 887, 167 2& 7 Nebraska 382, 749 2& 7New Hampshire HA 465Oregon 207, 545 33, 0 New Mexico. ___ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . 119, 460 30. 4Arizona 119, 200 2& 1 North Dakota 230, 096 36. cColorado 271, 116 2t 8 Rhode Island _ _ _ _ _ ... _ . _ . __ . 158, 281 22 1Delaware 64, m 22. 4 South Pakota 190, 700 27. CFlorida 322, 213 22. 8 t Utah 157, 526 29. (Idaho
-. 152, 774 27 9 Vermont 85, 336 24. 1M it* I* 827 23. 8 , Washington 381, 034 22. 1Montana _ _ _ _1.. _ _ ....... 188, 737 84. 0 I,

1

Wyoming 61, 901 2& 41

Compiled from Bulletin 1930, No.. 3, United State Office of Education.

As revealed by the tabulation the proportion: of Oregon's popu-
lation of school age is less than that of 12 States included in the
list. For the United States as a whole the percentage of the total
population of school age is 25.7, as compared with 23 per cent for
Oregon. Further light may be thrown upon this question by an
analysis of the State's population on a basis of actual age distribu-
tion, including etc of different ages. The facts are p repented by
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10 PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

The number of male inhabitants in Oregon under 19 years of
age is 35.5 per cent of the total male population, according to the
chart. Female inhabitants below this age represent 37.6 per cent
of the female population. Such percentages are low and indicate
that the adult population of Oregon is proportionately large.
Whether this is due to the existence 'of pioneer conditions or to low
birth 'rate can not be accurately ascertained without a detailed
sociological study that is unnecessary for the purposes of this report.

It is apparent that a lower percentage of dependent children re-
lieves the adult portion of the population of the responsibilities of
supporting large families. The educational problem is likewise ma-
terially affected since the State is called upon to furnish education

AGE AND SEX 0 I STR I BUTI ON BY PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE OF OREGON
AOE

PERIOD

8.8%

7.6
7.5%

8.4
8.9
8.7%

4.2
4.2

3.8
4.6

5.6%
6.4

7.1

1.4%
4

80 84
ILI
70
6.5
60
55
50
4 5
4 0
35
30
25
20
1 5

1.3 %
1 %

3.3 %
3.5%

33%
.8 %

4.8%
5.6%

6.6%
7.8%

8.47.
8.9%

8.6%
8.4%

9.374
.8
.6%

74
9

1 0

UNDER

MALES

59
54
49

39
4

29

1 9

14

3 YEARS

FEMALES

nouns 2 46

to a smaller number of persons. Other things being equal, there-
fore, a superior system of publicly supported education should be
provided. The portion of the population that is economically pro-
ductive is large and should be able to expend nlore for each child
to be educated than is the case in the States where the number of
adults is relatively small as compared with the number of children.

Much the same effect results when the population of a State con-

tains a disproportionaWy large number of women. In spite of the
entrance of women into industry a much larger peróintage of women
than men is dependent upon the ionic efforts of others for their
livelihoods. The distautien of *spalatkii by sat is 606 Important
for a State's educational program in that the obarapter et édues-
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INTRODUCTION I

tion demanded by women is very different from that demanded by
men, especially in the higher levels of training, and also in that
girls tend to remain in school for longer periods than is the case
of boys.

Under our American system of public education a State with a
large percentage of female population will be called upon to pro-
vide a larger number of child years of education than will a State
in which the proportionate distribution of the sexes is reversed.
Table 6 shows that only 4 of the 17 States selected foi- comparison
have smaller percentages of female population than Oregon, and
that the percentage is smaller in Oregon than the United States as
a whole.

T FITZ PoPulation by *eat in percentage* and the number of males
prr 100 females oompared with the United States as a whole and 17 other
,velected States

Name of State

Peeentap of-

_Males Fe-
males

Males
to 100

bombs

Uni:ed States

Oregon
Among
Colorado_
Debt w art . .
Florita
Idaho
Ms; ne
Mont MIS_

ea .....

I mo

51 0 40.0

56. 1
$1. 9
52. 4
5L 0
51. 1
b4 1
50. 8
54. 6

46. 9
4& 1
47.6
40. 0
48. 9
45.9
49. 2
45.4

10L 0

113.4
121.
110.3
104.1
101.7
11& 2
102.5
120. 5

Name of State

Percentage of-

M ales Fe-
males

Nebraska-
New Hampshire. _ . _ _ _ _

New Mexico....
North Dakota._ _.

Rhode Wanda*, - _

South Dakota
Utah
Vermont
W
Wyoming AD- .....

M sties
to 100
females

M. 9 48. 1 107. 9
50. 1 49. 9 100. 5
sa. 1 46. 9 1121 1
52. 8 47. 2 112. 0
49. 2 60. 8 97. 0
52. 9 47. 1 112. 6
51. 6 41.4 106. 8
50. 7 49. 103. 0
54. 1 461 9 11& 1
56. 7 43. 3 131. 3

The proportion of the total Ablation conisting of males is 53.1
Per cent ond of females 46.9 per cent. The ratio pf males to females
in Oregon is 113.4 males per 100 females. For the entire United
States the ratio is 104 to 100. All of the 17 States have a smaller
ratio of males to females than Oregon with the exception of Arizona,
Idaho, Montana, Washington, and Wyoming. There is a direct
relation-between the excess of males in the State and the compara-
tively small number of persons of school age previously cited.
Further, the proportion of the population that is economically pro-
duttive tends to be higher and the years of schooling demanded tends
to be lower.

A State Fith a high density of population or one that is pre-
dominantly urban will have quite a di.fferent educational task than
one that is sparsely settled or largely rural. In Table 7 is shown the
population per square mile and the number of icres per inhabitant
in Oregon as compared with the rnited States as a whole find the 17
Wier selected &swig.
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12 PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

TABLE 7. Density of populatkm of Oregon per square mile and tOrber of acresper inhabitant in 19.30 as compared with the United States its a whole sad17 othet States

Name of State

United States__ .

Oregon
Arizona
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho

Montana

Population
pa- Wire

I 1 .

40. 5

9. 8
I 8
9. 0

12L 3
26.
S. 3

26. 4
1 6

Number a(
acres per

inhabitant

1S.

M. 2
166. 8
64. 0

S. 4
25.9

119. 6
23.9

1711. 1

Name ol State
Population)
pernvieuare

Number d
SOW per

inhabitant

Nebraska
New Hampshire_ _ _ _ _

New Mexico 4North Dakota_ __ _ _ _ _ .
Rhode Island _____
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont
Wash ington
Wyoming

17. 9
51. 5
& 4
9. 7

644. 0
& 9
& 1

219. 3
2& 2
2.2

3S.

11 4 ,

181 7
614.

.

71
IOU

16. 2

27. S

2Z. 1

Oregon has a moderately low density of populatioi and a situation
that is extremely advantageous to its future welfare and develop-
inent. As compared with Rhode Island with 644 people per square
mile of area and to Delaware with 121.3 people per square mile, the
State's population per square mile is 9.8. The number of inhabitants

r square mile for the entire United States is 40.5, or 30.7 in exces
o Oregon. In the list of States, Oregon ranks tenth in density of

pulation. Expressed in terms of acreage only seven of the States
listed have a larger number of acres per inhabitant, \among them
being Arizona, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, South Dtkota, Utah,and Wyoming. The number of acres per inhabitant for these States
ranges from 71.2 to 277.1 as cOmpared with 64.2 for Oregon. In most
cases the States exceeding Oregon in this respect are either semiarid
or are located in part in frigid climates. In the United States as a
whole the acres per inhabitant amounts to 15.5, a number only one-
fourth that of Oregon.

If it be assumed that the natural resources represented biOregon's
land area are only equal to the average for the United States, it
follows that the possibility for economic growth is large and\capableof supporting a much larger population. This means, of course,that the State may look forward with confidence to educsktional
development ; it has by no means utilized to the maximum the re-
sources that must be drawn upon for the support of educatimit.and
other purposes. Further, it means that plans for the future nkiust
contemplate ,the probability that the State will be called upon\ta
provide much more extensive educational opportunities to meet the
demands of increased population and a more diversified. and compleif
economic structure.

Of considerable influence upon the economic and educational future
of Oregon are the proportions of the population that live in urbanand rural areas. The division into rural and urban potpulation is
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INTRODUCTION 13

shown by Table 8 in comparison with the United States aw a whole
and the 17 other selected States.

TABLE 8. Population of Orebon divided into urban and rural on percentage
basis as compared with the United States as a whole and 17 other selected
States

Name of State
Percentage of

Urban

United States SI 3

Oregon
Arizona
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho. _ . .

Maine
Montana

Rural

49. 9
35. 1
48. 2
54. 1
38 7
21 7
39 0
31. 3

Name of State
Percentage of-

Urban

48 7 II Nebraska
New Hampshire

50. 1 New Mexico._ .. .... _

64. 9 North Dakota
51. 8 Rhode Island
43. 9 South Dakota
63. 3
78 3 Vermont_ _ .

61. 0 Wuhington
68. 7 Wyoming _ _ . _ _ .....

.....

31. 2
CM 1
18 0
13. 6
97. 4
l& 0
47. 9
31. 2
&S. 2
29. 5

Rural

68. 8
36. 9
82. 0
86. 4
2 6

84. 0
52 I
68 8
44. 8
70. 5

The population of Oregon is approxiktely half urban and half
rural, the proportion of urban inhabitants being 49.9 per cent and

1930 CENSUS

noun 8
of rural 50.1 per cent. similar distribution exists for the United
States as whole, with an urban population of 51.3 per cent and a
rural population of 48.7 per\ cent. All of the 17 States selected upon
the basis of population for comparison with Oregon show a larger
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14 PUBLIC HIG1ff111.11DIMAILION TN ORROON

percentage of rural population except Delaware, New Hampshire,
Rhode Islitd, and Washington. Oregon's problem of providing
educational oliportunity for the rural population is therefore only
slightly greater than the average for the United States, and the
additional expense of prpviding education in sparsely settled areas
should be less burdensome in Oregon than in 13 of the 17 States
of approximately the same population.

The fact that Oregon is subject to no more disadvantage in re-
spect to its division of population between town and country than
is typiCal of the United States as a whole is further emphasized by
the regional concentration of the State's population. Figure 3 show;

sTai
1111,44

01411

il
s nouns 4 (See page 121)

the distribttion of the inhabitants of Oregon by counties, according
to the census of 1930.

Including Wasco County, which is contributory to the Portland
territory, approximately 80 per cent of the iopulation of Oregon is
concentrated in the narmw region west of the Cascades. This region
contains the fertile Willamette Valley and in it .are °located four of
the five cities in the &ate lifith populations exceeding 10,000Port-
land with 801,890 inhabitants, Eugene with 18,898, Salem with
18,299, and Medford with 10,847. Four oe the five public higher
'institutions are found in this section--the university, the Qregoo
State College, and the normal schools at Monikouth and Aihland.
The private collwes ,of the State are also is this teriitory.
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INTIODIMION: 15

Klamath and Deschutes Counties; east of the mountains and to
the south, constitute another center of population but contain less
than 5 per cent of the State's population. The fifth city of more
than 10,000 population, Klamath Falls, with 16,053 people, is found
in this area. Baker, Union, and Umatilla, in the northeast corner
of the State, contain slightly more than 6 per cent of the population
of the State and form a third center of concentration. In this
region is the fifth of the public higher institutions, the normal
school at La Grande. The southeastern portion of the State, con-
taining approximately one-third of its land area, is arid and so
thinly populated that its educational service is a problem of very
Tecial character. With the exception of this region, Oregon's dis-
tribution of population is even more favorable to provision of edu-
cation than is indicated by the fact that about the same proportion
of its inhabitants are urban as is the case for the United States as
a whole.

In order to avoid the confusion that may arise in the reader's
mind from the preceding presentation of facts and inferences con-
cerning the size and distribution of Oregon's population, it is desir-
able to pause at this point in the examination of the social back-
ground of the State's educational development to summarize ,the
more significant features of the facts presented. Because the survey
staff so frequently fouid in Oreg9n a high enthusiasm for, and belief
in, the future of the State combined with somewhat uncritical con-
viction that its size and the zi ribution of its population tend to
hamper educational and social evelopmënt, the commission under-
took to examine some of the population factors that influence the
nature and cost of such development For this purpose Oregon was
compared 'with 17 other States and with the United States as a
whole.

Upon almost every count these comparisons reveal that Oregon
typical of the general situation in the United States and in many

re. *lets enjoys advantages greater than those found iii the entire
Nat .on find superior to a large proportion of the individual States
that I Ye populations not greatly dissimilar in size. Oregon's pop-
ulation is growing more rapidly than that of the United States and
more rapidly thsn any of the 17 States' with which it is compared
exeept in one inEtance. The educational and other social opportuni-
ties offered by the State are by no means the least of the attractions,
which induice the immigration from other States that accounti3 in
part for this in in population. The relative sparsity of popu-
lation in areas es le of supporting many more people and offering
opportunities for th4 profitable investment of capital may be inter-

.
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16 PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

preted to .pean that the educational structure of the State has by no
means been completed.

It appears to be the part of wisdom to plan educationally for a
greater, commonwealth. The State is not handicapped socially by
having to plan for an educational system to care for a population that
in color and in birth differs strikingly from that of the United States
as a whole; indeed with 4spect to color and nativity Oregon is
happily freed from the expensive task of Koviding for the educa-
tional and social assimilation of discordant elements. The people of
the State are more generally literate than in the rest of the Nation
and since a high degree of literacy and a high degree of economic
productivity march hand in hand, it may be assured that the popula-
tion of Oregon is especially capable of providing the wealth needed
to cieveiop superior intellectual and cultural training. Relatively large
adult and male population as compared with the number of minors to
be educated terids to make the burden of the productive portion of 'the
population less acute than when a few producers are confrontecirby.
the task of supporting and educating a relatively large number of
the economically depender4t. Althotigh Oregon is less densely popu-
lated than the United States as a whole, the distribution of it4 popu-
lation between town nd country is nearly the same a that through-
out the Nation and the larger part of the population is sufficientl¡
concentrated in relatively compact areas to give the vState an ad-
vantageous position in 'netting the cost of providini edudational
opportunities.

Having examined the social characteristics of Oregon's Population;
it is now proposed to appraise its economic and industrial organiza-
tion. A State's educational task will vary in accordance with tip
occupations which its people pursue in order to earn their livelihood,
with the number of farms found within its borders, and-the propor-
tion of them that are owned by their occupants as contrasted with
the number of manufacturing establishments and the Witge ,earners
employed. by them. Such data disclose whether the economic inter-
ests of the population are centered wholly in the single industry of
agriculture or whether manufacturing has been developed upon a
considerable scale. Table 9 presents the percentage' distribution- of
occupations of the people of Oregonjbased on the census datsificatioa
as compared with the United States,as 'a whole and the 17 other
selected States.
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TABLE 9.--Oompationa of people of Oregon over 10 years of age on percentagebasis, at compared with, the United- States as a whole and the 17 othertficicrted &totes

Name of State

n ited1' Statas.......

Oregon -

Arizona
Colorado
Delawire
Florida
Idaho_
Maine. _ -.-
Montana
'Nebraska
New Tfarnpshire
New
North ota
Wile gland
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont
Wffihington
Wyoming

Percentage engaged in-

Public Pro
service 11""111service

Domes- Cleri-tic and cal oo-per- cups-Dotal
siervice tions

26. 3 I 2.6 30.8 7.4 1o.2 1.9 5.2 &2 7. 5

2& 5 . 7 27.4 9.0 11.5 1.4 8.8 7. 8 6. 827. 7 11. 8 l& 4 &9 8.7 6.4 5.5 7.8 4. 827. 3 6. 4 20.2 &8 12.5 1.9 68 9.0 7. 119. 4 . 1 WO 8.7 8.9 1.7 4.6 9.6 9. 1a2.2 . 8 2& 1 7.6 9.2 2.0 4.5 135 4.47, 5 & 8 l&O 7.3 9.0 1.1 &8 &O 4. 024. 9 . 2 38.8 7.3 lit 8.9 1.8 &4 7.8 4. 939. 7 7. 8
40.9 . 1

154 & 8 9.0 1.4 5.9 7.3
1114 &O 12.0 1.2 6.6 68 915. 8 . 2 81. 5 & 4 7. 6 1. 8 4.0 7. 3 4. 845. 1 6. 0 1&2 9.0 6.7 &3 &1 6.9 2. 957. 9 . 6 9.3 &O 9.2 .8 a3 64 & 6

& 0 . 1 58. 9 5. 8 9. 7 3. 1 4. 4 7.0 & I54.2 . 7 12. 1 & 9 10. 2 . 9 & 4 6. 1 3. 629.o &8 '22.5 83 11.1 1.7 6.7 6.8 7. 132. 0 . 1. 4 32. 8 6.7 7.9 1.3 5.5 84 4. 622.7 1. 5 31.0 9.2 11.6 2.2 6.3 8.2 7. 231-9 10. 8 18. 8 lit 1 7. 6 s 1. 9 5. 1 7. 5 4. 3

Oregon is a State of diversified economic interests. This is the
most striking feature of the table showing the occupational status of
its population. In the classifiltation of occupationp, the distribution
in Oregon t'orresponds closely ',frith the United States as a whole,
which ihdicates that its people are not dependent exclusively upon
one type of proactivity. or activity for their livelifiood. The Pro-
portion olidihe StatA population engaged in agriculture, forestry,
and anim4 production is 28.5 per cent as compared -with 26.3 per
cent for the entire United States, only a slightly greater per cent.
Of the 17 States, there are 9 that have larger percentages eugaged in
agriculture, forestry, and animal production. In the extraction of
minerals Oregon with 0.7 per cent not only falls below the average
-for the United Sigites, which is 2.6 per cent, but 10 other States show
greater proportions of their populations pursuing this' occupation.
Oregon still thinks of itself largely in terms of an agricultural and
mining State with a preprderance of its people devoting themselves
to thesé eltractive industries. As a matter of fact, not an overly
large percentage is so engaged.

The survey commission was impressed by the .frequent laments
about the slight development of manufacturing in Oregon. Ascord-
mg to the table, the percentage of its people pursuing inanufao ;.. ring
is 27.4 or almost u large a propoition as are engaged in agrictilture,
forestry, and animal production. Of the entire population of the
United States, bitt per cent earn their livelihood tfirough manu-

,,%).. VIO-'41k - :%. .4
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18 PrELIC IOUIR ZDITCATION IN OREGON

facturing, a proportion )3n1y 844- per cent in excess of Oregon, ud
there are only six States in the list VIat have greater percentage of
their people following manufacturing pursuit& It is evident, there.
fore, that Oregon has made splendid progress in the development of

manufacturing, particularly in view of the fact that its primary
interests at one time were concentrated in agriculture. Moreover,
exceptional opportunities exist for great expansion of manufactur.
ing in the future thereby enhancing the potential wealth of the ,

State.
Among the other occupations of its people, transportation and

trade stand out prominently. The proportion of the State's populs.
tion engaged in transportation is 9 per cent as compared with 74
per cent for the United States. There are 11.5 per cent of the people
of Oregon pursuing trade as an occupation while the percentage for
the United States is 10.2. Only 2 other States making up the list
of 17 States have greater proportions engaged in transportation and
in the case of trade but 3 of the States show a larger percentage of
their populations pursuing this oècupation. The proportion of

Oregon's population engaged in clerical occupations is 6.8 per cent as

compared with 7.5 per cent for the United States.
Special stress must be placed upon the diversity of occupations of

the people of Oregen. Of paramo'unt significance is the fact that
Oregon's ability to support social agencies, including education, is

not dependent upon a single type of occupation or upon a single line
of productivity. As a consequence, a varied program of higher edu-
cation should be offered corresponding to the diversity of occups
Lions in which the people are engaged in earning their livelihood
and covering practically the entire range of activities found in a

complex civilization in order to meet the real needs of the State. As

Oregon's percentage distribution of occupations is approximately
the same as that of the United States as a whole, it may be expected
that the State's enrollment of college students in the different fields
of higher education will be much the same as the enrollments in the
various fields for the entire United States. At a later point in the
report it will be necessary to refer to the distribution of enrollments
in Oregon's higher institutions, particularly as they compare with
the country as a whole and as they correspond with the actual occu-
pations in which the people of the State are engaged.

Further light is thrown on the economic structure of Oregon by
an examination of the actual number of farms and farm owners and
of the number of manufacturing establishments and wage earners,
In Table 10 are given the number of farms, farm owners, tenants,
and percentage of tenancy in Oregon as compared with the Unitixt
States as a whoit; and We 17 other States.
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INISODIMTION . 19
TABLE 10. Number of lams, farm owners, and tenanSa in Oregon with per-centage of tenanoy Oregon as compared with United States as a whole and17 other selected States

United S

OnTon
Arizona.
Colorado
Delaware

Idaho
Maine .

Montana
Nehrask
New ll
New Me tiro
North I)
Rhode Island
South 9
Utah . _

Vermont
Wwhin ;on
Wyoming

Name of State Total stun-
ber of farms

Number of
farm owners

Number of
farm ten-

ants

Percent-
age of

tenancy

Latta 6, 371, 640 3, 912, 187 2, 459, 453 38. 6

55, 911 46, 518 9, 393 16. 8
_ , 10, 802 8, 480 Z 322 21. 5

4 58, 026
14 2fa

40, 096
6, 586

17, 930
3, 672

30. 9
35. 8

59, 217 46, 604 1% 613 21. 3
40, 592 30, 888 9, 904 24. 4
50, 033 414, 332 1, 701 & 4
46, 904 36, 533 10, 271 21. 9L_ 127, 734 67, 266 60, 468 46. 4milks 21, 065 20, 064 1, 011 4. 8
31, 687 26, 267 4, 520 17. 1ilia& 75, 970 49, 839 261131 34. 4
3, 911 8, 438 473 12. 1'Ica& 79, 337 46, 530 33, 007 41. 6

25, 992 23, 107 2,885 11. 1
27, 786 25, 202 2, 684 9. 3. _ _ 73, 267.4. 61, 325 11,942 16.1- ---_ _ 15, 512 ' 12. 736 2.776 17. I

Within the borders of Oregon are 55,911 farms, of which 46,518
arc owtied by their occupants. The State ranks twelfth among the
17 States in number of farms and eleventh in pumber of farm owners,
although several States exceed Oregon in land area. In the United
States as a whole the proportion of farm tenancy is 38.6 per cent,
While in Oregon it is only 16.8 per cent. With four exceptions, all
the other States included in the list have a higher percentage of
tenancy. Needless to say, the educational task in Oregon is made less
difficult by the fact that the viewpoint of such a vast majority óf its
farming people is that of owners rather thAn tenants.

Table 11 shows the number of manufacturing establishments, wage
earners, and average number of wage earners per establishment in
Oregon as compared with the United States as a whole and the 17
other selected States.

TAM 11.-Number of manufacturing establishments and wage earners witharerage somber of wape earners per establishment in Oregon as comparedwith United States as a whole and 17 other States

Name of State
Number
of estab-

lish-
mesas

.

%lumber"of wage
earners

,

, Average
number...
wa waifs
earners

per
estab-

lishment
..

*

Name of gtate
'Number
of estab-nib_
meats

Number
of wage
earners

4

A verage
number
of wage
earners

per
estab-

lkhment
_____..

United States.... _

Orton
Arizona
Colorado _ _ _ .....___
Delaware_ _ _ _ _ ..
Florida u4"al
Idaho
Maine ..,,,i
Montana_

_
191, 806 1, SO, 766 43 Nebraska_ .

New Hampshire _ _ . _
New Shale° .
North Dakota_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Rhode Island _ _ _ _ _ _
South Dakota
Utah. .. - - . ___
Vermont__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Wobluguiii.._______
Wyoming.. a-.

1, 277
1 1 i .

1 I

307
1, 497

472
666
seo

84 344
239

26, 110
66, 482

4, 063
3, 200

120, 009
6, 651

13, 686
se,in

101, 4111
6, 677

20
toa
lo
90
11
11
21
33
Il

1, 779
300

1, as
446

ions
470

1, OS

.

111111

67, 179
S, 967

31, W7
31, 331
a. 219
111, 613
ilk itg
14. 311

13
II
21.
46
Xi
Ill
48
16
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20 PUBLIC HIGHER RDITCATIOS IN OREGON

It has already been pointed out in describing the occupations ot
the people of Oregon that manufacturing has become an important
factor in the State's economic advancement. Additional substan-
tiation of this situation is found in Table 11. Oregon has 1779
manufacturing establishments, or a little less than 1 per cent of the
entire number in the United State§. Only 1 _of the 17 States has
a greater 14mber, although severál of them are distinctly manu-
facturing States. Oregon also stands third on the list in the num,
ber of wage earners in manufacturing occupations. It is inter.:
esting to note that there are 55,911 farm owners and farm tenaigil
in 'Oregon as shown by Table 10 as compared with 57,179 such wage
earners in the State. In other words, the number employed in the
manufacturing establishments approximately equals the number of
farmers.. That a great development of manufacturiv may be ex.
pected in the future is indicated by the average number of w
earners per establishment in Oregon. For the United States as a
whole the average per establishment is 43. In Oregon° it is but 32.
All the States in the list in which manufacturing is the predomi.
nant industry have a larger number of wage earners per establish-
ment. No educational program can be planned for Oregon without
taking full cognizance of the almost equal division between farmer
and wage earner and of the almost certain development of manu-
facturing .upon a larger scale in t he future.

The financial:,, ability of a State to support education without
neglect of its other fundamental obligations is measured by its social
and economic income. Although the wealth of Oregon ag repre-

rented by the value of its manufactured and farm products, fisheries,
and lumber production is only an indication of potential income, the
figures, in comparison with other States, are of value. Other things
being equal, the State with the largest income from these sources may
now or in the future be better able to support its activities. In Table
12 will be found the value of the manufactured and farm produal
of Oregon as compared 'with the United States as a whole and the
17 other selected States.
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1425,
ABLE 1 2.-Vaive of manufactured and farm prodwcts of Qrepon in ascompared with United States cut a whole and 17 other selected States

4

Q\NT:szne of State

United States

n _

rison8- - -

plorado
Isware_

orida .

sine_ -

on tang
ebrasks-
ew Hampshire A

eir Mexicoico_ _

orth Dakota
e Island

th Dakota
tah
ermont
ashington
yoming

Value of manu-
factured products

$62, 718, 347, 000

Value of farm
products

Total value of
manufactured

and farm
products

9, 797, 653, 000 $72, 515, 900,000

342 862, 000 87, 468, 000
117, 624, 000 31, 993, 000
278, 221, 000 113, 143, 000
129, 900, 000 18, 152, 000
218, 790, 000 643, 000

82, 256, 000 72, 709, 000
372, OM 000 at 372, 000
2o3,503, 000 116, 203, 000
420, 296, 000 302, 048, 000
327, 628, 000 24, 669, 000
20, 183, 000 33, 196, 000
47, 003, OW 31 i, sumo

592, 233, 000 7, 693, 000
tt3, 001, 000 224, 529, 000

163, 118, 000 42, 797, 000
134, 030, 000 50, 789, 000
677, 914, 000 135 187, 000
85, 368, 000 31, 074, 000

430, 320, 000
149, 617, 000
391, 364, 000
148, 052, 000
251, 433, 000
154, 965, 000
426, 465,000
319, 706, 000
782, 344, 000
352, 097, 000
sa, uo. 000

369, 836, 000
599, 926, OLIO

307, 530, 000
206, 915, 000
184, 819, 000
813, 101, 000
116, 442, OW

The value of Oregon's manufactured products amounts to $342,-
2,000, or one-half of 1 per cent of the total for the entire United

tates. Maine, Nebraska, Rhode Island, and Washington are the
nly States in the list with manufactured products the value óf which
greater than Oregon. The value of the State's farm products is
55,384,000 less than its manufactured products, although the State
ands high in agricultural production. Of, the 17 'S'Ates there

re but 6 that exceed Oregon in value of farm produ, In the
tal va ue of both manufactured and farm produet
)0,430,000 ranks fourth among the 17 States., The

nts 0.6 per cent of the value of all manufactured an
ts in the United Staies. Fisheries and lumber a
dustries. in Oregon that contribute to the resources
f the 17 selected States only Florida, Maine, and Was Ington have
titer annual fishery products than Oregon. With t

f the State of Washington, Oregon produces more lum r
an any one of the other selected States.
Manufactured, farm, fisheries, and lumber products
rtial measures of the wealth andincome of Oregon u
e ability of the State to support education is based. T
ore aécurate measure it is necessary/to consider other b meters,
ch as available and accumulated money, volume of t
iness. Saving deposits indicate the firiancialaresour
pie of moderato means, the class that strongly favors e

d actually seeks it. A State with large saving deposits, t
in a better position to obtain and improve its educational

a State with small saving deposits. The question of

regon WILLI
figure repre-

farm prod-
important

f its people.

e exception
annually

are only
n which
secure a

ade- and
of the

ucation
erefore,
rogram
hether
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saving deposits have increased ever a period of years and the per

centage of the increase is highly important, serving to show whether
financial resources of this character are growing or diminishing.
For the purpose of presenting data on this point Table 13 has been

prepared giving the saving deposits in Oregon in 1920 and 1929,

with amount and percentage of increase between these years, together
with similar figures for the_ United States and the 17 other selected
States.

TABLE 1 3.-Saving deposits of Oregon for 1920 and 191'9 showing ilwrecpze a.
percentage of gain as compared with United Stages as a whole and 17 selected
States

Name of State

101.

sa

United States $15,

Oregon
A risona _

Colorado _ _

Delaware_ _ _ .

Florida
Idaho _ _

Maine
Montana _

Nebraska_
New Ham pshire
New Mexico
North Dakota
Rhode Island
South Dak ots
U tah
Vermont _ _

W ashington
W yoming

ving deposits,
. 1920

Saving deposits,
1929

Increase between
1920-1929

314, 100, 000 $28, 270, 464, 000 312, 956, 364, 000

76, 100, 000
37, 000, 000

lo2, 900. 000
3S, 900, 000
s. lf:n 000
32, 500, 000

204, 600, 000
75, 500, 000

la 400, 000
147, 800, 000
13, 200, 000

at, ki 500, 000

134, 900, 000
61, 600, 000

MO 00, 000
ist 400, 000
21, 000. 000

121 398, 000
36, 664. 000

116, 575. 000
62, fas, 000

127, 299, 000
34, 174, 000

316, 567, 000
77, 493, 000

167, 360, 000
236, 986, 000

11, 820, 000
,88 ns, 000

360, 406, 000
71, 178, OM
75, 319, 000

211, 475, 000
211, 198, 000
26, 34 1, 000

47, 298, 000
i L 336, 000
11, 676, 000
27, o2s, 000
82, 299, WO

1. 674, 000
111, 967, 000

1, 993, 000
11, 800, 000
89, 186, 000
1 1, 380, 000

1 54, 725, 000
146, 005, 000
i 63, ra, 000

23, 719, MO
78, ra, 000
61, 793, MO

6, 341, 000

Gain (per
can)

k I

67 1

47

Decrease.

The saving deposits of Oregon were not Iftlarge in 1929, but
the percentage of gain between 1920 and 1929 Vas substantial. For

the United States as a whole, saving deposits intreased 15y 84.6 per

cent. For the State of Oregon, the gain was 62.1 per cent. Al-

though the increase was less for Oregon than for the United States,
the State's saving deposits increased at a great rate than an'y of the
other States making up the list with the eiiiption of Delaware,
Florida, and Rhode Island. The unusually strong position occupied
by Oregon is shown by the fact that four States actually *suffered
losses in savini deposits between 1920 and 1929 and the percentage o
gain of four others was less than 14 per cent. In view of the large
amount of savings deposits and the great percentage of gain, it is
obvious that with such resources Oregon should be able to provide
adequate educational facilities to meet all its needs.

Another' index of wealth and income is found in postal receipts,
which represent the volume of business activity and of trade. The

postal receipts are presented on a per capita basis in Table 14 f
Oregon in 1920 and 1929, together with per capita increase du
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this period, as compared with the Unitotd States and the 17 oilier
selected States.

T F 1 4.-Per capita postal receipts of Oregon for 1920 and 19E9 frith increaseoompared with the United States as a whole and 17 other selected States

\rime o

nited

Orron
Arrona_ . _

Colorado _

Delaware

Idaho.
!Mains'
Mon:ana .

State
Per capita

4,Pcgtal

1910

Per rapt
Postal"wilts,

1

rer
Increase, Name ci State

Per aapi
postal

receipts,

Per capi
postal

'err
per omit.
inn.Vse,
1920-1929

States_ .

_ __ _' .
_ _____. _

_

t& 99 U. 71 $1. 72 Nebraska _ . ___

New Hampshire _

New Mexico._ . _ _ _

North Dakota. _

Rbode Island . _ _ _
South Dakota. _ _ _
Utah.... _ ______ _ _

Vermont _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _

Washington.... _ _ _
V

Wyoming__ - _ --- -

$4. 24
3. 39
1. PS
& 18
8. 35
& 1)4
& 21
3. 46
4. 15
& 66

$5- 10
4. 98
2. 66
4. 29
4. 57
4. 00

4. 88
S. 46
4. 07

SO- 8e
1. 56

. °A
1. 11
1. Z

. 7f

1. 31
1. 31

. 41

I 4. 24
2. R2
4. 67
& 67
& n
3. 23
3. 73
3. 67

S. 88
3. 04
& 97
t 96
t 09
2. 73
4. 86
4. 57

1. 64
. 72

1. 30
1. 29

. 82
1. SO
1. 13

. 90

Decrtsse.

Oregon's postal receipts show a high per capita figure. In 1929
the per capita postal receipts of the State were $5.88 as compared
with $5.71 for the entire United States. The per capita postal reve-
nues for Oregon were, therefore, 17 cents higher than for the Nation
as a whole.. Among the 17 selected States, Oregon stands second on
the list, Colorado being the only State having higher per capita
postal re.ceipts in 1929. Of considerably more importance than thepostal receipts for a single year is the gain made over a period -of
Years Such a figure reveals the rate of expansion of the State's
business, commerce or trade, which has a direct relationship to its
financial and economic resources.

Between 1920 and 1929, the per capita increase of postal receipts
in Oregon was $1.64. For the United States it was $1.72, an amount
only 8 cents in excess .of Oregon. Thus the postal' receipts in the

tate are increasing at much the same rate as in the United States as
a whole. In comparing the gain for Oregon with the 17 selected
States, it is found that Oregon leads every one of them, and its in-
crease in per capita postal receipts is more than double those of anumber of other States. This indicates a vigorous and stimulatingstate of its trade and commerce. Again the conclusion is readiedthat the activity of business in Oregon, as shown by thê Postal
receipts, is proportionately the same as for the country at large andthat the State is in relatively the same position as the United Statess regards ability to defray the costs of education.

Another partial measurement of the social and economic incomef a State is disclosed by an appraisal of the expenditures of itsople for luxuries. A population lacking accumulaW wealth andhealthy income can not be epected to expend large sums in the ag-gregate for passenger automobiles, , tobacco, chewing gum, amuse-ments, jewelry, suctimilar artioles not abplutely necessary to the
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24 PUBLIC HIGHER EPUCATION IN ORBOOlf

maintenance of human life. At the saw time a prosperous and

advanced society with surplus earnings beyond the needs of actual
living costs will have extra money to utilize in buying luxuries.
Consequently a comparison of the expenditures made by Ortkon for

luxuries with other States and the United States as a whole provides

a %more or less reliable index of its financial resources. Table 15

gives such comparative figures of expenditures for various kinds of
luxuries together with the total and the expenditure per capita in
1928.

TABLE 15.-Expenditures for automobiles, tobacco, soft drink*, randy,
sitni/ar luxuries by people of Oregon in 1928, compared with similar Mum
for United States a4 a whole and 17 other selected States'

Name of State

United States

Oregon
Arizona
Colorado
Delaware
Florida _ _

Idaho_ _

Maine _ _ . _ . _
Mon tans
Nebraska _ . _ - - - - - -

New Hampshire _

New Maxim
North Dakota
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont
Washington _

Wyoming

tiger auto-
mobiles Tobacco

$12, 500, 000, 000 $2, 141, 220, 000

Soft drinks, ice
I cream, candy,

and chewing
gum

Theaters,
movies, and

arum.
merits

130, 660, 700
50, 082, 500

150, 673, 300
2a, 864, 300

171, 685, 900
54, 095. 700
81, 788, 200
60, 480, 000

203, 091, 000
51, 796, 000
36, 489, 600
85, 613, 100
64, 911, 300
96, 867, 800
48, 330, 900
46, 839, 800

200, 933, 600
28, 411, 300

19, 913, 346
6, 209, 538

19, 270, 980
3, g54, 196

15, 202, 662
6, 861, 904

12, 204, 954
9, 421, 308

24, 838, 152
7. 708, 392
I, 640, 074
8, 779, 002

13, 917, 930
10, 920, 222
7, 922, 514
44 924, 806

33, 188, 910
4, 496, 662

$1, 850, 240, 000

17, 207, 232
365, 696

1 16, 652, 160
I, 330, 432

13, 136, 704
54 920, 768

10, 546, 368
8, 141, 066

21, 462, 784
6, 660, 864
3, 145, 408
7, 585, 984

12, 026, 560
9, 436, 224
6, 845, 888
4, 255, 552

28, 678, 720
3, 885, 51)1

$1, 082, 790,0a

10, 009,947
3, 14034r
9, 475,1N
1, we
7. 087,811
3, 464,211
6, MN

764,

12, 560, Ni
SWAN

1, 840,74
4. 430,411
7, 038,111
5, 522,1,
4, 006,a
2. NW

16, 781 111

MA

Name of State

United States

Oregon
Arizona
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Maine
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico.
North Dakota
Rhode Wand
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont _

Washington
W YoulinS

t.

Jewelry, per-
fumes, ooe-
metics, etc.

$827, 740, 000

Sporting goods,
toys, etc. Total for luxuries

$13, 901, 6501 000

7, ein, 9S2
2, 400, 446
7, 440, 660
1, 489, 932
5, 876, 954
2, 648, 768
4, 718, 118

642, G56
9, 601, 784
2, 979, 864
1, 407, 158
I. 393, 734
6, 380, 310
4, 221, 474
8, 062, 638
1, 908, 802

12, 839, 970
1, 738, 254

4, 646,
1, 449,
4, 496,

899, 388
3, 547; 586
1, 598, 912
2, 848, OM

iggy 50i
47969066
1, 798, 776

849, 422
2, 048 606

217, 790
3, 548, 266
1,848, 742
1, 149, 218

711.

190,1961065
08, 647, 285

308,188, 150
36, 377, 770

.217, 147, 615
75, 180, 980

118, 277, 005
88, 647, 260

377, 380, 140
74, 841, 940
47, 372, 406

111, 859, 866
106, 522, 025
129, 516, 215
72, 017,006
61, 563, 595

800, 15k 175
41, 664, 765

-

I Data compiled from Septembet Research Bulletin, 1930, National Education Assooiatioà.

Per capita
expendi-
ture for
luxuries

11b4

V
13
201

148

147

170

148

101

201

161

168

101

142

I/1

The people of Oregon expend large sums for *luxuries. In
purchase of automobiles the State ranked sixth am'ong the 17
Oregon's expenditure for tobacco was the thiívl largest of any of
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INTRODUCTION 25
States. It also stood third on the list in alb amount expended for
soft drinks, ice cream, candy, and chewing gum, while the people of
only two other States in the list expended huger sums for theaters,
movies, and similar amusements. Oregon ranked third in expendi-
tures for jewelry, perfumes, and cosmetics, as well as for sporting
goods and toys. In the total amount expended for luxuries, the
State occupied fifth place in the list of States. The per capita ex-
penditures of Oregon for luxuries is unusually high, being $200. In
the United States as a whole the per capita figure is $154 so that the
State actually expended more per person than is the case in the
country at large.

A comparison with the other States in the list. shows that Oregon
has the third hugest per capita expenditures for luxuries: The only
States exceeding Oregon are Colorado and Nebraska. It is not the
purpose of the survey commission in citing these figures to give the
tock-worn advice that the people of Oregon should expend more for
education and less for luxuries. The real reason for presenting the
expenditures for luxuries, as already indicated, is to utilize them
as far as possible in determining the economic resources of the State
and its ability to support education on a scale commensurate with
its needs.

An additional barometer of the wealth and income of Oregon is
the income tax as paid by the people of the State to the. Federal
Government'. In Table 16 are found the number of income-tax re-
urns for both corporations and individuals of Oregon in 1927 with

the amounts f taxes paid as compared with the United States andthe 17 other selcted States.

ABLE 16.-Fedtha income tax returns for Oregon for 1927 as compared withthe United States as a whole and 17 other selected Stales

Name of State

United States

1011 .

ratio
ware

sine
on tans
braska

ow Hampshire
ow M axle°
orth Dakota

Island
Dakota

tab
axon
abington
Ming

Corporations

Number

Indl ridmils

Numberreporting Amount of in-
net in- oome tax paid
COMO net inaome

259, 849 31, 130, 674, 000

Amount of
inoome tax

Paid

Grand total
of income tax

paid

4, 101, 647 MD, 639, 000 $1, 961, 313,000
I, 028 2, 494, 000 10, 903 1, 921, 000 4, 4 15, 000668 866, 000 11, 059 698, 000 1, 563, 00041, 144 6, 647, 000 31, 777 8 307, 000 8, 964, 000845 15, 548 000 9, 266 7, 970, 000 23, 518, 000& 443 3, 4 13, 000 40, 080 6, 047, 000 9, 400, WO1, 014 587, 000 10, 673 247, 000 834, 0002, 072 4, 827,r000 18 710 3 301, 000 7, 628, 0001, 837 L xi, 000 18, 651 868, 000 2, 229, 0002, 968 2, 984000 32, 170 1, 428, 000 4, 409, 000754 1, 340,4)00 14, 484 1, Mk 000 3, 066, 000495 418, 000 6, 462 283, 000 701, WO1, 696 399, 000 9, 758 187, 000 586, 0001, 536 a, 791, 000 116, 184 6, 882, 000 11, 121, 0001, 665 387, 000 10, ON 210, 000 597, 0001, 589 1, 952, 000 13, 029 851, OW 2, 803, 000683 1, 164, 000 8, NB 847, 000 2, 011, COO6, 355 & 7, 222, 000 02, 200 I 2, 914, 000 10, 136, 000788 4, 000 8, 870 276, 000 767, 000r
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Oregon had 3,028 corporations paying income tax to the Federal
Government in 1927. Only three other States in the list laNd a

greater number of corporations reporting taxable incomes. The

amount of taxes paid by the corporations of Oregon was $2,494,000,

the State standing seventh among the 17 States. The fact that
Oregon has a larger number of corporations which pay a less amount
of taxes that some of the other States would seem to indicate that a

considerable proportion of its corporations are small in size. Oppor.
tunity, therefore, exists for expansion. That the wealth of Oregon
is widely distributed 'among its people rather than concentrated in

a few individuals is indicated by the number of individual tax re-

turns, which are shown at 33,903. There were but twofother States,
Floiida and Washington, having a greater number of individuals
paying Federal income taxes. yhe amount paid by individuals on

their incomes was $1,971,000, the State being seventh on the list
Oregon's total income tax paid to the Federal Government by both
corporations and individuals represented 0.2 per cent of the entfre
amount for ihe United States as a whole. With $4,415,000 the State
ranks eighth among the 17 States.

Having considered various indices that may serve as a basis for
estimating the economic power of Oregon to support education, it
is now proposed to consider the actual per capita wealth and per

capita income of the State including the percentage the per capita
income is to per capita wealth as compared with the United States
and the other 17 selected Statis. These data are presented in Table 17,

TABLE 17.Per capita we.lth and per capita *smite of Oregon with percentage
per capita income is to per capita wealth as compared with the United States
as a. whole and the 17 other selected States'

a_

Name ot State
Per

capita
wealth

Annual
,2'°L
1°P11°.income

Percent-
agl3pper

ta
income
is to per
capita
wealth

s

Name of State

.

Per
capita
wealth

Annual
Per

`mivi`d"bloom

Percent-

3geprr
ell ts

i I) coma
is to per
cal4ts
wealth

4 1.

U nIttsd States , $2, 918 $698 24 2 Nebraska $4, 004 $644 16. (

New Hampshire I, 074 7'09 21. (

Oregon 4. 182 837 20. 0 New Mexico 2, 299 479
Arizona_ _ ....... . _ . 3, 512 100 7i 7 North Dakota_ _ _ ____ _ _ _ i 3, 692 502 12. I

Oolorado 3, 286 786 Z 9 Rhode Island 3, 086 908 SI
Delaware _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ 2, 728 730 26. 7 South Dakota 4, 482 600 It 1
Fkrida 2, 358 496 21, 0 Utah i 3, 247 597 Li :
Idaho 3, 301 694 21 0 Vermont 2, 389 4117 Si
Maine
Montana _ __---

2, 586
,11 691

658
509

26 4
13. 9

Washington
Wyomi_ng_

3, 000 1176
4, NS E

W."

()owned from Rauch Bulletin, Vol. IV, Nos. 1 and 2, National Education Associon.
a

Both the per capita wealth and per capita income of Oregon are

ample. Moreover, the State occupies a strong position as indi
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INTIODUCTION 27
wealth is $4482, as compared with ,918 for the United States at
large. The State's per capita wealth thus exceeds that of _the entirecountry by $1,264. In the whole list of 17 States, only 1 has alarger per capita wealth than Oregon, a- point of considerable sig-
nificance. Oregon's per capita income is also high, the amount being
$s3 7, tis contrasted with $698 for the Unifed States. This is an
excess in favor of Oregon of $139 per person. Comparing its percapita income with the other States, it is found that 2 States
Rhode Island and Washingtonhave a greater per capita income,while the remaining 15 States fall below Oregon. The per capitaincome of Oregon isiipproximstely per cent higher than five of
these States with lower incAmes. In the relationship betweenwealth and income, the Rereentage that the per capita income ofOregon is to its per capita wealth is 20. For the United States as
a whole the percentage is 24.2, a slightly .higher figure. Oregon's
percentage is lower. than 11 of the States given in the tabulation andhiirlier than 6 of the States.

At, this juncture it is deemed advjsable to review the precedingdata relating to the economic organization and the finanCial resourcesof Oregon as indicative of its ability to support education. ThePeople of the State earn their livelihood through diversified indus-trie, of which agriculture and manufacturing stand out as the prin-
cipal occupations. Although regardcl as an agricultural State,
manufacturing is dwieloping so rapidly that a great increase in thewealth of the State is certain from this source. Oregon's distribu-tion of occupations is much the same as fpr the United States atlarge and is highly advantageous to its future growth. The numberof farms and farm owners in the State reflect further a highly satis-factory Otuation with a very low percentage of tenancy. That theStatu ranks high in manufacturing is shown by the large number of
manufacturing establishments and wage earners.

Due principally to the diversity of occupations found among thepeople, Oregon is a wealthy State with a proportionately large in-come. The value of its farm, manufacturing, fisheries, and lumberproducts ranks far uto in the list of 17 States with which comparisonswere mute. Business, trade, and commerce, as indicated by savingsdeposits, postal revenues, and expenditures for luxuries, present addi-tional evidence of the State's superior position in economic resources.Oregon's savings deposits gained at a faster rate between 1920 and
19'29 than most of the other States, while its postal revenue per per-
son is slightly higher than for the United States as a whole. The
surplus earnings of the people of Oregon aver the actual costs ofliving are such that a great deal of money is available for the pur-chase of luxuries as revealed by the large expenditures for this pur-
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pose. Analysis of State's corporation and individual income returns
and the amounts of income tax paid to the Federal Government
proye that corporate profits and private earnings ara large. An ap.
praisal of Oregon's actual per capita wealth and per capita income
offers final confirmation of its eccinonaie and financial prosperiCy.
Both the State's per capita wealth and per capita income are higher
than for the entire United States, and with several exceptions ex-
ceed the States with which direct comparisons are made.

The conclusion, therefore, may be drawn that Oregon possesses the
ability and resources, without crippling other Mite activities, to sup-
port an effective system of public education from kindergarten to
professional ool that is equal to that of any other State. Con-
sidering its pr:z..nt economic strength and future prospects, the State
may likewise look forward with confidence to a healthy educational
growth and development. The next questions are :

(1) Is Oregon making expenditures for higher education propor-
tionate to its wealth and income?

(2) Is the State securing the fullest returns for the money it
expends for higher education?

(3) the funds provided by the State being properly distrib-
uted a the different major fields of study and higher educational
enterpri ?

The answers to these questions involve the determination of the
higher educational task confronting Oregon and of the extent to
which the State is fulfilling the task by affording higher educational
opportunities comparable with other States and the United States
as a whole.

Expenditures of a State for higher education depend in part upon
the assessed valuation of real and personal property and the tax rate
levied by the State government. It is not the intention of the survey
commission, however, to study Oregon's tax system as it affects the
distribution of the tax burden and the support given 'State univer-
sitit,. . colleges, and normal schools, but rather to appraise the income
of t'. State itself, accruing from taxes and the amount of that
income devoted to higher education. From such figures it is possible
to ascertain whether funds apportioned to higher. education represent
a fair share of the State's income and whether its expenditures for
higher education are large or small. In Table 18 are shown the per
capita State income of Oregon for 1928, the per capita State expebdi-
ture for public higher education, the share on a percentage basis of
the State's income expended for public higher education, sand the
State's expenditures per student attending the State's higher edues-
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INTRODUCTION 29
tional institutións as compared with the United States and the 17
other selected States.

TABLE 18.---Per capita State ftmXrine of Oregon, per capita State ezpenditure forpublic higher education, percentage of per capita State income ezpended forhigher e4ucetiol1/4 and State expenditure per student aa compared with UnitedStates as a whole and the 17 other *elected States

Name of State

Unite() States

Oregon
Arizona
Colorado
De!aware
Florida
Idaho
Maine
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Dakota
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont_
Washington
Wyoming

Per capita
State

income'

Per capita
State ex-
penditure
for public

higher
education

Percentage
of per cap-
ita State

income ez
pended for

public
higher

education '

State ex-
penditure
per student
enrolled in
State higher
educational

inetitu-
tions 3

$14. 99 $1. 66 11. 1 tn 4. 92

25. 88 & 12 12.1 77& 99
17. 06 1 40 14. 1 25& 14
1& 24 2. 34 14. 6 195. 64
32.31 I. 78 5, 5 295. 362144 L 34 IL 5 441. 27
15. 37 1 69 17. 5 344. 87
22. 02 . 99 4. 4 192. 44
16. 00 1. 84 11. 5 254. 01
12, 44 2 03 16. 3 195. 55
17. 14 L 81 1o. 5 212. 15
17.95 L 99 1L 1 IRS. 86
30. Xl 2. 58 & 5 171. 84
1& 04 . 74 4. 9 219. S4
23. 58 L 88 7. 9 12& 8C
21. 36 1. 75 & 2
20. 46 . 46 1 2 116. 9C
22. 75 2 55 1L 2 248. fiC
3& 78 1. 90 & 2 21& Of

limed on population.
I Capital outlays excluded.

The per capita income of Oregon, which represents its annual
revenue from taxes per unit of population to defray the cost of the
entire State government, is unusually high. Although considerable
doubt may be entertained concerning the validity of the comparison
because of the variety of ways in which figures are compiled by
different States, the figure in Oregon is apparently $25.88 as com-
pared with $14.99 for all the States in the United States. In other
words, the per capita tax income of the State of Oregon exceeds the
average of that of the States of the Nation.at large by $10.89. More-
over, in the entire list of 17 States there are but three others that
have a larger per capita income. These States are Delaware with
$32.31, North Dakota with $30.80, and Wyoming with $36.76. Among
the 13 States with lower per capita incomes there is one the income
of which is less than one-half of Oregon'i income, while a number
of others have per capita incomes from 10 to 80 per cent less. The
size of the State income of Oregon indicates that the people are con-tributing liberally in taxes for the support of their government,
although fault. in the basic statistics used for comparison make it
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unwise to regard the State's generosity in relation to other States As

conclusively shown. The important question then concerns the

portion of this income that is being allotted to the State's higher
educational system.

An examination of the table shows that the amount is large. For
Oregon the per capita expenditure for public higher education is

$3.12, the highest of any of the 17 selected States and far in excess
of a number of them. The,average expenditure for all the States
of the United States for public higher education amounts to $1.66
per capita, which is only about one-half that spent by Oregon.

The percentage of the State income expended for public higher
education provides a further criterion of the extent to which the
State is supporting public higher education. As already shown, the
per caPita State income of Oregon is $25.88, of which $3.12 is

expended for higher education. This represents a percentage of 121
For all the States of the country the percentage is 11.1 or 1 per cent
less than Oregon. Among the 17 States Oregon ranks fourth in

percentage of per capita State income devoted to higher education,
the States with a greater proportion being Arizona, Colorado, and
Florida.

Another method of securing an estimate of the contribution of the
State to higher education is the State expenditure per student
enrolled in its higher educational institutions. As revealed by Table
18, Oregon expended $216.99 in 1928 for every student attending its
institutions of higher learning while the average for the United
States as a whole amounted to $214.92. The State's excess over the
country at large was $62.07. With the exception of Florida, which
expended $44127 per student, and Idaho, which has a per student
expenditure of $344.87, Oregon leads every one of the other State
making up the list. Using these figures as a basis, it is evideit that
Oregon is not only spending generously for higher education but
its annual expenditures represent a substantial proportion of its
State income.

Whether the State is supporting public higher education on a large
or small scale may be approached from another angle. This con-

sists of comparing the receipts for public higher education with the
receipts for private higher education. Table 19 shows the receipts
for public and private higher education in Oregon in 1928 with the
percentage for each as compared with the United States and the
17 other selected States.
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INT1101)11CTION 31
TABLE 19,--Pablio and private receipt* in 1928 for higher education in Oreposjrít Peroms1ages for each as compared with the United Stales clod the 17other selected Make

Name Whets

cited States

Oregon -

Anton.1
Cob to
Del .A I.
Idaho
WOLF'
Mont31111_
Nebraska
New 1 ampshire
New M exico
Non!, akota_
Rhode Island
Sown Dakota_
Flab .

vermont
Washington
Wyor:ing

Receipts for
public higher
education I

Per cent
Receipts for

private higher Per oent
education I I

$214, 738, ou 48. 7 I $241, 130, 689

1106, SO. 6 1, 036, 369
1, 728, 697 97. 7 41, 500
3,632, 065 74. 1 1, r2, 479

594, 933 10R 0
685, 797 76. 3 833, 995

2, 095, 325 92. 9 15g, 779
1, 543, 704 50. 1 1, 065, 281
1,842, 631 94. 5 105, 918
4, 381, 040 71. 2 1, 768, 798
1, 624, 036 52 2 1, 486, 290
1, 615, 570 100. 0
2, 880, 502 95. 9 120, 185

650, 816 28. 2 1, 646, 239
231, 5913 74. 9 744, 914

1, 416, 190 74. 0 496, 246
938, 134 51. 8 679, 232

6, 109i N7 91. 4 W1, 197
796, 440 100. 0

51. 3

19. 4
'4* 2. 3

25. 9

21. 7
7. 1

40. 9
5. 5

28. 8
47. 8

4. 1
71. 8
Z. 1
21.1. 0

48. 2
I. 6

I compiled from Bulletin, 1910, No. 16, United States Office of Education.T( iit al outlays omitted; qas colleges and normal schools included.

Receipts for public highee eOrleation in Oregon are large, corn-
priing 1.8 per cent of the total receipts for the entire United States.
The State has the third largest receipts for public higher education
of any of the 17 States, being surpassed only by Nebraska and Wash-
ington. In receipts for private higher education, Oregon ranks
fairly high since but five States outrank the State in this respect.
The important point, however, is the propation of the receipts for
public. and private higher education. For the United States as a
whole the percentage of receipts for public higher education is *6.7
and for private higher education 51.3. In Oregon the receipts for

higher education are 80.6 per cent and for private higher edu-
cation 19.4 per cent, showing that the State carries a far larger propor-
tion of the burden of higher education than is the case in the
Nation, as a whole. Comparing Oregon with the other States it is
found that, outside of three States which have no private universities
and colleges And consequently no private higher education, there are
five other States with greater percentages of receipts for public
higher education. In making provision for the higher education of
its people, the State, therefore, has taken the lead and has not do-
pended upon private universities and colleges supported through

i "ate contributions. On the contrary, Oregon has developed ita
OW n institutions of higher education by making unusually large
expenditures out of State public funds.

As the preceding compilations deal only with the current costs of
operating institutiong and the contributions of the State to defray
them, an appraisal of the capital outlays as shown by' the vane. of
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physical property will provide further evidence as to the extent to
which State support is being given to public higher education. In
Table 20 am shown the value of the property of the publiclhigher
educational ..nstitutions of Oregon per $1,000,000 of wealth and the
value per 1,000 population as compared with the United States and
the 17 selected States.

TABLE al.-Value of property of public higher educational institutions of Oregon
per $1,000,000 of wealth and per 1,000 population as compared with UnitedStates as a whole and 17 otherselected States'

,

Name of State

United States__

Oregon. _ _________ _

A rizona -
Colorado _

Delaware
Florida
Idaho
M mine _

Montana

Value of
property

per
$1,000,000
of realth

$2, 500

3, 935
4, 600
4, 319
6, 378
3, 759
4, 213
1, 646
3, 112

Value of
property
per 1,000

population I

$6, 314

13, 241
12, 881
13, 046
13, 935
6, 226

13, 133
4, 127

12, 051

Name of State

Nebraska__ _ .
New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Dakota
Rhode Island _

South Dakota_
Utah_____ ______
Vermont I

Washington
Wyoming

011.

11

Value of
property

per
00,030

of wealth I

$2, 743
3, 139
5, 951
3, 824
1, 789
2, 410
2, 728
3, 809
2, 777
4, 648

Value of
Property
per 1,000

populatioat

$10,16)
9,122

10,8N)
13,8u
mte
915.S5

7,40
K,1101
8,84$

13,947

I Compiled from Bulletin, 1929, N. 14 and 38, United States Office of Education.I Includes normal schools and State teachers colleges.

For every $1,000,000 of its wealth, Oregon has invested $3,935
in capital outlays for its public higher educational institutions as
shown by the value of their property. In the United States as a
whole, the amount invested is $2,500. The State, therefore, has an
excess over the entire country of $1,435. In the case of the other
selected States, Oregon does not appear in such a favorable light.
There are six §tates that have made larger capital outlays per
$1,000,000 of wealth in their public higher educational institutions,
among the list being Arizona, Colorádo, Delaware, Idaho, New Mex-
ico, and Wyoming. The value of the higher educational property
of many of the States is greater than the average for the United
States at large. A probable explanation of the smaller figure for
Oregon is the fact that the physical plants of its normal schools have
not been developed on such a large scale as some of the other States.
In the value of its public higher educational property per 1,000 pop-
ulation, however, the State occupies a high position. The figures
as given in the table are $13,241, an ámount double that of the entire
United States, which is $6,314. Oregon outranks 14 of the other
States in the ;value of higher educational property per 1,000 popula-
tion. Only the States of Delaware, North Dakota, and Wyoming
stand higher than Oregon in the list.

In view of the foregoing discussion, no doubt exists that Oregon
is making expenditures for higher education on a scale proportions%
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INTRODUCTION

ate with its wealth and income. Not only is a large percentage of itspublic revenues being utilized for higher education, but as comparedwith other States and the Nation at large, the State has been ex-ceedingly liberal in the support of public higher eduaition. Asalready ihdicated, Oregon ranks at the very top of the list of Statesin most instances. Regardless of the bitsis upon which its highereducational expenditures are computed, the State excee& in prac-tically every case the average of the United States. A paramountquestion is whether Oregon is securing the fullest retdrns for themoney it is eipending and whether the higher educational opportuni-ties and services afforded its people are of the character and typeto be expected from such large expenditures.
One of the means of determining the exteni to which the Stateis providing educational opportunities, which has significant bear-ing on the returns for the monley expended, is the number of studentsactually being educated in the public institutions as compared withthe private institutions. Considering its liberal support, it is to bepresumed thatsa far greater percentage of thp college students inOregon would be enrolled in its public rather than its private insti-tutions. Figures showing the situation in the State as well as theUnited States as a whole and thq 17 other selected States are pre-sented in Table 21.

Minx 21.Number and proportion of college student body of Oregon enrolledin public and private institution* in 1928 as compared with the United Shitesax a whole and 17 other selected States'

Student enrollment

Name of State

nited States
r

Oregon
tritona
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho

sine
entails
ebraska
ew Hampshire
ew Mexico
orth Dakota

-w-e Island
th Dakota

tab
ennont
ishitigton

Wyoming

All higher Public institutions
educational

institu-
tions Number Per cent

1, 158, 763 586, 919

13, 473
4, 218

14, 910
707

61 489
4, 649
5, 687
4, 225

19, 577
365

2, 968
9, 292
4, 123
8. 103
6, 872
2,478

17, 972
1, 386

10, 150
3, 945

10, 623
707

3, 511
3, 859
8, 803
3, 877

18, 078
2, 829
2, 988
8, 746
1, 428
8, 044
4, 287
1, MO

15, 287
1, ad

60. 6

Private Institutions

Number

571, 844

Per cent

49. 4

75. 8
93. 5
71. 2

100. 0
63. 9
83. 0
66. 8
91. 7
66. 7
52. 8

100. 0
94. 1
$4. 7
7t 5
62. 3
54.8
84. 7

100 0

3, 323
273

4, 287

1, 978
790

1, 884
348

6, 499
2, 526

546
2, 697
2, 069
2, 585
1, 118
2, 736

24. 7
6. 5

2& 8

36 1
17. 0
33. 2
& 3

33. 3
47. 2

& 9
65. 3
21. 5
37. 7
45. 2
1& 3

I Compiled from Bulletin, 1930, NO. United States Ofiloe of Education.includes universities, professional colleges, Willa schools, and teachers colleges.Includes normal e t& and teachers colleges.
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Oregon has 18,478 students enroffd in its higher educational insti.
tutions, both public and private, in 1928, or approximately 1.2 per
cent of all the college *students in the United States. With the ex-
ception of Colorado, Nebraska, and Washington, the State has thò
largest humber of college students of any of the 17 selected States.
That Oregon is providing higher educAtion to a vasts number of
young me.n and women can not be .gainsaid. Of the State's 13,473
college students, 10,150 were attending the higher educational insti-
tutions maifitained by the State. This proportion is large, being
75.3 per cent. For the United States as a whole, the percentage of

'college students being educated in the puklicly supported institu-
tions is 50.6, so that Oregon is educating 24.7 per cent more college
students at State expense than is the averige for the entire country.

Three of the States contained ih the list4Delaware, Nevi Mexico,
andoPWyoming----are without any private universities and colleges,
with the result that all their college students, except those who seek
education outside th State, are enrolled in State institutions. Of the
remaining States, the compilation reveals that there are five which
have a greater percentage of collesge students reAiying their higher
education in public institutions than is found in Oregon, although the
actual number of students; except in one instance, is smaller. As the
proportion of college students enrolled in private institutions varies
in direct ratio to the students attending public institutions the per-
centage of students in privatekolleges of Oregon is correspondingly
low. The fact that for the United States at large 49.4 per cent of
the college students are being educated in private insautions as
compared with only 24.7 ,per cent for Oregon offers faher sub-
stantiation of the great extent to which the Stite is furnishing higher
education to its people.

While the number and pe tage of students enrolled in its
publicly supported universie college, -and normal schools present
an index to the quantity of higher education provided by the State,
probably a better basis of measurement of the number of young men
Ad women who actually take advantage of the opportunities for
public higher education in Oregon is the proportion of the inhabi-
tants who attend college or the number pf people for each college
student. Asi.stlidents must fink attend high school before being
permitted to enter collige, the number of .college studets per 100

tow high-school students affords additional evidence on''ithe point. By
such computations it is possible to ascertain whether Oregon with its
large expenditures is in* reality providirs college edutation in rela-
tive proportion to its population and to fhe numbq of students
enrolled in its i schools compared with the United StiOs and the
17 other seleC In Table 22 are contained thei*wititta.
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TABLE 22.---Ntifotér of people for each colieve sdesit and number of college
audenfts per 100 Multraohooi student* in Oregon as compared with the United
States find 17 other selected States

Name of State

Number of
people per
college stu-

dent in
public

instkutions

Number of
college stu-

dents in
public in-
stitutions

per 100
high-school
students

1.

,
-

Name of State

...

.

Number of
people per
college stu-

dent in
public

institutions

Number of
college stu-
dents in
public in-
stitutions

per 100
high-school
students

United States

Oregon _

ona _

Colorado._ _ ____ .. __ _ _.....
Delaware
FlOrida
Idaho
Maine
Montana

208 16 Nebra'skk
New Hptadt ire.. _ _ _ _ ___.
New Mex oo
North Dakota_ __ _ _ ___
Rhode Island
8i)uth Dakota. _ _ _ _ ______ __

Utah
Vermont
WashIngto*
Wyoming., _____

105
163
133
77

"t 482
111

i 119
264
101
161

20
. 21

32
32

9
21
1

12

19

13

93
98
97

337
418
114
204
135

24
31
24
11
25
16
13
18 I

OA of every 93 pople in Oregon there is 1 attending its public
higher-educational institutions. In the case of the entire United
States the number' of persons for evvy college student enrolled in
publicly supported universities, colleges, and normal schools is. 208.
It is evident, therefore, that a proportion of the population of
.Oregon, over twice as largo as in the country as a whole, is takint
advantage of the higher education afforded by the State. No better
evidence can be found that the State is receiving returns in the way of
*student attendance for its expenditures. Oregon leads all the 17.,
selected States in the number of people per college stmient in public
institutimis, and in only a few instances do any of the other States
begin to compare with the State in this regard. For such States
as Delaware, Florida, Maine, Rhode Island, and Vermont there are
between I and 482 inhabitants for every college student in public
institutions, compared with 93. for Oregon. The Stete ranks high
also in college students attending public ipstitutions per 100 high-
school student& The number in Oregon is 24, while the average for
the United States is 15. Oregofi stands fourthin the list of States.
In those States with a higher number of college students per 100
high-school students, the situation is due, in part at least, to small
high:school enrollments and the absence of piivate universities and
colleges, which has the effect of raising the figure for college
students.

An important factor in evaluating the returns of the State from
its liberal support ad higher education is whether a gain has oc-
curred in this number of college students beinjg educated in its institu-
tions. With 4' :I. ahnual expenditures there should also be a
corresponding ; ;la t O tadent enrollment, if the State is
receiving.propor TrMants fins its monpy. Considering' the filet that
Oregon is making greater proportionate appropriations for the.main.
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PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

tenatce of its higher educational system, the rate of increase in college
students should likewise exceed that of the United States as a
whole and the other selected States. In Table 23 are shown the
number of students per 10,000 population attending public higher
educational institutions in 1900 and 1928 for Oregoip, together with
the increase over this period and similar data for the entire Nation
and the 17 States.

TABLE 23. Number of college students per 10,000 population for 1900 and Ms
in Oregon public institulkm with increase as compared with the United
States and the 17 other selected States

Name of State

United Stat

Oregon
Arizona_ _

Colorado
Delaware
Florida_
Idaho ..
M aine
Montana....

Number of stu-
dents per 10,000

population

1900 1928

14 49

Increase
1900-1928 Na.me of State

35 N ebraska
N ew Hampshire_ _

New Mexico_ -
North Dakota___
Rhode Island
South Dakota

18 112
8

zç 97
6 29
4 39

31 71
16 48
5 70

4.
72
72

3,23s

40 1

6532

Vermont
Washington__
W yawing

Number of stu-
dents per 10,000

population
! ncremp

1900 1928

93
62
76

140
20
86
80
39
96
57

I Decrease.

The number of students in public higher educational institution
of Oregon per 10,000 population was 18 in 1900. For the entire
United States the number was 14. Oregon thus exceeded the Nation
as a whole as early as 1900 in proportionate student enrollment of
Publicly supported higher institutions. With the exception of

Colorado, Idaho, and Rhode Island, the State had a larger number
of students per 10,000 population in this year receiving higher educa-
tion at public expense than any of the 17 States. As shown by the
table, Oregon had 112 students per 10,000 population in 1928. As
the number for the United States in 1928 was only 49, the State
far surpasses the average for the whole Nation. Oregon's number of
students attending public institutions in 1928 is also proportionately
greater than any otheite State making up the list with the single
exc(;ption of North Dakota. The actual increase in students per
10,0(X) population in Oregon between 1900 and 1928 was 94. This is
almost three times the increase for the entire United States. Again
except for North' Dakota, Oregon is far ahead of all the II States
in the rate ,of increase of students enrolled in public higher educa-
tional inhitutions.

Anothe,k criterion Mat has a significant relationship to the efficacy

of State supported higher educationis the number of students lest
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INTRCIDUCTICIN 37

ing the State to attend universities and colleges in other States. In
the event that Oregon has an extensive migration of college students,
it would appear that its own irnstirutions are not meeting the highest
ctandards or are lagging behind in requisite service. Siniilarly, the
question of the number of students migrating from outside the State
to attend public higher educational institutions in Oregon is im-
portant in revealing the character and type of education being pro-
vided in its institutions. The significance of the figures are even
more pronounced when a comparisoil is made with other States. In
Table 24 are given the number of Oregon students attending institu-
tions in other States and the number of out-bf-State students attend-
ing Oregon's institutions with percentages for each as compared with
the United States and the 17 selected States.'

TABLE 24.Number of students migrating from Oregon and number migratingto Oregon for college education with percentages as eanipared with the 17
other *elected States'

insgon
krizon.4

(*olorlidn.
DeiRw sire

Name of State

Florida
Idaho
Mame
Montana
Nehrtsk a
New Hampshire
New Mexico.
North I)akota____.
Rhode Island
South Dakota_
I' tali_
Vermont
Washington
Wyoming

Number ,

Oregon stu-
dents at-

tending in-
stitutions
in other
States

771
365

1,403
441

1,

1, 444
1, 016
1, 665
1, OM

500
1, 214

960
1, 322

643
733

1, 901 ,

467 1

Percentage
of total
rolloge

students

& 5
51.6
37. 4
30, k
40. 2
al 5
15.
ha 8
46. 0
n. 6
34. 8
40. 4
13 2
39. 1
l& 3
54. 3

Number of
students
trnm out-
side State
attending
Oregon in-
stitutions

613
299

1, 241
105
239
216
135
225

2, 176
Z 130

152
2/13

1, 402
717
4/2
766

1, 211
81

Percentage
of total
college

students

22. 4
22 9
16. 8
20. 3
10. 3
10, 2
25.6

9. 7
19 A
67 6
20. 7
10. 2
43. 9
10, 5
10: 1
40. 4
11. 9
1R. 4

I Compiled tram Bulletin, 1926, No. 11, United States Office of Education.

College students leaving their home State of Oregon awl attend-
ing colleges in 'other tates total 771. This is a small nilinber. In
many of the other States, large migrations of students are found, the
number running as high as 1,901 in the case of the State of Washing-
ton. There are six States in which the number of students attend-
ing colleges outside their home Stite is less than Oregon, but in most
of these instañees the higher educational facilities offered by the
State fall considerably below those of Oregon. The lack of migra-
tion from Oregon is further shown in the percentage or students
leaving the State for their college education. For Oregon the per-
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38 PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION fl OREGON

centage is.11.3, which is the smallest of the entire list of 17 States.
As a number of other States have from 30 to 50 per cent of their
college students leaving their States to go to outside institutions of
higher learning, Oregon's low percentage is of special significance.

These data may be interpreted as meaning that the reputation
and standing òf the university and college of the State attract
students from outside of the State; or that standards are such that
students who are not eligible for admission to the institutions of
their own States come to Oregon. It is one of the 'tasks of subse-
quent chapters of this report to determine which interpretation
should be placed upon Oregon's out-of-State attendance. According
to Table 24, students from outside Oregon attending its institutions
total 1,613. There are only two others among the 17 States having
such a large number of out-of-State students enrolled in their col-
leges. In percentage of students inigrating to the State Oregon
likewise ranks high with a proportion of 22.4 per cent. The State
stands in sixth place in the list of States, being exceeded only by
Arizona, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont.

In analyzing the returns of the State of Oregon from its heavy
expenditures for higher education, the discussion up to this point has
been confined to a consideration of the quantitative' results attained
by the institutions, such as number of students attending thew. A
question of far more importance is whether the higher education pro-
gram is meeting the genuine needs of the State, whether the fields
of study follow its industrial and economic interests, and whether
opportunities exist within the State for the students to realize on the
preparation and training received in the institutions after the coin-
Aetion of their college work. The characteristics of the Statti of
Oregon liave been described previously in detail. Does its higher
educational system, which is costing the taxpayers large sums annu-
ally, provide a program of higher education in conformity with its
characteristics? In other words, do the different fields of study
making up the higher education program correspond to the occupa-
tional opportunities existing in Oregon or have some fields of study
been emphasized beyond the economic development of the State along
these particular lines? A similar situation may apply with regard
to the underemphasis in needed fields of study.

The survey commissi9n has gone to a considerable amount of labor
in the collection of basic data which may serve to answer this ques-
tion. It has already been shown that Oregon is a State of diversi-
fied industries and that its economic structure differs to a wide extent
from many of the 17 States selected for comparison with it. While
some of the other States are predominantly agricultural or manufac-
turing in character, the resources of Oregon are divided almost
evenly between these two interests, `hade and commerce, as re-

,
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ealed by the occupations of the people, are more important factors
Oregon than in some of the other States. In comparing Orlogi

ith the United States, the discovery was made
mornic organization is much the same as that

arre and that approximately the same pr4prtions
re engaged in the different occupations. It may be ete-
ore, that the proportionate number of students enro ed in the rn'ajor
elds of study conducted by the higher educational institutions of
roron will vary from the ether States in accordance with the differ-.

ne: in their industrial interests while they would be approximately
he same as for the entire United States. Table 25 gives the per-
entages of students enrolled in the major fields of study in the case
f Oregon as compared with the country as a whole and the 17 other
lected States.

81F 245 .-Percentages of total student body enrolled in major fields of study
in ()Teflon a. compared with the United. States as a whole and 17 other
$elected States

Name of State

nitvit :tates

rreon
kmona

. .... _

tre
Inrill3

daho

font ans
ebrisk
evy Hampshire
ew Mexico

,orth Daokta
bode Island
ith Dakota__ _

tah
prinsint ,

hington . .....
)(lining

Percentage in -

1Gradu- Liberal A grl-
ate arts culture

4. 5 51. 8

Com-
wive

busi-
ness

4. 7 7. 0

3. 9
1.8 40. 4
26 50.4
3. 0 40 8
1.6 49.7
1.4 66.5
1. 5
1. 8 48. 2
2. 7 51. 9
2. 3 57 2

. 5 55. 8
1. 8 52.3
5, 7 51.0

. 5 69.4
2. 5 34. 4

51. 2
4. 3 42. 8
1. 2 SS 3

I. 0
7. 7
4. 2
& 6
4 5
5 9
7. 1
6. 3
2_ 4

10. 4
5. 0
1 2
1. 9
4. 1
3. 0
& 3
3. 8
7. 3

21. 7
12. 8
10. 7

2. 1

6.7
8.7

.8
1.7
5.7
as
5.7

12.2
12.4

1

nEeettg Law Nred-
icine

Phar-
macy

,,g,Millii:

4..713aici-neotn

10,1 4.1 3. 0 1. 6 13 2

14.3
l& 5
12.6
no

6. A

7. 0
16.7
16.5
& 6

1&3
27. 3
5.7
7.3
7.3
9.7

19.4
12.3
11.3

1.1
5.0
& 4

10. 9
1. 9

_ _

i...2.
3.3

_____.

1. 0
_ _

2. 8
2. 4

2. 0
........._

3.2
____ ...

1.3
_

_

---.-

_

3. 4

1. 1

1.1

.7
41

_ _ _ _ .

---

2. 8
_______

. 7

------__

1. 8
1. 9

- - - -- _

- .

1. 7
11. 1

2. 7
- - - _ _

..__ _

i. i
------_-

......_

23. 5
15.8
12. 1
2S. 43

24. 4
15.4
12 5
16. 5

11. 8
11. I
31 5
17. 3
& 3

41. /I
5. 8

19.3
36.8

Oregon has a proportion of college students in the field of graduate
Work representing 8.9 per cent of its total student body. Except
or Rhode Island and Washington, the State leads all the other
tates in the list. In the field of arts and science, it is found that
regon falls far behind every one of the 17 States. Its percentage
f students pursuing liberal arts study is 20.5 per cent, a proportion

90 low as to raise the question whether this field of study is not being
neglected to a grave extent in the State's higher educational program.
This deficiency is explained in part, however, by the fact that at the
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PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

I State college a very large number of students who are in fact pursue
ing.arts and science work are enrolled and reported as home elm-

nomics and commerce students. While many of the States differ
from Oregon in sociarcharacteristics and on this account more or
less wide variations may be expected in fields of study in higher
education, no reason seems to exist why the other States should have
a much larger percentage of liberal arts enrollments.

In the field of agriculture the proportion of students for Oregón
is 7 per cent; Oregon ranks fourth in the list of 17 States in this
field of study and its percentage exceeds that of a number of them,
the dominant interests of which are centered in the agricultural
industry. For instance, Oregon stands higher than Idaho, Nebraska,
North and Siwth Dakota. It is in the field of commerce and busi-
ness, however, that a marked discrepancy is found in Oregon's per-
centage as compared with the other States. According to the table,
the proportion pursuing commerce and business courses is 21.7 pr
cent, or almost one-fourth of the entire enrollment of college students
in the State. Part of this enrollment is accounted for by the fact
that students at the State college whose major interest is arts and
sciences are reported as commerce students. An analysis of the
occupations of Oregon's population shows only a slightly larger per-
centage of its people pursuing commerce and business as such for a
livelihood than the other States. Yet in this field Oregon's per-
centage is almost twice that of any of the 17 States. In two States
no commercial and business courses are offered, while in seven others
the proportion of students enrolled in them is less than 10 per cent
in contrast to 21.7 per cent foi. Oregon.

The State's percentage of college students pursuing work in en-
gineering is 14.3. Of the 17 States there are 7 with higher pro-
portions ofbtudents enrolled in the field of engineering and 10
with less. ne percentage of Oregon's students in the field of law
is extremely low, being only 1.1 per cent. As disclosed by the
table, eight of the other States have no law schools, but of the
others every one has a greater percentage of students studying in
the field of law with the single exception of North Dakota. Oregon
ranks fairly high in the proportion of its students enrolled in medi-
cine among the seven States having medical schools. The State's
percentage is 3.2, which exceeds that of any of the other States ex-

cept Nebraska, where the percentage is 8.4. The percentage for

Oregon in pharmacy is 2.8 per cent, and Washington and Rhode
Island are the only States having greater proportions of students
in this field of study. In miscellaneous fields Oregon ranks fourth
among the States.

Up to this juncture the percentages of college students enrolled
in the major fields of study have been crpared as among States..
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It is now proposed to make a comparison between Oregon and the
entire United States. The distribution of Oregon's population is
very similar to the United States as a whole in racial and social
characteristics, urban and rural communities, manufacturing and
agriculture, occupations and 'economic interests. There should, there-
fore..be no great variance between the proportiois'of students pur-
suing work in the different fields of study. A wide disparity, how-
ever, is found. In the field orgraduate study 4.5 per cent of the stu-
dents of the United States are pursuing graduate work, or 15.3 per
cent more than Oregon. The State, therefore, appears to be backward
in this field. For the country at lar-ge, the proportion of students
enrolled in liberal arts is 51.8 per cent. This is a percentage which

31.3 greater than that of Oregon, a glaring discrepancy, whose
explanation must be found, in part at least, in arts and science en-
rollments that are reported under othei classifications as has already
INen indicated. The percentage of students pursuing agriculture in
the United States is 4.7 per cent. Oregon has .a larger percentage in
this field, its excess over the Nation as a whole being 2.3 per cent,
although the proportionate number of its people engaged in agricul-
ture is approximately the same as in the United States at large.

A similar situation exists in engineering. Oregon has a propor-
tion of 14.3 per cent of its college students enrolled in the field of en-
gineering as compared with 10.1 per ma, for die entire Nation, a
surplus of 4.2 per cent. The field of law seems to be the subject of

rious neglect in the higher educational program of the State as
but 1.1 Per cent of its college students are pursuing law courses while
for the United States the percentage is 4.1. Oregon's medical
students comprise 3.2 per cent of its college students. In the coun-
try as a whole, the proportion of students studying medicine is 3
per cent. Although having a slightly larger percentage, medicine
seems to be the only field in which Oregon has app'roximately the
same proportionate distribution of students as the United States.
As regards the field of pharmacy, the State has almost twice as
largo a percentage, the proportion being 2.8 per cent for Oregon
and only 1.6 per cent for the Nation at large, a difference of 1.2
per cent.

The probable overdevelopment of certain major fields of study
and the underemphasis of others are shown further in the actual
number, rather than percentage, of students enrolled in each field
Qf study in Oregon and the number the State would have if it edu-
cated the same proportion in each field as are being educated in all
the higher educational institutions of the United States. In Table
26 are presented these figures.
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TABLZ 26.---Number of students in each field of study in Oregon and number itwould have if the State educated the same proportion in each field se is being
educated in all the higher educatioft institutkm of the United States

Number
that State

would

Number
that ¡tat

would
Number of enroll if Number of enroll if

Educational fields students
enrolled in

same pro-
portions Educational fields students

enrolled in
same pro
portions

I

Oregon existed as
in entire,
United V

Oregon existed ig

in entire
United

States States

Graduate 289 328 Law M 2Liberal arts 1, 498 3,785 Medicine 235 2lvAgriculture 518 344 Pharmacy 202 1 17Commerce and business_ _ 1, 588 512 Miscellaneous__ _ ___ _ _ 1, 856 9Engineering 1, 037 737

99
I

The number of graduate students in Oregon is 289. If the State
had the same proportionate number as in the entire United States,
it would have 328 or 39 more graduate students. In the field of
liberal arts, Oregon's enrollment is 1,496 or 2,289 less than would be
studying in this field if they same proportion existed as in the 'United
States as a whole. This exceedingly large deficiency, however, is
lessened somewhat by arts and science enrollments that are reported
under other classifications. Oregon's students enrolled in agricul-
ture number 518 as compared with 344 that the State would have
providing its proportion was the same as the Nation at large, a differ-
ence of 174. In this instance an overdevelopment of agriculture
is disclosed.

'The field of commerce and business shows an extremely wide dis-
crepancy, Oregon having 1,588 students pursuing such work. If
the State enrolled the same proportion as the United States, the
number would be only 512, or 1,076 less students. Again this excess
is explained in part by the arts and science shiclents reported under
cominerce. An excess of 300 students is likewise found in engineer-
ing. In the field of law, Oregon is far behind in the number of
students that should be enrolled in law courses if the same proportion
was maintained as in the country as a whole. The State has only 85
law students as compared with 299 representing the proportion for
the United States, a deficiency of 214 students. Figures on medical
students for Oregon and for the United States computed on the pro-
portionate basis are much the same, the State having 235 medical stu-
dents as against 219 for the entire Nation, the difference being only
16. The students studying pharmacy in Oregon exceeds by 85 the
number that would be enrolled/if the same proportion prevailed as

in the United States, while for the miscellaneous fields the State has
a surplus of 1,091 students.

The foregoing presentation indicates that Oregon's higher educa-
tional program is considerably distorted. Instead of a diqtribu
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INTRODUCTION 43

of students among the major fields of study in accordance with the
economic and occupational requirements of its people, grave defi-
ciencies are found in a number of the fields while others have been
expanded to an exaggerated degree. This does not mean that the
'tate is not receiving large returns on the money expended foi

higher education as it has already been shown that the total number
of' college students actually being educated is exceedingly high, but
lt raises the question of whether the funds provided by the State are
being apportioned properly between its different educational enter-
lakes. While all these figures must be usea with caution and spe-
cific conclusions should not be drawn from them, they serve to indi-
cate profitable lines of further inquiry. The policy which permits
the emphasizing of some fields of study regardless of their impor-
t owe in the economic and social structure of the State to the detri-
ment and neglect of other fields may obviously be due to an absence
of fundamental coordination in the State's public educational
program.

Summary

This chapter has sketched the powers and duties of the board of
higher education. It is perfectly evident that the action that created
the board was inspired by no lack of belief in higher education or by
tny desire to retard its growth. Examination of the facts concern-
ing the population of Oregon, its wealt4 and resources, and the
extent to which it is attempting to perform the educational task con-
fronting the State tends to indicate:

(1) That the people1 are of a type that realize the benefits of
education and want it.

(2) That the character of the population is such /as to present no
serious obstacles to the task of educating them.

(;) That the State may look forward to an expansion economically
and in population which implies develepment of education in the
future.

( ) That Oregon as compared with other States is performing its
higher educational task upon a large scale.

(:)) That it is performing this task expensively.
(6) That the higher educational program is incoordinated with

the State's needs as measured by the distribution of occupations and
economic interests of the people.

(7) That the primary task of the survey is to study the causes
of such incoordination and to suggest the necessary remedies.

In the ensuing pages the different phases of higher education in
Oregon, which when combined determine the efficiency and effective-
nesg of the entire program, will be approached especially from this
point of view.

,



Chapter II

Fundamental Coordination

Introduction

Undoubtedly the situation that caused the most concern in the
Si:ite and which was most influential in securing the passage of the
la creating the department of higher education was that of the
relations between the university and the Oregon State College. Dur-
ing 20 years hundreds of pages of " briefs " had been submitted at
various times to the State board of higher curricula by the university
and by the State college, each in defense of its own claims gild in
refutation of the claims of the other. It is not necessary to charge
either institution with bad faith in order to account for the conflict
of interest which has so largely characterized the relationship of these
two great educational centers in the past. Institutional pride and
ambition and their less praiseworthy sister, institutional jealousy,
dominate these briefs in many cases to the neglect of the interests of
the State and of the individual students.

There would seem to be little value for the purposes of this survey
report to review the history of this conflict and competition between
the university and the State college. Its interest is now purely his-
torical. A new situation has been created. The new department of
higher education supersedes the board of higher curricula with more
extensive powers and responsibilities than were exercised by the old
board. The new board is not an arbiter of institutional contests; it
is a creator of a State-wiae educational policy with control over all
activities that are necessary to put these policies into effect. What-
ever the past may have justified iri the way of institutional aMbition,
the future must contemplate one great system of highér education in
the State, with its several units not competing but cooperating to
make the single enterprise most effective. The problem now is a
matter of defining the functions of the several units so as to secure
a single coordinated system which will best serve the purposes of
education In the State of Oregon.

Guiding Principles

In approaching this problem not only with reference to the rela-
tions between the university and the Oregon State College, but With
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46 PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

reference to the relations among the six agencies that constitute the
educational factors in the situation, the commission has adopted six
guiding principles that it believes are self-evident and in harmony
with the purposes of the law creating the department of higher
education:

First, certain functions having to do with this enterprise as a whole
must be performed through a central office rather than from any of
the campuses. For example, all relationships with high schools and
high-school students, such as educational guidance conferences and
all advertising of higher education.

Second, past rulings of the board of higher curricula should not he
binding for the future. These rulings were made to harmonizo the
interests of competing institutions, limited as they were by separate
legislative appropriations. The new set-up contemplates a different
theory of operation, and the future development should not be
hampered by past rulings. In meeting its responsibilities the board
should not be influenced by the arguments of priority in the field,
or institutional interest. Only the arguments of efficiency, economy,
and better State service should weigh in the decisions of the future.

Third, the assignment of functions to the severity' campuses should
be determined by major services required by the State, with provision
for flexibility among all the details so that changes from year to
year can easily be made in the light of the shifting educational neflil
of the State and interests of the students.

Fourth, distribution of functions should be on the basis of life
careers. The career motive is dominant in higher education. This
does not mean that all higher education courses are vocational or
professional, but rather that some time before the completion of
higher educational study almost all studerits feel impelled to prepare
for some career.

Fifth, the assignment of functions to the several campuses on the
career basis must have regard for the fact that the best training for
a career calls for wide cultural training also and that the function
of any institution of higher learning, especially a State institut ion,
is first to fit its students to be good neighbors, friends, and citizens,
and then to provide specialized education needed to prepare them
for occupational careers.

Sixth, the dominant factor in determining the assignment of func-
tions among the several units is the influence such assignment will
have upon the ultimate future development of the unified system.
Not for next year nor the next five years is the State now building,
but for the mgEt 25 and the next 100 years. What arrangement will
assure ultimatel4 the greatest educational service capable of being
administered most efficiently at the least cost, is the alLimportant
question. If this arrangement calls for a departure from the typi-
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cal American organization of education, the State should not hesi-
tate at such departure.

Historical Basis for Solution

Certain general applications of these principles to the specific sit-
tuition found in Oregon are facilitated by decisions and tendencies
that are already fairly well determined. For example, it Is obyi-
ou.,,ly the purpose of the State that the normal schools shall train
the elementary teachers and that the university and the Oregon State
College shall prepare the high-school teachers. These purposes of
t he State are accepted by the commission as reasonable and legiti-
mate. To this extent, therefore, the problem of the vopmission is

The character of the university and of the Oregon State College
as reflected in their spirit and educational offerings are not identical.
The circumstances of their foundink, their histories and the work of
t hie State board of higher curricula have all tended to produce insti-
tut ions that in very major respects are different, have different objec-
t i yes and characters, and use different means for accomplishing their
purposes. Each is devoted to large areas of educational endeavor
that are peculiarly its own and within which it has no competition
from the other State institution. One of the problems of the commis-

is to suggest measures that will in the future prevent new and
hitherto unheard of invasions of these areas. No fact stands out
more clearly, however, than that the distinctive characteristics and
purposes of the institutions as they have developed and as they are
understood by the people of the State have occupied a larger part
of the field of vision and effort of the university and the Oregon
State College than do the areas of conflict. Naturally, the points of
clashing cause irritation and bulk large in the consciousness of the
institutions and of the State. Yet, essentially the university's major
attention is given to the humanities and the social sciences and to
their aPplications in various professions, while the major activities of
the Oregon State College are directed to the sciences and their tech.
nical application in a wide range of occupations.

The recommendations of the survey commission have attempted
in so far as possible to preserve the distinctive characteristic of the
two institutions that are the outgrowth .4 time and about which
considerable worthy sentiment is centered. Aeceytain points, how-
ever, historical growths have had to be somewhat ruthlessly ampu-
tated in the interests of economy and in order tp 'secure and to insure
preservation of the general unity of the eduSational system of the
State of Oregon. In its treatment of the areas of conflict between
the two institutions the commission has been restrained by no con-

simplified.
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siderations of hi4rica1 development within the institutions and by
no sentimental lo)* that in its opinion are antagonistic to the
best interest of the te as a whole; the sole purpose has been to
suggest solutions f0 difficulties that are educationally sound and
that will best and i4t economically serve 04 needs of Oregon.

Evidence Examined by Commission

The recommendations of the commission are based upon study of

a vast mass of Oocumentary evidence and upon discussions with
hundreds of the staff members of the five institutions, public officials,
and private citizehs. The survey staff has studied the financial and
student records of the institutions; personnel data with reference to
faculties; curricula offerings and course schedules; size of classes and
their composition; buildings, grounds, and equipment; management
of student affairs and the nature of self-directed student activities;
programs of institutional specialization and of preparation for life
occupations. It has examined both published and unpulabished,insti-
tutional records and reports of deans and pftsidents. It assembled
and studied hundreds of pages of statistical material compiled by
the institutions at the commission's request It gave careful con-
sideration to many statements prepared by administrative officers of
the institutions in explanation or in defense of institutional policies
and procedures. It has had full access to the files and official records.
The commission has studied the educational needs of Orekon and its
educational standing in 4comparisvoQh other States and the
United States. The natural and human resources of the State; its
wealth, its tax burden, and its tax system have all been considered
from the standpoint of the light, that they might throw upon the
ability of the State to support education and its others necessary
functions and the extent to which that 'ability has been 'utilized.
Specialists in various fields havk contributed of their knowledge and
skill in the ipterpretation of these data. Thousands of pages of pre-
liminary studies have been made. All this material was used by
the commission. Many of the facts and a great deal of the evidence
thus assembled will liò found in this report; to have presented it all
would have required several volumes and would have merely served
to confuse and discourage the reader. The problem's dealt with are
complex; the solutions proposed are based on tonsidpration of a

wide range of fact and opinion.
A statement at this point of the major conclusions and recommen-

dations of the commission, freed from encumbering evidence and
argument, will, it is believed, enable the reader to understand the
nature of the solutions pr2posed and serve to clarify the more de-

tailed treatment of certain lopics by subsequfmt chapters.
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The statement that follows refers primarily to undePgraduate col-
ege instruction, but the princiiiles are applicable to ti considerable
egree to the assignment of professional schools to the institutions
nd to emphasis upon graduate instruction.
The commission recommends the following assignment of major

unctions to the various institutions:
1. Thil training of teachers for the elementary schools should

one at the three normal schools. 44*

1. Unspecialized freshman and sophomore work (hereafter re-
erred to as lower division work) in all the arts and sciences should

available on essentially identic)iktems at Eugene and Corvallis.
he °purpose of this lower division work shall be to afford Nthe broad,
neral education< needed by men and women without respect to the

areers they will follow, and to provide service courses needed in
e many professional curricula.
3. A great school of science should be developed at Corvallis based

pm lower division work that may be pursued at either the univer-
ity or the Oregon State College. This school of science should pro-,
vide curricula leading to undergraduate and graduate degrees in the
various sciences, including botany, zoology, geology, chemistry,
physics, astronomy, and mathematics and statistics.

4. A great school of art, literature, and social sciences should be
developed at Eugene, based upon the lower division work that may
be pursued át either the Oregon State College or the university.
This school of the arts, literature, and social siences should provide
c'urricula leading to undergiaduate and graduate degrees 41 the
various arts, literaturest and social scienées, including art, English
language and literature, the foreign languages and literatures, speech..
history, economics, portrical science, sociology, and psychology.

5. The professional schools resting essentially upon the natural
sciences should be located at 'Corvallis. These include engineering,
agriculture, forestry, mines, women''s careers in the realm of foods,
and teacher training in the sçiences and their applications. tecause
of the presence of facilities for 'it, pharmacy should be continued
at Corvallis, at least temporarily.

6. The professiotial schools resting essentially upon the aits, liter-
atures,.and social sciences sled be located at Eugene or at Portland.
These include architecture, music, law, medicine, public health, nurs-
ing, social service, journalism, business administration (including
commerce) , teacher training in the arts, literatures, and social kiences
and their application.

Each of these points' will bi3 discussed briefly. Points that can
not be presented in sufficient detail within the compass of this
chipter are discussed at length by the clyipters that follow. They

-ty
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are included here in ord to make clear the Coherence and unity of
the commission's recomliendations.

Elementary Teacher Training

The number of teachers needed in the elementary schools justifies
the maintenance of three essentially duplicating institutions. Their
basic curricula may well be practically identical, and their major
function of teacher trairiing kept strictly to the important taA of
keeping the State supplied with adequately trained teachers for the

elementary scflools. The number of teachers trained by each insti-

tution annually should be determined by scientific study of the
changing requirements of the regions in which' the schools are located.

(See Ch. III, Preparation of Teachers.) Maintenance of units of

efficient and economical size at Ashland and La Grande should be

secured by encouraging them to perform the functions of regional
junior colleges. (See discussion in Ch. III.)

Lower Division Work

NECESSITY FOR LIBERAL EDUCATION

Dovetailing with and continuing the work of the high school,
courses of a general character must be dvailable in all the arts and
sciences on whatever campus students are expected to pursue non-
professional work beyond. the high schoziol. Every college student
needs these broad contacts with liberalizing studies no matter \\list
his professional career is to be. More and more the professional
schools are becoming upper-division schools requiring two years of

general college work for 'admission. A well-marked line between
the lower and upper divisions in most 4-year college curricula is

being increasingly recoghized in American higher education.

LOWER-UPPER DIVISIONS AT EUGENE AND CORVALLIS

The- institution at Eugene has already inaugurated the plan of a

distinct division between lower and upper divisions for the primary
purposes cif insuring to all students the eleinents of a sound general
education during their first two years; second, of delaying specializa-
tion until the junior and senior years and then encouraging it to a
high degree; and, third, of providing students with a period of
exploratory contact which will prevent unwise selection of specializa-
tion too early in their educational life and which will enable the
institution to guide them to such selection upon the basis of their
abilities and aptitudes. The institution at Corvallis has desiguated
its courses according to tile year of college in which they are supposed
to be taken and-has provided for a junior certificate as a prerequisite
to 1/kissing from sokhomore to júnior standing.
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The commissiofi does not recommend the specific application of the
plan in force at Eugene for adoption as the state-wide interpretation
(If the principle pf upper-lower division organization. It is probable
that details of the plan at Eugene will need to be modified in order
t() make it conform to the requirements of the unified State system.

ADVANTAGES OF °ARRANGEMENT

survey commission does not advocate for Oregon that such a
division should remove students from the administrative control of
the professional school deans and faculties during die first two
years except where the professional school chooses to go upon an
upper division basis. It does recommend, however, that curricula
for all schools be made upon a lower division and upper division

(tr) Such arrangement will tend to provide better for those stu-
th.tit who find themselves unsuited to go on with the 4-year course.
Tilt, lower division work will be more an end in itself and less solely
a preparation for the upper division work.

( Such arrangement will allow better for making standards of
uthili»ion to the upper division courses such as to discourage or even
cxch:de those stildents who have demonstrated that they probably
could not succeed in the given profession if ethey continued four
\-e:ir or more in preparation for it.

(e) Such arrangement will tend to penalize less the student who
delays the final choice of a career until he has had opportunity, with
the (lid of the college faculty and personnel advisers, to study his own
:to itudes and abilities.

((I) Such arrangezDent will make etksier the transfer from one
c:in:pu:" to another of those students who find by the end of the first
Ns o years that such transfer will better ifford tshem the work for

which they are suited.

AGREEMENT NECESSARY IN DEFINING IATWER-DIVISION COI'RSES

The recommendation of the survey commission that lower-divi-
Work in all the arts and sciences' be offered upon essentially iden-

ti.cal terms by the two units of the system at Eugene and Corvallis,
implies considerable *modification of present practice and course con-
tent at, both institutions and a serious adjustment of the requirements
of soine of the professional schools. The offerings in the lower divi-
sion of the two institutions should be practically identical and so
(leigned as to permit a student to transfer from either institution
to the other for continuation in the upper-division specialization of
his choice without loss of time or credit.

The ,
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METHOD OF SECURING AGREEMENT

The modificationsb and adjustments that are necessary should be

secured by the agreement of joint committees of the two institutions.
The executive secretary of the State bOard of higher education
should be an ex officio member of all such committees.

At the present time courses at one institution that are very simi-
lar to courses at the other are in the one case listed as lower-division
work and in the other as belonging to the junior and senior yeam.
This may be illustrated by the courses in organic chemistry offered
by the two institutions. The university lists in its 1930-31 catalogue
no lower-division courses in organic chemistry the Oregon State
College, including the courses in biochemistry, lists six 1-term lower-
division courses in organic chemistry. The catalogue description of
the university's first upper division course in organic clielnitn,
reads as follows:

The (hernistry of the compounds of carbon. Deals with compounds which are
important from the theoretical, technical, and biological standpoints. The first

two terms are devotod to aliphatic compounds and the third term to those of

the aromatic series.

The Oregon State College description of its courses in general
organic cheink4try reads:

Ch. 124. General Organic Chemistry. Primarily for stucNnts enrolled in pro-

duction departments of the school of agriculture. Covers sysikaatically the cus-
tomary ou ing of carbon compounds and emphasizes the agricultural and
biologi al s gniticance of the acids, alcohols, carbohydrates, fats, and proteins.

Ch. 221. Organic Chemistry. Study of occurrence, methods of preparation,
characteristic reactions, and properties of the more common organic compounds.

Ch. =6, 227. Organic Chemistry. A 2-term sequence in the chemistry of the
, carbon compounds ; the aliphatks, aromatics, and derivatives.

The university, lists as upper-division work two courses in bio-
chen¡istry described as follows:

Ch. 450, 451, 452. Biochemistry. A general course dealing with the chemistry
of both plant and anirimil organisms, their tissues, constituents, nutrition, and
metabolism. Prerequkite, org-anic chemistry..

Ch. 453, 454,455. Biochemistry Laboratory. To accompany, optionally, courses
450, 451, 452.

The two lower division courses in biochemistry at Oregon State
College are described as follows:

* Ch. 222. Biochemistry. A study of proteins, carbohydrates, and fats: qualita-
tive and quantitative analysis of these food products and chemical changes
Which they undergo in the process of digestion and metabolism.

Ch. 251. Agricultural Biochemistry. Undertakes to lead the student to an
understanding und appreciation of chemistry at work in the field of agriculture.
An insight is gained of the chemical prihciples involved in crop growth and of

;
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tbe chemical nature and economic importance of crop compounds. 'The labora-
tory work is partly quantitative but not fundamentally so.

The similarity of the descriptions given for upper-division courses
at the university to those given for lower-division courses at Oregon
State College are striking. If, as may not be the case, the actual
courses are as much alike as their descriptions indicate, the accom-
panying difference in prerequisites for entering these courses is en-
tirely unnecessary and the differences in the length of time given to
them at the two institutions difficult to account for.

It is impossible to define precisely in terms applicable to all spa-
rific situations just what the proper characteristics of lower-division
courses should be. It is possible for the teachers and administrators
of an institution to arrive at practical judgments concerning the
courses that for the purposes of general education and the uses of
succeeding specializations may be regarded as lower-division work.
As educational objectives and standards change these practical judg-
ments need to be revised from time to time. The tendency is for
specialists in highly technical fields to force more and more courses
downward from the upper to the lower divisions; it is the tendency
o-f believers in general education to extend the areas and time re-
quired for the accomplishment of their purposes into the upper
division. Practical solutions constantly demand compromise be-
tween these opposing tendencies.

These compromises can be secured only by discussion between
the persons charged with the responsibility of teaching; they may
be facilitated by authoritative direction that agreement must be
reached within the limits of definite policies such as those recom-
mended by the commission. In any case lower division courses
Olou id be so defined as to permit inclusion of courses designed to
perform the following three functions:

First, they may be courses to be taken for their cultural value
and may bear no other necessary relationship to courses to be taken
by the student in following out his specialized or professional cur-
riculum. These courses may be prescribed by one or more of the
curricula or may be taken to satisfy electives in the' 4veral curricula.
The only limit to be imposed upon the number of such courses is
that of cost determined by enrollment. No such course should be
maintained for fewer than an average of 20 students.

Second, lower-division courses may provide the tools or equip-
t lent needed in the specialized work of the several curricula. As
illustrations may be mentioned the necessary languages, both Eng-
ish and foreign, mathematics, statistics; and drawing. The limit
to be imposed on these departments depends upon the standards set

51370*-31-----5
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by the several curricuia. No such courses should be offered beyond
those needed to bring students to these standards.

Third, when the necessity is clearly shown, lower-division courses
may be used to satisfy curriculum prescriptions or prerequisites to

curriculum prescriptions. As examples, chemistry prerequisite to

the medical curriculum, psychology to the teacher-training curricu-
lum, and economics to the pharmacy curriculum may be cited. The

limits of such offerings are set by prescriptions themselves, which

are in turn determined by the judgment of the departments
concerned.

The claim is sometimes made that national or professional bodies

that control admission of students to graduate or higher profes.
sional work in effect impose limitations upon the judgment of local

institutions. This is the case to only a minor degree and does
not seriously affect the liberty of higher institutions with respect
to lower-division offerings.

LOWER-DIVISION WORK AT ASHLAND AND LA GRANDE

As rapidly as lower-division offerings and curricular 1-equiremen
are determined the normal schools at Ashland and La Gran
should be furnished with the personnel and facilities that will per

mit them to offer junior college instruction upon substantially t
same basis as that afforded at Eugene and Corvallis. It appea
desirable not to recommend junior college offerings identical wi

lower-division work at Eugene and Corvallis, since it will ufl(li
edly be necessary for the latter institutions to offer in their lowit
divisions a few special courses (the number should be kept to the
minimum) as prerequisite to highly technical upper-division spe--

cializations that ("mild not be given economically at institutions with-
. out the staff and equipment for upper-division worlt in these fields.

The survey commission recommends the offering of junior college
work at. Ashland and La Grande in order to insure educational units
of efficient size and in order to provide lower division work most

economically to a large number of,students.
tea% No one knows what is the most e°fficient size for an institution fror

the standpoint$ of instruction and economy. Probably tire is n

one size that is most economical under all conditions. Studies have
established the fact, however, that savings, although not at a uniform
rate, tend to result from growth of enrollment up to about 750 stu-
dents; thereafter increased numbers of students in a single division
or school do not result in further savings. As is indicated in Chap-
ter III, the survey commission does not believe that the needs of their

regions for elementary teachers will justify the State in permittiq
the normal schools at La Grande and Ashland to develop in
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teacher-training institutions of economical size. The training-school
facilities available in their communities will for some time to come
limit the number of teachers they can train annually to a number thatprovide them with student bodies considerably less than are neededfor niost economical instruction. Some source of students other than
those preparing to become teachers in the elementary schools must be
provided if these institutions are to be developed economically.

Both the university and the Oregon 'State College now have stu-dent bodies of such size in their lower-division courses that the addi-6(11 of more students will not result in lowered public expense.Provision of junior college training at La Grande and Ashland, eventht)ugh it attracted some students who would otherwise a nd the
university or the Oregon State College, would do these itutions
no harm and would probably be advaptageous since the greatest pro-prt ion of students fail during the first two years.

Table 1 shows the number of students attending the universityand Oregon State College in 1929 from the two groups of counties
s'erved by the normal schools at Ashland and La Grande. This isevidence that there is in these counties a considerable number ofboys and girls who go to college. They are a source of students forjunior college work in the local .State institutions at Ashland andLa Grande. If their attendance for this purpose served to makethese institutions educational units of more economic size, the StateWould profit; and if such attendance at the same time relieved pres-tires upon the university and Oregon State College to accommodate
Il even greater body of students, no loss of efficiency would resultn the expenditure of the sums they now receive from the State.urther, the citizens in the southern and eastern regions who sendAis and daughters to college would profit from the difference in

. t between attenilance at local institutions and at the universityr Oregon State College. No doubt also many young pé'ople ofhee regions who b economic inability are now denied the privilegef hiagher education-On other fields/than teaching would be able toake advantage of tte junior college opportunities offered locally.
I survey commission is strongly influenced by another consider-ition. It believes that elementary teachers should have not merely,

!in education that is little more than trade training, but that theyould be given opportunity to acquire a broad general education.his opportunity can not be afforded unless a rich and extensiveries of courses is available in the normal schools. Junior collegebrk at Ashland and La Grande would supply these subject-matterfferings to prospective teachers, to future upper-division students)f the university and Oregon State College, and to those who couldlot or did not desire to go beyond the second year of college.
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TABLE 1.Number of students enrolled in the University of Oregon and (»egos
State College in 1929 from area or group of counties served by normal school
of Ashlaadnd of La Grande

ir

Name of counties

Ashland area:
Coos__ ___
Curry_
Douglas_ .

Jackson_ _

Josephine_ ..
Klamath _ .

Lake._ _ _

Number enrolledin

Univer-
sity of
Oregon

Oregon
State

College

78
6

40
;r2
19
53
30

67
4

72
70
25
49
27

Name of counties

La Grande area:
Baker.
Grant
Morrow
Umatilla
Union

Number enrolledin

Univer- Oregon
sity of 8tste
Oregon college

22
10

7
72
40
13

LOWER-DIVISION WORK AT MONMOUTH

1.3

13

12 ;

71

30

16

The question will be asked, Why not develop junior college work
at Monmouth also ? " Thè commission believes that the attendance
of prospective elementary teachers at Monmouth derive4 from the
needs of the more populous region in which it is situated will pro-

vide a student body sufficiently large to insure a unit of efficient size.
Further, there is no need for a junior college in this region, for the
university and the Oregon State College now to a considerable de-
gree meet its needs for junior college instruction, and under the plan
of organization proposed by the commission will in the future be
even more directly prepared to functio'n in serving all the legitimate
functions of junior colleges. The necessary enrichment of the teacher-
training course at Monmouth may be accomplished by offering
courses specially designed for that purpose, but of a range and char-acter.that will make it impossible, or at any rate inadvisable, for the
student to select the institution as the means of securing junior
college education.

LIFE CAREER BASIS FOR FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENT

Prior to somewhat extended consideration of specific duplication
of offerings by the institutions, and of the application' of the com-

mission's recommendations to these specific cases, it is desirable to
discuss the principle previously stafed, that functions to be per-', formed by the State's higher educational program should be dis-
tributed to the different units in the system upon the basis of the
life-career motive, the desire to prepare for a specific vocation or

profession. It is especially desirable to emphasize at this point tie
relationship that this principle bears to the commission's proposal

to concentrate the arts, literatures, and social sciences with their

*v.
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applications at Eugene and the sciences with their applications at
Corvallis.

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS

Schools preparing for the vocations and professions divide them-
selves naturally into two groups, namely, (1) those dealing essen-
¡talk' with material things, and the laws of the material universe
as disclosed in the natural sciences ; and (2) those dealing with human
lwings and the principles governing their actions as disclosed in the
arts, literatures, and the social sciences. This is evident in Oregon in
the general emphasis now given in the work of the institutions. It is
in harmony with the popular conception of the functions of Eugene
and Corvallis and was recognized by the. old State board of higher
curicula. This natural grouping'suggests for one campus engineel-
ing, agriculture, mines, forestry, and those professions for women
which rest essentially upon the natural sciences; and for the other
campus painting, sculpture, architecture, music, medicine, law, social
service, journalism, business administration, and those professions
for women which rest essentially upon the arts, literatures, and the
social sciences. Of course, preparation for the teaching of any sub-
ject must be given where the subject itself is studied.

VALVE IN DETERMINING COURSE OFFERINOP

When it is proposed to divide the specific course offerings in ac-
cordance with these general types of student interest in the voca-
tions and professions, it is clear that the principle is an extremely
useful one. On whatever campus a professional school is locatid,
the sciences basic to it must be located. The schools Sf agriculture
and mines require advanced courses in all of the physical and bio14-
ical sciences. As long as these professional schools are located at
Corvallis, strong departments in the various sciences must be main-
tained at Corvallis. If strong science departments are maintained
also at Eugene in order to have there a typical and complete chllege
of arts and sciences, there must be extensive duplication in the
sciences between the institutions. In like manner the schools of
social service and journalism at Eugene require strong departments
of economics, political science, and sociology. If strong depgrt-
ments in °these social sciences are maintained also at Corvallis in
order to care for a school of commerce, there must then be extensive
duplication. Similar conditions govern through practically the en-
tire list of vocations and 'Professions. Therefore, if extensive dupli-
cation is to be avoided, the basic sciences and artsAipon the upper-
division level must be divided between the two campuses along the
same lines as the professional schools which rest upon them.

'
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LIMITATIONS OF PRINCIPLE

If the schools must be divided between two campuses and two
administrations, this is the most useful and most easily applicable
classification available. However, it is not 100 per cent. inclusive.
The medical profession is both a scientific and a sociat%-sctivity.
Professional agricultural economics and agricultural journalism both
require upper-division preparation in the physical and social sciences.
Architecture has its major emphasis in' the realm of art but is essen-

.

tially dependent upon structural engineering. The commission fully
recognizes that division of function upon the career basis does not
provide completely for certain situations and needs that exist, and
must continue to exist, by virtue of the demands of the professions
concerned. Solution of these problems requires devices and pro-
cedures that supplement. assignment of upper-division science to one
institution and the humanities and social sciences to another.

The solutions proposed by the commission are:
1. Exchange of professors between institutional units of the sys-

tem, or, phrased in another way, joint service of two or more units
by a single faculty member when the number of students makes this
the economical procedure.

2. Division of the residence of students between two institutional
units when curricular adjustments can be made which permit this
arrangement.

3. Transportation of students between the two institutions in rare
instaaces in which this is the only possible method by which a

student may secure courses that he needs in his special field.
4. Extending the period of training required for certain profes-

sions such as agricultural economics, to the graduate level as is done
in- the case of medicinè.

In the case of the individual student two or more of these methods
may be combined in order to accomplish his specific purposes. These
devices will be given specific application by subsequent discussion of
the professional and vocational schools; they should be kept in mind
in considering the treatment of duplications that follows.

FIEIDS OF DUPLICATION
4

The largest amount of duplication between the courses offered at
present at the university and at the State College is found in (a)
courses taken by students preparing to teach ; (b) courses in the
lowér-division service departments of oile institution, and the corre-
sponding 4-year departments of the other institutions; (e) courses
in upper divisior social science departments organized unde4 the
school of commerce at the State college, and organized under the

a
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colle$ of literature, science and the arts, the school of business ad-
ministration, or the school of applied social science at the university;
and (d) miscellaneous courses including music, physical education,
journalism, and architectural engineering, including rural architec-
ture. These will be discussed in turn.

DUPLICATIONS IN TRAINING H IG H -SCHOOL TEACHERS

The detailed discussion of the duplication between the university
and the Oregon State College in the field of teacher training is pre-cnted in Chapter III. A brief statement is mad; at, this point to
indicate the nature of the problem. Teachers preparing at the State
college may choose combinations of science and English or industrial
arts and physical education, or almost any other sort of combination
which strikes their fancy. These combinations are not dictated by
:111 V specific demands for them in the high schools of the State. They
serve, however, to build up a demand for a large number of courses
for which there would otherwise be but slight demand. The same

1nav be said with reference to teachers being trained at the univer-
sit

.
. They do not confine their combinations to related depart-

merits.
It does not seem worth while to attempt to tabultite- the extentof these duplications, and perhaps the task would be impossible.The fact that they exist in large nuinber is well known. The com-

mission proposes, therefore, that the high-school teacher-training
work of the one institution be limited t:o subjects within its majorfield of the arts, literatures, and social sciences and their applica-tions, and in the other institutions to subjects and combinations of
subjects within its major field of the sciences and their applications.This division should be enforced in part by strengthened certifica-
tion requirements for new high-school teachers. (See Ch. III.)The commission is assured that such combinations would satisfy allthe requirements of the high schools of the State. Indeed, it 'isclaimed by many that such combinations would be much more effec-
five than the combinations at present used. The proposed divisionof 'functions, therefore, seems not to lz;e prejtJicial to the interests
of teacher training, while the removal of this source of demand forduplicated courses will simplify the problem on both campuses verymaterially.

DUPLICATION OF LOWER-DIVISION COtrRASES

By lower-division service courses are meant counes given duringthe first two years for purposes of providing general education andfor training directly prerequisite to prosecutioq of some field of

C.
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specialization during the upper-division period. Lower-division

courses offered in the service departments at one institution must in-

evitably duplicate lower-division courses offered in the correspond-
ing regular departments of the other institution. In institutions the
size of the University of Oregon or of the State college such duplica-

tion is not expensive. In practically all cases there would need to be
a sectioning of the group wanting any one of these lower division
courses if both units were upon one campus. Therefore, to offer them
on both campuses does not add to the expense. In fact these ele-
mentary courses constitute a foundation for any later specialization
and should be generally duplicated in ordev to serve best the students

who do their first two years of college work on either campus.

Duplication of Upper-Division Courses

Much duplication ,is found between the upper-division courses

given upon the two campuses. This is a more serious matter than
duplication of lower-division work because classes are smaller and in-

struction more expensive. In order to obtain a fairly accurate basis
for estimating the extent of such duplication of upper-division work
the descriptions of all upper division courses found in'the catalogues

of the two institutions were arranged in parallel columns by subject-

matter fields. Courirs in the two columns that showed considerable

similarity of descriftion were then connected by, lines and a count

made of the linked pairs. Table 2 summarizes thie results of this
examination.

TABLE 2. Total number of tepper-d/irkrion courses with duplications and per-
centages in different fields of study given at the University of Oregon and
Oregon Agricultural College'

Fields of study

University of Oregon

Total
number
of upper-
division
anuses
gi ven

Social sciences
Natural sciences
Humanities
Mathematics and engineering
Journalism_ _

Psychology _

Home economics_
Arts and wusic_
Health AO physical education

Total

151
95
96
54
24
V
21
36
25

529

Number
of same

or similar
courses
given at
Oregon

A gri-
tural

College

Percent-
age of

courses
dupli-
cated*

59
24
16
12
8
3

11

7

146

39. 1
25. 2
16. 6
72. 2
33. 3
11. 1
52. 3
16. 6
28. 0

Oregon Agricultural College

Total
number
upper-

di vision
COWS*
given

91
31
24

8
7

49
11

16

*umber
of same

or similar
courses

given at
TJniver-
sity of
Oregon

27. 6 334

53
26
15
13
8
4

13
5

11

148

Permit-
a/le 01

MUMS
dupli-
cated

6C 6
1 5

3
54.1

liLLO

5
41i 4

e6.7

44.3

failure of numberi of courses in column 3 to oirrespond to the number in column I is due to the fect

that In many instances 2 courses given st I insUtution carry descriptions that are similar to a single mans
given at the other institution.
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While it is fully recognized that similarity of catalogue descrip-
tion does not necessarily mean that courses are complete duplications
the table makes it perfectly evident that if all the work of the two
institutions was offered upon one campus it would be possible to
1-Nitice the number of upper-division classes to a very considerable
extent by combining some courses and by eliminating altogether some
others that are so similar as to constitute virtually complete dupli-
cation. Since, in the opinion of the survey commission, it is now
i 111 poss ble to bring the institutions to one campus, it is proposed that
the economies of such union be secured by an allocation of upper
divisioil work which will concentrate upon one campus or the other
all students who seek upper-division work in a specific field.

DUPLICATION OF UPPER-DIVISION SCIENCE COURSES

Instruction in upper-division science is expensive. Duplication in
this area is, therefore, of special concern. It is proposed to confine
:Ill the upper-division science work to the Oregon State College.
Examination of the enrollment of majors in science at the university
,liosys that concentration of upper-division science at Corvallis will
affect in only a slight degree the attendance of senior college students
at Eugene. Enrollments in upper-division science classes at the uni-
ven,ity are small.

Except for the course in organic chemistry in which 63 students
were enrolled, none of the upper-division classes in chemistry con-
tained more than 11 students in 1929 at the university. The records
show that there was 1 class with 11 students, 2 classes with 10.stu-
dents, and 1 class with 9 students *while the remainder had less than
5 students each. In the upper-diviion physics classes, 2 of them en-
rolled a maximum of 13 students, the other classes being 5 or, less
students in size. Animal biology cousses in the upper division bad
3 classes of fairly large size, 1 containing 60 students, another 37,
and a third 29, but the fourth enrolled only 11 students, and the
fifth but 1 student. The upper-diviion classes in plant biology,
however, were unusually small in size with the exception of the
course in sanitation, N'which contained 50 students. A check on tile
enrollment of the other courses in this field disclosed 1 class with 7
students, 1 with 5 students, 2 with 3 students, and 1 with 2 students.
Of the upper-division courses in geology conductedokat the university,
there was 1 class with 27, while in 8 others the size varied from
student up to 10 students. At Corvallis the classes in upper-division
science are not so large its to require the organization of new sec.-
(ions in order to accommodate the increase that would result from
the transfer of all upper-division science majors from Eugene to
Corvallis.

1,
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REARING ON PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL SCHOOL

Attention is called to the relationship that this change has to
preparation for admission to the medical school. The medical school
is located at Portland and is admi*tratively a division of the uni-
versity. This fact has tended to stablish the idea in the minds of
certain university officials and perhaws in the minds of others not so
familiar with the 'conditions of admission to medical schools, that.
the university is thereby given a monopoly or at least a prior claim
to preparation for entrance to Oregon's gtb-wl of medicine. As a
matter of fact the administrative connection does not either in theory
or.practice give the university any special rights or advantages wfar as preparation for admission to the medical school is concerned.
Table 3 shovs the number of students in the medical school in four
differenttclasses from 1929 to 1932, who had their previous prepara-
tion at Eugene, at Corvallis, at private institutions within the State,
and at institutions outside of Oregon.

Irsina Number of students in the Oregoti medical school, in 1929 and theinstitutions in which they had their previous training

Institution

=0.111M.rm-a.......-

University of Oregon_
Oregon State Acuitural Colbege
Private institus in Oregon__
'University of Idabot
University of Washington...
State of W _ _ _
University of California
Yale University__ _

Vial) Agricultural -College_ _

University of Manitoba _ _ .

University of North Dakota_ .

University of Saskatchewan _ _

University of South Dakota_ _ _ _
CoLlege of Idaho_
College litiget Sound__

_ 4'.Univellity of Southern California at Loe Angeles_ _Stanford University_ ..... _

Univiersity of Montana_ . _

University of Pittsburgh

Total

(` lass of
11,29

38
3
3
5
5
1

1

1

1

0
0

Total forClam of Class of Class
lik31 each III-

StitlItiOn

28
2
4
0
6

o
o
o
0

42
1.

03

28
4
1

6
7
4
0
0
0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
3
2 4
1

06
A

1 24

1

It is evident from Table 3 that a large number of students attend-ing the Oregon Medical School do not obtain their premedicaltraining at the Universit4 of Oregon. Of the students making up
the class of 1929, 64 per cent were prepared for entrance to the
medical school by the university as compared with 64 per cent for
the class of 1930, 40 per cent 'for the class of 1931, /and 42 per cent
for the class of 1932. According to these percentages, the university
is preparing a smaller proportion for each successive annual class at
the medical school.rather than an increasing number. In all the four
classes shown in the compilation, there was a total of 230 students

_ ._ _ _ . _ _ _ _ .. .. . .. __ . _ _

. _ .. . _ _

__ .
Codege _ . . .. _ .. .
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_

of12

30
4

10
I

3
10

1 0
0 1

0 0
O 0
0 0
1 0

1

1

1

1

0 1

0 0
0 10
o o

.&1I 230
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of which 124 students attended the university for their premedical
work, or 54 per cent, while 106 stilden6, or 46 per cent, secured their
premedical training at otter in-stitutipns. Only 6 per cent of the
ttiiients took their premedical work at the Oregon State College, a

very small number. In the we of the private colleges of Oregon,
the;T furnished 12 pergent on.he students. Universities and colleges
outitle'of the"State, therefore, provided premedical training for as
much as 28 per cent. In vie* of these figurs, it can not be claimed
that th University of Oregon egjoys by any means a monopoly in the

tion of the students for entrance into the medical school.
TI Oregon Medical School is a class A school in accordance with

the rating by the Americap. Medical Association and enjoys a very
high reputation in the profession. It is, in fact, a regional medical

serving the entire northwest te-rritory. In 1930-31, 300 stu-
dents applied for. admission who could satisfy the quantitative
1:01iiirements for entrance. Of these, 138 were from the Pacific
Iwrthwest, 70 from other Western States (chiefly California) , and
9.2 from Eastern Statits. The total number of Oregon applicants
AN a g4. Of these, 63 had three or more years of college training in
Oregon public in§titttions, 12 in Oregon private institutions, and 9
in both public and private institutions of the State. It was possible
to admit to the first-year class only 65 of the 300 applicants.

It is apparent that admission to the Oregon Medical School is a
.highly selective process. The selection is not made by the university
administration at Eugene but by a committee of medical school
officers under the direction of its dean. iAs stated by the dean,
is felt that the obligation is chiefly to the Pacific northwest and \-
(l)eciallyto the State of Oregon, soò that in the lower groups defi-
Hite preference is given to taxpayers' sons and boca fide residents of
the State of Oregon."

Two requirements for admission to all medical schools are thor-
"ough scientific training and an increasingly \vide cultural educa-tion. The university has compiled from the courses of the various
regular departments three and four years of offerings iptended toprepare for entrance to the medical school. Upper division science
constitutes an important element in these offering;. The commis-
sion's recommendation that all upper division work- in science betransferred to the Oregon State College will not prevent a student
taking a 2-yeár premIdical coeurse at Eugene, but it will make
impossible the taki4g 61P a 3 or 4 year premedical course. Studentswho desire to enter thY medical school,will have to transfer to theunit at Oregon State College in order td do more than two years.Students at the Corvallis unit will be able to secure at that insti-tution all the general education needed for premedical work in the
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11 lower divisi( It will not be necessary for them to attend the A
Eugene init.

DUPLICATIoNS OF UPPER-DIVISION SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSES

Upper-division courses in the departments of economics, sociology.
Hitical science, and history are found in both institutions.

In thik; area, as in the scientific offerings, similar courses do not,
mean necessarily complete duplication, but in a great number of
cases they are so much alike- thot the removal of all upper-division
social science courses to one campus. would permit the elimination
of many courses on the other campus. The Proposed assignment of
functions will remove practically all these courses to the university,
thus making possible combinations in a great many of them.

M I SC ELLA NEOUS DUPLICATIONS

Many auplications Occur between upper-division courses in music.
physical education, journalism, and architectural engineeling. How-
ever, in the opinion of the survey conimission, the principal issue in
those instances is not one of saving by means of eliminating dupii-
cation, but rather one of building up one strong department of imisic,
one strong department of physical .education, one strong department
of journalism, and One strong department of architectural engineer-
ing. It is clear th4 in, practically all thesse cNes if the advanced
course's were confined to one camms and students were to choose
the campus where the work is offered, superior training would be
available at less cdst than at present.. Each .of thesp fields will
be discussed in turn.

Mugie.----Though one of the fine arts, music has an almost uni-
versal human appeal. .1iu5ic lutist be given its full chance to per-
vade the many campuses of the higher educational system of Oregon,
and to. wield its .influence in the lives of all students. Beyond this
institutional strvice function music should be developed sat only one
place, and that should be the university, the center of ait develop-
ment. No individual music lessons for which the students pa jy.spe-
ciat fees should be provided.on other campuses. UnIN ones:, reat
music school can be built up in the State, and there should be.no
division of high-class musical talent, eiither student or teacher, any
more than there should Ve &division of thé high-class talent in the
field of electricity. The fact that music may be made largely self-
supporting is quite beside the i3oint. ff developed in two places,
these places are just. as-c6mpetitive as though they drew their sup-
pdrt, from taAtationt and it ishthe purpose of the proposed plan of

administration to avoid competition and to deVelop -cooperation
among the several vits of the State system.
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Health, and phyBical edwation.Both the university and the
State college are to be commended for the development of divi-
ions of health and physical education. To maintain the student

body at the highest level of physic,a1 fitness, to train the students so
that% they will keep themselves well throughout life, and to inculcate
in them tin active interest in the problems of .community 'health are
among the primary responsibilities of any institution of higher learn-
inff. To beyond that and preliarf persons for positions as health
:tipervisors or physical-education teachers, requires the staff and
facilities providea by the schools of public health and nursing, as
well as the staff and facilities af the'school of science: in other words,
this should be a joint curriculum, requiring attendance at both
inAitutions.

ourna1 The State's school of journalism is located at Eu-
gene. At Corvallis is a service division of industrial journalism.
Duplication of courses upon an upper-division level is evident from
the lists of such courses offered by the two institutionj.

The commission is inclined to question the y of offering
at Corvallis lower-division courses in journalism as electives; it
strongly recommends that the extent of the present offerings be re-
duced and that the training of professional agricultural and indus-
trial journalists be accomplished by other means. The commission
tiggests two methods: First, 4-year curricula 'for agricultural 'and

ind.ustrial journalists may be devised by dra.wing upon the offerings:
of the units at Eugenf and Corvallis and given by appropriate divi-
sion of the students' time during this period between the two cam-
puses; or, second (and this is, in the opinion of the commission, the
more desirable solution), preparation for indusfrial and agricultural
journalism may be. placed upon the graduate level with division of
time between the two instittitions, say, for example, three °years at
Corvallis (during which the lower-division courses in journalism
would be taken) and two years at Eugene, during which upper-
division work in journalism, the humanities, and social sciences would
be covered, or if the studient who has specialized in journalism at
Eugene *ishes to become an agricultural journalist, the division of
time might be three years at Eugene and two at:Corvallis. The exact
division of lime that consultation would reveal as desirable is not
the important consideration, but the fact that curricula may be
devised which utilize the offerings of the two unitg.and that students
may reasonably be required to divide, their work between the two
campuses. The number of students involved is not large; it is not
economical to enter into or to continue costly duplication even though
the legitimate demands.of these students might be used as an argu-
ment for duplicittien.
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Agricultural economk8.Agricultural economics is a highly spe.
cialized profession requiring intensive training both in agriculture
and in economics. The attempt to prepare agricultural econorngts
at Corvallis during a 4-year course or under any arrangement re.
quires courses in economics and the social sciences upon the upper-
division level and in excess of those demanded by any other pro-
fessional or vocational function which would be retained upon that
campus under the plan proposed by the commission. The commi-sion
recommends, therefore. that students who desire to become agricul-
tural economists be required to pursue at least a 5-year curriculum
divided between the two campuses, so arrli,nged that students may
ptmue the work whether their original regtstration be at Corva
or Euged.

Mixeellerneow xubjerts.It would confuse presentation and render
no assistance to the State board of higher education and to the insti-
anions to extend in detail the discusion of other fields in which the
solutions are similar in priticiple to those suggested with reference to
journalism arid agricultural economics..

The commission believes that it will be possible to maintain the
upper-lower division distinftion and the major assignment of func.
tions proposed even in the occupational specializations that require
upper-division stilvice in fields assigned to different campuse by
means of joint use of professors, division of the time of student be-
tween the two campuses and by placing certain professional occupa-
tions upon the 5-year basis. The fields of rural sociology, rural art
and architecture, industrial management, and architectural engineer-
ing are further examples of areas in which earnest. attempts to secure
solution by means of conference between the faculty specialists con-
cerned and administrative officers from both institutions and from
the department of higher education should msult in definite and

ve. constructive programs within the limits of the recommendation of
the commission.

Whal would be the effect upon students of the recommendations
made by the commission? Would students be able tZ get, what they
need? These are fundamental questions. Study of actual work
done by students as revealed by the registrars' records at the two
institutions leads the commission to believe that the application of

- the general principles stated above to the curricula at the Univerity
of Oregon and at the Oregon State College would result in insignifi-
cant interference with what the students now study. Four groups of
students are in.volved:

(1) University students specializing in science. Those students at
the university specializing in any of ihe. sciences. Under the recom-
mended division of functions, these students would transfer to the
State college, at least for their upper-division work. The question

A
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then is, "Would these students be able to get at the State collegew:iat they now get at the university?" Table 4 answers the question.

tho41 graduating at the university during the past year with ain one of the sciences, excluding those preparing to teach inhiì schools. less than half of the studénts took more than 6 quarter
houN of credit in the upper division courses in a single nonscience
dtliartment. As compared with 33 who took more than 6 upper-,hviion quarter hours in a nonscience department, 41 took 6 orfo\ a quarter 'hours. Almost as many students took no upper-

nonscience courses as took more than 12 quarter hours ofupper division work in.aall the nonscience departlnents combined.
(2) The second group of students involveçl is composed of those at

t it State college specializing in any of the arts, literatures, or sXial;('tnes, including commerce. Under the remmmended division a
functions these students would transfer to the university at least for
thcir upper division work. The question then is, Would these stu-dent: be able to get at the university what they now get at the Stat
cullt,LT .?" Table 5 answers this question. No students, accordingto inAitutional reports, graduated from the State college in 1930with a major in one of the arts or literatures. Of those who majoredin the social sciensvs, including commerce but excluding those pre-paring to teach in high schools, only one student took more than 9quarter hours of credit in upper division courses in any one of thelt.I.ces; 33 did not take any upper division science courses.
TABLE 4. Distribution of grodudtes of the Unirersity of °regal', 1930, whoriaiized in one of the ciences (excluding those students preparing toIf lich in high schools) according to (a) the highest number of quarter hours ofcr./ in upper-division courses they took in any single nonscienoe depart-tip-nt and (b) the total number of quarter hours of credit ii upper-diivisioncourses they took in all the monscienoe departments combined

:;n:tber o( graduates Whom highest total of quarter hours ofcm; it in upper-division courses Ln any of th"`nonacientve!ts

( or leas
7 to 9.

_ . .....
10 to.12____
13 to 15
16 of more _\ 11 111 her of graduates w twee total quartee hours of credit inupper -division arms in all nonscienoe departments com-tinoi was:

.....

1 to 6. _ .....
7 to 12 _

13 to 18 .
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Other
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TABLE 5. Distribution of graduates of the State college of Oregon, 1930, satespecialized in one of the arts, literatures, or social sciences, including cont.
rnerce (excluding those students preparing to teach in the high schooloaccording to (a) the highest number of quarter hours of credit in upper.division courses which they took in any single science department, and (bithe total number of quarter hours or credit in upper4ivi4ion courses thfytook in all the science departments oombined

(a) Number of graduates whose highest total of quarter hours of credit
in uppex-division courses in any of the sciences was-

6 or less
7 to 9.
10 to 12.

(b) Number of graduates whose total quarter hours of credit in upper-
division courses in all science departments combined was-

()
7 to 12

Number of studenit specuaitunin
_

I Arts

Languages,
and liter-
atures,

including
English

sclences
includin./

CO TIIIIXTC*

6

(3) The third group of students is that made up of those at the
university specializing in one of the arts, literatures, OP social
sciences, or in the professional sehpols resting upon them. Under
the recommeAded division of functions these students would be un-
able to get at the university upper-division courses in the sciences.
The question then is, " Would these students be able to get what they
now get ?" Table 6 answers that question% Of the student grud-
uating at the 'university in 1930 with a major in one of the art.
literatures, or social sciences, or in one of the professional schools of
the university, excluding those who were preparing t9 teach in the
high schools, only 23, took more than 6 quarter hours of credit in
upper-division courses in any one of the sciences, while 196 took
less than 7 quarter hours; 71 per cent took no upper-division couNe
in the sciences.
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TABLE 6. Distribution of graduates of the University of Oregon, 1930, who

mpeckaized in one of the arts, literature'', or social sciences, or one of the
professional schools (excluding those students who were preparing to teach
in the high schools) according to (a) the highest number of quarter hourß of
credit in upper-diriaion courses they took in any science department, and (b)
the total number of quarter hours of credit in upper-division courses they took
n all the science departments combined

Number of graduates whose highest total of quarter hours
of credit in upper-division courses in any of the sciences
was

6 or less
7 to
10 to 12
13 to 15 .

16 or inore
Number of graduates whose total quarter hours of credit in

upper-division courses in all science departments com-
bined was:

1 to 6
7 to 12.
13 to Is.

or more

Number of graduates specializing in-

Arts
Lanruagfts,;
and litera-

tures.
including
English

21

3

21

19
2

13
6
2

Social
sciences,
including
applied

social sci-
ence and
business
adminis-
tration

3

Other
profes-
sional

;curricula

3

20
13
3
1

52
4

42

(4) Those students at the State college specializing in one of the
(siences or in one of the professional schQols resting upon the
t.ienc'es,mich as agriculture, forestry, mines, or engineering. Under

the recommended division of functions these students could not
iret at the State college upper-division courses in the arts, literatures,
or social scien4s. The question then is, "Would these students be
ahle to get what they now get ?" Table 7 answers this question. Of
the stndents graduating at the State college in 1930 with a major
in he of the sciences or in one of the professional schools. excludin
those who were preparing to-teach in the high schools, only 24 per
cent took more than 9 quarter credits in the upper-division courses,
in any one of the arts, literatures, or social sciences; only 43 per
cent took as many as 18 )quarter hours of credit in upper-division
courses in all the arts, literatures, and social sciences combined. film;
larger percentage is due to the school of home economies that is in
fact a form of liberal arts and sciences education.

It will be noted that in all the four groups listed above there
have been excluded those students who were preparing to teach in
the high schools. This seems fair because all the evidence shows that
the combinations of departments which high-school teachers should
prepare for are to be found in the recommended division of func-
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tions. Combinations such as English and botany are not advantage-
ous. Combinations among the sciences and their applications at the
State college, and other combinations among the arts, literatures, and
locial sciences, and their applications at the university will serve best
lo prepare teachers for Oregon high schools. Of course, the pro-
fes.tional courses in education, to meet the andergraduate training
needs of these prospective teachers, will have to be given at both
the State college and the university.

TABLE 7. Distribution of graduates of the State College of Oregon, 1930, whospecialized in one of the sciences, or in one of the professional schools (exclud-ing those students Who were preparing to teach in the h-igh schools) accordingto (a) the highest number of quarter hours of credit in upper-division murexthey took in any nongeienee department, an-41 (b) the iota( number of quarterhours of credit in upper-division courses they took in all the nonscieveedepartments combined

(a) Number of graduates whom highest total of
quarter hours of credit in upper-division
courses in any of the nonscienoe depart-
ment was:

6 or lem
7 to 9
10 to 12
13 to 15
16 or more

(b) Number of graduates whose total of quarter
credits in upper-diviMon courses in all
nonscience departments

to 6
7 to 12
13 to 18
19 to 24
25 or more

Number of graduates specializing in

Chem-
ical

engi-
nearing

School
of agri-
culture

School
of engi-
neering

School
of for-
ag try

r

School
if home

MIA-
nomies

School
of

LLL

. --

Phtir.
nlrwy

8 23 00 a 7 2 10
11 9 23 8 29 4 4

3 4 4 19
2 12

1 1 2 3 9 . _ _ _ _ _ .. 1

. 1 40 9 1 2 .____ . _ 5
1 8 45 6 4 2 4
8 10 15 8 4 2 4
3 2 12 3 17 1 1

5 6 10 3 49 1 1

From the statements above, it is clear that if the upper-division
work is assigned between the two campuses, the science departments
at Corvallis, and the art, literature, and social science departments
at Eugene, the students will have little difkulty following out essen-
tially the same sorts of curricula as giey have followed in the past,
provided lower division work in all departments is availableon both
campuses.

Objections to the Commission's Plan

One point in connection with the recommendations of the com-
mission has no bearing upon thP proposii major division of func-
tions, but arisesfrom the supplementary suggestion that students
spend part of their time on one campus and pare upon the other.
Intercollegiate athletics demand the presnce of students upon one
campus for the entire four years. This -ol:;jection will bulk large in
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the minds of some students and in the consciousness of those large
groups of alumni and' sportimen whose sole conception of a higher
educational institution is dial it is a nursery for football teams.
Probably this argument will have less influence upon the adminis-
trative officers of the institutiohs except as they are affected by the
pressure brought to bear and by the disturbances created by sport
enthusiasts and newspaper writers. The commission wishes to call
ti) the attention of the board of higher education, the legislature, and
the citizens of the State certain facts in regard to the extent of the
influence that the commission's proposals may have upon intercol-
legiiite athletics in the two institutions.

In 1929 there were 59 students upon the universityfootball squad,
1.9 per cent of the total student body, and in 1930, 68 students, '2.2per cent of the student body. Similar figures for the Corvallis foot-ball squad are: 1929, 51 and 1.5 per cent; 1930, 62 and 1.8 per cent.For the basketball squad at the university similar figures in 1929

kire 31 and 1 per cent; 1930, 48 and 1.5 per cent; and at Corvallis.
1929, 13 and 0.3 per cent; 1930, 25 and 0.7 per cent. For the baseball
;.(juad at tile university in 1929, 32 or 1 per cent; 1930, 37 or 1.2 percent and Corvallis, 1929, 33 or 0.9 per cent; 1930, 40 or 1.2 per cent.It i perfectly evident that these figures taken together, althoughthere are very large numbers of athletes who are on all three squadsin a single year, constitute a very small number and a very minute
proportion of the student body.

It is not a question, however, as sportsmen may argue, of whetherthe people of Oregon will be compelled to choose between outstand-ing athletic teains and revision of their higher-education program.Device* for securing educational economy and efficiency recommendedby the commission will affect a very small percentage of the entirestudent body and an even smaller percentage of the athletic squads
o f the two institutions. Further, the effect is nott;Tiae)has been sug-gested to the commission, that of losing 4 years o i:ven 3 fears of'athletic service. Students ih residence at a single unit of the Oregonhiglwr-educational system for 3 years may origage in intercollegiatecontests during 2 years, those resident 2 years are eligible for 1 yearof intercollegiate sport. Thus, even for the small numker affected,the loss of athletic service is not complete. it remains to be seen,o f cOurse, whdher outside promoters of the athletic prowess of oneor the other institution who assist deserving athletes through collegewill be willing to continue to dó so for less than three years inter-collegiate play.

Securing Lower-Division Instructors

Another difficulty and probable objection to the proposed aivisionof functions between tile two institutions arises from the fact that
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1

the plan will result in both institutions giving certain subjects upon
the lower division level only. It is stated that it is difficult.to secure
high-type instructors who will be Iontene to confine therTelves to
lower-division work ; college teachers desire to teach the more ad-
vanced and graduate courses in their. fields. The best ones will not
take positions where there is no opportunity to do so. Lower-division
students as much as upper-division ones need scholarly instructors.
Advancement in their fields means to college teachers the orTortunity
to teach courses in the upper levels.

It would be difficult, it is claimed, for the unit at Eugene to secure
the best type teachers of chemistry, for instance, if their work is
confined strictly to lower-division classes without opportunity to
teach advanced students and carry On research; similarly at Corval-
lis in the field of history or economics. This objection has consid-
erable force, but is not insurmountable. In the first place, it is pos-
sible, as has been demonstrated many times, to secure instructors
whose primary interest is in teaching lower-division students just
as there are well-qualified men who prefer high-school teaching.
In the second place, the plan proposed by the commission for the
development of research work provides opportunities for qualified
lower-division teachers to participate in research projects. In the
third place, under the proposed system of joint use of faculty mem-
bers by both campuses, there is no reason why, in certain cases, such
lower-division teachers upon one campus should not be used to teach
upper-division courses upon the other campus. The commission
freely admits that the fact that the two units are under entirely
separate administrations makes difficult the effective use of this
device. However, it is perfectly obvious that if the two units were
combined upon one campus, no administration would fail to make the
fullest possible use of its lower-division teachers in upper-division
work that was needed. The commission is also persuaded that if the
two units, althougi cm different campuses, were under one adminis-
tration, very extensive use of single-faculty membsrs upon both
campuses would be developed. This is now done quite extensively
between the two campuses of the university at Eugene and Port-
land, alihough the handicap of distance is -much greater.than be-
tween Eugene and Corvallis. The very pertinent questiou may
therefore be asked whether even though two administrations should
be retained, the State has not a riOlt to expect such cooperation
between them as to secure many of the advantages of single-executive
direction. If such cooperation cut.vot be obtained under dual ad-
ministration, the State wouldbe justified in placing both, campuses
under a single president.
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Difficulties of M 'aintaining

;';till a third objection to the proposal is the difficulty of maintain-
ing. it. These difficulties are tremendously increased by the fact of
dual administration of the two units; hearty cooperation between
them is absolutely essential; the State will be justified in taking

action as may be necessary to secure it. It is, of course, possible
to -;et up more or less mechanical devices and restrictions, but rules
and regulations break down when the persons charged with their

f()rcement do not attempt heartily to observe their spirit. The
difference between finding reasons why things can not be done and
finding how they can be accomplished is dependent pon human
attitudes. The attitudes of the administrative officers of the two
institutions will largely determine the success or failure of any
ro)rganized program adopted as the policy of the State board of
higher education.

Graduate and Research Work

The division of function proposed is applicable to a considerable
Pxtent to the graduate field as well as to the undergraduate, although
discussion so far juis been concerned primarily with its application
to undergraduate work. The parallelism and duplication of grad-
uate offerings upon the two campuses have already been shown by
our examination of upper division and graduate courses 9ffered by
the institutions. Duplication upon this leNkel is especially serious
froni the standpoint of expense. Graduate work requires more
expensIve equipment and other facilities tkan is the cake in under-
graduate instruction. An instructor can handle fewer graduate stu-
dgents than undeigraduate, hence cost per student, even assuming that
men of the same caliber teach both, is higher. Direction of graduate
work requires more expensive men than those who can do much of
the undergraduate instruction most satisfactorily. Hence, it is
especially important that duplications in the graduate fields be
reduced to the minimum. This is made easier in Oregon because
graduate specializations have not as yet been highly developed in the
State. It, is still possible to prevent much of the waste that would
arise from ambitious attempts on the part of the institutions to
excel in the same fields of research.

The commission's division of function between the two campuses
should extend into the graduate field. That means that in the
humanities and social sciences and their applications gradua4 work
should be offered at Eugene, while at Corvallis should be concen-
trated the graduate work in the' sciences. .

This plan imposes no handicapeupon students or upon institutions
within the areas of their specializations as long as graduate work
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does not go beyond the master's degree, although, as has been
pointed out, a-year curricula may, in certain fields, such as agricul-
tural economics, make it necessary for the student to spend part
of his time on each of the campuses. But this more or less auto-
matic assignment of graduate -*functions lnses much of its value
upon the higher leveT represented by the Ph. D. This degree implies
the pfosecution of independent research which results in contribu-
tions to scholarly knowledge. It implies, therefore, development
in an atmospher'e of research and under the direction of men who
ai'e themselves engaged in research. Graduate work for the Ph. D.
may, in consequence, be discussed most profitably in connection
With consideration of the State's research program.

Research Agencies in Oregon Institutions

The State has three major research services organized as suck the,
agricultural experiment station at Corvallis, conducted in coop-
eration by the State and the Federal 6overnment and the bureaus
of business research and of educational research located at Eugene;
suriported by institutional funds derived from the State and pri-
vate sources. In addition, bkth institutions carry on research work
in the various departments and major divisions for which, in gen-
eral, no special funds are provided, although the teachivg loads of
certain instructors may be lightened somewhat in ordef to permit

to give attention to these investigations.
It is not the purpose to describe, here the detailed scope of the

work of these agencies or the methods of unifying departmental and
individual research within the institutions themselves. The purpose
is to consider only certain aspects of the research of the two insti-
tutions as they relate to coordination of thp State's program of re-

search and to the prosecution of graduate work for the Ph. D. The
ceses chosen for this purpose are merely illustrative; they do pot
present exhaustively the aras of duplication.

Necessary Overlapping of Investigations

The agricultural experiment station at Corvallis, with its branches
at variousbpoints in the State, is concerned with research that affects
the welfare 9f agriculture and rural people. The purposes of a con-
siderable portion of the funds expended are limited and defined by
the terms of the Federal acts which provide them: One of these
funds, the Purnell fund, is intended for research in the marketing
of farm products; in rural sociology, and in rural economies. Among
the primary functions assigned to the institution at Eugene are those

of business and the social sciences (including economics and :-,ociol-

ogy) ; its major research organization is that of buginese research
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and the major emphasis on institutionally supported depErtmentalresearch is in the fields of sociology and economics. In the one case
part of the agricultural experiment station's program is determined
by Ow 3j1rI)()S4S of Federal funds rweived by the State; in the otherdetermined with entire proptiAy by the primary purposes forwhich the institution exists. Yet there is obviously opportunity forduplication of research effort with consequent waste of money. The
difficulty does not end here. If the institution at Eugene is to carry
on its research funkions in the fields of business and economies,
it will of necessity deal with the busines's and economics (af farm
)1I+Ilucts as well as with those of manufacturing. Indeed, it can notd with manufacturing in Oregon without considering sources of

raw material which are in this State largely products of the land.1h,, marketing of almost any farm product immediately leads intoiticAilms of financing, into problems of transportation, into prob-
ems of quality, grading, and keepability.
In the same way the school of forestry is located at Corvallis and:leak with one of thé most importani resources of the State. It isntinily appropriate that this school should -be upon this campus inlose relationship to the college of agric Iture and develop research

ir the problems that concern so.much o the cApitai of Oregon inI().e cooperation with the agricultural exp riment station, which isunAantly concerned. with pests that dos oy and tlae soil thatouriAes the forests of the State. Yet the Tesearch problems 6f)vest ry include those of supply, care, methods f milling, utilizationf waste, marketing, credit, and transportation, axation, and Stat4aAicies in regard to rechuilation of cut-over la d. To many ofese woblems the business and economic reseai'4ì service of thet itut ion it Eugene should be prepared to contril4ite; they can not,olved without developing research in many fields. Both frolnìe tandpoints of the individual owner and the State these problems frire so inextricably interdependent that research upon one aspecttterlrifails to meet the need. So also with respect to the field ofealth and sanitation; the problem of sewage disposal involves inter-s of the chemist, the engineer, the legislator, and the student ofunicipal and State finance. No ptactical solution can be reachedv any One eof these specialists alone.
The point illustrated by these examples is tbat as soon ts the fieldf research is entered specializations become less self-sufficient; theydependejnt upon other specializations. No research problem ulti-ately is without bah scientific and social implication. This Ispecially the ease when research is intended to solve practical prob-ms-that afr4bct the State as a whole; it is primarily the solution ofese problems that the State hopes to secure when it supports
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research. Even the discovery of a method for controlling an insect
pest is not complete until the cost or practical use is determined and
those who suffer from the pest persuaded and instructed to apply
the remedy.

Solution for Reset* Overlapping

It should be perfectly obvious that there are large areas in which
any field of research overlaps other fields and that only by corn_
bining the efforts of all can the solutions of their common problems

) IT i -e, . .

economics; research in ec momics is involved in research in chemistry.
Research i music and pl siX are closely connected. Separation of
the functions of its highet educational 1 s ill complicate and not
solve the State's problems o social scienti lc, research. Solution
lies, however, not in abandonu functional distinctions between
institutions, but in finding a method of unif mg aw1 coordinating
that lies outside and.beyond institutional lim ions. The commission
believes that it can suggest such a metho ;Nis sugge§tion is based
upon perfectly simple propositions :

First, the practical research probl is of the State in large part
involve the cooperative effort of many fields of knowledge.

Second, these practical problems in their larger as.pects aro *11
known or easily determined.

Third, the layman may readily determine who the men are in the
institutions and in the State best fitted to define these problems in
terms of their parts and relationships.

Fourth, 'the social, physical, and biological scientists who con-
stitute the group best fitted to analyze a practical problem are more
concerned with the advancement Of knowledge than with institutional
advantage.

Fifth, these,men are, therefore, the best qualified persons atvailable
t. select the men to attack different phases of the general problem.,____

Stxth, they should be able to prepare an articulated program of
attack upon a general research problem and to estimate the cost of
such work and to select a qualified persori to supervise the entire
related program. ,

It is not the desire- of the commission to sopersede the present
research 'agencie4, developed by the two educational uhits at Cor-
vallis and Eugene; it is proposed, rather, to utilize them as the
institution'al centers through which coordination may in large part
13, secured. In akidition to the furittions that they may exercise
copperativelyittach will be occupied with many research i)rojeçts
that are not and perhaps may never become the subjects of coop.er-
ative effort. For instance, recurring to an example .already used,
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the agricultural experiment station and the business research bureau
may both be working on appropriate phases of a problem in the
manufacture 4nd marketing of a fam product previously agreed
upon, cooperatively analyzed, and suitably apportioned to the spe-
piaiists available in the two research oi-ganizations. At the same
time. the agricultural experiment station may be conducting highly
scientific investigations in the field of agriculture and the business
research bureau carrying on research in the field of' ilusiness that
are entirely dissociatedfrom cooperative projects. There wilhalwAys
be a great, many highly desirable research projects that for the time
being at any rate, may be prosecuted in isolatton, that do not demand
such dual definition; but the problems that demand cooperation are
those that are of widest interest and value to the State. How shall
this be secured?

It is proposed that a cooperative research mimed be set up to
Consist of representatives of the State board of higher education of
the institutions "and of the State department of education. litis
council should take the i/nitiative by ()nsulting- with the scientific
and professional staffs of the institutions, witli agricultural, indus-
trial, and social leaders and with such other official and private
agencies of research as may be of assistan.i.e, in selecting three or
four areas off research of prime importanee to the State that can
be handled effectively only by bringing to bear upon th4m the com-
bined efforts of several fields of knowledge. To discover such prob-
lems will not be difficult ; to choose the three or four that among
them all promise the largest return to the welfare of Oregon and
that can be carried on with the money available will engage the

wisdqm and all the knowledge of those concerned. Having by
such conference selected the problems upon which cooperative attack
is to be made by the combined resources of the State's higher educa-
tional, and other agencies of resseareh, the research* council should
select for each problem the-small group of-persons most- competent
in the State to define, analyze, and plan the research attaek. The
latter process requires technical knowledge; it can be done ì(IC-
qiffitely only by men trained in various specialities assiste(4 by the
criticism and'suggestion of kactical administrators. These groups
should each be asked to subm4t and "sell " to the research council a
very definitk plan of proceduee from the standpoints both. of re-
search 1)rganization and finance. When any such project is ap-
proled by the council it should recommeild approval by the presi-
dents of the institutions and allotment of time and funds for
prosecution of the work. The presidetits sboulti then recommend
to the State board of higher education the allocation 'of the neces-
sary funds foe expenditure under the supervision of the research

i.
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.council. The board and the administrators may not be able to
comprehend all the technical points involved, but they should be able
to understand the general purposes of each element of mearch and
the financial requirements for its prosecution. They will be rc,bspon.

sible for the financing and allocation of the time of staff members
to the project; the research council will be responsible for prelimi.
nary examination and approval of the project and for its supervi.
sion ; the scientists and specialists will be responsible for the work
itself.

Prior to the inauguration of the plan of procedure here suggested
the board should set aside from the research funds av-ailallle to the
institutions a substantial sum for the purpose-of swirl cooperative re.
search. The institeutions and all persons concerned should be in_
formed of the amount thus held for allocation and its purpose. After
plans for specific research have been perfected and have been ap-
proved by the council and by the institutional heads the board should
budget the funds available to the projects °approved. These funds
should be subject to the request of a director of each project, who
should be chosen by the technical group concerned. Thereafter other
funds budgeted to the research bureaus or to the institutions should
not be available for investigations that duplicate aspects of the
approved project, except upon certification by the research council
that the research proposed is supplementary and contributory to an

approved project and desired by the director of such project. Upon
such certification, approved by the directors of the institutional re-

search agencies and the presidents of the two institutions. the
amounts that it is proposed to expend should be transferred to the
fund of the project concerned and expended under the same condi-
tions as is the original grant of the board.

The procedure here described may seem complicated and difficult
of administration. The commission is not concerned that the exact
methods here proposed be those adopted; it is earnest in its recom-
mendation that considerable sums be set aside for research that cuts
across institutional lines and that the procedures adopted insure
allocation of funds to specific phases of a single problem rather than
split two ways upon institutional lines. The commission believes
that the procedures proposed will in practice not prove so involved
as they appear through description. The difficulty of arranging co-

operation, especially cooperative research, is always great and is
possible only when it is realized that its benefits are more than
commensurate with the troubles involved. As time passes it is

hoped that an increasingly large proportion of the State's research
funds may be expended upon pmjects of (he kind. Such projects
are possible; they have been undertaken and ixe now under 'way
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in Oregon in the fields of forestry and stream pollution and are
proposed for research in the field of municipal government and
taxation. All that is required is leadership, a bringing together of
th scholars concerned. and funds to carry on; the institutions and
the State board of higher educati )n are able to provide these things
and they are under obligations to the State to do so.

Relationship of Solution to Ph. D.

The relationship of students who seek the Ph. D. to this plan of
cooperative research is obvious. They should be encouraged and
asisted to enlist as workers upon elements of such projects. Fur-
ther, capable teachers in the institutions who' now carry on research
in kolation, and often under the most discouraging conditions,
should. wherever possible, be affiliated with these wider projects.

I



I Chapter III

Coordination of Teacher Preparation

Teacher Preparation a StatkFunction

Teacher training is a State, not a local function. Local institu-
tional demands, no matter how urgent, must be subordinated to the
general educational needs of the whole State. The five State-sup-
ported teacher-training agencies and the.entire public-school system
must be considered as a unit in the development and perfection of
any teacher-training program.

The nature of the problems created by failure to regaid teacher
preparatory agencies and the pubtic schools as one unit is indicated
by the fact that between 1924 and 1928 the number of students in
Oregon preparing for teaching increased by 60 per cent, while the
number of teaching positions in the State increAsed during the same
period by only 10 per cent.

Factors Determining Size of Task

The teacher-training program of Oregon should be based pri-
marily upon the needs of the public schools of tte State for trained
teachers. These needs depend upon the rate o replacement. of the
existing teaching force, upon the rate of growth in the school system,
which creates new positions, and upon changes in the preparation
demanded of new teachers and of teachers already in service. Each
of these factors is influenced by very complex social and economic
conditions. For instance, higher salary scales or depressed eco-

nomic conditions that make teaching attractive, tend to lessen resig-
nations and withdrawals from the service, hence the demand for new
teachers will be less than it would when teaching competes with
other and perhaps better paying opportunities. The rate of growth
in the school wstern is affected by the birth rate in a State, by immi-
gration and emigration, and by improved methods and organization
in the school system itself. The effects of higher levels of prepara-
tion are influenced by the competence of administrative abd super-
visory agencies, by the type of instruction provided to afford such
preparation and by the social respect in which teachers are held.
The situation and needs of Oregon must be considered in some detail
with respect to all these matters.

i
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Out-of-State Opportunities for .0regon Teachers

But, the needs of the Oregon public schools are not the sole b
for determining the development of the State's program of teache
training. In 1930 the university and the Oregon State College se.
cured 74 positions for Oregon's young people in other States at sal-
aries generally higher than those paid in Oregon for comparable
preparation and experience. The ntimber of such out-of-State place-
ments of teachers was probably greater than the number of teachersfrom out-of-State teacher-training institutions that secured Oregon
positions. The State is as much interested and has as large responsi-
bility that its young people who desire to become teachers be given anopportunity to prepare themselves to exercise that profession in. other
States as it is in affording similar opportunities to young people who
wish to become business meri, lawyers, engineers, oi physicians inStates other than Oregon.

The extent to which Oregon may expect to continue to prepam
and send its young men and women out to remunerative employment
as teachers in other States depends on conditions that are quite
different from those that govern out-of:State opportunities in other
employments. Teaching is more largely controlled by State regu-
lation. California and Washington, for instance, have set up teach-
ing-certification requirements that make it difficult for Oregon stu-dents to qualify. In many States the number of teachers trained is
now more than their own schools can absorb, so that they, too,
are seeking out-of-State opportunities in competition with Oregon
trained teachers. Indeed, some States by legislative enactment or by
regulation are requiring preferential employment of home-trained
teachers. Such restrictions, of course, tend to produce inbreeding and
stagnation within a narrow circle that is harmful; teacher-training
institutions that do not need to compete with similar institutionsin othet States will be in danger of allowing ,the character of their
work to deteriorate. These facts make it evident that thk State and

institutions that'prepare teachers should have available and fur-
sh the information which will enable young people to understand
d to mèasure their chances for employment as teachers both within

and outside the tate.
For these z and because of the importance to the State that

it have an adequate supply of well-trained teachers for its public
schools, the needs of the State remain the primary factor in deter-
mining the character of the teacher-training. program. We may,
therefore, turn at once to consideration of the factors that determine
the number of teachers that should he prepared each year.

Enough has already bien said to indicate that this is by no means
a simple problem, nor one that can be -answered with mathematical

tip
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precision. Many facts are lacking that are necessary to even approx-
mate exactness. The best that can be done is to present the avail-
able information that throws light upon the subject and to indicate
additional information that may be collected and applied when
Oregon provides the neCessary facilities for securing it.

New Positions Annually

The number oinew positions that are created by the growth of the
schools and the number of withdrawals from teaching work by rea-
son of death, marriage, removal from the State, etc., do not serve to
reveal entirely the demand for new teachers and hence the number
that should be prepared each year. But these factors would, if they
were known, afford much useful information. It cap be predicted
tentatively what will be true in the future from some of the informa-
tion available.

Rate of Past Growth

The number of elementary and high school teachers reported bien-
nially in Oregon from 1917 to 1928 is shown in Table 1. Assuming
for the moment that the rate of increase shown for these 12 years
will continue for the next 10 years, mugh estimate may be made of
the number of teachers on the single basis of past growth. During
the 12 years the number of elementary teachers increased by 412, or
pproximately 35 per year, and the number of high-school teachers

by 1,058, or approximately 90 per year. However, it would be a
mistake to assume that in the future the schools will have on the
average these numbers of new positions each year.

TARUE I. Number of elementary and secondary teachers employed, 1917-1928

Ting

Number

Woollen

1917-1s

1921-22
e II 41, 470

7, 778
8, SOO

Elemen-
tary

if kth
schools

4421
6, 420

416

1, 049
1, 358
1, 484

Year

1923-24
192b-26 _

1927-26

Number
of

teachers

Elemen-
tary

7, 192
7, 663
7, 940

High
schools

Factors That Affect Future Growth

There are many well-known factors that point in the opposite
direction. During the period coveied by these figures the number of
children in Oregon of school age (5 to 17) increased 6.4 per cent. But
in the same years the number of enrollments in elementary schools
increased 17.6 per cent and in high school by 92.9 per cent. It is
perfectly apparent that during 1917-1928 attendance in both ele-
mentary and high school grew more rapidly than the number *of

1'

19M 20
6,

1. 634
1, 905
2. 107

83
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6,66s
6,758
6, 833
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children of school age. This rapid increase in school attendance, of
course, demanded rapid increase in the number of teachers required.

Point of Maximum Attendance

Will this growth be continued in the future? A number of fac-
tors indicate that it *ill not. In the first place, Oregon is now in
the upper quarter of the States in re.spect to the proportion of Pupils
of school age enrolled in the public schools. ninth or tenth among the
States of the Union. The percentage of the total population en-

rolled in 1928 in the public schools was 21.1 per cent for the United
States af; a whole and 20.7 per cent for Oregon. The higher pet;
centage of pupils enrolled in the United States as a whole is probably
explained partially by the fact that refatively a larger proportio.n of
adults are to be found in Oregon than in a majority of the States.

Oregon ranks particularly high among the States of the Union
in respect to the proportionate number of students enrolled in,high
school. In Table 2 is shown the number oi 4-year high schools in

Oregon with the enrollments and number of graduates from 1920
to 1928.

TARIX 2. Increase in number of high schools, high-school enrollments, and
numbers of graduates, 1920-1928'

School year
bind ant-

1920
1921

1923
1924

Ntimber
4-year
high

schools

223
221
235
2,6
253

111sh-
school
enroll-
ment

23, 223
24, 235
30, lio6
32, 903
34, 719

Number
ma-
from

school

Z 830
Z 030
4, 795
4, OW
5, 1W

School year
ending--

1926_
1926
1977

_______ _ . _

Number
4-Tear
high

schools

256
264
269
775

High-
school
enroll-
ment

Number
refloat-
In; from

hurb
school

36, 419
37, 889
41, 268
42, 338

I Twent 3r-eighth Biennial Report of the Superintendent ol Public Instruction of the State of Oregon, 19211.

Since 1920 the number of high schools has increased 23 per cent,

enrollments 82 per cent, and the number air graduates 151 per

cent. The increase in th mber f high-school graduates from
1920 to 1928 in the United ates ps a de was 1N$ per cent. The
large gain in the number of high-school graduatki3 in Oregon has
an important bearing not only upon the growth of demand for new

teachers but also upon the development of higher educatión as a
whole.

Upon the basis of schoOl attendance alone, and asti!uming that Ore-

gon has ha:1 a normal inciease in population with reference to the

entire United States, it apPears very probable that Oregon cin not
expect a rate of increase in tOe number of. children attending public
schools (hence an increase m the number of new teachers needed)

\

_ _ ..... _ _ _

1922

,

ing
high

192L.
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5, MR
6, 477
6. 674
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much beyona that of the United States as a wiple. Dr. Frank M.
Phillips i has shown that elementary schools tend foil the entire coun-
try to reach a period of actual decline and that high-school attend-
afire also tends to approach stabilization with reference to size of
population.

Many consideritions indicate that both these conditions now exi
in Oregon and will continue to exist if no extraordinary and un-
predictable economic development. results in large immigration% 'Tito
the State. Upon the basis of these conditions it does not seem likely
that the number of new teaching positions will in the future increase
as rapidly as they have in the past.

Reorganization and Consolidation of Small Schools

Certain other conditions and probable developments, if Oregon
public schools develop in harmony with experience elsewhere in the
United States, tend to indicate that the number of new teaching
posit ions ,will actually decrease.

Urban and rum/ natvre of the populationeIt is estimated that
414,920 of the population of Oregon live in the open country or in
villages of 2,500 people or less. This constitutes 46 per cent of the
total population of the State. The proportion of the population of
the United States as a whole dwelling in the open country or in
communities of less than 2,500 is approximately 43pér cent, not
far from that of Oregon. However, Portland, the ,one large city in
Oregon, has a population of 301,890, nearly one-third of all the
people in Oregon. Outside of Portland, less than 21 per cent of the
population of the State live in cities of mori than 2,506 population.
The density of population of the State, as determined by dividing
the number denoting inhabitants by the number denoting land area,
was 9 8 per square mile in 1930, as compared with 40.5 for the United
States as a whole. Oregon ranks fortieth in density of population
among ths States of the Union. If the population of Portland were
not considered, the actual sparsity of population in 'Host of the
State would be even more strikingly indicated.

This has resulted in a great number of very small schools. In
1628 Oregon had 1,536 1-room schools and 1169 two-room schools. In
192g-29, 128 high schools in Oregon had an enrollment of less than
50 students, 78 had from 50 to 99, 30 had from 100 to 199, while only
49 high 0.1. had more than 200 students each. In other words,
82.5 per cent of Oregon high schools had less than 200 students, and
almost 44 per cent had in enrollment of less than 50 students. It

Rankles of State School Systems, Bullet* 1930, No. United States Office sit
vers t
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may be stated that 85 per cent of the oitire school p-opulation of

Oregon may be placed in consolidated schools. At present 27.7 per

cent are in schools of less than 100 pupils. A large proportion of

the new positions created during the past 10 years have resulted from
the development of small schools.

Savillgs in the number of teachers required are being secumd by

consolidation of elementary and high schools throughout the United
States. There is dvery justification for Oregon to undertake many

consolidations of schools. Indeed, since State taxes are contributed
to the support of local schools, the State "would seem justified in the

interests of economy upon insisting that, where savings would result,
such consolidations be made as a condition of receiving State taxes.
Determination.pf the exact localities where savings in plant and
operation would exceed costs of transportation and other new expense
resulting from consolidatipn is not a function of this survey but

should be the subject of special scientific study. So also the question
of whether savings from consolidation should be used to reduce the
tax burden or to improve and enrich the school offerings is matter
for a sumy of public education. The present survey commission
concerned with these problems (1) from the standpoint of the
sible effects of consolidation upon the number of teachers that
higher institutions will be required to train each .year; (2) from
the standpoint of whether the teacher-training institutions will con-

tinue to be required to devote a large portion of their efforts to
preparatión of teachers for small, low-salaried positions in rural
schools; and (3) from the standpoint of die quality of the product
of the public schools that the higher institutions receive as their

student bodies.

Number of New Positiotis Annually

Thus far we have discussed only the probable effect of increase in

number of new positions upon the number of new teachers that mug
be prepared each year. It is the tpinion of the survey commission

that the rate of increase will be considerably less than it has in the
past. To suggest actual numbers is hazardous, since further factual
information concerning present plans of local schools is" mead ,for

'*reasonably accurate estimates; but the survey commiinion is inclined

to believe that in the immediate future nevi positions in the tie-

mentary schools will not be likely to incriase more thail 20 per year

and in the high schools about 80 per year.

Twber Replacement. I tUDOVer

We may 119w turn to consideration of the number of teachers fist

must be ,prepared 'annually to replace teachz1 who withdraw
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teaching in the schools of the State. This constitutes the major
annual task of the teacher-training institutions. Unfortunateiy, in-
formation thailt¡s of very much value in determining the number of
suh vacavies is almost entirely lacking. In spite of the facethat
all of the 7,940 teachers employed in the State are paid from public
funds no record exists anywhere to show how many leave teaching
annually, or even what the average tenure of positions is. If a
pla-nned program of State preparation of teachers is to be followed,
it is essential that this basic information be collected and studied by
some State agency such a .9 the State department of education. Special
studies ill other States. indicate that high-school teachers on the aver-
age retain their positions for approximately six years. Although
there is little certainty that these proportions hold in Oregon, this
ratio would indicate that in order to maintain the high-school teach-

lng body at its present size would require each year one new teacher
for each six positions, or approximately 350 new high-school teach-
ei-s each year. If to this number be added the estimated number of
teachers-required for,new positions, the annual total would be 380.
It would be nece&saty, therefore, if these figures are approximately
correct, for the higher institutions of Oregon to prepare 380 high-
school teachers each year. But since many who plan to teach change
their plans at the last moment and since many will probably always
succeed in completing tile training who, for one reason or another,
are not acceptable to the employers. of teachers, it would probably
be wise to estimate that the higher institutions should annually pre-
pare students for teaching in high sChool somewhat in excess of this
number. Probably 424altogether would allow sufficient margin for
the ca1-s mentioned and to fill positions in other States in excess of
the positions in Oregon that will be secured by students trained out-
side the Stite. This estimate gives a ratio of one new high-school
teacher each year to each 4.9 positions and compares rather closely
with the 'ratio proposed by Tonning for Minnesota of 1 to 5 or
less; and fairly closely with the ratios proposed by Paulu and Peik 2
for South and North Dakota.

It is somewhat more difficult to make a reliable estimate concerning
the number of elementarr teachers that will be required ennually to
replace teachers who leave the service. It is known, however, that
tfie tenure of elementary-school teachers is somewhat less than thatf high-school teachers, hence, that th; ptoportion of positions open

ch year to the total number of positions is somewhat larger.
arious estimates based upon more or less careful studies have beende in the United States and various ratios have been suggested.
'The Training et Teachers fa North Dakota; W. R. Pak, MO pullet* University etMiumota. :
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Inch new positions as well. as replacements, the most reliable
estimates range from the ratio of 1 to 4 to the ratio of I to 5. Upon
the basis of these proposed proportions Oregon would require anne.
ally somewhere between 1,150 and 1,450 new elementary-schod
teachers each year. For purposes of an estimate that must in any

case be subject to constant revision as more *facts become available
as a result of continuous study, it will be assumed that the approid.,
mutely correct number lies midway between these two figures and
that 1,300 new elementary teachers will be required each year to
care for the growth of the school system and to replace teachers who
leave the service.

The survty commission assumes tentatively, therefore, that if the
public and private institutions in Oregon furnish 425 high-school
teachers and 1,300 elementary teachers annually, the needs of the
State will be- adequately cared for. These figures do not, however,
provide a satisfactory basis for a teacher-training program for the
individual, publicly supported institutions of Oregon ; they merely
afford a point of departure for consideration of the needs that must
be met by these institutions.

Demand for Teachers Prepared in Pub& Institutions

The demand for elementary teachers and the deniand for high-
school teachers may be considered as separate problems. At the

Present time the university, the Oregon State College, and eight
private institutions are preparing high-school teachers to enter the
Oregon public schools, as shown by Table 3.

TAnz Proportion of high-school teachers (19t-30) trained in different
types of institutions

Oregon State Agricultural College
Unlvesity of Oregon
Normal schools n Oman.
print* . own_
COnegai 6 a of Oman

Total

tion of Private Caileges

In so far as the private colleges and universities are preparing
high-school teachers satisfacto for this public service under
present standards of certification, 1.1 are relieving the public from
the expense invdved.

It is not the purpose* this point to discuss the character of the*
standards nor, of the preparation (Worded by the private instits
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tions of Oregon. It is assumed that it is the function of the State
to determine the standards of training that shall be attained by
the teachers of ite children and that the private col and univer-
sities will desire to meet these standards. Experience in other
States shows, however, that as standards Cif training are raised, espe-
cially withkreference 'to more rigid requirement of practice work as
an elemeht in the teacher-training program, the private institutions
find greater difficulty in complying with the requirements for cer-
tification. Additions to their education more adequate prac-
tice facilities, and curricular reorganization prove to be great bur-
dens on many private with limited income. This fact
frequently leads the private institutions to oppose changes in cer-
tification requirements. Such advances in standards tend to handi-
cap them in their- eompetition with the public institutions for
students and make it more difficult "for their students to qualify as
public high-school teachers.

The nature of certification of high-school teachers in Oregon will
be discussed in some detail by a subsequent portion of this chapter;
it is the purpose at this point merely to call attentión to the fact
that better standar& of preparatory training which will undoubt-
edly be required in Oregon in the future will make it more difficult
for some of the private institutions to satisfy the demands of the
certification zegulations. It is, therefore, improbable that the pri-
vate institutions' will in the future furnish a larger proportion of
the high-school teachers of the State than they have in the past.
Upon this basis the Statt may depend upon thein to supply ii0sper
cent of the annual demand, or 85 teachers, leaving to the public ini
utions and to the institutions outside the State preparation annually

of SO per cent of the high-sehool teachers.

of Demand by Subiects

This figure does not, however, accurately define the task of the
public higher institution& A' high-school teacher is prepared to
teach a specific subject or subjects, not to teach all the subjects offered
in high school. It is necessary, therefore, to consider the total de-mand for high-school tesehers in order to determine how many
teachers of each subject will be neOed annually. This would be arelatively easy tuk Wiest* high-school teacher taught only one subs
¡ed., as is eannicaly the ease city high schools. Bui this isnot true in a lame Of the high schools of Oregon. Ashas already been pointed out, 815 per cent of the high schools of theState enroll lass thad.200-students oath. In the largo* a them smallschools it is neosmary that /single teacher teach two or*tee objects,
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and in the 44 per cent of Oregon's high schools enrolling less than
50 students it may even be necessary for a single teacher to teach
four or five subjects. The survey commiesiosi believes that it is
impossible to secure instruction of the quality that should character-
ize a modern high school and that will afford satisfactory college
preparation when teachers must spread their preparation and teach.
ing work over more than three subjects. But the condition actually
exists in Oregon and can be changed only by the/people of the State
over a considerable period of years. The survey commission has no

means of determining how rapidly or how generally this change will

be brought about by means of consolidation of small schools into
larger ones and by accompanying State regulation which will limit
and prescribe the combinations of subjects for which teaching certifi-

cates will be issued.

Need for Continuous Study of This Demand

It is apparent, therefore, that the task of determining for any

given year the probable demand for teachers of specific subject com-

binations will demand continuous study by some central State agency,

preferably the State department .of education. That economy in the

amount that the Stale spends through its higher institutions for the
education of high-school teachers demands scientific determination
of how many teachers will be needed should be self-evident If it
costs the State approximately $1,200 to give a single student four
years of preparation as a high-school teacher, there seems little

reason why it should spend $60,000 in educating 50 such teachers
when $30,000 would pay for the preparation of the 25 teachers thst
i will need. But the argument from the standpoint of economy is

not the sole or the most important reason for discovering how many

teachers are needed; the State is not justified in permitting and

encouraging its ambitious young peopli to spend four years in prep-

aration for employment in the State's public service in ipuch greater

number than the State will have positions.
Further, the institutions that prepare high-school teachers should

know, at least approximately, vbat these needs are likely to be in
order that they may avoid intliscriminate recruiting of student&
Since the State and its political subdivisions are for all practical
purposes the sole employers of high-school teachers, an obligati.
rests upon the State to determine how many will be required and*.

limit the public expense of training sad the enrollment of stud**
in such fashion. as to avoid waste of money snd of human effort

This obliatioax is quite different in the case of teschea ibis& jabs
ease 44 preporation for private emplopuent Ailthougk nuinyt st
of society are now advocating that public authority study and fiff(
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nish institutions and young people with information in regard to the
nature and limitations of all kinds of occupational opportunities. It
is argued that the expense of public education demands iscreasingly
that the taxpayer should not be burdened with the cost of preparing
young people for occupations in numbers in excess of the opportuni-
ties that will be available. The force of this argument can not be,/
escaped with reference to the occupation of teaching in which em-
ployment and preparation for employment are both under the con-
trol of the State. The survey commission can not recommend too
strongly that the State department of education be provided with the
funds, staff, and authority to determine the annual needs of the State
for teachers of all kinds.

Pending such provision for securing complete information the
State is confronted with the practical problem of dealing with an
immediate situation. The survey commission is therefore obligated
to afford such assistance as it is able to render upon the basis of
information now available.

Relation of Demand to Supply

Two questions demand attention : (1) What is the present situa-
tion in Oregon with respect to supply and demand for high-school
teachers; and (2) ',low can fiat State limit preparation for high-
school teaching to the approximate number that the public schools
demand annually ?

Number Graduated No Measure of Supply

If it is assumed that Oregon public higher institutions may reason-
ably be expected to' prepare 425 high-schobl teachers each year, one
method of dete'rmining relationship of supply and demand in the
State is to compare with this figure the number of high-school teach-
ers actually prepared at the university ind the Oregon State College.
The layman may assume that the number graduated from the school
of education at the university and from the school of vocational edu-
cation at the Oregon State College gives a basis for this comparison.
But this is not the case. In 19213-29 the university school of educa-
tion granted bachelor's degrees to 76 students ; thé placement service
of the university reports that it placed 140 students in teaching
positions who received bachelor's degrees in 1928-29. The *Oregon
State College reports that in the same year 60 students completed,
the course in the school of vocational education; but the -plaeement
sirvice repiorts that it Owed 180 graduates.

This difference is accounted for by the fact that undtr present
provisions of State certification a student enrolled in say divition

/
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or school of either the university or the State college may receive

a certificate to teach in high school by completing a certain- pre.

scribed number of hours (23 quarter credits) in educational sub-

jects. Approximately one-fourth of the students of both the uni.
versity and the Oregon State College registered in schools or divi-
sions other than that of education are thus preparing for eligibility
as high-school teachers. Not all of those who thus qualify as teach-

ers actually seek employment in the high schools of the State, but
that a considerable proportion do so is evident from the fact that
while only 136 students were graduated ip education from the uni-
versity and, agricultural college, 320 were placed in school position&

6 Number Failing to Secure Positions

Of more importance, however, in consideridg relationship of num-
ber trained to the needs of the schools of the State is the number
of students who qualified and desired positions but who were not
placed. The University of Oregon placement service reports that
only 51 per omit of those registered with the appoiritment bureau
reported placement. Probably some of the remaining 105 students
registered as desiring positions secured them but did not report
the fact to the placement service. Nevertheless, 45 of the 105 whom
the appointment service did not place were members of the graduat-
ing class of 1928-29. At the Oregon State College the placement
service reported 186 members of the senior class registered for place-
ment in teaching positions. Positions were not found for 40 of these
applicants.

It should be understood that the placements made include positions
outside as well as within Oregon; hence the number of positions that
were filled in Oregoh was considerably less than these totals. In this
connection it is important to note that a Telatively large proportion
of Oregon students secure positions outside the State. The records
of the teacher-placement service a Oregon State College give some

indication of the extent of the out-of-State placement. Of the 1,157
names on its mailing list of teachers (not including 61 registered but
without positions) lest; than half (44.4 per cent) are teaching in
Oregon.

One reason for the large number of Oregon students who seek
positions elsewhere is the higher scale of salaries paid. The average

annual salary of high-school teachers in the United States in 1928

was $1,878, In Oregon it was $1,440 as compared with $1,848' in
Washington, $1,418 in Montana, and $1,410 in Nevada. Table 4 shows

the median salmis. paid teachers in chime in Oregon end certain

neighboring States.°

I
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TABLE 4. Media* salaries paid teachers in cities 4n Oregon end other States,
1928-291

Stated

United States

Oregon_ _ .

W ashington .

Idaho _ . _

M on tuna .

Nevada
California.

Z5004,000 population 6,000-14000 population

Elemen-
tary

$1, 112

Junior Elemen-
tary

Junior

$1, 564 $1, 342 11, 526

Senior
high

1, 279
1, 306
1,033

m. An.

1, 563
%017

1, 348
578.

1, 400
1, 750
1, 933
Z 421

1, 382
1, 275
1, 310
1, 43

1, 830
,10

1, 561
1, 578
1, 803
1, 788

2,4410

States

10,00G-30,000 population

Elemen-
tary

United States

Oregon
W ashington
Idaho
Montana
Nevad a
California

$1, 415

Junior
high

31, 634 $1. 869

over 100,000 population

Elemen-
tary

Junior

High school

Teacben
Depart-
ment
beads

$2, 348 V, 080 SS, 506

1, 2X 1. 312
4 414 1, 611
1, 517
1, 573 1, 700

1, Ss

1, 458
1, 909
1, na
2, 019

3, 447

z 182
924

2, 131

MI e e a.

sis

2, 645 2, 396

2, 864
29 389

1, 217

ational Education Association Roswell Bulletin, May, 1619.

Actual records of placements of high-school teachers made by the
Oregon State College in 1928 show the inducement that the better
graduates have to seek positions outside the State. Table 5 shows
the difference for various fields.

at.

TABLE 5.7raoeinent of Mgb-scli teachers in different fields by Oregon State
Musge in 1928

Field and State where pieced lallPe. ZIP" Field and State where placed !lard EZ:

industrial arts:
ort3( lerania.

W ashington
Physical education, worm:

g nia vtralV Ir
Pbyam Odaaalea.

C ,
W Wangles

$1, 49$

2
1,

WO

1,706

$1, MO
2, 421
1,11g0

1, 471
1, $81

1160

1,01

Home economics:

8=is
Washington - - - - - - - - -

i ....
I

r.

.853 , .

6. .

ashington
..

1

!

$1, 229
i. 1118
1, 400

1, $0 4
1, NO
1, 000

$1,397

1, US

1, MN
2, MN
19 771

N one ptood.

Two eta* are likely te result from these differences in compensa-
tion for equal. treiningt (1) Good, experienced teachers me drown
away from Oregon, anittiwo State is compelled to train more teachers

.

.

high
Senior

high

$1, 399

1, 205 1, 2/57
1, 287 14 1, 296
1, 083 1, 270
1. 446 1. 441
1, 459
1, 652 1, 665

sitra

Senior
high high

ses

_ . F . _ 2, 948
i 1. :1, 198

_ .
. .

. . .
2, CO :

To So

c dim, al at 111

.

1 . e e
I ..

.
2, 9641

et- , i :
(1) .. .... . ....... ......

. 1

11

a
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":. .¿- , "+...

444

1'11'41..4 --si. -a-4c
.10

.10.
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to fill the vacancies mated ; and (2) the teacher; that Oregon seams
from a given list of those available each year will probably be tie
less desirable ones, thus tending to lower the standard of instruction
received by the young people in Oregon's high schools and to maim
more difficult the task of the higher institutions that receive thiir
students from these school&

Attention has already been called to regulations by other States
which make it more difficult for graduate; of Oregon institutioens to
secure pcsitions outside the State. Further, in several States where
Oregon teachers have found employn;kent complaint is being made
that there is an oversupply of teachers. It appears probable that ia
the future the opportunities of Oregon graduates to find employment
in other States as high-school teachers will be kw frequent than they
have been in the past. It is apparent that at present the university
and the Oregon State College are turning out a greater number of
high-school teachers than can be placed within and outside Oregoa.

The proposal of the survey commission: that the total number of
high-school teachers prepared anntially by the university and Oregoa
State College be limited to approximately 425 is supported by the
general situation presente+ and by such figures as are available.

Undu amid Over Supply if }Willa Teaches in Various Fields

In order to Oetermine if possible the state of supply and demand
for high-school teachers of the various subjects, the university and
Oregon State College were asked to provide estimates of the
in which, in their opinion, there is an oversupply, an approximate
balance of supply and demand, and an undersupply. Both instil.
tions agreed that there is an oversupply of high-9660i teachers of
arts and science subjects, the field in which poi . colleges are moat
active in supplying teacher& The Oregon State College, frbere the
major work of the State in home economics is qarried on, reported
an o v e r s u p ply of ho m e-e c o n o mic s te a che r ' s. T h is state m e nt is sap-
ported by the fact that 15 of the 53 members (28-3 per cent) of 'the
home-economics class of 1929 were not placed by NoTember of that
year. The university, where home economics occupieti a minor poi-
tion, reports a balance of supply and demand in this subject. The
university reports an oversupply of teachers of art and music. The
university also reports an oversupply of high-school administlabre
anI Oregion State College agrees with this judgment to the wield
of estimating that supply and demanfl are balanild. Beth agree tint
the supply of teachers of both boys and id- the field ones*
and physical education, including athletic is &Halide's.*
equal to the demand. ()repel State Vellege alas Reports a bulleatieal
supply and demand for nonvocatiosal industrial arts laicism thi,
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requirements; and (8), selective admission to -trod
course& Fetch of these methods requires some further

Assignment of Institutional Function

On.

Institutional recruiting.The number of students that undertake
to prepare for teaching is influenced directly by the student recruit.
ing policies of the institutions. Institutional pride in growth and
size and the tendency of public authorities to determine financial
support upon the basis of the number of students enrolled encourage
institutions to compete for students and to extend their offerings to
attract every type of prospective enrollment.

Under present conditions of teacher certification and employment
in Oregon such recruiting affects the number that enroll for teacher
preparation more seriously than it does enrollment in preparation
for other occupations and in other fields. This is true for a num-
ber of reasons. Students who ¡iron with the intention of pursuing
one of 'the technical or scholarly fields and find that their industry
or abilities are not sufficient to make them successful in the field of
their first choice can qualify as teachers by taking a relatively small
amount of work in education. They may even be guided to such
change of purpose by the institutions in order to save them from
the disheartening effects of failureind to maintain the enrollment
of the institution& Deaiis of two highly specialized schools, one at
the university and one at the Oregon State College, stated to .inem-
bers of the survey commission that " only our poor or failing stu-
dents go into teaching and we encourage them to make the change."

Further, under present certification requirements for high-school
teachers, students who have come to college and have practically com-
pleted courses that have no direct vocatiopal purpose may as a last
retort decide to qualify as teachers; high pressure recrttiting that
tends to enroll great numbers who have,no definite educational pur-
pose and no special qualifications for college work tends to increan
the number of these cases. The fact that teaching is held in rela-
tively high esteem and offers opportunities for immediate employ-
ment attracts students who are not familiar with opportunities in
other fields; the failure of institutions to provide vocational informa-
tion as complete in other fields "ilia that available in the field of
education accentuates this ténden0 That this is the case is evident
from the fact that the placement peewits; of the university and the
Oregon State Ogler 'edam in the pletement of Mothers and
from the urgent demand made up* the survey cOtnedssion by
many alti,1 it that contact with employment oppprtunities in other
occupations be dolloped by the institution; as gu le tie
iolsosniient pf, tea:bus. . .
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Recruiting of atudenis tends to have an exaggeratAxl effect in cre-
at an oversupply of teachers in training when two or more ingi
tut ions offer instruction looking to employment in tile -same teaching
positions. is masonry, therefore, .to examine in some detail how
far this situation exists in Oregon.

Problem of FAcroachnsent

The State has provided three normal schools for the purpose of
preparing elementary teachers. It is also the apparent intention of
the State that the university and the Oregon State College shall
prepare the high-school teachers required and confine their efforts
to t his field. Four questions must *sonoidered, therefore :

1. Are the normal schools entering the high-school field
2. Are the university and the Oregon State College competing to

an undesirable extent in the high-school field?
3. Are the university and the Oregon State College entering the

elementary field I
4. Are the three normal schools competing to an undesirable extent

in the elementary field?
Since this section of the report is primarily concerned with high-

school teachers, the first and second questions only will be considered
at this point. Questions 8 and 4 will be discussed in connection with
consideration of the elementary teacheetraining situation.

Hama Schools in HighSchool field

Attention has already been called to the fact that of 2,000 high-
shool teachers in the State in 1929 for whom records were available,
only 37, or L9 per cent, had received their highest training in
Oregon normal schools. This does not show serious encroachment
upon the high-schooi field by the normal schools in the past, although
the fact that any high-sehool teachers are employed who have no
more than normal-school tnining is indicative of undesirable con
ditions of certification of teachers and of employment. The only
phase of the question of encroachment by the normal schools upbn
the high-school field that need detain us at this point is that of
present tendencies in the normal schools.

Are the normAl edbools tending to undertake any forms of high-.
school teacher prepszation 1 it the Monmouth institution there is
some indication of an undesirable tindery to undertake to prepare
certain typo eit higbreehool teachers. At all three normal schools
the preparation of Umbers for hosier high school eervios raises cer-
tain ques of duplication of teams preparation work with that
carried on by the university and the Oregon State Oollege.

Tje nolustitchod M Memnon& Autos that ami of ita I ' y vas is
the training of high-lot:boa principals. libdoubtedly this I I 11
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intended to be applicable to small rural or. village high gichools only,
but the survey commission is convinced that the institution at Maw
mouth does not have the staff, the facilities, or a program suitable
to the training of any kind of high-school principals. It is meow
mended that, until such time as State certification requirements make
it impossible for students with only normal school training to qualify
is high-school principals or teachers, the State board of higher
education forbid the normal schools to advertise or undertake work
intended to prepare high-school principals or high-school teachers of
any. type. Tho normal schools should themselves refuse to recom-
mend their students for suchtpositions.

Monmouth maintains a commercial department. Sixteen courses
are listed in the catalogue in this field. It is difficult to see how
Monmouth can function in the preparation of teachers of commercial
work, at least until equipment and facilities are provided to put this
work on a more satisfactory basis. ,To meet modern standards, teach-
ers of commercial subjects in high schpols should be college grad-
uates. No demand for commercial teachers in elementary grades
exists.

The offering a courses in commercial education at Mottnouth is
illustrative of rk general tendency toward expansion evident iii sev-
eral other fields. The institution offers work in phisical education
for men and for women, health work, athletic coaching, public-school
music, art education, and in platoon achcci. work. In none of these
fields can a high-school teacher receive at Monmouth adequate traid-
ing for special work in teaching. Not a few graduates of Monmouth
are, however, now actively engaged in teaching them as specialties.
Employers under present conditions of certification are permitted to
employ such teachers. With one or possibly two exceptions, the spe.
cial subjects mentioned are needed as part of the regular training of
elementary teachers; the normal school should offer them .as such
only and should not suggest or recommend its students for high- .

school work of any kind.

Junior High School Teachers

The problem of training junior high school teachers is at present
a minor one in Oregon. Thexsurvey commission was informed that
there are in Oregen only 81 schools called junior high schools and
that of these only three are in fact so organized as to meet the
accepted requirements and purposes of junior high school units.
This statement requires some explanation.

In the Utited States our public schools have generally IN;en orgsftl
ized into 12 grades. of which the first 8 constitute the, .elementaity
school ¡and the last 4 the high sap& Within Q poet few years,
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however, s tendency has developed very rapidly to seçure certain de-
cided advantages of insiruction by metws of a regrouping of the 12
Krades. Under the regrouping plan the first six grades constitute the
elementary school; the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades make a new
unit known Its the junior high school; and the tenth, eleventh, and
twelfth grades become the senior high school. This plan of organi-
zation exists side by side with the s'8--4 plan in many States.

However, merely setting grades 7, 8, and 9 apart as a separate
group does not make these grades into what educators recognize as
a junior high. school. The characteristic feature of a junior high
school is an entire reorganization of the subject matter of instruc-
tion and of its presentation in a fashion that serves educational pur-
poses quite different from those of the elementary school and of
the senior high school. Owing to the fact that instruction is usually
departmentalized, that is, divided into subject-matter departments
(such as history, English, science), which give the work carried on
by each department to all the grades in the junior high school, it is
sometimes sypposed that departmentalizing grades, 7, 8, and 9
makes a junior high school.

The true junior high school has purposes and uses'methods quite
different from those of the seventh and eighth grades in the ele-
rnentary school and from those of the freshman year in the tradi-
tional 4-year high school. It becomes apparent at once, then, that
the problem of junior high school teaching is not -merely one of
preparing seventh and 'eighth grade teachers for the 8-year ele-
mentary school apd of ninth-grade teachers for the 4-year high
school and placing them together in a depattmentalized group of
grades, 7, 8, and 9. Yet this is practically the only kind of junior
high school that exists in Oregon, although the number of recon-
structed units of this kind will doubtless increase rapidly ai the
educational advantages of the reorganization are fully realized.

During the period of transition /from the traditional fiorm of
organization to the 64-4 plan, however, difl1t problems are pre-
sented in connection with the preparation of t...chers. Shall the
normal schools that .are intended to prepare elementary 'teachers
undertake Ow task? If they do, they will be compelled to extend
their facilities and staffs to provide for the ninth grade, which is
not the faist, year of the 4ayear high school, and also to provide for
a degree' ofispecialized subjectemattec. instruction inappropriate to

mentarytioelw training. Or shall the university and the Oregon
te College, to whom the task of preparing high-school teachers has

been aseigted,, Imdertab) to.prepare junior school teachers! If
they do, itsoe. oat their facilities and staff must be extended to
Provide for tmaahegi Of children a seventh and eighth grade ago.
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f Upon theoretical grounds it would seAm that special schools would
be needed for preparation of junior high school teachers, but prae.
tically and with specific application to the Oregon situation other
solutions are possible and advisable. Let us examine some of -the
factual considerations that should determine the question
Oregon.

V" In the first place, there are too few junior high schools and teach.
ers in junior high schools in Oregon at present to justify setting
up very extensive special provision for training 'such teachers. The
report of tkl State superintendent of public instruction for 1929-40
lists but 22 schools as junior high schools, and there were but 297
teachers in these schools. If the liberal interpretation of the right
of these units to be known as junior high schools be accepted and if
the annual replacement of their staffs be at the rate of 1 new teacher
to every 5 positions, these schools would require only 40 new teach-
ers abtilually. It is rather obvious that the State can not afford
to havie all five of its teacherfttraining institutions provide facilities
and enter into competition for the right to tAin students for 60
positions in the State. The reasonable solutioù would be to desig.
nate one of the institutions for the purpose and to provide it with
the facilities and staff needed. This the survey commissA
recommends.

A
The problem then becomes one of determining at ivhich histitu-

tion of the five possible claimants this can be done most advantage-
ously and with the least expense. In the opinion of the survey
commission the normal schools at La Grande and Ashland should
not be considered. They are relatively new institutions and their
resources may be most profitably devoted to the specific task4 of
preparing for service in the elementary school of eight grades and of
offering junior college opportunities to the youth of their regions.This leaves the advantages and disadvantages of the institutions atEugene, Corvallis, and Monmouth to be considered.

One essential factor in determining the choice should be the ex-
istenee of a junior high school in the community. The sur4y com-
mission strongly urges that none of the institutionsibe authorized totrain junior high school te,achers until it has immediately available
under its own coitrol a school unit judged by competent, disinter-
ested educators toh conform in organization and purposes to the re-
quirements of & real junior high ichool. No juftior high schsool wut
eiists and the nature of the eanmunity is such that it will be dill-
cult to create one at Monmouth. An additional reason that infiu-
ewes ihe survey ionimissio* to 'ma/mend that the function of
training junior 'high school teachers should not; be assigned to the
nornal school at Monmouth is !that the institution lies !in the most
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densely poPulated portion of the State And will require thorough
reorganization and considerable expenfliture to make it an adequate
unit for the training..of teachers in the eighth grade elementary
schools of its region. It may well devote itself exclusively to this pur-
pose. Units known as junior high schools exist at Eugene and
Corvallis. The :survey commission has no basis for pronouncing
judgment as to whether either has the chiracter of a true junior
high school.

The arguments that may be advanota both for and against selection
of the university or the Oregon State College as the center for junior
high school teacisr training seem to have about equal force.
Both are in communities where the junior high school' movement has
made some headway. Both lie in relatively densely populated areas
where the movement is already under way and where it will probably
in the future make the moat rapid gains. Both have competent
leaders with modern viewpoints directing their educational work.
On the other hand, neither institution has experience in the training
of elementary teachers and should not undertake this work in com-
petition with the normal schools.

The survey commission's recommendatioirthat the Oregon State
College be selected to develop training of junior high school teachers
is determined in large part, therefore, by its proximity to the normal
school at Monmouth. The fact that the two institutions are so close
together will make it possible for normal-school instructors to serve
at both institutions and thug make unnecessary the emploiment by
Oregon State College Of a number of instructors who would other-
wise be required for a relatively small amount of service. Joint
service at the normal school and the Oregon State College should
insure a number of high4ype teachers required by the normal salool
for its work with elementary twlieits. These instructors may serve
both institutiont beaklike there sire laige .elements in the traiping of
junior high school teachers that iip#If.ery .similar sand closely related
tb necessary phases in the preparatiCon of elementary teachers. The
location of junior high school training at the normal school rather
than at the Oregon State College would require division of time
between the two institutjons by a greater number of subject matter
and prófessitmai instructors than the plan proposed. Further, liv-
ing conditions, educational environment, and practice facilities ate
superior at Camellia to those at Monmouth.

It is assumed that the number of students admitted to the junior
high school training course Would be restricted to the needs of the
State as determined by careful study. It ,is recommended that the
course provides minimuin of three year& training and that as soon
as practicable the= State provide *Kid certification for junior high .
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school teachers embodying the requirement of three years of training
beyond high-school graduation.

Functions of the University and Oregon State College

We may now turn to consideration of the question of undesirable
competition between the university and the Oregon State College
in the training of high-school teachers. It has already been stated
that 19.4 per cent of the high-setool teachers óf the State, in 1929-30,
had received their training predominately at the Oregon State Col.
lege, while 28.2 per cent had been trained at the university. In other
words, almost 50 per cent of the high-school teacher$ of Oregon are
trained at these two instituCions. These employees of the high
schools consist of two groups, the classroom teachers and the admin-
istrators and supervisor. The two groups may profitably be consid-
ered separately.

Division Upon Basis of General Institutional Functions

It has already been pointed out that undesirable competition arises
in part from lack of knowledge concerning the number of teachers
to be prepared and in part from duplication of offerings which
permit both institutions to train teachers for the same types of posi-
tion. The coordination of the State's high-school teacher-training
propel= requires that some central State authority continuously
study and estimate the needs of the State. But this knowledge will
not make a coordinated and economical program possible unless pro-
vision is made for a clear division of the functions that the univer-
sity and the Oregon State College exercise in meeting these needs.
The survey commission has recommended in Chapter II a plan
whereby the university will become an institution devoted to educa-
tion in the humanities and social sciences and the Oregon State Col-
lege an iustitution devoted to scientific and technical education. This
division of general function, with the specific applications proposed,
will, it is believed, be of material assistance in determining the fields
of high-school teacher training appropriate to the two institution&

Problem One of Certification

However, this proposal does not constitute a cure--all for the ills
of institutional duplication and competition in the field of teacher
training. Under the plan proposed it 7ould be possible for a stu-
dent to prepare in either institution to teach almost sa;ty subject or
combination of subjects demanded by the high schools of the State.
This is true because the plan of division of function recognizes that
a college course should provide broad as well as specialized training.,
In order to secure this breadth of education provision ki made for
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lower-diVision (freshman-sophomore) work in fields other than those
assigned to the institutions as their distinctive functions. These
lower-division subjects, characteristically science at the university
and the humanities and social science at the Oregon State College,
provide sufficient subject matter to permit students under present
conditions of certification to qualify as high-school teachers in these
fields. They may, of course, also qualify as teachers in the fields
assigned to the institutions as special functions, characteristically
the humanities and social sciences at the university and the stiences
at the Oregon State College.

The solution of tbe problem of restricting the field of high-school
teacher preparation at the university and Oregon State College to
the areas of their special functions is, in the opinion of the survey
commission, dependent upon control exercised through certification.
In other words, the only method of insuring that the State's expense
for training teachers in any given subject or combination of subjects
shall not be mitch greater than that required to meet its actual needs
is to set up certification requirements which will limit certification
to subjects gnd combinations of subjeCts appropriate to the major
functions ihat it is proposed to assign to the different institutions.
Thus, for example, to qualify as a teacher of chemistry a student
would be required to .have 'an amount of chemistry training that
could be secured only at the Oregon State College, the scientific and
technical school of the State. To qualify as a teacher of history a
student would be required to have an amount of history training
that could be secured only at the university, the humanities and
social science school of the State.

Further, the certification plan should provide for certification of
teachers in combinations of subjects such that all the subjects in any
given permissable combination fall within the area 9f specialized
function assigned to one or the other institution. Thus, certification
should permit only combinations of two or more subjects selected
entirely from one of two distinct groups of subjects, the first group
made up of high-school subjects appropriate to the specialized func-
tions issigned to the university (e. g., English, history, economics,
art, music, etc.), and the second grpup made up of high-school sub.
jects appropriate to the specialized funaions assigned to the
Oregon State College (e. g., chemistry, physics, biology, home
economics, agriculture) . The exact grouping will', of course,
depend upon the nature of the division of the functions adopted by
the State, but the survey commission wishes to call attention not
only to dui fact that any division of high-school teacher training
functions between the tvio institutions is dependent for its success
upon some sudt form of certification but also to the fact tht.tt quite
independently'of any general division of institutionil functions it is
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possible for certificating authority to secure a considerable degree I

of institutional specialization in the training of high-school teachen
by prescribing permissible groups of subjects for certification. The
plan of certification proposed is not an untried experiment. West
Virginia and other States strictly enforce certification by subjects.

Further, such a plan would make impossible employment of teach.
ers.by local schools without reference to their qualifications to teach
certain of the subjects now assigned to them as parts of combination&
The survey commission was told that 40 per cent of the high-school
teachers of Oregon are teaching subjects in which they have had no
preparation beyond high school. .Members of the staffs of both the
university and the Oregon State College informed the commission
that many of their students were employed to teach subjects in which
they were not prepared and for which the institutions would not
recommend them. Even though the mathematical statement of the
extent to which this practice exists may be inaccurate, their is no
doubt that the practice is so extensive as to require correction.

It is fully recognized that the plan of certification proposed would
have to be applied gradually and in such fashion as to work the
minimum of hardship upon schools in adjusting their demands to
the limitations suggested. It is probaba that until consolidations
of schools are made and other methods of developing high-school
units of efficient size are applied, it would in some instances be im-
possible to enforce rigidly these restrictions upon combinations of
subjects. In the opinion of the survey commission these conditions
emphasize the necessity that certification be placed in the hands of a

professionally trained, nonpartisan State department of education,
which should be free to exercise discretion in meeting specific situa-
tions, but with authority to enforce standards of the kind proposed
with Rrogressive strictness. Pending such strengthening of the State
depaament of education, the commission recommends that a teacher-
training council be set up, consisting of representatives of the five
State institutions, the State department of plucation, and of the
State Teachers' Association, to consider and recommend to the insti-
tution, to the State board of higher education, and to other State
authorities, the details of a coordinated program of teacher train-
ing and certification. This council should ba a continuing agency
of coordination and conference among the several interests and
institutions involved.

Certification and hate Work

In this connection may be discussed another matter that relates
to the intimate connection between certification authority and the
functions of the university and the Oregon State College the
teacher-training field. Graduate work is iiemacingly required of
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high-school teachers in many States, and for the administrative posi-
tions in the school system, superintendents, principals, and super-
visors, graduate work is becoming a standard requirement

The survey commission is not inclined to !recommend at the present
time that graduate work be required of high-school teachers; but
it does recommend that a special type of high-school certification
be provided for teachers who improve themselves by taking graduate
degrees. It believes that ultimately the State will find it advizi. ile
to require graduate work of a large proportion of its hi% -school
teachers. Already in many of the high schools of t s State the
minimum training of teachers approaches closely to graduation from
college. Many teachers have graduate credit. The M.A.. degree in
many p 've cities and States is rapidly becoming common for
higli-schi teachers and principal&

Moreover, the survey commission believes that it is highly de-
sirable in the immediate future to provide forms of separate certifi-
cation for elemeiltary and high-school principals and for couniy
and city superintendents which will include in their provisions the
requirement of varying amounts of work beyond the first degree.
The character of the present administrative officers of the Oregon
public-school system and the professional and social functions that
they exercise seem to the survey commission to justify immediate
steps in this direction.

Since such a step will require provision at the university and the
Oregon State College for graduate work in education, it is pertinent
to emphasize the need for greater provision than is at present made
for extension of the graduate jprk in this field at both institutions.
Attention is here directed to The proposals of the commission pre-
sented in'Chapter II, by which it is believed that undesirable dupli-
cation of work of this kind on the graduate level may be prevented.

Experimental and Research Work in Education

In this connection it is necessary to call attention to one situation
already handled by the State board of higher education that indi-
cates the type of incoordination that is likely to arise unless the
State exercises careful control of the development of graduate work
in education. Graduate work of high type implies the use of sChools
for research and experimental purposes. Recently the university
projected-a program which contemplated the creation at Eugene of
an elementary experimental school. The normal schools immedi-
ately expressed themselves as &Abdul concerning the plans of the
university to introduce what appears to them and what in fact would
have inevitably developed into a curriculum for prospective ele-
mentary teichem The State board of higher education directed
that the project be dropped.
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The survey commission fully recognizes that the university isi
no desire to introduce any Se riou s competition with the normal
schools in the training of elementary teachers and is in entire sym.
pathy with the need of the institution for demonstration and experi.
mental elementary schools as the basis for development of graduate
work in education. Nevertheless, it would have beenextremely un.

fortunate if the university had been permitted to weontinue its pro.
posed project. The project, even though restricted to strictly
experimental purposes, would involve expensive provision of an
elementary training-school lAant and facilities and a considerable
enlargement of the present staff of the university in a field that the
institution is not primarily prepared to serve.

The commission believes that a large field of graduate research
in education is at present open both to the university and to the
Oregon State College that may be conducted by arrangement with
the public schools and by cooperation with the normal schools. The
development of a special experimental school in the elementary field,
even though recognized as a necessary and important step, may well
wait upon the perfection of a plan of coordinated effort in the grad-
uate field by the State department of education and the five teacher-
training institutions of the State. Such plans should receive the
careful attention of the educational council proposed.

Selective Admission as a Means of Adjusting Supply to Demand

We have now discussdi the demand for high-school teachers in
Oregon and the adjustment of the supply to this demand by means
of assignment of institutional function and by means of control
through professional administration of certification requirements.
Still another means of adjusting supply to demand must be dis-
cussed, selective admission to teacher-training courses.

Present Character of Teacher-Training Student Bodies

The teaching profession has not in the past secured, as a rule, its
share of the brighter college students. Disproportionate numbers of
the more able students have entered law, medicine, engineering, busi-
ness, or other occupations. Attention has already been called to the
fact that students who are not making a pronounced success in
courses looking 6 other specialized vocations are guided into
teaching.

The idea of teaching u ik genuine profinsion has too often not been
recognized by college facilities, student bodies, or the general public.
It is too frequently regarded as a temporary means of making a
livelihood br u a last retort for those without special gifta or India-
tion& However, these conceptions are now in Proosis' of rapid

-
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change. Increased training and specific professional requirements
enforced through more rigid application of certification rules tend
to raise the esteem in which the profession is held and to make it
more difficult for the left overs from other fields to become teachers.
Teaching has become relatively better paid. College education is the
commonplace possession of great numbers of young people; those
who enter teaching must have in addition special professional
preparation for the job.

The other learned professions are also becoming harder to enter
and quite ginerally higher standards of preparation and more severe
selective measures are being applied in order to secure better pro-
fessional service and to prevent flooding of the occupations beyond
the possibilities of remunerative employment. The teaching profes-
sion is, like other professions, raising standards of preparatory train-
ing, but it. has lagged somewhat behinci medicine, engineering, and
other learned occupations in applying measures for selecting the
students who are best fitted to enter thedfrofession.

As a means of maintaining and improving the standards of in-
struction given in the public schools, formal certification require-
ments of attendance at college and of subject-matter emphasis while
in college are effective, in part because they serve as means of sepa-
rating and selecting the more persistent and able from the large
number that fail to go through these tests. But other effective
means are available for seleeting from the entire mass of possible
candidates for training those best suited for the profession. Much
that will be said in the following paragraphs in regard to the use
of these selective devices is applicable to candidates for admission to
training as elementary teachers, as well as to the admission of stu-
dents to training as high-school teachers, but, 'since the .principles
operate upon different groups and through different institutions, it
is dQsirable to restrict their application at this point to the selection
of trainees for positions as high-school teachers.

Selective Measures Suggested

The measures proposed concern admission to high-school teacher
training solely they are not intended to refer generally to admis-
sion to, the higher educational institutions. Although the survey
commission is persuaded that some further measure of selection of
students admitted to the institutions may be used with profit to the
State and to emit students themselves, it recommends that general-
admission to the institutions be somewhat liberal and be based upon
the commou level of preparation provided by the accredited high
schools of the State. Admission to courses looking to specific men-
patio* propagation within the higher educational institutions is
another natter.

,
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To provide a high level of general education for all its young
people Who seek it to the full extent of their abilities is a duty ofthe State and one of its most effective safeguards; to provide ex-pensive specialized training for occupational life for all who apply
without reference to their ability to.receive it and without referenceto the State's need for practioners of these occupations does not
seem so obviously a State obligation.

Many professions now insist upon special preparation and abilities
as prerequisite to admission to training. In many States it is theprattice to enforce the rule that certain minimum preparation, such
as graduation from a standard high school, entitles to admission totheir institutions, but not to all schools thereof. Thus it is insurekthat the opportunity is given to all the youth of the State to secure
a general .higher education and to enjoy the benefits of college
instruction during a period when they may explore their own cs
pacifies and life purposes, but the institutions aie protected from
useless expenditure upon the education of those who are not fitted
for certain specialized forms of training and upon the training of
numbers greatly in excess of the social needs of the State. These
practice; and considerations should apply with special force to all
forms of teacher training.

The survey commission has proposed that the schools of'educationin the university and the Oregon State College be placed upon the
upper division or senior college level. This plan in itself will serve
to exclude from teacher-training students who can not carry the
broad general training so essential to those who are to guide the
thoughts and form the characters of high-school students. Further,
it will for two years provide the' institutions with knowledke and
records concerning the . characters and abilities of all who may
apply for admission to the teacher-training program from which it
will be possible to determine those that give best promise of making
the most useful public servants as teachers of high-school youth. In
other words, from those who complete the first two years of college
work it will be possible to select by means of scholarship records,
achievement tests, and ability and personality measures, the students
who will make satisfactory scholarship records in the teacher-train-
ing course and who possess the.personal and social qualities that will
make them most profitable objects for the investment of State money
in training for public .servioe as high-school teachers.

Organization of the schools of education upon the upper division
level and use of selective measures to secure admission of only suitable
future candidates for high-sehool positionsteaching should (1) pro-
vide a means of adjusting the number admitted to the teacher-train-
ing course to the needs a the State; (2) furnish a human product
that will raise the level of instruction in the public high sat
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(3) preventmuch waste of student time and energy in preparing for
an occupation for which they are not fitted and in which they can

never attain happiness4
At the present time the school of educatipn at the university is

organized upon the upper division level. The survey commission

is informed that the school now sets up certain very definite selective
conditions as prerequisite to registering for courses leading directly
to teaching. Students must show a fairly high and well-defined

minimum scholarship average. In doubtful cases, personality ratings
and records of marked improvement during the preceding year are
takep into account. These are excellent beginnings, but they are in
part rendered ineffective by reason of certification provisions which
permit students to teach in high school without ever having registered
in the school of education and by reason of the fact that at the

Oregon State College the school of vocational education is not upon
the upper division level and may prepare students to secure certifi-

cates to teach in high school in the same subjects for which the
university school of education prepares.

The survey commission proposes that both schools of education be

placed upon the upper division level and that their fields be more
dearly defined by regulation and enforced by strict certification
requirements.

summary of High School Teacker-Training Program

Before proceeding to discussion of the State's program of teacher
training in the elementary fila it may be well to review briefly at
this point the more important phases of the preceding discussion of
high-school teacher-training. The conclusions reached and the
recommendations made may be summarized as follows :

1. If in the immediate future the public higher institutions prepare
425 high-schobl teachers annually, they will meet the demands of the
public schools of the State for such teachers and afford as large
opportunity as Can be reasonably expected to the youth of Oregon
for placement u high-school teachers in out-of-State p4sitions. This
estimated number is subject to change as the result of continuous
study by disinterested and competent authority, preferably by the
State department of education.

2. Except in the fields of agriculture and industry, there is no
shortage of high-schoor teachers in the State, and in the fields of
arts and sciences there is an oversupply. Continuous study should
determiiie probable annual demand for teachers of eaCh of the
high-school subskts.

3. Limitaticin oi the number of MO-school teachers trained to
the approxiiiiti) iumber demanded by the State shceld be secured:

(a) B$ .de4iitioin of insatutional training functions in accord-
ance wi% *twig Orinciple tiat each institution should train.
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high-school teachers in the fiel4 of upper división specializatict
recommended for the institutions in Chapter IL -

(b) By State certification requirements which provide for certif.cation by subjects and by groups of subjects within related areas
corresponding to the general division of ihstitutional functions
recommended in Chapter II.

(c) By more highly selective measures of admission to high-school
teacher-training courses conducted solely upon the uper division
level.

Demand for Elementary Teachers

We may now turn to consideration of the State's program ciftraining for elementary teachers. In many respects this discussion
of necessity parallels the preceding discussion of the relationship be-tween supply and demand, of duplication of offerings, of undesirable
competition between the institutions, and of selective methods of ad-
mission. But the application of similar general principles to spe-
cific situations is so different in the high school and elementary
fields le teacher training that repetition of statement found in this
discussion may be confined largely to that required t9 recall the
principles stated in connection with discussion of high-scheol teacher
training.

Nature of Problem of Training Elementary Teachen

The largest and in some respects the most important element in
a State's program of teacher preparation is that of preparing ele.
mentary teachers. There are more of them; nearly three-fourths of
the teachers in Oregon are in the elementary schools. They continue
as teachers for shorter periods. They come into close contact with
and exercise their influence upon children during the most impres-
sionable and formative period of childhood. Their scholarship does
not need to be such as to command attention as does that of high-
school or college teachers. They in part determine the characters
and the future of practically every member of the State's citizeniy.
Every man and woman in the State has passed through all or part
of the elementary-school system; their children will follow in their
footsteps. The entire subsequent educational experience of the chil-
dren of the State will be largely determined by the founditions laid
by elementary-school teachers. The quality of the elementary educa-
tional service is undoubtedly the most important single factor
influencing the future of the State.

It is easy to overlook the importance a4d magnittide a the task
of providing elementary teachers worthy find able to meet ithis tre-
mendous obligation. In Oregon sp. 4iffe proporti*0,4e* do tbirwork in the *4 4 9r.2 roin!I polo; og Iris . 4,4l il
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quate supervision and helpful contacts. Their individual failures
and their successes alike win neither praise nor blame. They tre in

the lowest scale of a too little honored profession. They and their
efforts can be and are ignored to a degree that would not be possible
if they were gathered together into large schools that by their very
size commanded attention. It is very natuAl, therefore, that the
importance of adequate training for this great army of worloprs at
the roots of civilization should be forgotten or passed over lightly.
The survey commission does not believe that' the people of Oregon
have provided for or received the sort of elementary teaching service
that they would desire and be willing to pay for if they could realize
vividly what has happened and is happening in the schools of their
State as a result of their own failure to understand what neglect of

elementary teacher training means.

Retarded Provision for Elementary Teacher Training in Oregon

It is worth while to emphasize the present retarded provision made
for elementary teacher training in Oregon by the presentation of

certain important facts and comparisoN. In proportion to the need
of the State for teachers there are moti students enrolled in high-
school training courses than for elementary teacher preparation.
Reasons for this lack of balance are not far to seek. One has but to
examine the living conditions and facilities provided the normal
schools to understand at least one reason why the best students shun
these institutions. Only by upbuilding the staffs, libraries, and gen-
eral facilities of the normal schools, so as'sgreatly to enhance their
services and prestige, can these institutions secure due recognition
and corvince superior students of the advantages of entering the ale-
mentary teaching profession. The State's investmefit in improving
the quality of elementary teaching is far below what in the best
judgment of authorities in most of the States is desirable and neces-
sary; it is far below what should be expected of Oregon. This ap-
plies not alon'e to tlie physical plants of the normal schools, but to
the level of instruction provided. These two aspects of the biate's
investment in elementary teacher training may be viewed together
from the standpoint of comparative financial statistics.

Emphasis Upon Different Aspects of Higher Education

In Table 6 data are presented that shów the receipts of the public
schools and. higher institutions of Oregon, its. neighboring States,
and the UnitAd States as a whole. The figures afford an indication
of islative .omphasiti ppbn the different phases of their general edu-
cational programs during the past six years. Special attention is
direct4 to the relatively mnall proportion of outlay devoted to
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teacher training for tlementary grades in Oregon, as compared to
the United States as a whole, and ,to neighboring States. Only tiroof the 42 States in the Union that maintained normal schools or
teachers colleges in 1928 gave these institutions less money for theirsupport than Oregon. These States were Montana and South Caro-lina, and even 'they are not far below Oregon, although Montanahas not much over two-thirds the population of Oregon, and theteachers college in South Carolina is maintained for negroes only.
Tiny Rhode Island, smaller than many of the counties of Oregon, andwith approximately only two-fifths as many resident students ea-rolled in her single teacher-training institution, excelled Oregon inthe support accorded.

The figures for 19428 are the latest available and do not include
maintenance fov a small normal school established at La Grande in1929. However, the income of this institution is relatively so smallthat its addition stilP leaves Oregon very near the bottom of thelist, even on the assumption that the other States of the Union havenot increased their appropriations for elementary teacher trainingsince 1928. As a matter of fact, such appropriations in other States
have increased by large amounts.

TABLs 6.Receipts oft:public elementary and secondary school, teachers colleges,and normal schools, and publicly controlled colleges and universities'

United States

Idaho
Montana
CLlIIOfDI

4

19IM-24

Total receipts
Receipts ci pub-
lio elementary
and secondary

schools

Receipts of
publicly eon-id natveri
skies sad col-

Ip-
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sad moondary

mho*
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296,0N
1,041,8s

351,
111,
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TABLE & 208418 of public elementary and secondary schools, teachers, concocts,
and normal schools, etc-Continued

States
Total receipts

ni tedj3tates

Oregon _

Si ash ington
Idaho . .

Montana .

California

$2, 60% 411, 509

1927-28

Receipts of pub-
tic elementary
and secondary

schools

324, 707, 904

Reoeipb of
publicly con-

trolled univer-
aides and col-

leges

39, 858, 058
36, 256, 065
13, 50% 500
16, 111, 545

156, 630, 508

25. 040, 193
20, 738, 124
11, 331, 175
14, 211, 606

140, 896, 112

1, 963, 925
4. 840, 552
1, 632, 576
1, 606,

13, 619, 824

f=1.,

s

Receipts of
normal

schools and
teachers
colleges

$70, 016, 968

353, 940
1, 676. 380

602, 749
292, 983

2, 102, 572

Value of Physical Plants

From the standpoint of the value of elementary teacher-training
property, including buildings and ground Oregon's capital invest-
ment in 1930 does not compare favorably with the amount invested
by the other States in 1928. Oregon is, upon the basis of these
figures, fifth from the bottom, again with the doubtful distinction
of surpassing Montana and South Carolina and, in addition, Ar-
kansas, a State with very low per capita wealth and several auxiliary
teacher-training vencies, and also New Mexico, with considerably
less than half the population of Oregon and less than one-third its
total State revenue receipts.

Standards of Training Compared with Other States

But the financial measure is not the only one by which Oregon
fails to equal the standard of practice in the training of elementary
teachers that prevails in a large number of States. It has provided
but two years of training for elementary teachers and the standard
for certification has been even less. Recently State officials have
inaugurated a new and improved certification program which will
result in 1981 in raising the minimum training of newly employed
elementary teachers so that two years of training above high-school
graduation will be required. This progranf of certification for We-,
mentary teachers is in advance of the provisions made by the State
for the preparation of such teachers. Certification 'requirements
represent minimums; the teacher-training institutions should have
facilities beyond these minimums if they are to provide teachers for
the better schools as well as for those th4t maintain only the lowest
permissible stand,_!.._. of instriiction. Already in Oregon the cities
tend to demand three or even four years of training for ilementary
teacheis in harmony with the accepted standard in many city and

4,-
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some State school systems in other States. Thirty-five States main.
tain 4-year teachers colleges for the training of elementary teacher&
Oregon has none.

The wrvey commission does not recommend the immediate length_
ening of the period of normal-school training to four or even to
three years. It believes that the 2-year normal schools should be
brought,ter'such a level of excellence that they may secure member-
ship in the American Association of Teachers Colleges before the-
period of training is extended. Mere extension of the course over
more time with present plants and facilities that are inadequate for
a 2-year normal course does not seem wise. But extension of the
period to thret and ultimately four years is a development that will
be necessary if Oregon is to keep pace with standards in other States.
In the opinion of the survey commission this lengthening of the
preparation of elementary teachers should contemPate the develop-
ment of two years of senior college, professional, elementary teacher
training based upon lower division or junior college education of
general character. In other words, the plan should look forward
to requiring at least two years of general education beyond high
school as a condition of admission to the senior college course look-
ing to the bachelor's degree in elementary education. Ultimately the
2-year normal course immediately following high school will dis-
appear. Authorities are agreed thai elementary teachers require
more geileral education than is given at present. In the opini4 of
the survey commission the plan of limiting the work of the teacher-
training institutions to the two years of a senior college of elementary
education will'enable the prospective teacher to acquire both general

it' and professional education more economically and effectively than
will the plan of diluting both over a period of four years.

Neal for More Vigor and Larger Outlays

It is clear that Oregon has far to go in order to rank on Aual
terms with even the average of the States of the Union in respect to
her support of the teacher-trainini agencies for elementary teachers.
No small and niggardly program, but immediate and substantial
otitlays alone, will launch the type of program that Oregon must
have to compensate for past delays and to advance to its rightful
place among the States.

Differences Between High-School and Elementary leacher Training

In considering the question of adjusting Oregon's high-school
teacher-training program to dregon's needs the most important fea-

4. 4
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tures of the problem could be dealt with from the--standpoint of
numbers and with reference to administrative devices to prevent
expensive duplication of facilities; quality of instruction and the
length of the period of training provided by the imiversity and Ore-
gon Státp College for prospective high-school teachers present few
diffictilties. The case is quite different with respect to Oregon's
program of elementary teacher training; quality of preparation and
tin; period of training are more important elements in adjusting
supply to the needs of Oregon's schools than is the mere matter ofj
numbers.

This difference is in .part, due, as has been pointed out, to the
relative neglect of elementary teacher training facilities as com-
pared with provision for the .preparation of high-school teachers,
but it is also, due in part to the difference in the nature of the training
that high-school and elemerttary teachers should receive. Training-
in subject-matter fields, history, English, chemistry, biology, etc.,
constitutes a very large element in the preparation of high-school
teachers; indeed, until reqently, it has been assumed that a student
who knew his subject could teach in high school without any
or with very little instruction in education. The university and
the Oregon State College provide for purposes other than teaching,
very high-type training in the subjeCt-matter fields; the prospeCtive'-
high-school teac gives major emphasis to this aspect of prepara-
tion and qu frequently regards his work in how to teach the
subjects a i f secondary importance. Thdelementary teacher on the
other ha d has less classroom use for scholarly knowledge of sub-
jects; the elementary teacher's most important equipment is that of
familiarity with and ability to apPly the Iliws of learning to chil-
dren. In other words, the elementary teacher's task is one-,of
ing The minds and characters of human beings during timoweriod
when they are least capable of making their own choices and -direct-
ing their own mental activity. In many respects this task demands
greater skill, a wider outlook, and more understanding than is re--
quired of teachers at insy subsequent period in the school systein.
Preparation to perform this task is a very special and exacting
process that can not be accompliphed incidentally in the study of the:
subjects to ba taught:

,It is not the intention of the survey commission to imply that the
high-school teacher does not needia high .degree of knowledge of the
laws of learning and of skill in applying them in thryrocesses of
instruction. Nor does it wish it to be inferred that dee elementary
teacher does nlot need a inowledge of subject matter and a degree
of culture beyond the level represented by elementary school sub-

4VD,
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jects; a high degree of both ate 4emanded of the elementary teacher
if he is to maintain his own mental health and perform his out.of.
school functions in the communitY in which ,he teiches. The point
is that the preparation of elementary teachers is a difficult process of
a highly special type and demands facilities, teichers, and selective
processes of at least as high type, although of different character, as

those required for the preparation of high-school teachers. These
things Oregon has not as yet provided. Subsequent paragraphs will

emphasize these matters to a larger degree than has been done in the
discussion of high-school teacher training.

It was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter that in the
judgment of the survey commission Oregon needs to prepare approxi-
mately 1,300 elementary teachers annually. How does this estimated
need compare with the number supplied at present by the three
normal schools at Monmouth, Ashland, and La Grande

Under existing conditions of certification which permit elementary
teachers to qualify by examination and by training for shorter
periods than the two years provided by the normal schools the num-
ber of graduates from the normal schools affords very little measure of
the actual supply the number_ oertificated under the various methods
is a better index. Neve it will be helpful to examine the
statistics of' graduation as well as those concerning certification.
Tables 7 and &present these facts.

Certification of Teachers Basis for Solution

The nature of the different types of teacs " certificates granted
all teachers in 1923-24 and in 1927-28 are shin Table 7. Some
significant tendencies during the 4-year period from 1924-1928 may

be noted, such as the decrease in the number of certificates granted
by examiwition and in one or two other unsatisfactory types of
certificates.

TABLE umber of t-year soma school graduates 1928-29 and the number
teaching is. 1930

,

. Mon-
mouth

Ash-
land

L.
Grande

.

Total number of graduates or Wickets completing course
Number teaching In rural schools (venters at lees than 2,600 popuktion)
Number teaching in urban schools (population ol two or mere) _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _

Total number tercbing

I Me
378
1113

188
117
IS

1 ID
11

1

11111 156 12

I Does not Wade 1111 graduate of 1-ror course.
s Le Grande vu opened la 1928._

;

...... ..... .... ....
Ms./ ,
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TABLE 8.---Cert4loation of teachers'

Type of schools
and year

Number

By examination

nernentary I \
:g24-2:). 1 !OH 1.854
1R27-2N I !%, R33 1. 344 H

El

I (.-r24-2,c) I 1, WI 14 11 9 7

4 qrhool.. h

2, 107 6 3 84
Total .

W24-2. s . _ _ i 7.3M 1.871 St12
HIT2S 7.4401 1, 3. 11 440

B y gradua-
tion from

standard nor-
mal school

71 591 1,077' i 32
3, 6 9291 1, 5941 29 . 104

6 31 3l MO M
11; 23' 34 721,

5971 1, 110 39Q M21
764 940 1, 8171 4071 75Ck

53F 271 81 864 5, 506
375 42 81 S. 833

5 1121 8 24 1,849
81 35. Z 107

543 110 7, 366
375 12N 4, 116' 7, 940

Twenty-seventh and Twenty-eighth Biennial Reports of the Superintendent of Public Instruction oi
Orefon.

N.
As shown by the foregoing table, there was an increase of 6 per

cent in the total number of elementary teachers employed over the
4-year period and a gain of 53 per cent in the number of certificates
granted by graduation from standard normal schools. This means
a much larger proportion with training equal to the 2-year mini-
mum that it is proposed to be applied in 1931.

The latge number of life certificates held by elementary-school
teachers in 1927-28, based on examination or two years of work
only. should be a matter of serious concern to State authorities,
especially since such certificates are now granted without strict pro-
isions for continued improvement of the teachers in service. Two
housand and fifty-four, or more than one-third of the total number
JI elementary teachers, hold life certificates.

It is inevitable that Oregon will continue to raise the level of
training of teachers. The survey con-mission strongly recommends
that life certification be abandoned, or, if retained, that it be accom-
panied by strict conditions which insure retention of the certificates
nly through periodic and substantial acquisition of further train-
g. No such certificates should be granted upon the basis of ex-

mination. The life certificate operates essentially as a contract
etween the State and the teachers. When granted for a low level

fr

-

1t."17-2S

15Si

1!
1

381 4g2
361

139i

1

!f

I
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. . _. _ . _ .
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B y gradua-
tion from
standard
college or
uni varsity
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of training an unduly large ilumber of* teachers can and will be
content to remain definitely below future standards. The State
should not discount future progress. Life certificates sould be
granted only to those who have a high level of training, and pro_

visions for improvement in service should be incorporated in such
cèrtificates, so that those to whom they are granted will be com-

pelled to keep abreast of modern teaching methods and advancements

in their profession. Otherwise the State will be seriously handi-

capped in the upbuilding of an adequately trained teaching body.

In connection with these figures it is instructive to examine the

actual preparation received by the school teachers of the State.

Table 9 presents these facts. Since this table does not distinguish

between high school and elementary teachers it is impossible to

determine accurately the training of elementary teachers, but since

high-school teachers constitute by far the largest element that has

received four years of college training, and since relatively feit high-

school teachers have less than this amount of preparation, the table

affords a very good basis for general judgment.

TABLE 9.Preparat ion of teachers in 1924-25, 192.5-26, 1926-E7, and 1927-28'

Number of years training

Less than 4 years of high school_
4 years of high school only
1 year of normal school or college
2 years of normal school or college
3 years of college or more than 2 years of normal

school
4 years of oollege

Total_ _

1 year graduate teacher training course (no
certificate)

Number and per cent of teachers

1924-25

Nam-
ber

241
1, 288

928
1, 511

444
1, 178

Per
cent

4. 3
23. 0
I& 5
27. 2

& 0
21. 0

1925-26 1 1926-27 14r17-213

Num- Per Num- Per
ber oent ber cent

5, 588 1OO

543

318
1, 090
1, 104
1, 886

722
1, 217

6. 117

& 1
17. 8
18. 0
27. 2

232 3.8
845 11 8

1, 191 19. 6

2, 096 34.3

11. 8 445
2a 1 1, 297

goo,.....)
495

6, 105

358

41.

7. 2
21. 3

Num-
ber

101 0

Go 37!1

per
cent

9 4

24 0

1M 0

Data adapted from Twenty-eighth Biennial Report of the Superintendent' of Public Instruction o
Oregon (1929).

Certification shoidd apply to teachers, supervisors, principals,

and superintendents. Ade9pate recognition should be given the cer-

tification of teachers for the different kinds of teaching positions in

the public schools. " Blanket " certificates for any and all teaching

positions should be discontinued. Certification for the teaching of

the different levels of elementary-school teaching and for the differ-

ent subjects of the high schools should follow a careful study of

needs in this respect, but in any case should be set, up primarily on

the basis of professibnal training and specialization.

_ _ _

I

I

_ _

_ _

;

544,'1

1,5)6

6.1:k

I
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Certificates should be renewed chiefly on the basis of a definite
period of successful teaching experience and the completion of a
definite required amount of approved professional training. The
lowest-grade certificates should be made nonrenewablO when condi-
ti()fls of supply make this possible. Standards of certification should
be advanced with the utmost rapidity permissible, as de'termined by
the available conditions of supply of trained teachers.

Raising Levels of Training of Teachers in Service

The preparation of teachers to care for replacements and to fill
newly created positions is not the only task of the teacher-training
institutions. The raising of existing levels of preparation of teach.-
ers now in the service to an accepted minimum of training is a
major responsibility. With the exception of teachers who may enter
into service by the unfortunate expedient of examinations, most of
the future new teachers of Oregon will enter upon service with at
least two years of training above high school. The extent of the
job to be done by the teacher-training institutions to raise the level
of training of the existing teaching body of Oregon to the 2-year
level niay be gathered by an inspection of Table 9. From this table
it flay be seen that in 1928, approximately one-third of 6,328 teachers
of Oregon for whom reports were received had less than two years'
training above high school, one-third had about two years' training,
and one-third had three or four years' training. The suryivors in
the future wong the 2,100 underprepared teachers must be brought
up one or two years in training to reach the minimum 2-year level.
Of these, 744 teachers must be brought up two or more years, and
1,356 teachers must be brought up one year. Since by far the most
f these teachers hold positions in the elementary schools, the task

is a heavy one for the normal schools. Many underprepared teach-
ers, of course, will drop out of teaching as standards advance; but
there is at present a constant influx into teaching positions of teach-
trs with less than two years of training who pass examinations for
cert ificates.

Teacher preparation has not been finished when the relatively
ihort period of institutional or preservice training is completed by
he student. Inservice thining is needed thereafter to supplement
the invaluable lessons of experience. The desirability of extending

e present public-school supervisoty service to the young rural
ementary teachers of the State is apparent. Only three countiesve rural supervisors to aid the county superintendents. While someunty supeyintendents have their offices so well organized and staffed
at they can spend considerable time among their teachers, the taskf detailed supervision is frequently too great for them. The average

il

,
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county superintendent in Oregon has approximately 60 teathers
under his jurisdiction. It is a matter of simple mathematics to

show that he can usually give only the barest inspectorial service to

his teachers, especially in some counties that are -comparable in size

to the smaller States.of the Union.
The office of a State high-school supervisor or inspector now exists

in more than four-fifths of the States of the Union. Oregon has none.

The many small high schools of the State are especially in need of pro-

fessional advice, assistance, and direction in respect to Practices and

standards. Per capita costs run very high in such schools, and

assistance in the organization of the work will Anneltimes reult in

substantial economies. Greater effectiveness and better professional

direction of secondary education should follow the establishment of

such an office in the State department.

Proportion of Total Number Needed to be Trained by Each Normal School

Assuming that the commission is correct in its estimate that 1,3011

new elementary teachers will be required annually, the que4ion

immediately arises asyto the proportion of the total that each of tht
three normal schools should train.

Local Character of Student Body and Positions

The problem is not solved by dividing the number equally among
the three schools. The Slute has very properly established normal

schools .at Ashland and La Grande in the sparsely settled southern

and eastern portion§ of the State. The purpose was to afford core

venient educational opportunities to the young people of these seo

tions and to insure that the schools of the east and south should

have an adequate supply of teachers. It is a well-established fact

that all higher educational institutions draw the larger part of their

student bodies from within a relatively narrow radius. This con-

dition is accentuated in the attendance upon normal schools every-

where and is of special importance because it has been found that a

very high percentage of normil-school gi'aduates find employment
within the immediate region of their training institution. Hence

localities remote from a teacher-training center either have to pay
larger salaries than the communities near at hand or have to accept

the less able and poorer teachers who can not find employment near

home.
This has a direct bearing on the distribution of the proposed

teacher quota among the normal schools in Oregpn. the quota of

each school should be in proportion to the number of teachers needed

annually by the schools of their regions. This complicates the proc-

ess of 4leterminii4 the distribution for we have no accurate statis-

,
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tics concerning teacher needs by regions. However, we do have sev-
eral bases for forming an estimate.

First, it is known that for the United States as a whole one ele-
mentary teacher is employed for'each 184 population. If we deter-
mine the population of the three regions served primarily by the
wrrnal schools at Monmouth, La Grande, and Ashland, we shall
hae a rough means of estimating the number of teachers that would

employed, assuming schools of similar size and standard in the
three regions. It, is not necessary in making this estimate to _divide
the entire State into geographical sections with rigid assignment of
territory to each normal school. A much more satisfactory method
Is to assign to each normal schip the counties from which it draws
the greatest number of studefits. This distribution is presented by
Table 10, an,d by Figure (page 14).

TABLE W.Dist ra bu t ion of student enrollments in normal schools of Oregon
by counties

Name of county

baker
Beuton

lackanms

olumbia
o( s.
rook.
urry

)eschut s
)ouglas..

'rant
arney
ood hiver

ackson
efferson
csephine. . ....

Ake_

Number of students
attending

Mon-
mouth

23
49
20
15
16

1

1

6
10
5
3
1

13
1

4
...... -

Ash-
land

La
Grande

Name of county

4 18 Lane
2 Lincoln
3 2 Linn_

Malheur .

1 ... Marion
32 _ _ Morrow_

4 Multnomah.
Polk
Sherman

25 ..... Tillamook _ - . .....
Umatilla .

Union
3 3 Wallows_
1 2 Wise° _ _

I
j

'Washington
Wheeler__ .........

14 - 1 Vamhill.
18
8 Total

Number of student,
attending

Mon-
mouth

67

_

2
48
6

157
127

4
11

2

1

10
34

4
22

Ash-
land

18
1

7

2
3

3
1

La
Grande

1

1

1

10
1

6
4

2
2

112

74
14
5
3
2
1

672 299 174

It will be seen that Monmouth draws 72 per cent of its student
')ody from Clackamas, Lane, Marion, Multomah, Polk, and Wash-
ngton Counties; Ashland 79 per cent frdn Coos, Douglas, Josephine,
ackson, Klamath, and Lane Counties; and La Grande 81 per cent
rom Baker, Malheur, Umatilla, Union, Wallowa, and Morrow Coun-
ies. The Monmouth region has a population of 546,406; the Ash-
and region 181,531; the La Grande region 82,703.
It is safe to assume that the students drawn from other counties

nd the teachers needed by them will not seriously disturb the pro-
ortions that may be derived from these figures. Simple reasoning
uggests, therefore, that if each normal school supplies the teacher
eeds of its region, its proportion of the total teacher needs of the

be
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State will correspond to the proportion that the population of its
region bears to the total poulation of the three regions.

Upon this basis Monmouth will be called upon to supply 67 per

cent of the 1,300 new teachers required annually, or 871 teachers;

Ashland should supply 22 per cent, oN286 teachers; and La Grande
11 per cent, or 143 teachers.

Certain well-known conditions, which need not be described at

this point, tend to make these results of doubtful application in the

specific situation found in Oregon. It is necessary, therefore, to

check these figures by other calculations.
Since the population is of different character and since condi-

tions of livi g prevail in the eastern and southern counties served by
La Grande d Ashland that are not found in the Monmouth area, it

may be suspected that the num1;er of children of school age (5-17) in

these different regions will give us a different picture of the relative
need for teachers. Unfortunately the figures are not available upon

this age basis, but sufficiently accurate results natty be obtained by
using the school census age (5-20) for which figures are at hand.
These figures show that in the Monmouth area there are 140,561

child n enumerated, in the Ashland area 51,479, and in the

Gra area 24,835.
A assuming elementary schools of similar size and standard in

the three regions, these figures would give us, by using the same

processes of reason and arithmetic applied in the case of estimat#

upon the basis of population, the following results : Monmouth mig
be expected to supply 63 per cent of the 1,300 teachers required anf'

nually, or 845 each year; Ashland 24 per cent, or 312; La Grande lf

per cent, or 143.
It will be noted that these percentages and figures do not vary

much from the results obtained in the estimate upon the basis d
population. Monmouth, according to the second method of figuring,
would be responsible for providing 26 teachers lev than it would

vide if the first method of figuring Ls used ; Ashland would supply
more; La Grande 13 more.

One other method of estimate may be used, that based upon th

actual number of elementary teachers, now employed in each of th

three areas served by the normal schools. These figures show in the

Monmouth area 2,618 teachers, in the Ashland area 1,297, and in the

La Grande arek 575. Distribution of annual supply upon this basis

would make Monmouth responsible for 58 per cent of 1,300, oRM;
Ashland responsible for 29 per cent, or 377 ; and La Grande for 13

per cent, or 169.
Attention is called to the wide difference between the figures ob-

tained by this method and those obtained by the preceding methods

of estimate. This method indicates that Monmouth would be called

/
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upon to supply 91 less teachers annually than are indicated upon
the basis of school census; Ashland 65 more; La GraAe 126 more.

Since the third method of estimate is based upon the facts as they
actually exist at present, it may be supposed that they nearly appiboxi-
mate the correct,result. The question very naturally and properly
rises as to the value of presenting the estimates upon the basis of

population and school census. These estimates were made for the
purpose of emphasizing the difference in teacher-training needs when
it is assumed -that elementary schools of similar size and standards
xist throughout the State in contrast with the situation when actual

conditions are used as a base. From Table 11 may be obtained a
onception of the number of 1 and 2 teacher elementary schools dis-
tributed by counties as well as the number of teachers in other
lementary schools.

TABLE 1 1.Number of 1 and 2 teacher elementary schools and /arger achools,
by counties, in Oregon

aker .

nton .....
bwk tunas .

latsop
olurn
oç
rook
Urry .

schtitcs...
)ouglas.

rant .

Arley . .

ood Uvrr
ackson
effemon .

mephitic
larn at h
de.
ne
twoln

alheur
arion

101Tor
ullnlimab
lk
nnan
lam ook

mat illa
nioti
allows

ash ington

imbill
!vela

Name of oounty

Total

Number of
1-teacher

elemen tary
schools

Number of
2-toacher

elementary
schools

Number of
teachers in
larger-sized
elemen tary

schools

Total num
ber of el.- j
mentary
taachers

45 7 48 107
36 7 ao 110
64 30 159 283
16 11 89 127
24 12 99 147
37 14 162 227

31
10 3 18 34
14 3 81 101
81 14 55 1M
28 5 12 50
42 2 20 M
36 0 16 52

2 3 50 58
38 13 132 196
22 2 4 30
33 10 25 78

179
9 4 28 45

102 37 277 453
M

99 12 71 194
31 14 42 101
68 31 175 305
23 4 24 M
12 8 1, 232 1, 260
46 12 eo 130
14 0 19 33
26 6 44 82
51 11 81 154
41 a 88 135
49 3 38 93
37 8 47 100
V 20 80 187
21 2 13 se
67 19 74 179

1, 291 330 3, 717 b, 648

As is evident from an analysis of this table, the greater number of
ne and two teacher schools and the smallest number of larger sized
lementary schools are found in the sparsely populated counties of

e State. In the counties with a high density of population, I less
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one and two teacher schools are operated while a greater propor.

tion of larger sized school units have been established. The

counties served by the Monmouth Normsl School have 357 one and

two teacher schpols as compared with 1,706 other types of larger
size. In the counties comprising the Ashland Normal School area,

there are 425 one and two teacher schools while the larger sized
schools total 699, a greatly reduced proportion. Counties making
up the La Grande Normal School section have an almost equal num-

ber of both types of school units, there being 326 one and two teacher
schools and 3426 larger schools.

Increased Teacher-Training Expense From Small-School Units

In the southern and eastern parts of Oregon are likewise more

teachers per 1.000 of population and more teachers per 100 children
of school census age than are found in the region where larger
schools and higher standards are more generally the rule. This

means an increased teacher-training expense to the State. This ei
pense can be equalized in part by consolidation of schools in the

south and the east wherever savings would result or by providing
the south and east with teachers upon whose preparation less money

is spent than is the case in the Willamette Valley.
It is not the function of this survey commission to present plans

for public-school consolidation. The quality of teachers that the
normal schOols should provide does, however, come within its law.

view. The program recommended by the commission is based upoi

the conviction that the State does not wish to discriminate against
the people and children of the south and east by providing the('
with more cheaply and less well-trained elementary teachers thal
are furnished to the remainder of the State. Therefore, althougi
fot the immediate future it may be expected that 'Ashlana and L
Grande may be called upon to supply a larger proportion of teachen
per 1,000 of population and per 100 children of school census age
than will be supplied by Monmouth, the survey commission believes
that. in these areas considerable reduction of the demands upon th

normal schools may be brought about by consolidation of existi
schools, which will raise the standards of elementary schools with-
out material increase in total school costs. The sttrvey commission

accepts for the moment, therefore, the estimate of distribution of the

State's total elementary teacher needs derived from present elemen-
tary teaching positions in the areas served by the several school
expects that these estimates for La Grande and Ashland
reduced in the future as economical consolidations of schools are
effected, provided unfoereseen increases in population in these regions
do not counteract the effects of consolidation,

_
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Short Tenure Increases Expense of Training in Southern and Eastern Oregon

However, one other factor must be considered before accepting
these figures as a tentative basis for assignment of responsibility
for annual supply of teachers to the three schools. Of the one thoil-
sand ix hundred gild twenty-one 1 and 2 teacher elementary schools
in the areas of the three normal schools 809 are located in the areas
served by the Ashland and La Grande normal schools. It is well
!mown that teacher tenure is shorter and turnover more rápid in
spaNelv settled areas where small schools are the rule than in the
more densely populated regions. Tenure is likely to be longer even
in the smaller schools of thickly settled sections than it is in schools
of the saline size in the remoter parts of a State; access to the outside
is easier, promotion to larger schools more probable, salaries tend to
be hitrher, and the ;chools themselves are frequently more attractive.

The better teachers who serve an apprenticeship in the larger
schools of the sparsely settled portions of the" south and east tend
to move to the still larger schools of 'the northwest. Their positions
are to a considerableextent filled by teacheft who have been suc-
ces4u1 in the smaller local snaools, hence the -uumber of vacancies
in small school positions in the AISItth and east tends to be increased
by the movement of experienced teachers to the northwest.

Tht.th conditions make it evident that some adjustment should be
made in our estimate of the demand upon the three normal schools to
provide a somewhat larger quota for the southern and eastern schools
and a correspondingly smaller quota for the school at Monmouth.

We have very slight statistical basis for such an adjustment pend-
inir continuous collection and interpretation of accurate data by a
central State agency. However, of somewhat more value than pure
guesswork is an estimatAS that may be made upon the basis of the
unsatisfactory data at our disposal. It will be recalled that the
estimate that 1,300 new elementary teachers will be needed annually
by Oregon is derived from averaging the maximum and minimum
results proposed by the two extreme ratios for new positions to total
number of positions which scholarly studies in other States have
suggested. These ratios are 1 : 4 and 1: 5; the figures for Oregon
derived from their use are 1,150 and 1,450. If it be assumed that
the larger ratio 1: 4 applies to the south and east and the smaller
ratt 1: 5 to the territory served by Monmouth, a tentative adjustment
of our figures is possible within the proposed total of 1,300.

It is, therefore, proposed tentatively that to Monmouth be assigned
he task of preparing 741 teachers annually, to Ashland 884, and to
.a Grande 175.

.
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Selective Admission to Teacher-Training Institutions

The selective admission of young people to the normal schools is

a matter for serious consideration. Some definite action has already
been taken, but no uniform practice applicable to all the institutions
of the State has yet been adopted.

At the Eastern State Normal School, which has been in operation
only since 1929, the results of aehievement tests in basic subjects
are being secured, and the specific personal qualifications of students
are being studied with a view to utilizing the results in excluding
unqualified students from work in student teaching. At Ashland and

Monmouth students must make a minimum average scholarship
mark in all subjects the first year in order to enter student teaching.

A much more vigorous policy of selective admission not only to

student teaching but also to the normal schools themselves is en
tirely feasible and should be enforced, gradually at first but with

increasing pressure. The first step that should be taken is the

strengthening of admission requirements. While a list of " stand.
ard " high schools is used by the institutions, nearly half of thea
high schools have enrollments of less than 50. Since there is 111

State high-school inspector or supervisor, inevitably many of these
extremely small schools with limited plants, faculties, and equip-
ment must turn out some graduates who are below reisonable stapd-
ards of attainment for college entrance.

The idmission requirements of some of the institutions are s611

rather flexible; for instance, Monmouth and Ashland occasionally,
allow entrance credit for experience in teaching. This practicer's
Unnecessary and is not in keeping with the standards of the Ameri-
can Association of Teachers Colleges: It is entirely possible that
some old, experienced teachers with little high-school training mal

be found who are better teachers Ilan some of the youlig high-school
graduates, but the older teachers should be admitted as special

students and required to make up entrance credits before graduation.
It does not follow that they should receive high-school credit fot
work they have never done. At the very least, 4chievement, intelli-
gence, and other tests should be employed and. the results utilized

in an impartial and effective way to bar unpromising material from
training.

There is every reason to believe that the normal schools have not
in the past received their due share of the best material in the

Oregon high-school graduating classes. They have taken little or

no part in the vigorous and extensive contacts made with high-

school pupils that have characterized the activities of the other

higher institutions oethe State. Such contacts have not always
been made with a view to recruiting for State requirements, but
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rather for the purpose of forwarding the programs of individual
institutions. If the true needs of the State were considered, the
normal schools and consequently the State would profit by securing
better teachers for the future citizens of Oregon. It is as important
for the State to receive good teachers from its institutions as suc-
ces4lil workers in other fields.

Ambitious and able young people quite naturally are prone to
consider the large colleges and universities as affording the best edu-
cational opportunities. This is especially true when it is commonly
known that in plant, equipment, and other respects the normal
schools do not compare favorably with the other State institutions.
More attention to the needs of the normal schools should result in a
better quali,y of human material entering them.

Undue leniency was reported by some members of the faculty in
one of the normal* schools in respect to the retention of students
obviously below satisfactorrstandards of scholarship. Regardless
of the accuracy of these reports, it is undoubtedly true that a high
standard of scholarship affords an excellent means of eliminating
considerable undesirable material for training. Often satisfactory
teachers have only ordinary scholastic ability, but there is little
doubt that normal schools receive a larger proportion than do other
inAitutions of students who somehow got through high school but
who are unfitted for the ordinary types of normal school or college
wort and for teaching. When thére is ample qualified material
available for training for teaching positions, there is not an excuse
for admitting or retaining decidedly inferior material. No credit
is (111e the teacher-training institutions for holding a high percent-
age of inferior students through the entire course. Special schools
with spe'cial offerings might do this, but in the normal schools

success " in passing students too often indicates slack standards
of scholarship.

In summary, then, the present conditions of teacher supply justify
immediately more effort on the part of the teacher-training insti-
tutions, the State department, the State board of higher education,
ind public-school authorities to secure a larger proportion of the
abler high-school graduates for entrance to teacher training; more
careful inspection and supervision of the high schools in which
graduates receive their training; strengthened formal admission re-
quirements; the increased adoption and enforcement of selective
measures; and more exacting scholarship and personality require-
lents for graduation. Such requirements are needed in some insti-
utions more than in others, but with minor exceptions they should

much the same in all institutions where teachers are trained for
positions in the schools of the State. Only in this way can Oregon
safeguard the supply of its teachers and forestall the almost in-

,
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evitable lowering of standards. These matters should be dealt with

vigorously and practically by the educational coupcil suggested by

a preceding paragraph of this report.

Observation and Practice Work in the Teacher-Training Institutions

l.mportance of this element of training.The most characteristic
and fundamental element of the work of professional teacher-training
institutions is observation and practice teaching. This work pro-

vides the laboratory and practical application of theoretical and

abstract principles obtained in the academic classroom. It provides
the most important means of testing andl improving the ability erf

students to perform their teaching duties under the conditions that
will have to be met when they actually enter the public-school
system. Observation and practice work uhder the competent direc-
tie% of members of the teacher-training staff serves economically to

correct and prevent errors and faults of teaching that, after .the
students are scattered throughout the State in teaching positions,
could be rectified only by a system of supervision more extensive and
costly than could be undertaken by any but the most wealth:t
communities.

Limitation upon number trained.The observation and practice
facilities available to a teacher-training institution constitute the
most irnportant,limiting factor in the number of teachers that can

be prepared by the institutim. Under modern conditions of training
and certification to teach, practice work must conform to certain
standards and amounts. The maximum number of tea that canIl,.
be ti.ained by a single institution is limited, therefore, the num.

ber of children and schools in the local community that can be made

available for student teaching under conditions of supervision and
direction that the accepted sdards for such courses require.

Character and control ofv practice school8.--The observation an

practice work of teacher-training institutions requires that they have
available schools for the purpose that are of the same general charac

-ter as those in which the prospective teachers will be employed when
their training is completed. In generals two methods are used by
teacher-training institutions to secure practice facilitiesthey own

and conduct their own practice schools upon or near the campuses,
and they utilize the public schools of the local community in accord-

11W ance with agreements made with the local school authorities.
Use of both types of training schools is most advantageous. Ex-

perience has shown that practice work for dudent teachers can not

be properly and effectively organi/ed and managed unless the
teacher-traini I institution has a practice school near it and coin-o-
pletely und r; C e !I s S 1: Student teachers and the facility members
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of the teacher-training institution must be at)le to reach the prac-
601 .cllools without undue waste of time. It is essential that the
cliaracter of regular room teachers be determined and that the sched-
tile and nature of the work carried on by room teachers, by student
teachers, and by the faculty members of the teacher-training insti-

tutions be coordinated under single control. This means that the
teacher-training institution should own at least one training school
and exercis* control over it without division of authority with local
school agencies.

Local schools may be used to supplement the observation and
practice work carried on in the institutión's own training school and
thus make available more economical facilities for certain aspects
of student-teacher practice that do not of necessity need to be done
under the conditions that should prevail in the institution's own
t rai n i ng school.

These considerations make it essential that the observation and
practice facilities and work of the Oregon teacher-training institu-
tions be examined in some detail. This examination .will afford
opportunity to present and discuss certain principles and practices
that are related to but not immédiately referred to in the preceding
pa ragraphs.

The university does not have complete control over any of tile
schools used for practice except the university high school. An
arrangement made with the city of Eugene provides for the use of
Roosevelt Junior High School for trainees interested in teaching the
academic subjects in a reorganized junior high school. Terms of the
agreement give the university the power to appoint, with the ap
Koval of city authorities, the school's supervisors. These super-
visors are under university control and are responsible to it for the
student-twching programs. Relationships, however, in this and
other matters are not clearly defined and are not wholly satisfactory.
The principal is subsidized by the university and acts as general
supervisor subordinate to the university's director of supervision.

Organization of student teavhkg.---The dean of the university
school of education is responsible for the coordination, in so far as
possible, oi the observation and student-teaching program with the
college work of the institution as a whole. Course offerings in all
education subjects, but not in the academic subjects, are under his
general oversight. Tie organization lacks concentrated authority.
In the future steps should be taken to secure greater centralization
of control of all student-teaching activities. Closer coordination of
methods cotrrses for academic subjects wit ,h. the work of the heads of
departmentsiof the university high school should be secured, although
a fairly satisfactory spirit of cooperation exists at present. The
institution is working out an administrative plan of organization
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that will definitely coordinate all educational-training activititinder the director of supeivision and the dean of the school
education. The ideal ' Ns not yet been reached, but with full coop.eration satisfactory rest:n_s should be attained.

A general enrichment'l d offerings in the university high scboolis also needed. At prélo It the curriculum is too strongly imbuedwith the spirit of tee i tclitional high-school offerings of 20 yearsago. The modern hightischool trains ydung people for all walks oflife and not for college entrance only. For example, the universityhigh school should, in simple justice to the girls from the city whoattend the school and quite without reference to student-teachingpractice, offer work in home economics comparable to that in almostany good high school for girls. The high-school curriculum shoubibe liberalized by the addition of other subjects and by less emphasisupon college preparatory purposes. Prospective teachers engagedin practice would then be able through practical demonstration torealize more fully the objective and purposes of progressive sec-ondary §chools, such as they will be called upon to build up inOregon.
Oregon. State Agricultural Coilege.----Corvallis High School isOregon State Agricultural College's clief unit for observation orIpractice in vocational education, physicál education for women, com-mercial education, and industrial arts. No facilities are providedfor practice in health and physical education for men, public-school

music, and other subjects.
Corvallis High School is a public urban senior and junior highschool. Smith-Hughes vocational high-school classes are utilizedfor observation and practice. There is joint control by the institu-tion and public-school authorities. No opportunity exists for prac-tice in teaching combinations of subjects for sm.all high schools, andonly recently was practice in physical education of girls inaugurated.Numerous difficulties often arise when a teacher-training institu-tion must depend wholly upon local public-school authorities for

student-teaching facilities. In the practice school and practice classesat Corvallis, condition§ in student teaching are not wholly satisfac-tory on this account. rSome of the difficulties encountered includepooky arranged classrocims and lack of special quarters that maybe utilized when needed, such as offices for the training-school staff,library, siudy rooms, conference rooms, assembly room and gymna-sium, (aid demastration facilities. Supplies and equipment forpractice re also sometimes inadequite.
It is clear that any institution otherwise as well provided as Cor-vallis for:a first-clais educational program should be better suppliedwith the facilities necessary to carry through a satisfactory program

,
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f 4udent teaching for the benefit of the large numbe\of students

stillually trained by the institution for service in the scaLool% of

ortio-on.
.1t Corvallis a campus training school is obably the outstanding

need which will become more pressing., with the expansion of
teacher-training offerings contemplated b) te general assignment of
functions to the institution recommended it1,13hapter II. Further, no
larre program of graduate work in the 61,1d of education can be

undertaken without school facilities for demOnstration, experimental
and research purposes.

Present control by the institution over th6 Corvallis Public High
School is decidedly inadequate. Local changes of policy in the. public

-chools should not handicap a great institution in its essential work.
A program of apprentice teaching in outlying Smith-Hughes high
schools for vocational practice work is possible but in the long run
a good local campus school will be most practicible and will prove
nio.t satisfactory.

In addition, there is too jade coordination of the student teach-
ing activities of the institutioh. Each department to a large extent
conducts its own practice work independently of the other depart-
ments. All such work should be concentrated under the immediate
authority of a director of training or equivalent officer responsible to
the (lean of education. Such an organization would result in higher
standards of training, in economy of "eff9rt, and in the upbuilding
and maintenance of happier relationships with local public-school
authorities, and more effective results from the actual work of student
teaching.

Oregon N ormal Sckool.At Monmouth observation and student
teaching were conducted at the time of the survey in six public
schoulsMontnouth, Independence, Valsetz, Rickreall, Greenwood,
and Oak Point. Typically these schools are organized as elementary
schools. Monmouth and Valsetz are utilized also for training teach-
ers of upper or junior high school grades. As already pointed out,
while beginnings have been made at Monm9uth toward the estab-
lisliment'of junior high school teacher training, no genuine, stand-
ardized program has been worked out.

The schools at Oak Point and Greenwood are used for strictly
rural school teacher' traiaing. All of the six schools, however, are
in the centers of less than 2,500 population, and in this respect at
least may be classed as rural schools. While all these public schools
are under the joint jurisdiction of the institution and the public-
school boards, a high degree of control is actually centered in the
director of training, who has two assistants with administrative func-
tions, in addition to a welt-qualified supervisory staff.
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In general, the facilities utilized for observation and student
teaching at .Monmouth are satisfactory except in the case of a train.
ing-school library and special study and conference rooms.

The director of trai ing and his assistants are responsible for
the conduct of the wol ti of observation and supervised teaching.
His responsibilities comprise the execution of the program as a whole,
including the supervision of student teaching, Maintenance of con-
tact with various communities, coordination of training activities
with the academic side of instruction, and similar functions. The
assistant director of training has charge of test programs, diagnostic,
and remedial work. In addition he exercises immediate general
supervision over the elementary group of student teachers. .A sec.
ond assistant director of training is vested with control over per-
.sonnel work, faculty, pupils, interpretation of the latest research for
teachers, and the promotion of higher scholastic standards 'of the
taff in service. He is the acting principal of the training center

located at Independence.
Organization of student-teaching facilities and staff. .The officials

responsible for the coordination of the observation and student-
teaching program with the college work of the institution are the
director of training anti the methods teachers. The director of trait-
ing, however, does not have oversight over all the course offerings
in either education or academic subject matter. His chief 1work
is the direction of tlie student-teaching program.

The professional rural-school courses for student teachers are
conducted independently of the control af the director of practice
for the institution as a whole. This is poor administrative pro-
cedure. To divorce one element of student teaching from the
remainder of the program is unjustifiable, and a consolidation
should be effected at once. The present director of training is well
qualified in this field of work anci thoroughly sympathetic with
a program of rural etrucation. He should be put definitely and
unmistakably in charge of the practice work in rural education.
All necessiry authority should be conferred upon him commensurate
with such responsibility..

Too great a degree of separation exists between the department
of .education and the practice unit. Student teaching is a profes-
sional course. The work should be conducted in close cooperation
with the other professional courses of the institution. In order to
rectify existing conditionss .plans for a closer administrative and
professional functioning of these two separated units should be
put into effect.

Sauthern Oregon Normal School. At Ashland, training facilities
are provided chi'efly through the Lincoln School, a public elementary
school of six grades. The building was constructed by the city of
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VI land, but was planned for practice purposes under theidirection
of the president of the normal school and the State contributed
funds necessary for the addition of two or three practice rooms to
eaoli vegular classroom and other faOlities of a minor nature.

This school has reasonably satisfactory playground space, but
ha no auditorium, assembly room, or gymnasium. An outdoor play
hed Only is provided. The halls of the building are utilized by
ttident teachers for conferences and study, for assemblages of any

lapre gatherings of children and for other aaivit ies of the training
pr()!rram. Room teachers or critics have no office space for confer-
ence:- and other purposes. A very small and totally,inadequate room
N provided for a central collection of books. Although a nucleus
)1' perhaps 1,500 books for children is maint ained at the main library
of the normal school some distance away, their use by training school

Iren is naturally very slight. Room supervisors have fair col-
lections of books in their regular classrooms, but a collection for the

(1 of the school as a whole is desirable.
There should be constructed at. once a large special room that

could be utilized by the entire school for assembly purposes and for
physical training. In addition to this large special room, a library
or reading room should be provided of sufficient size to accommodate
the pupils of the schpol. Additional quarters for the use of student
teachers for conferen& purposes and .for tshe preparation of their
work should be furnished. Office space for room supervisors could
1\ ell be Provided and utilized in part for holding necessary con-

rt.! ices.

Additional construction and consequent changes in existing room
utilization should afford space for the housing of the juvenile library
Iww located at the main building of the normal school, the existing
collection of books at. the training school, and future additions. The
lielf room now occupied by the juvenile library at the Alain building
badly needed by the main library.
In some teacher-training institutions of other States, the local

communities provide the necessely plants and plant facilities for stu-
lent teaching. In other instanfres, such provisions are made by the
normal schools. In still others, public-school authorities and the
teacher-training institutions cooperate in providing for such needs.
The responsibility may equitably be shared 'alike by the State and
the local community. Probably the expansion of the special plant
vilifies at Lincoln now so badly needed, could best be provided

State arid city mope.ration. Both the normal school and the
liblic-school programs would be decidedly advanced by the adoption
f such a plan.
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The control exercised by the normal school over the ele-

mentary training school is satisfactory. The city of Ashland

has' been very cooprative. A4 attitude of encouragement and

support is manifested toward the work of the student teach-

ers and supervisors. Normal-school authorities select the teach-
ers and control the course of study in the elementary school. A
written agreement between the normal-school authorities and the

public-school board extending over a period of 10 years ha been

consummated which has resulted in satisfactory arrangements for
student teaching.

Conditions in and. relations with the city junior high school at

Ashland, which is also used for practice purposes, are not so satis-

factory. This school is not under the immediate control of normal-

school officers nor is any satisfactory control exercised over them by

the institution.
Ashland, like the other normal schools, trains teachers for upper

grades. Such teachers are usually employed in rural schools. Quite

frequently a given teacher in a rural school will teach not only the

upper grades, in which there are usually small enrollments, but also
the intermediate grades, and, in the case of 1-teacher schools, eve

primary grades. In order to meet this situation the program o

observation and student teaching at Ashland is unique in respect to
the large number of grades and subjects in which each prospective
teacher is given practice. Most trainees secure experience in tht
teaching of primary, intermediate, and upper or junior high school
grades. Almost all of them receive experience in at least two oi

these groups. In order to accomplish this objective a certain amount
of rotation of student teaching is essential through the different
grades. While opportunity is given trainees to do considerabi
teaching ilLone group, a very substantial amount of work must it
done with The idea of extensive rather than intensive practice. The

chief reason for this arrangement is that most of the graduates intht
teach in rural schools and that they should have practice in as many

grades and subjects as is practicable. Most a the graduates sect!i

positions in rural schools, where they are compelled to teach*

variety of subjects. This situation is more pronounced in southeri
Oregon than in the typical normal-school district in other States.

Opposed to the plan used at Ashland is that which provides differ

entiated curricula, hence specialization in practice work for the pri-
mary grades and for each of the grades beyond. While it is true

that a considerable number of teachers, especially for the first year or

two, teach grades extending through more than one of s.uch groups

there are many schools in Oregon that use teachem whose whole tin
is given to only one or two of the elementary grades. For this pla

it is argued that a limited normal-school course of two years requi

is
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much intensive work in specific grades, that placement of teachers
flay be done more intelligently when they are trained for specific
positions, and that the program of training is more to the point Itnd
1eL;s likely to be vague and confused as to objectivet. On the other
hand, it is contended by adherents of the plan used at Ashland that
there is a decided advantage even for the teacher of a single grade
in being familiar with the problems, methods, add content of the
grades that precede and follow.

No two normal schools in the State have adopted the same methods
of training teachers for 1-teacher schools. The Ashland plan is one
not followed elsewhere in the State in the same way. If there is
merit in the Ashland system, its desirable features should be incor-
porated in the programs of Monmouth and La Grande. The present
uncoordinated methods of procedure with reference to this most im-
portant element of teacher training emphasize the need for the
State educational council already propoed, that could bring together
tho instructors and authorities of all the teacher-training institutions
f the state for the purpose of reconciling the various elements in
he training program. Great divergency and actual contradiction of
heory and principle exist at present.

EaAtern Oregon, Normal Schoo1.--For student teaching La Grande
tilizes the Ackerman Training School, housed in classrooms located
n the normal school's single building. In additiori, three city public
( hook are available for this purpose. Of these, one, Central School,
s utilized for observation only. This school, as well as the other
wo, are organized upon the usual 8-grade basis. There is some
leimrtmentalization by subjects in the upper grades, but reorganized
unior high school work is not carried on. The Ackerman training
mit in the normal-school building consists of only the first, third,
ourth, and sixth grades, and has an enrollment of 30 to each grade
xcept the fourth, which has 22. The public schools have enrollments
f approximately' 400 children each, most of whom may be utilized
or a certain amount of practice byk observers and student teachers.
hus, an adequate potential supply of practice pupils appears at
and
The three public schools are controlled directly by the city school

uperintendent, who participates to a limited extent in the adminis-
tive control of the Ackerman Training School in the main build-

g. This latter arrangement is unusual and unnecessary. The in-
itution conducts student teaching unOr a written agreement with
ublie-school authorities, which, however, is so worded that these
it horities, if so disposed, could seriously handicap the development

normal-school training activities in the public schools. It is es-
ntial in La Grande that public-school authorities be generous in
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their cooperation if the instiiution which they were recently so

happy to welcome is to grow in efficiency and scope of service. The

divided authority in the administration of the schools used for prac-

tice may easily become, under the present agreement, a source of
discord and a serious handicap to the institution. It is unfortunate
that a more carefully worded agreement could not have been made

at the time of the establishment of 'the normal school. This is un-

important, however, if the city ¡authorities see their way clear to

observe the sp' irit. as well as the letter of the agreement. During the

first year of the existence of the normal school, cooperation on the

part of city school authorities has been satisfactory. The general

attitude on the part of cooperating public-school teachers as well as

the parents and children of the city has also been favorable. Never-

theless, it is highly important that the normal school be furnishe

immediately with a separate training school of eight grades uncle
its own control. The mixture of grade children and college clas
in the same building is a handicap to both.

Two officials are responsible for the supervision of the work of
observation or student teaching at. La Grande. One is the director
of the training school, who has general control of the work of
supervising teachers and who has immediate direction of student
teaching in intermediate grades. The other is the supervisor of
primary education, who has control of the work for the primary
grades. Supervising teachers are regular members of the faculty
of the normal school. The methodology and procedure employed
ip the practice work, as observed by the survey staff, are up to date

and in keeping with modern practice. Many difficult problems of
necessity arise in the establishment of a training program during i

normal school's first year of existence, At La Grande adjustment
have been made with dispatch and good judgment.

State authorities must. keep in mind the faCt that this institutim
was started without many of the essentials of plant, and equipment

necessary for the successful inauguration of a complete teacher-
training program. There exist many such deficiencies that migh

well have been met before the institution was opened. A norma

school with only one building is handicapped immensely in pro

viding housing space necessary for its varied services. With II(

specially designed campus training school, no dormitory for girls

no health unit, no well-planned Playground and health equipment
the observation and practice work must necessarily be conditione

by the urgent needs of the ins itution as a whole.
Training-school e ---taff.--A se arate section of this report deals wit

problems of staff personnel. Mention here may be made, however, o
the wide discrepancy between the *salaries of critics and superyisors

.
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and the regular members of the institutional faculties. Except in the
institutions where regular subject matter or education classroom
teachers are also in charge of the work of the student teachers,
salaries are in most cases considerably higher for the regular class-
room teachers than for the supervisors and teachers in the trNing
schools.

The tendency in progressive teacher-training institutions is

toward equalizing the salaries of training school staff personnel, and
regular institutional classroom teachers. It should be said that this
ideal has not yet been reached in many normal schools, but the
Oregon institutions can well set as a goal this standard, which is
one that is definitely recommended by the American Association of
Teachers Colleges.

Relations of Teacher Training to Office of State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Since the teacher-training functions'of the higher educational in-
stitutions are so directiy connected with the public4 schools, it is
appropriate that the survey commission indicate at this point cer-
tain developments in the State's chief public-school office that hare
direct. and indirect bearing on the coordination of Oregon's teacher-
t raining program.

Specific suggestions have already been made with reference to cer-
tification as a means of maintaining desirable standards in the prepa-
ration of teachers and as a means of controlling the supply of teach-
ers to be trained. The relations between' the State department of
education, the public schools, and the teacher-training institutions,
are so inextricably interwoven in the better States that their consid-
eration as isolated units is artificial. What affects one affects the
Other two; progress or retardation of any of these three aspects of a
single system is helpful or harmful to the others.

It has already been pointed out that the apparent oversupply of
applicants for teaching positions in Oregon is not due in any subject
matter field or upon any level of the State's school system to a
surplus of teachers trained to a standard that the schools need and
which Oregon may well demand. It is an oversupply of teachers
who are able to meet certification requirements, the standards for
which are at present too low and too flexible. The so-called surplus
of teachers will rapidly disappear as certification requirements are
strengthened and made more rigid.

The State is under obligation to continue a progressively advanc-
ing program that will relieve the better leachers of hurtful compe-
tition with undertrained and inadequately qualified young people who
apply for jobs after finishing a minimum of preparation. Who shall
be 'responsible for assembling and interpreting tbe facts upon which
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the rate of this progress should be based by which the programs of
the teacher-training institutions should be directed, and under which
the conditions of public-school operation should be determined?
Who shall control teacher certification in the interests of the schools
and the institutions and hence in the interests of the State as a whole?
In the opinion of the survey commission, these responsibilities can be
exercised and these desirable ends attained only through the develop-
ment of a State department of education with enlarged facilities and
powers under the direction of a professional, nonpolitical State
superintendent of public instruction.

If the State department of public instruction is to function as it

should, in order to insure well-trained teachers for the public schools
and well-trained students for the higher institutions, its powers and
facilities will have to be considerably extended. At pment no offi-

cial other than a certification clerk is provided in the State depart-
ment of education for the oversight and coordination of teacher
training. The State superintendent and other officers, when they
are able to take time from their other major duties, offer kuch assist-
ance as is possible. Officials in certain teacher-trainigg institu-
tions, public-school officers, and others render aid to some extent in
research on certain certification and other problems of primary
interest to the State department. This assistance is desultory and
uncoordinated.

The present service and personnel of the State department of edu-
cation could well be expanded to include prifessionally trained staff
members whose duties should, among others, include the supervision
and inspection of high and elementary schools, the continuous col-
lection, compilation, and dissemination of detailed information con-
cerning the status and needs of the public schools and the further
development of the present system of ceitification. Qualified staff
members should make thorough and continuous study of the present
status and present and future needs of teacher training in the State.
The -exercise of such functions will necessitate the appointment of
a trained high-school supervisor, an officer with similar functions for
elementary and rural schools, a director of educational research, and
a professionally trained .director of teacher training and certification.

The State superintendent of public instruction should have au'thor-
ity within broadly defined limits to adjust certification requirements
to the needs of the State.

The survey commission is convinced that the general supervision
of professional activities of the kind proposed Eknd the exercise of
the extensive powers implied require that the State superintendent of
public instruction be an officer qualified by professional experience
and education and who is not dependent for his appointment upon
political favor either as exScised through the appointive power of
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State officials or as secured through the art of winning public votes.
Many other progressive States have removed their chief school offi-
e from the jousting ground of party politics and placed his employ-
ment upon a professional basis in the hands of nonpartisa.n boards
of education.

The survey commission recommends that Oregon adopt the same
,-tandard and procedure in order to insure disinterested and pro-
gressive leadership in finding scientific solutions for many of its
problems of education.

The intimate connections of the normal schools, of the tiniversity
and of the State college with the public schools of the State have
already been sufficiently emphasized. Under desirable and more
vigorous educational leadership by the State department of educa-
tion these relationships will become more apparent; it depends upon
tlw State whether they shall result in bickerings, jealousies, contests,
and incoordination or shall provide the basis for harmonious and
well-balanced development. The State has witnessed the results of
incoordination between two of its higher institutions. It now has

three normal schools which present possibilities of developing unde-
sirable rivalries with each other and with the university and the
state college. The public schools suffer from the effects of institu-
tional aggrandizement ind therefore, in turn, serve as a poorer source
for the students that the higher institutions receive. To place the
normal schools under one control, the university and the Oregon
State College under anothér, and the publiC schools under still a

thiri leadership accentuates and increases the inharmonies that tend
to develop even under the best forms of organization. The State
lias attempted to bring about coordination among its five higher insti-
tutions by placing them under the control of a single board of higher
education. The survey commission believes that this was a wise and
effective step in the right direction. It believes also, however, that
the full benefits of this method of coordination will not be secured to
the public schools and to the Statk until the State chief public edu-
ratipnal office is coordinated with the higher educational agencies of
the State by bringing all educational activities under common
control.

The State superintendent of public instruction should 'Own be
appointed by and report to the State board of education. Ifs func-
t ions would be those of executive officer of the b() ird in the adminis-
tration of the State department of public instruction.

.)

Miscellaneous Technical Points

Several matters that could not be discussed without unduly Inter-
rupting the thread of the presentation so far need brief attention.

o
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These will be treated in succession with no attempt to relate them
to each other or to the subjects that have already been discussed.

The need is evident for further cooperative study on the part of
the institutions of Oregon of minimum requirements in education in

both 4 and 2 year curricula. Both minimum and maximum require-
ments, as well as possibilities of election in all fields, should be

defined.more accurately. While norms should be so established as to
leave abundant opportunity for flexibility of requirements among
the different curricula, they should at the same time reflect the
influence of much more professional thought in respect to the cur-
ricula than at present is evident.

Relation of Academic and Technical Subjects to Educational Subjects

Another problem of teacher preparation is the unification of the
work in academic or technical subjects and professional education
so that in the end prospective teachers may secure the proper bal-
ance and selection of subject matter that will equip them to the
fullest possible extent for their duties as elementary or high-school
teachers or administrkors.

In none of the five institutions is_ the observation and practice
work, which is the most characteristic and fundamental element
of.the profe&sional-education offerings, utilized to the fulle§t advan-
tage by all the teachev of academic subjects. InstructOrs of courses
in professional education may also be found who rarely visit the
training school. More clearly defined administrative organization
of all practice work would tend to reedy this situation somewhat.
There should be less neglect of the translation of the facts, prin-
ciples, and theories advanced in the subject matter and professional
classrooms into actual practice. Efforts to overcome these weak-
nesses should be continued with vigor by administrative authorities
in Orry institution in the State.

A state-wide curricular revision program for the teacher-training
institutions of Oregon would be an excellent project for the State
departmcnt of education to initiate and foster when properly staffed
and given adequate powers. Excellent examples of possibilities in
cooperative teacher-training curricular revision have been afforded
in West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and other States. Such a statede
program would involve the active cooperation of staff members of
all of the institutions that train telichers, through central committee
nnd subconimittee work in the several subject-matter fields, confer-
ences, and by other mean Outside qualified experts could help.
Each institution should then adhere to the findings made. The
curricular revisiw program should be repeated from time to time
according to, needs.
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state-wide program could well undertake such studies as the
aTctual' job of the teachers in the public schools in respect to local
needs, combination of subjects taught, and so on. The subjects that
xi11 heA prepare the teacher could be stated, uniform terminology
adopted, and the minimum requirements in each subject or course
,pecifically stated.

Training of Atlethic Coaches

The training of athletic coaches is reported as an objective by
all five of the institutions that train teachers. Just how much ath-
letic coaching is needed in elementary or even junior high schools
:I.- compared with instruction in health and hygiene is a very
pertinent question. Institutions training teachers for elementary
:zrade-z should put their emphasis on 'preparing teachers to give
effective instniction in physical education and health. Preparation of
teachers to do even part-time coaching in small schools with limited
work in high-school grades should' be the function of institutions
with better facilities and more extensive offerings than are or should
he posessed by the normal schools. It is perfectly clear.that Oregon
does not need five institutions engaged in work of this kind.

As long as the university and the Oregon State College are re-
t:r3rded as separate institutions and maintain two sets of athletic
teams, it is difficult to discover a basis for dividing between them the
function of preparing coaches or for assigning the function to one
and denying it to the other. In spite of pious protestations and
even earnest institutional effort to put preparation to coach high-
s .1t4oP games upon a sound basis of health education, the fact re-
mains that institutional success in intercollegiate athletics consti-
tiites the most important basis of judgment when school officials
fbek coacile.q for their public-school games. Perhap's strict State cer-

tification requirements for all those who are employed- as high-school
'aches, with emphasis upon very high standards of health educa-

tion, would help to correct this situation it would not provide a

hasis for division of function in this field between the university
and Oregon State College. Both institutions for the sake of the
health education of their general student bodies should maintain
the physical-education equipment, staffs, and offerings that are an
esential and large element in the preparation of high-school instruc-
tors in physical education. Under the allocation of fiinctions be-
tween the two institutions neither can offer all the Aements of physi-
cal and social science that. suCh teachers should hive.

The survey commission recommends that the proposed State edu-
cational council consider placing preparation of teachers of high-
school physical education upon the basis of a joint curriculum pur-
sued at the two institutions.



Chapter IV

6 Coordination of Non Campus and Extension InstructO

It 1ìaì been recognized for many years that higher educational
inst itutions are able to render an extensive educational service to the
pi.ople of their communities who bp not take up residence upon the
campus. This recognition has been 'tx,R ressed in many ways. Exten-
sion classes have, been organized at different points away from the
campus. Correspondence courses have been prepared and offered
to all who wish to .take them. Debating leagues, film-distribution
services, radiobroadcasting stations, advice to clubs or similar
gnmps, book and clipping loan services, lectures both of entertain-
ment and instructional character, and many other types of informa-.
tional and educational aid have been rendered. In some cases rather
extensive and complicated organizations using special methods have
been developed for services of these kinds.

In much of this work the primary purpose has been to make avail-
able to the people of the State the educational and informational
resources that are assembled at the institutions of higher education.
Some of the" work and some of the activities -are intended to enable
noncampus residents to earn -college credit. In other instamts no
questions of credit are involved, but the work is intended to increase
the vocational efficiency'of those who take it, or to enrich their.lives
bv widening their intellectual and recieational horizons.

Frequently the educational work of an institution may be car-
ried on in part at some location other than ,the main campus of
the institution because the facilities or the clientele afforded by the
noncampus location are more suitable than those which can be pro-
vided upon the campus. These have been the factors that have
determined the location of medical schools upon noncampus sites
in many instances. Clinical and hospital facilities are available
more economically. in a city than in the rural location in which the
higher institution may.be ',laced. The same types of consideration
have led to the formation of branch ¡unior colleges at points in
the State where the economic and social conditions made it espe.-
cially difficult- for the 'citizens to come to the main campus. ThiF:; I

is the., case of the branch junior college of the University of Idaho
at Pocatello and of the junior institution maintained by the Utah
Agricultural College at Cedar City.

143
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When extension acti les at noncampus centers become very
extensive. it may be e onomical to maintain a resident director at
the center and even employ an instructing staff that devotes its full
time to educational work in the ponlmunity in which the extension
center is located. Usually the work of this staff is supplemented
by the services oi institutional staff members who Come to the center
from the main campus for short periods. When this development
proceeds very far, especially in offering courses for college credit,
it is- sometimes difficult to distinguish the extension center from a
branch institution. The distinction has bsually been largely an
administrative one.

In the case oi branch institutions with tlieir supervising dean,
directly responsible to the president of the institution, but com-
pelled to carry on locally a somewhat independent departmental
organization, problems of administration tend to develop that are
difficult of solution. The relatiefnship of the members of the de-
partuental staff in,the branch institution to the corresponding de-
partments upon the main campus, the difficulty in maintaining unitv
of purpose and similar scope of course and standards of work.
tend to trouble the relationship of branches with parent insti-
tutions.

Whèn extension is organized under the immediate control of a
director located upon the main campus, the tendency is to create
within the institution a seeond univers4 with its campus scattered
over the State and which exercises a considerable degree of autono-
mous activity. When extension centers away from the campus are
developed, as a part of the second extension university, their rela-
tionships to the director of extension and to the activities of the
campus institution become even more complicated and difficult of
solution than *those that exist betweol branch colleges or units and
the ce.ntral institutional admini'sfration.

Satisfactory organization principles and administratitre proce-
dures have not been developed in the United States for handling
branch units or extension activities. This is the case when the
branches and extension work of only one institution are considered.
We are still further from arriving at satisfactory methods af deal-
ing with these activities when the problem becomes one of coordinat-
ing such activities that are carried on under the atispices of a num-
ber of institutions. It is especially important that steps be taken to
solve these relationships and to unify the noncampus programs of
State institutions.

State institutions may properly be expected to concern themselves
so that their regources are made available to as large a proportion of
their constituency as is Nssible; the obligation to coordinate these

IS
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lictivities is emphasized. A duplication of effort and work upon
the home campuses of different State institutions presents many
erious problems of expense and public relations, but when by reason

of branches or extension activities seKeral.State institutions extend
their campusès to cover the entire State, competition, N;ttste of effort
and resources are likely to result. The survey commission had called
to its attention while in Oregon, the fact that in one city, in one
(.11001 building, upon the same day, and in two different rooms

representatives of two State institutions Were holdrng entirely inde-
pendent extension meetings. each for a retatively small grQup, upon
the same subject or upon subjects so closely related in content and
purpoe that one representative could have probably carried on the
Work more effectively than two. The travel expense might have been
cut in half ; the time and salary of one instructor mig4t have been
saved for other activities. It is not intended to imply that the survey
commission found this condition typical in Oregon; it is convinced
that such duplicatioh will tend to grow and to.become very expensive
to the State unless,measures are taken to preven4bwit.

The State board of higher education is compelled by the mission
assigned to it under the law to consider these matters and seek a
olution whereby-these activities may be conducted with the greatest

possible economy to the State. It is, therefor, R,ecessary for the
survey commission to examine the actual scope and nature of extra-
mural and extension activities in Oregon and to describe their oper-
ation and relafionshi,ps for the purpose of suggesting a solution that
\yin be of value to the board in determining its policy with reference
to these matters. Since this is the purpose, the discussion that folloivs
fails to emphasize the great usefulness of the services of this type
that are rendered by die higher institutio.ns. The commission 'fully
realizes that the descripiion given is not an adequate one; it wishes
to emphasize that the condition that will be presented should not
be interpreted in any sense that will minimize the monetary and
cultural values of noncampus units and activities. The commission
is thoroughly convinced that Oregon has received from work of this
kind a. return in material &sources and in the enrichment of the
lives of its citizens tliat is worth many times the value of the money
expended. The point is that the expenditure of the same amount
of money might have resulted under different tonditions in even
wider value to the State.

The complexity of the drganization and refationships that exist
or areileveloping with reference to the extramural and extension
situation in Oregon makes it difficult to present the facts simply and
in proper perspective. In order that all of the elements of the situa-
tion may be considered the discussion that follows will deal, first,

'
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with extension activity as such ; second, with branch units; and, third,
with. a summary of some of the actual relationships that emphasize
the need for reorianization from the standpoint of State requirt.
ments rather than from the standpoint of institutional prerogatives.

The university has a very well-developed general extension service.
This extension service maintains an office at Portland and another
one at Eugene. In addition, in 1930, extension classes were con-
ducted at Albany, Astoria, Baker, Coquille, Eugene, Grant's Pa*
Junction City, Klamath Falls, Marshville, Medford, Pendleton,
Salem, Silverion, and The Da lles. Approximately one-third of the
university extension classes are in communities of less than 2,500.
These class.ses a're conducted by regular members of the staff of the
University of Oregon, by extension division employees who do not
do work upon the campus at Eugene, and by local officials or staff
members in city school systems or in private institutions.

At the Portland extension center " resident credit in the University
of Oregon may be earned in all classes, unless exception is made.
The offerings of the extension center are listed under the following
schools and colleges that are maintained at Eugene: The graduate
school ; the college of literature, arts and scien the school of archi-
tecture and applied arts; the school of business administration: the
schbol of education; the school of journalism; the school of music:
and the schoolof physical education. It is thus possilie for a student
to earn the bachelor's degree at Portland, althougY he may spend
very jittletime upon the campui at Eugene. By taking correspond-
ence/courses offered for credit by the university, in addition to his
class work at Portland, the student at this center may be able, in cer-
tain instances, to secure a bachelor's degree without having spent any
time at Eugene. One-third may be earned by correspondence. Stu-
dents may do cgrrespondence work in long vacations. A student
who transfers from another institution with advanced undergradu-
ate standing may secure a degree from the University of Oregon
without ever having been upon the campus at Eugene. Indeed it
is possible, in a number of departments in _the Portland center, to
accomplish the whole work for the degree of master of arts." These
facts are reported with no iiiiplication that such a development should
be condemned; if the staff and the facilities provided at Portland
are the equivalent of those provided tipon the campus at Eugene the

igeographical location has no belling upon the standard of work and
'hence upon the value of the aegree thus earned at the Pprtland
center. A large proportion of the work at Portland is coriducted
by the same staff members who carry on work at Eugene, although a
considerable part of the offerings are conducted by members of 'the
staff of the extension service who do not do work at Eugene.

:
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In addition to the work thus organized, the extension center con-
duct courses for the Portland chapter of the American Institute
of Banking and through the medical school a certification course in
nursing for students in a&redited hospital schools.

It is difficult to distinguish the extension work of the university
at Portland from the functions performed by a branch institution.
Si limitation is placed upon the amount of work that may be earned
by- class extension. It is treated just the same as resident work. A
s%:hole series of extension activities in addition to class work de-
Tibed above is carried on by the university extension division. It
difficult to determine whether these activities are directed from the

Eugene or the Portland center since the director of the service divides
hi time between the two offices.

important among these other activities is the correspondence
tullv work. Correspondence-study courses are offered both for credit
and for other purposes. (See Table 1.) College-correspondence
cfluNes are offered in bird study, botany, business administration,
cartooning. drawing, economics, education, English, geology, health
education history, journalism, literature, rriathematics, modern lan-
guages physics, physiology, psychology, and sociology. Students
who do not satisfy the entrance requirements of the University of
Orerzon may supplement the entrance credits earned in high school
through correspondence courses offered in civics, American history,
World history, English, English composition, English grammar,
mathematics, and physics. Elaborate series of courses for credit have
keen developed in the schools of architecture and applied arts, of
business administration, of education, of journalism, of law, and
in the school of medicine. In this connection it is interesting to note
that 45 term hours of courses are offered by the university extension
wrvice that " may be substituted for required courses at the Oregon
Normal School " at Monmouth. The Oregon Normal School at
Ashland allows credit toward graduation to the extent of 32 hours
but requires that all courses in education be taken in residence at
Ashland. Thirteen of the 22 term hours in edueltion required by
the State for a teacher's certificate may be taken by correspondence.
The extent of the extension work carried on by the university is
indicated by the fact that in 1928-29, exclusive of the summer session,
it had 6.573 enrollments, of which 2,948 were in correspondence study.
Of the class enrollments almost 3,000 were in Portland, not including
those in tile 'summer session. The summer session at Portland had
793 enrollments and ai Eugene 572. The Portland center announces
135 class-extension 'courses in 35 fields, all of which are of college
grade.

1.
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TABLE 1. University of Oregon correspondence students 1925-1930 who
completed resident work also

Credit by correspondence, in term-hours

to
io to 19
20 to 29
30 to 39
40

Total

Range .
Median_

Number
students

as
157

41

10

14

3o7

i-60
A bout 14 I

Among other activities carried on by the extension service are
sIudy courses for clubs, teachers' reading circles, the reading course
of the United States Office of Education, visual instruction service,
and a social welfare department that includes within its scope
extension lectures, participation in surveys and investigations, insti-
tutes, and publications. Under these activities is included the Ore-
gon High School Debating League administered by the university
since 1907.

The school of applied social science at Portland and the medical
school are clearly branch institutions. The sumiper session con-
ducted at Portland may also be regarded as a branch rather than an
extension activity. The summer sessions both at Portland and
Eugene are administered by the direetor of extension.

The Oregon State College is responsible for the maintenance of
cooperative agricultural and home economic extension, which is Ri
ported by joint contributions of the Federal Government, the State,
and local communities. This support is in the proportion of 32

per cent from the Federal Government., 41 per cent from the State.
and 23 per cent from county sources.

The cooperative agricultural an(1 home economics system is nation-
wide. It is, in part., controlled by the provisions of Federal law
and the regulations of the United States Department of Agriculture.
It is difficult to describe in simple terms the organization and the
functioning of this system in a s'l)ecific State. (See fig. 5.) In

4°Oregon, as in other States, there is a central office located at the
land-grant college, which in this instancé is the Oregon State Col-
lege. The director of extension has his headquarters in this central
office and is provided with various administrative assistants. Among

'those who aid him in directing 'and supervising the wQrk of the
local extenson units is a State county-agent leader, a State home-
demonstration leader, and a State boys' and girls' club leader. It
is the function of these assistants to supervise immediately and to
render aid in the development of the agricultural, home economies,
and boys and girls' club work.

(
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In addition to the oentral extension office and directly connected
with it, as well as to the resident teaching departments, is a series
of technical assistants known as extension specialists. _ It is the
function of the specialists to render aid upon technical questions to
he local county-extension organization.
In 28 counties of Oregon in March, 1930, there were cdunty agri-

ultural agents; in 6 of these counties the agents had assistants;
n 5 counties there were county home) demonstration agents; and in
counties there were county club agents. In addition there was one

irban club agent located at Portland. Thus, throughout the State
re scattered representatives of the agricultural and home economics
stension service, who look directly to the central office for guidance
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nil usistance. One.bf the functions of the centrnl office, in addition
o aiding in the consiuction of county programs, is that of training
e county extension 11.1gents in their work by means of group con-
rences, and what may be know41 as short-time extension schools.
The most esAential feature of this system of extension is the inti-
ate contact between the county workers and the communities in
hich they are located. There is hardly an activity of the county
nd there will be few individuals even remotely interested in agri-
Iture and rural life, who do not have some more or less direct as-
ciation with these agents. They render aid by means of group
nferences, meetings, individual consultations, and in almost any

ashion that will serve the needs of the community. The backbone
If the local proiram, however, is determined by the development of
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150 PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

projects around which the efforts of those participating in the exten-

sion activities will be centered. These projects in Oregon may be

classified a§ those having to do with soils, horticulture, animal hus-
bandry, poultry husbandry, farm crops, farm management, agricul-
tural economics, agricultural engineering, and road control. The

purpose is to secure more effective practical results in the county in
the activity with which the project deals.

Upon the technical side the specialists from the central office at
Corvallis are at all times prepared to render aid by correspondence,
by visits for inspections, or addresses to groups. The time spent

annually by specialists in this field work and the number of addresses
made run into impressive figures.

In addition to the contacts made by the county agents with local
organizations, the central office, through the director, his adminis-
trative assistants and through the extension specialists establishes
contact and cooperation with many types of organizations that are

directly or indirectly interested in rural welfare both from the pro-

ductive and social standpoints. The report of the director of agri-
cultural extension at Corvallis in one year indicates direct 'relation-
ships with the State department of education, the grange, the bakers
of the State, the farmers' union, the State federation of labor,
Retail Merchants' Association, the Oregon Cooperative Council, the
railroad advisory board, chamber of commerce secretaries and the
Federation of Women's Clubs.

In Oregon, as elsewhere, the extension service prepares bulletins
of information, setting forth in a simple, easily understood manner
the results and uses of the latest scientific discoveries that relatt
to agriculture, suggestions with reference to farm management and
community life and, in fact, dealing with any topic that comes within

the scope of the activities of the service. Agricultural, home eco-

nomics and boys' and girls' club exhibits are promoted and developed
by the service. Home-study courses are sometimes offered, althougil
in Oregon this has not been highly developed. The service over thE

radio is carried on regularly and utilized by many farm people.
It is one of the fundamental limitations of this servicp that it is

not concerned with work for high school or college credit, but devotes
itself to the interprefaion and the application of scientific, economic
and social knowledge to the problems that immediately concern rural
people. Its functions are those of assisting to enrich the lives of

people in the open country by means of economic improvement and

leadership in social development. Nevertheless the assumption that

the county, agricultural, home demonstration, and boys' and girls'

club agent work is the sole function of this service is subject to some
modification. Of the budget, 55 per cent is expended in thó counties
and 45 per cent upon general extension, which is interpreted by

1*,
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statements of the State college to mean " all projects except county
agent, home demonstration agent, and club agent projects."

Certain implications of the fact that the agricultural and home
economics extension service is directly a part of the State college
illould be clearly understood. The State college exists in part for
the purpose of research in the field of agriculture and in part for
tarrying on resident instruction in the field of agriculture and the
relaied sciences. In performing these functions there are assembled
competent persons thoroughly familiar with all phases of the prob-
lems that concern production and distribution of agricultural prod-
ucts, the management of land, and the problems that are related to
the social and economic welfare of rural workers, both as producers
and home makers. The agricultural colleges were at first estab-
lished with the idea that they weuld give direct service through'
resident instruction to the rural people in the States in which they
were located. It was early discovered that this service could at best
reach a relatively small portion of the people, and in many respects
it was not adapted to the great needs of the majority. It was not
until 1917, however, that Federal provision for cooperation with
the States in carrying on extension work resulted in the rapid de-
velopment of a direct service with its own local- organization and
carrying on projects of the type indicated. Probably in no other
area of educational endeavor is so fully recognized the obligationand the opportunity to make available to the people of a State fromits higher institutions the assistance that the assembly of teachersand investigators makes possible. The survey commission is en-tirely in sympathy with these purposes.. It recognizes, however, twofacts that require some comment : (1) The opportunity afforded bythis closely knit organization to exercise a degree of political in-
fluence in support of institutional policies only indirectly related tothe extension service that may distort the educational program of aState, and (2) the limitation upon the charitcter and scope of theactivities of agricultural extension service.

It is not the purpose of the survey commission to imply that 'theagricultural extension service in Oregon has been used for politicalpurposes to a much greater extent, than has been the case in otherStato. This fact, however, does not make less important the recoknition of sfich use. Anyoile who is familiar with methods of otirmerican political procedure would be naive indeed if he failed tocognize that extension workers through their personal and officialnnections in local communities " tip off " locaPleaders with refer-nce to legislative action that the State college desises and aid incuring the assistance before legislative bodies in the promotion ofrojects and activities that- affect the welfare of the institution at
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Corvallis. The facts may be thus stated without implying that the&
extension service is a politica1 organization. The commanity of inter.
est that exists between the agricultural producers of the State, the
extension service, and the college, is entirely commendable and it is
perfectly natural that it should express itself with results that are

too well known to require detailed description. No one would deny

the obligation of the institution to keep its constituency informed con.

cerning its activities and its plans for development; the existence of

an extension organization of the kind described, with its efficient
facilities for unifying support about the institutional purposes of
one element in the State's higher educational program, may obviously

distort the development of that program as a whole. In' seeking a

means for coordinating the extramural and extension service of the
State it is apparent that these conditions must be seriously consid-

,C ered. It is equally apparent that no solution should be accepted
which will hinder the accomplishment of the educational purposes

that inspire the cooperative agricultural and home demonstration

extension work.
A second point in connection with this service that needs consid.

eration, as has been indicated, is the limitation placed upon the char.

acter and scope of its offerings. Rural people as well as others are

interested and entitled to opportunities for enriching their personal
lives by studying art, history, mathematics, and indeed any subject

in the whole range of human knowledge, as well as those subjecis

which directly affect their economic condition as agriculture pro.

duce's. With these things the extension service is not immediately
concerned, and indeed can not be concerned, in so far as use of the

Federal moneys and the State moneys appropriated to match Federat
moneys are concerned. Yet here is an organization that reaches out
to every section of the State and affords the only contact with th
State's higher institutions provided to many isolated farm horn
and families which, in many cases, crave the intellectual and recrea

tional stimulus that might be derived from correspondence and cl
instruction in subjects most remote from their immediate means o

obtaining a livelihood. It seems .that this organization should

utilized at least to acquaint these people with the opportunities an
offerings afforded by their State educational agencies.

The commission is not satisfied with the reply frequently nla

to such proposals by the agricultural and home economic; extensio
seryice, that this is all true, but that the specific job undertaken b
this extension service is an ambitious one and demands all its
energies and resources. Ifthe contention of some of the extension-
service leaders if admitted, the only alternative, if the rural peo
are to be afforded the opportunities of the kind proposeeabo
is to develop a parallel, equally effective organization to reach t
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ople. In some institutions this has been attempted through the
organizaton in the land-grant institutions of a general extension
service entirely separate from the 'agricultutAl and home economics
service.

At Corvallis general extension work has not been highly devel-
ped The school of commerce carries on some extension lectures
nd has conducted American Institute of Banking classes at various

points about the State. It has also cooperated with the State Mer-
hants' Association and conducted business institutes at a number
f points. The school of engineering has given courses in auto
lechanics at Portland, as well as courses for manual-training teach-

Its direct service by means of counsel and aid in demonstra-
ion work, as well as in participation in important engineering
pects of State surveys dealing with sanitation, have been ex-

remely important and useful. The school of vocational education
as developed a program of vocational guidance in the schools of
he State and at one time at least in cooperation with the Rotary
lub of Portland opened an office there for a period of months to
fford this type of service. All these schools, together with the
chool of forestry, have, in their reports, recommended the expan-
ion of extension activity in the fields in which they deal. To ther, .
urvey commission it seems desirable that extension service be pro-
ided to The manufacturing and school interests of the State as well
s to those directly in agriculture. Even though this were done,
owever, the field would not yet be cotered, nor would the organi-
ation of the service under a single institution be adequate. All of
he areas, which have been in the past peculiar problems of the
niversity, would not be made effectively available to the constitu-nu of the State college.
The suggestion was made to the survey commission that one exten-

on service of state-wide proportions be developed under the auspicesf the college to include activities covering all its functions and that
second state-wide service be developed by the university to cover
e functions that are peculiarly appropriate to that institution.iis plan, however, would be extremely expensive and would fail
utilize the contacts of the State college with its clientele to fa-

iliarize them with the opportunities offered by the university
rvice, and on the other hand the university service would not veryturally pr9vide to its constituency the information and incentive
participate in the extension opportunities offered by the State

liege service, although they might be more appropriate to the
eds of many individuals'than the offerings of the university service.
constant temptation on the part of both would be to expand their
tension offerings to cover the entire field. This would be only
asonable, since desire for educational aid is not limited to desire
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for instruction in areas with which the recipients are vocationally
and socially affiliated.

At the present time nOne of the normal schools carries on extensio
activities of any importance, although, as has been indicated, this i

an area of extension sérvice the need for which has been recogn'
both by the university and the State college. As has been mention
Previously, correspondence courses and extension classes -are eon
ducted by the university and are accepted for credit upon the rest.

drit normal school courses at Monmouth and Ashland. Forty per

cent of university extension classes are teachers and 41 per rent ia
correspondence study are teachers. Under these conditions the nor.

mal schools have practically no connection with their human prodi

or with other teacbers after they have entered the school system

the State. Such contacts of value alike to teachers in service an

to the teacher-training institutions themselves are usually establish
and maintained other progressive States by means of extensio
activities including itinerant teacher training, conducted by t
teacher-training institutions and planned by them in coppe;.ati

with the State department of education.
The statement was made early in this chapter that conflict, dupl

cation of effort, and waste of resources were likely to develop
Oregon to a degree much greater than is the case at present, b
reason of extensiok.r, service and the development of branch um

under the auspices the two entirely separate institutions. T
confusion of activity is likely to be accentuated fuether as the no

rife schools grow and have opportunity to exercise functions th
they are capable of exercising in cooperation with the program of

more highly developed State departinent of education. This stat

nient may now be supported in the light of the preceding descri
tion of the situation as it actually exists by considering evidence
the timbitions and plans for expansión of the scope and nature
noncampus and extension activity on the part of .the university a

the Oregon State College.
The major part of this discussion may be centered about the siti

ation at Portland. Present conditions and probable future develo
ments in Portland present the evils of the situation most vividi
although similar undesirable incoordinations exist and will ten
to increase in other portions of ale State. It.is perfectly evide
that, unless the university extension center at Portland encroach
upon fields of extension work that have been accepted as functio
of the Oregon State College, especially work in home economics
enginwring, applied and vocational education, it can not offer wor

in many areas that Portland needs. Very naturally, therefore, th
Oregon State College has for s9me time considered and plane
opening an extit;iision center at Piortland with a resident director
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)rovide to this community extension opportunities that are nee'ded
and desired and that are especia
by reason of the high development of r: :idea
;larch work in certain areas. Administrative

ropriate to this institution
instruction an51 re-

e insti-
tution have stated that this development in Portland has been de-
layed pending the results of the survey directed by the law which
created the State board of higher education.

The university has formulated plans for a junior college under
its control at Portland, in addition to its present extensioh center
and branch units in that city. It has been suggested that this junior
college ()Frei two distinct sets of courses : The first, of lower-division,
pretechnical character, designed to prepare students for advanced
technical and professional courses at both Corvallis !Ind Eugene in
the upper divisions of these institutions; the second, of lower-divi-
sion terminal character not suited for use to secure advanced stand-
ing as junior class students at the university or State college, but
intended to provide for definite vocational and life purposes within
he 2-year period. It is difficult to understand how the university

could, though the proposed Portland junior college under its con-
trol, offer lower-division technical work preparatory to upper-

resident work at Corvallis under present definition of func-
ions and durricular organization at the State college. If the orkan-
zation of *ork proposed in Chapter II of this report were in force,
he difficulty of encroachment would, of course, not develop. How-
ver, the junior-college plan proposed also contemplaks the offering

terminal courses in the'fields of the trades related to engineering.
Ina home economics. Under present definitions of functions of the
nstitutions, work of this character is not related to the functions

of the university, but is directly a function of the State college, and,
ven under the reorganization pf work suEgested, by Chapter II of
his report, such courses could not be earned on under the auspicesof the university at junior-college_ level withotit encroachment upon
le field that no one proposes should be taken from the State col-
ge. With reference to extension and noncampus work in the fieldf teacher training, preseet practices and proposals for the develop-eitt of such activities in Portland do not contemplate participationith the normal school at Monmouth, although this institution is con-

eniently located and should be prepared to render real service to
he elementary teachers of the city. This is an area ;which does notow fall within the scope of either the university or the State col-
ge and which it is not contemplated by Chapter III of this reporttould be assigned to these institutions.
The commisOon believes that Portland needs the educational serv-

e that can be afforded by use of the facilities and staffs of the three
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higher institution's- in its immediate neighborhood. It believes that
immediate contact in Portland, with industrial and spcial facilities
that the city alone affords, would be of decided advantage to certain
phases of the residence work of these institutions. It does not
believe thatanother university sho* be built up at Portland under
the guise of infiltration of branch its. It does not believe that the
university and the Oregpn State Co lliwe should develop independent
extension centers ai Portland or elsewhere in the State.

The problem, therefore, becomes one of suggesting an organiza-
tion that will utilize all the resources of airthe State institutions at

points and in ways which will be notcompetitivef economical, and
eftIctive. The answer to this question is suggested by the implica-
tions of the query " What would be done with reference to these
activities if all the institutions yvere under single administrative
control ?+' The problem is one of service and not that of recruiting
students to increase institutional prestige or to secure political sup-

port for institutional measures. It is, therefore, proposed that an

extramural council be set up consisting. of representatives of the five

State institutions, the State board of higher educáticin and the State
department of education to determine the administrative policies for

the extramural and extension activities of the five State institutions.
This council should be4headed by a director chosen by the council
and approved by the institutional presidents and the State board of

higher education. It should be the function of the diirector-of the
extramural council to develop a unified program of extramural and

extension activitiès which will utilize the facilities developed in all
the institutions to the fullest extent consiltent with the expense in

volved. The administration of the radio broadcasting station, la
rated at Corvallis, should be assigned to the director of the extra
mu9Lcounci1. It should Izt operated by him through his local repre

sentátive at Corvallis, in such a fashion as to make it serve the bes
wild widest interest of the State as a whole. The programs presentee
should be identified as the programs of the extramural council of th
State's system of higher education. They should, make use of th
talent and knowledge available in all the institutions, the Stat
department of education, and other State offices.

All correspondence work, whether' for credit or without credit
should be administered from the office of the director of the extra
mural council. The entire progriam of offerings shOuld be listed a

the correspondence course offerings of the extramural council, Th
courses should be prepared by individuals or groups selected from
the most capable persons to be found in the State.' The instructors
should be desipated by the extramural council from the staff mem

bers of the institutións whose time is available for such work
Instructors who teach nirse s for credit/ be approved by t

,
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4nstitutional department in which the subject of the course falls;
they shetkId have the status of staff members of the institution.

All class-extension work should be administered by the extramural
council. The offerings and the appointment of instructors shoilld
be determined in much the same way as in the case of correspondence
courses. The extramural council shmild have charge of all the
informal services _of exthsion, including visual instruction, infor-
mation, and- lecture services. In these instances, as in others, the
resources f the institutions for such aid sho4ld be surveyed, listed,
and utili as one service.

The pa icipation of the institutions in this state-wide program
should 1e determined primarily -upon the basis of the budget for
such service, which should bet' the budget presented by the extra-
mural council for approval by the State board of highei education.
The budget shouldube made up in cooperation with the institutions
and should include (1) the administrative officers of the extramural
council ; (2) an item to meet the portion of the salaries of institu-
tional staffs which may fairly be assigned to the time that they
devote to extension work; (3) provision for the employment kf
instructors for certain types of activity, who are nót members of
the resident instructing staff in the institution (4) provision for
clerical personnel ; (5) for supplies (6) 'for travel ; and (7) postage,
telegraph, and telephone.

Local communities in which these activities are conducted should
provide housing ind equipment. At present classes for university
extension groups pay 85 per cent or more of the cost. In the case
of the extension work at Portland, the advantages to the city would
be stich that it may reasonably be expected that the city 'should pro-
vi6le a

-
site, the Wilding or buildingsisequired, and an annual sum

for operation and maintenance of the plant.
Since a large proportion of those who take advaniage of the

opportunities foffered by extramural service are etrners or enabled
thereby to secure such opportunities at much lower living cost thtin
would be the case if they attended one of the State institutions as
resident students, it is entirely appropriate that the fees charged for
practically all forms of the service offered by the extraniural council
should be such as to meet a much larger proportion of the costs
than is the case of resident students upon the campuses. Many of
these activities may be made entirely self-supportingo aside from
the cost of.adpinistratioll)

Two special questions themselvek with reference .to the
solution here prpposed : (1) Tim relationship of the cooperative
(Federal, State, county) agricultural and home economics extension
service, and (2) the relationship of branch units conducted in part
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to afford instructing and research opportunities to students who
spend a portion of their period of education .at the camPus of one

or more of the five institutions.
Because of the Federal connections and the restrictions that arise

therefrom the articulation of the ágricultural and home economies
extension serviee, with a state-wide system such as that proposed,
becomes extremely difficult. That such articulation is desirable ha:s

been recognized by the administration of the State college. Iii 19.28

the president of the State vollege took steps to consider the whole

Tatter of the further development of general extension activities as

distinguished from those of the cooperative- agricultural and home
economics service and 'the commission was informed that the purpose
was to develop a coordinated use of all the extension resources of th
institution including both general ania agricultural extension
Although this crevelopment was not carried far because of the decisio

*delay aggressive devolkment of the generai exterisionoserviceto until
the results of this survey might be known, the discussions of. institu
tional committees did not reveal any.e.ssential and4undvdidable weak
nesses in the plan and purpose. The commission doe.s not believe th
It is impossible even under Federal restrictions to develop
degree of correlation and mutual aid 'between The services of general
extension character and those of the' Smith-Lever extenston service
if the personnel involved approaches the *problem sympathetically
and with a real desire to find solution to the detailed problems that
will arise. Under 'the plan proposed, the agricultural extension
service would continue to be budgeted as an activity of the States
higher:educational system conucted from Corvallis. This servicl
would be a unit in the state-wi& extriamural.council also. Inasinuei
as the State board of higher ieclucation is responsible for the budget
ing of all the activities of the institutions, the allocation of funds tc

the agricultural extension division and the determination of the pur
for wkiclithey shall be used is as much a part of its funct ion a

the allocation of any other funds. It is assumed that thé activitie
.carried on by the cooperative agricultural. service %are of such out
stimding obligation that they' will. be continued in' accordailio wit]
the. provisions of the 'United States Department of Agpicu1tti7e ,wit1

rderence to expenditures of Federal moneys ana of State and loca
P

contributions -provided to ,match sack naopeys. Funds in excess o
this amount provided Dy the State could, of courie, be used for sud
purposes as the State desired, .including fund? for types of activit
not covered by the-limited field of the Smith-Lefei extension service.
Tjie iientirely convinced that neither Féderal policy nor

legal status are insurmountable pbseacles to ditto development of a

statd-wide progranti it fully recogiíizes that. euph. develppnient in oo

far its the SalithAJever extewdon service is éonceined will. depend
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9.

upon the cooperation .of the State's Smith-Lever extension workers.
A fter all the board has a right to expect the administrative and
operating officers of the State's higher institutions to devote them-
ives to determining. how the policjes of the board which are kf
benefit to the State shall be carried rather thun s'ko the discovery.
ofreaons why desirable action should not be taken. )

With reference to the branch units of instructiofi maintained by
the university at Portland, which arse the only units of the kind con-
urned, the situation is somewhat different. In so far as these branch
iinits are intended to provide local services they do not differ from
extension activities. In so far as thek represent devices to complete
or carry on under more advantageous co4ditions the education of
students in schools and departments upon the campus at Eugene,
diflictilties of relationship and interpretation arise. It would be ob-
viously as short-sighted to deny to the departments at Eugene and
Corvallis and the norriial schools, use of opportunities and facilities
at Portland or at other points in the State for the carikting out of
their resident educational programs as it would to restnct research
of the instiutions to the materials and equipment that can be assem-
bled upon one of the campuses. Hoivever, it should be perfectly ap-
parent that under the guise of better facilities afforded by Portland
it might be possible for the university to transfer the greater part or
all of its upper-divisimi work in commerce and, law and in education
to Poxtland. The commission recommends, therefore, that the estab-
li;hnient of departmejntal branches at points away from the campus. \
be restricted to the v6'1:y minimum and that when such branches ttre
cltablished they be housed in the quarters of the extramural center,
whi.ch should retain tinder such'usage complete co`ntrol of the physi-
cal facilities afforded. Institutional offerings at Portland and at
other points in the State other than at the dampuses at Eugepe,
Corvallis, Monmouth, Ashland, and La Grande should be through
and in cooperatioh with the extramural council of the State's higher
educational system.

The summer schools of tift institutions constitute an important
type of actIvity that'is closely related both to regular camyus work
and ,to special offerings *for persons not usually resident uPon the
campuses.- AC present six summer schools are onducted, one upon
the campuses of all of the five State institutions and an additional
school conducted by the uriiversity at Portland. The commission

requested to consider whether the State requires six such schools
nd also to determine whether undesirable duplication of offerings
nd institutional competition result.
Careful examination of the offerings,of the' simmer schools now

conducted and of nature and sources of.summer school student
bodies convinces the lurvey, commission that some modification of
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present practice is desirable. It is recommended upon theAsasis of

the facts and conditions discovered that: each of the institutions
continue to hold a summer school upon its campus, but that th'e
offerings, including those intended for the education of teachers,
be mnfined to those appropriate to the institutional functions recom-

mended by Chapters II and III of this report. Plans for each such

campus school should be submitted to the State board of higher
education and be subject to its approval upon the basis of the prin-

ciples stated prior to the completion of fiscal and faculty personnel

arrangements. To insure the minimum of undesirable duplication
and to make the State aware of the entifif range of opportunities
afforded j;6 the summer schools conducted u8der the auspices of its

higher institutions the announcement or catalogue of the offerings of

all the work upon the different campuses should be printed in one

publication and separate institutional announcements should be dis-

continued. In addition to,the campus summer schools it is believed
by the survey commission that a ummer school should be con-

ducted at Portland, but under quite different auspices than thoR
that control the school at present. Examination of the offerings
the Portland summer school under university control shows that
they parallel p94,ty closely the characteristic functions of resident
work upon the university campus ; no provision is made for offerings
that are the special provinces of the State college or of the normal
schools. These omissions are serious. Summer schools are largeli
composed of teachers. One reason for the location of a summer
school at Portland is the opportunity that it offers for rural and
small-town teachers to enjoy and profit from'the facilities offered

by the city while they are securing also more formal types of educa.
tion. Elementary teachers, trained by the normal schools, and teach
-ers of agriculture, trades, and home economics, trained by the Stat

/Pe college, profit especially from such contacts as are afforded by
largexity. It is desirable that the summer school at -Portland
conducted with these teachers in mind, aiV that it also afford op
portunities to others who desire and would profit from offering
peculiar to the institution at Corvallis. It is, therefore, recom
mended that the summer school at Portland be a joint enterpri
of all the five higher institutiöns of the State under the administra
tion of the extramural division of the State's higher educations
system. .
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Chapter V

Supplementary Coordination

Preceding chapters have presented the basic conception that it
was the purpose of the law cloeating the State board of higher edu-
cation to secure a unifivl higher-educational system for the State.
They have.described the economic and social background in Oregon
as factors conditioning and limiting the general development of
education in the State. The conditions Mat make desirable 'the
coordination of educational offerings provided through resident in-
struction, research, and extension teaching have been indicated.
The survey commission has recommended a distribution and allo-
cation 'of the functions of resident and extension instruction and of
research, which, in the opinion 'of the commission, is fuhdamental
to the creatio.n of a unified higher-educational system in Oregon.

It next becomes necessary to consider procedures and devices that
will contribute to it he establishment, operation, and maintenance
of coordination. Ais chapter will discuss, therefore: (1) Recruit-
ing, publicity, and the whole matter of public relations; (2) the ad-
mission of students to the higher institutions,' (3) methods of evalu-
ating and recot:ding the work of students while in college ; and (4)*
graduation iequirements and the degrees granted as a result of col-
lege study. Subsequent chapters will deal with other uniform prd-
cedures such as those related to staff selection and managemezt, to
financial support and business management, and to student welfare
and personnel in relations other than those that are commonly re-
garded as academic..

All the matters discussed in his chapter are related directly to the
desire of institutions to secure la e enrollments. Part of this desire
for growth is perfectly natural d is in harmony with the general
tendency to measure the value d service of an. iiistitution in,terms
of size. Part of it arises from idealistic enthusiasm for, and belief
in, the value of education whicli leads the institutions to desire to
extend their services as widely as possible. jt is net intended that
the discussioil follows should minimize in the slightest the very
real desire that exists in the higher institutions of Oregon to render
service to the State quite apart from institutional ambitions and the
expediency inspired by relationships with the sources of financial,
support.
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Unfortunately these commendable attitudes have been excessively
stimulated and supplemented .in the past by the ever-present posci-
bility of a redistribution of the millage taxes in support of highEr
education. Such redistribution by the legislature subject to direct
review by the citizens of Oregon has been constantly in the minds of

the institutions. Both legislative bodies and the public are familiar
with the yardstick which measures educational development and serv-
ice by the counting of noses. Other means of measuring the° extent
of educational programs and their success are complicated and diffi-
cult of comprehension without detailed and 'sometimes highly tech-
nical knowledge. ali is perfectly natural therefore that efforts to
maintain the distribution of the millage tax between institutions or
the desire to secure readjustment of the millage tax to provide for
the continued expansion of a single institution should lead to great
emphasis upon numbers and upon devices which tend to increase the
number of students in the institutions. The president of the univer-
sity, in one of his annual fully recognized the undesirable
character of this yardstick as a rrikris of readjuAing millage dis-
tribution.

The proposal is being put forth that some automatic method for the adjust-
ment of the millage from year to year letween the Oregon State Agricultural
College and thekUniversity of Oregon sifotld be adopted. This proposal has
generally been on the basis that it should be based upon the attendance at
the two schools * * *. However, if the distribution of the millage were
made to depend automatically upon the student attendance each yeqr, it would
have, I think, two very unfortunate effects. The .first one would be that it
would stimulate competition between the two schools for student attehdance
* * * In the second place, 'such h basis for distribution of the millage
would place a Oemium upon lowering of standards at the two schools * *

It is always possible for either instftution to take in a number of additional
students if they *ere willing to waive elther their standards of admission
or their requirements for cdntinuance as students 'after admission. If their
income depended upon this attendahce, there would at least be a strong
incentive to be careless of educational standards. (Report of President Hall
to board of regents, June 9, 1928.)

Th foregoing clear statemeht testifies to the wisdom of the
authors\ of the bill creating the State. board of higher education,
when,institutional claims on specific proyortions of the millage were
abolished, the millage, along with other income, was placed as a
single fund under the board's control for such allocation as the
interests of an unified system of higher education might require.

From the desire for numbers have arisen vigorous andexpensive
publicity and recruiting programs supported by both direct and
indirect use of the resources of the institution. Hence has arisen also
pressure, and sometimes a tendency, to admit students who are
fpoorly prepared. The State has been concerned about the students
who come to the Oregon higher institutions from other States and'
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considerable conviction exists that relates this influx to the belief
that Oregon institutions attract out-of-State students of mediocre
ahilitv and poor preparation. Even more important, however, is the
admission of Oregon students who are not prepared to do work of
college grade. From the same cause tendencies are likely to develop
which, by lowering the standards of college instructión, will retain
in residence large numbers of students who are admitted with poor
preparation. Further, in order that every inducement mity be offered
to real or vague occupatiorial bbjectives and interests of prosp.ective
students a variety of degrees may be developed without much refer-
eiwe to accepted practice. All of these matters justify an examina-
tion of the actual situation in Oregon with reference to these ele-
ments of educational procedure and require that the commission
make suggestions for control of excesses and for a certain degree of
uniformity of standard and procedure.

Public Relations

One of the Most conspicuous sources of unhealthy rivafry among
the institutions of higher education in the State of Oregon is found
ill their public relations programs. This has resulted from the fact
that these programs have, by the nature of circumstances. been com-
petitive rather than cooperative.

Normal schools, colleges, or universities are expensive elements
of State government. Their services to the State and their needs
for the support or extension of these services are remote and mysteri-
ous as comp'ared to the services and needs of the local elementary
or high schgols with which every citizen lives in immediate contact.
Yet the adequacy ,pf their support 'an4 the efficiency of their.man-
agement affect the quality of trained service in every type of public
and private enterprise.

This commonplace is stated here for the purpose of emphasizing
-that til) remedy for the existing unhealthy rivalry among the insti-
tutions of higher education of Ottgon in their public relations pro-
grams consists not in abandoning or curtailing these prograins but
in coordinating and reshaping them in such a way as to make them
serve as a c6ntinuous, undemtandable report to thb people of the
State. Only through such a continuous, undérstandable report caTI
these citizens determine intelligently the nature of the suppott they'
slimly' give to these impbrtant institutions.

The agencies throuili which the State board of higher education
may best bring about the necessary modifications in the public rela-
tions programs of the several State-supported institutions of higher
learning are: (1) Ane adequate system of reports to the board, and
k2) the board's control of the budget.
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Catalogues

Institutio9l catalogues serve several purposes. They are a year-by-year.historical record of institutional development. They are
iindexes of institutional facilities and offerings. They are- devices
¡for recruiting students. The records of the former State board of
higher curricula contain voluminous reports of controversies growing
out of conflicting statements contained in the catalogues of the uni-

4 versity and of the State college. In every case these controversies
resulted from the use of the catalogue as a device to vecruit siudents
foi the particular institution. The remedy for this situation lies
in making the several catalogues serve, as far as possible, as non-
competitive statements of the total facilities provided by the Oregon
program of higher education for the postsecondary school training
of the youth of the State.

It is accordingly recommended that all catalogues of the five insti-
tutions be prepared in the future under policies defined by the State
board of higher education.

It will perhaps be desirable ultimately to publish no complete
catalogue of the university or of the State college for general dis-
tribution to high-school seniors or 'other prospective students, but
instead, a series of bulletins, one for each major division or school
bearing some such headings as the following: Oregon Program of
Higher EducationBulletin of the Normal School at Monmouth.
or, Oregon Program of Higher EducationBulletin of the College
of Engineering ai Corvallis. Each of these bulletins might contain
a uniform introductory 019ptiar describing the 01:egon program of
higher education. Following would appear such announcement of
the requirements and facilities *of ,the particular major division or
school as would be needed far the information and guidance of stu-
dents interested in the particular field. A limited edition of the
complete set of bulletins for each institution should be bound together
in the form of complete catalogues for distribution to officials and
institutions within and without the State.

It is further recommended that each institution segregate in its
budget its request for funds with which to print and distribute these
bulletins and accompany these requests by a statement of the size of
editions proposed 'and the plan for their distribution, tógether with
a report covering the same items for the previous year, onde this plan

*has been established.

Other Student-Recruifintramphieb

The intensity of rivalry between the university, and the State xL
lege is nowhere so strikingly illustrated as in the " student -recruit-
ing " and other public information material in btilletin and leaflet

I
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form printed and distributed by them. As a rough indication of the
nature of the problem the following data, summarized from reports
prepared by the editors of bott institutions, are interesting.

At the uniyersity there were on hand in May, 1930, 26,500 copies
of 18 student-recruiting " bulletins and leaflets, the original editions
of which totaled 93,500 copies. At the State college there were on
hand in May, 1930, 16,000 copies of 11 " student-recruiting " bulletins
and leaflets, tile original editions of which totaled 91,000 copies.

It is recommended that further publication oi institutional bulle-
tins and kaflets for student recruiting be discontinued at once and
that on and after a date to be fixed by the board no further distribu-
tion of such pamphlets be permitted even in the case\ of availible
surplus stock on hand.

In place of this material it is recommended that there be prepaitèd
undeethe.direction of the board a single book or booklet, attractively
printed and illustrated, setting forth the educational opportunities
provided by the Oregon program of higher education.' A similar
booklet dealing with the summer schools° would probably be needed
as well.

News Bureaus

Because control of the newspapers of the State is in the hands
of men who include representatives both of the university and of
the State college, the news bureaus of both institutions have been
kept eontinuously aware of the fact that too partisan a tone would
result in rejection of their material by some editor& This has re-
sulted in fewer expressions of extreme rivalry in this branch of the
public relations program than elsewhere.

The outstanding defects of the present situation in their order of
importance seem to be (1) the separate control of athletic publicity
vested at both institutions in an employee paid by(a0 Tesponsible
to the associated students; (2) the disproportionately g'-mall atténtion
given to news of the fundainental educational missions of the two
institutionsteaching, research, and public Oivice.

These criticisms are based on the theory that the news bureaus
should serve as part of a balanced and accurate record of the aims,
methods, resources, and needs of the Oregon program of higher
education. The success of the bureau is not to be meAsured by the
frequency with which, as a result of its activities, the name of the
institution appears in the publiC press or by the total amount of

I The University of ChicagoA Descriptive Pamphlet for High:School Students suggestssome of the standards of attractiveness and readability; which should characterise such, apublication.-
-
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space secured. The measure of success should, on the contrary, be

the extent to which the bureau contributes to a balanced undersiand-
ing by the people of the State of one of their important agencies
for social, economic, and political puogress..

A 'good bureau will be frank and .honest in the performance of
its functions. It will not waste time nor 'energy in seeking out
trivialities that are of no educational significance, but which merely
serve to get the institution's name in print. The same ingenuit.v
that is now applied in giving, news value to incidents of,, no re1;1

importance might be seasoned with good taste and applied with
constructive results to reporting the fundamental educational activi-

., ties of the institutions.
It is recommended that as soon as practicable the athletic pub-

lkity men employed by the associated students at Eugene and at

Corvallis be transferred to the news bureaus of the respective
institutions and paid from State funds.

It is further recommended that the budget requests for the news

bureaus of the two institutions be segregated, include all costs, and
be supported by statements of policiesas to the types of news and
illustrative materiil to be gathered and the Manner of théir distri-
bution. In addition the board should require such reports as it may

deem wise, including periodical filing with the board of classified
and indexed copies of all materials issued by the news bureaus and
of their utilization by thePress.

MO-School Contacts'

Something of the nature of the rivalry between the university
and the State college in seeking contacts with the high schools of
the State is indicated by data taken from reports prepared at each
institution. These data are not in' such form as to pffer bases for
comparisons and must be regarded as approximate. With these
reservations in mind it is interesting that the university reports " that
some 144 high schools were visited " during 1929. The State college
reports over 100 visits to high schools in 1929-30 ogler than visits
in connection with commencement programs. In addition, each in-
stitution invites high-school students to its campus for several
conferences, meets, etc., annually. Rivalry between 'the two
institutions in the lavishness of pntertainment provided for' these
high-school delegations has resulted in constantly increasing ex-

penditures of time and money. Occasional complaints have come

from the high schools Aat th meets at times have interfered
.with the orderly carrying on' tEe educational programs of the
secondary schools.

It is recommended that all funds for travel of faculty members
be segregated in the budgets a the several institutions. The nature

4
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and Purpose of the travel, together with the dates and duration
of resulting absence from the institution, should be stated in detail
in reporting travel and in making claim for reimbursement.

It i's further recommended that the practice of holding invitation
conferences, meets, etc., of high-school students at the several insti-
tutions be discontinued.

s Radio Broadcasting

Of the five State-supported institutions of higher education onlyonethe State collegehas its own facilities for radio broad-.
¡sting.
It is recommended that this service be placed in charge of the

xtramural division of the State's higher educational system and
hat a plan be prepared under the direction of the b6ard for allocat-
ng the time of the station at 'Corvallis between the three institutions
t Eugene. Corvallis, and ninmouththe latter as a representative
f the three normal schools. If not too expensive to be practicable,

is suggested that the campuses at Eugene and at Monmouth be
()mulcted by direct wire with the station at Corvallis. It is further
ecommended that the budget requests for the operation of this sta-
ion be segregated, include Alf costs, and be suppOrted by plans for
lie allocation of time and a statement defining proposed policies as
o types and aims of programs be presented. The board should re-Hire such periodic reports as it deems advisable concerning pro-ims actually given. 4

Admissions

Just as higlf-pressure recruiting tends to inCrease numbers byiluting educational standards, a variety of bases for admissions between the different institutions tends to .create rivalry and to
cower the character of the student body in the institutions them-elves The commission is entirely in sympathy with the principleat admissions to public higher institutions should be based uponrticulation with the work of the high schools; in a large sense theandards of the institutions go back to, and depend upon, theharacter of public-school education. Nevertheless, a wide rangef option remains with the institutions in choosing the students toadmitted to their work. If rulings with reference to satisfactionf formal admssion requirements are constantly interpreted in theost liberal sense possible, the character of the student body is likelybecome much lower than would be the case were the opposite true." Are the Oregon higher institutions attracting from Sher Statestudents who can not get into the ipstitutions of theft own States,ause of poor-, preparation or poor ability1 " is a question to beetermined by tests.
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The psychological tests of the American Council on Education,
administered by the University of Oregon, show no very large dif_
ference in central tendencies among the .students who enter the
university from the different States, altbough the, median raiing of
students from California and from other St4tes (other )States exclu-

sive of Idaho, Washington, and kontana) are lower than the median

of students from Oregon. The students from the Philippine Islands
also show a very much lower median. At the Oregon Agricultural
College two-thirds of the students from Oregon are in the two

upper quartiles in the English examinations; three-fourths of those

from California are in the two lower quartiles. The majority of
the out-of-State students who enter the Oregon State College are in

the lower two quartiles. On the psychological examinations the
results for students fróm Oregon, California, and Washington are

quite similar, Washington being highest and California lowest.

Those from Idaho and Montana are low during the first quarter, but
pd c i doe

y
d in the onad. Studpnts .from other States fall

predominantlyn17,1t3t7e

It, would seem that a considerable proportion of out-of-State stu-

dents are attracted to the Oregon higher institutions by reas'ons othe

than those that would lead studefits 'of exceptional ability to come.

The State is interested in this matter tipparently largely from the

standpoint of expense of training out-of-State studenti In 1921
the j3egents of the University of Oregon and 8f the Wegon State

ege agreed upon the establishment of a nonresident tuition fee
of $50 per term, as compared with $15 per term for residents: The
amount expended upon the education of out-of-State students is stiP
considerably more than is paid in tuition and other fees. Furthe
the State is interested in knowing' whether the higher nonrfsiden
fees are collected bz the institutions or whether these fees are esci
by reason of laxness on the part of the institutions in applying th
Tronresident rule.

tIonresident Students

The admission of nonresident ¡students is not so serious a probfe

at the preent time as it was in former years. Prior to 1915 Orego
State College did not require high-school graduation, or even al
completion of a high-school course for admission. This conditio
as contrasted with the situation in certain other c$tates adjoini
Oregon resulted in a great influx of students into Oregofi's institu
tions of higher learning. In view of these low requirements fo
admission, the students who poured into Oregon from other Sta
were naturally not of the type, in many cases, which Oregon insti
tutions desired to attract.
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With the sttting up of a special nonresident tuition, the Oregon
State College has also made an effort to exercise more . care in the
selection of nonresident students for admission. In line with this
purpose, the ccenmittee on admission of nonresident students has
been aqointed, of which the regis ;::r is chairman. It is the duty
of this committee to accept or réject applicants for admission to
Oregon State College who do not reside in the State of Oregon.
The basis for this selection is threefold : First, the appliCant should
be in the upper half of his high-school graduating class; second, the
trend of his academic work in high schopl should be consistently
good or consistently upward third, the high-school principeg recom-
mendation of the student should be entirely satisfactory. The latter
consideration is in most cases the deciding feature. The university
requires th4 the out-of-State students shall be eligible for admis-
sion to the State universities of their own States.

It is important to the State of OregOn that its yAng people who
seek special educational opportunities in higher' institutions outside
the State Mlould not be penalized financially by the Stat6 to which
the students go: Oregon should be prepared to render a similar
service to the children of adjoining States. Unless this is done a
type of tariff war is likely to develop. Further, it is *entirely prob-
able that a large number of thè students who come to Oregon for
their higher education remain to increase its population and to
contribute to its resources by their efforts. Local communities quite
frequently offer inducements to higher-educational institutions to
loente in their midst because of the financial advantages secured by
the services students contribute both while in.college and after the
college period is ended. It is by no means clear that the State should
not, from the social 'and ecpnomic standpoint, adopt a similar policy
with reference to attracting out-of-State students to attend it:s
higher institutions.

In so far as data available iRdicate, an honest and serious attempt
is beigg made by both institutions to collect: all nonresident fees
that:should be paid. Under conditions whereby residence may be
established in Oregon and because of the rather large dependence
that must be plac'ed on student apavit, it is certain that a few
nonresidence students are enabled to avoid paynvnt of the fees inspite of the efforts of institutional authorities to collect 411em. The
one point, with reference to which the coinmission believes that
coordination may be improved, is that which relates to siMilarity of
ruling concerning theadmission of nonresident students.

Attention has been called in the preceding paragraphs to differ-
encep of ruling with referenpe to this matter between the universityand the (»Ikon Statè College. In the opinlon of the survey com-*
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mission the rule that only students shall 1:;e admitted who are eligible
for admission to the universities of their own States presents serious
difficulties in administration. These dfficulties are likely to increase
as types of admission requirements are developed with specific ref-
erence to individual areas of institutional programs. As the insti-
tions develop services that are peculiarly excellent in the functional
fields assigned to them, certain areas of education may very well
attain such repu4ttion as to áttract out-of-State students in even

larger numbers. Admission to these schools and colleges, both for
Oregon students and for out-of-State students, may well be condi-
tional upon satisfaction of certain specific requirements that can not
and should not be covered byAhe general rules of other institutions.
It is recommended, therefore, that the rules now in force at the
Oregon State College be applied to both institutions.

This is a convenient point at which to'examine the character pf
students attracted to Oregon institutions of higher education. The
character of student bodies is obviolisly determined9n part by the
administration of ;dmission requirements, in part by the tone of

set
the institutions as expressed in their treattntnt of students as indi-
viduals and as groups, and in part by the scholarly reputation of
institutions in the seCondary and higher educational w'orldsi.

A study made by the Univey of Oregon Personnel R6earh
Service, which appeared in mimebgraphed form in May, 1930, states:

In general, it was shown that entering students at the University of Oregon
rank somewhat below the national average in the abilities measured hy the
American Council on Education psychological examination. Although several
private schools with very selective entrance requik.ements were included in the
norms, thus tending to raise them considerably, it was also found that the
intellectual level of entering students at the University of Oregon was some-
what below that of the better State qMversities which ha,d used the same test.
However, it appeared that Oregon had as large a percentirge of very able stu-
dénts (in the highest 1, 2, 3, to 5 per cent) as in the national norms or eren in

very select privite schools. Apparently Oregon suffers more from tht medioc-
rity of the great mass of' entering students than from any tendency of tilt
ablegt students to enroll elsewhere.

The study indicates that at the
. present rate of improvement it will be some seven and a half years before the

average intellectual ability of entering students at the University of Oregon is
equal to the av'erage Mity of the students who mike to the University of
Michigan °for training een if Michigan stands still, I. e., be6mes no more
selective intellectually in terms of these tests than it now is.

Studies made by the Oregon State College of its students silow

very striking variationg in the disOffibution among ability groups
according to the schools in which they enroll. These variafions are

shown upon the basis of psychblogictil examinations, by Eiíglih
placement tests and by college perfórmance.
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Table 1 shows the .percentage distribution of freshmen in each of
the eight schools of the 'Oregon ,State College according to ratings
made ill the psychological tests. .

TABLE 12 Distribution
o

of freshMen each school according to rating made
in psychological examination

gchool
a

Quartiles

Num-
ber

Avriculture .

engineering
immieree . _ _

Engineering
Forestry .

Home _ . _

rti:trirnicy
Vocal icantl education_ _

a

41 ..... la

Per
cent

15 22. 7
17 47. 2
63 19. 2
66 33. 7
17 22. 7
26 19. 7
10 17. 5
31 22. 1

2

Num-
ber

Per
cent

retiiMIIM

3 4

Nil to-
ber

Per Mini-
cent i ber

14 21. 2 10 N. 3
11 30. 6 5 13. 9
81 24. 6 82 N. 9
58,- 29. 6 49 25. 0
19 25. 3 18 24. 0
35 28. 5 33 25. 0
IS i 28. 1 13 22. 8
32 22. 9 37

21
38
18
40

Per
cent

31. 8
8. 3

31..3
11. 7
28.0
28. -8
31. 6
28. 6

Study of the Itbove table reveals that more than 50 per cent erthe
freshmen in the schools of agriculturi, commerce, vocational educa-
tion, pharmacy, home economics1 and forestrY fall in the two timer
quartiles when the ranking of all freshmen in the psychological ex--

=illation is obtained. Commerce, agriculttire and vocational,edu-
.Z

ttion frsfilmen show the .poorest record upon the basis of this
measure.. The table also shows that agricultut4, commerce, and
pharmacy have metre than 30 per cent of their freshmen in the fourth
quartile. Forestry; pharmacy, and vocational education all have
k's per cent or more:in the fourth quartile. This seems to indicate
that these schools have a relatively large number of stbdents low
in the akilities that the psychOlogical examination tests measure. It
is perhaps significant that the schools which have the poorest stu-
dent bodies nieasured in this manner are also those in which it is
quite commoply charged that reéruiting is most active.

At the Orégon State Callege ranking in the placement examina-
tion in English shown by Table 2 gives somewhat similar results. A.

larger percentage of the freshmen in agriculture are found in the
limef h4lf and also in the lower quartile than is the case of any
other school Forestry is nkt in both groups, pharmacy sixth in the
percentage in the lower hals and fourth in the lowest quartile. It is
interesting to note that the freshmen in the school of engineering,
whicit ranks high among the schools upon the basis of the psycho-
logkical tests, in the English test bring their school down to fifth
iniong th2 schools when they are ranked according to their stand-
ing in the'lower half, and sixth among them when they are marked
according to the percentage in the fourth quartile.' Commerce is

Ab.

el

V.

14(

Chem .

(.1

,

economics
....

_ _

- . .

I.

21
3

103
23

26. 4

11

,

,

,

.
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fifth among the schools on the basis of quartiles. With the exception

of the engineers (notoriously deficient in interest in English), agri.
culture, pharmacy, and commerce again show relatively large pro.

portions of their students in the lower ranks. It is difficult to deter_
mine why forestry should rank low, except as its students are re-

emited from much the same groups as those from which students
in agiictIlture are derived.

TABLE 2. DiAtribution of Ireshmen in each school according to rating made
in placement e.ramination in Engli8h

School

A griculture
Chemical engineering
Commerco _ . _

ngi nearing . _ .

Forestry.
Home economics _

Pharmacy
Vocational education_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Quartiles

2 3

Num- Per Num
ber cent ber

8 11. 8
12

10G
43 2L 7

8 10. 3
52 XL 7
11 19. 3
48 34. 5

Per
cent

12 17. 7
13 3d 1
74 72 2
47 21 7
15 19. 2
36 21. 7
10 17. 5
32 A. 0

Nab:l-
ber

Per N=-
cent ber

18 n5
0 16. 7

76
52 26. 3
19 X. 4
32 24. 4n
28 21 2

32
5

56
36
12

14

31

4

Pw
cent

A numerical average for each student was determined, representing
his rating for the year in all subjects. These ratings were then

arranged and divi46d into quartiles arbitrarily assigning to the
quartile students who had made 87 per cent and above; to the second,,
those who made from 83 to 86 per cent, inclusive; to the third;
79 to 82 per cent, inclusive; and to ihe fourth, those who *ad
78 per cent and below. On the basis of this ranking each galoo

contributed to the first, second, third, and fourth quartiles th
percentage of students indicated by Table 3.

.4111.1t Rating of studes.'s for the year in all subjects

school

Commerce.
Enginserjag...
Forestry
HOMO coononiat
Pharmacy
Vocational education_

First
quartile

IRA
53.8
X 7
18.4
17. 3
21.7
Mk 7
2L 7

Second
quartile

......

Third Fourth
quartile quartile

1

It isinteresting to note that upon this basis agriculture and pharl

macy again contribute most heavily to the lowest quartile and

leost to the upper two quart4es. Engineering and forestry
contribute very heavily to the lowest quartile and, with the ex(
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of agriculture and pharmacy, the least to the number of students
who rank in the upper half. It is impossible to determine upon
the basis of this ranking whether the preponderance of the students
in these schools is to be interpreted as meaning poor quality of stu-
(writs or greater zeal and severity in eliminating in some schools than
in others. Other studies indicate for the country as a whole that
engineering schools are very strong in maintaining high standards
and flh their elimination of students for this reason', while agri-
culture is quite frequently charged, both upon the basis of impression
and fact, with retaining students of relatively low ability. These
general attitudes are, of course, not necessarily applicable to a spe-
cific institution such as the Oregon State College. However, other
evidence contained in the study made by the registrar of the State
college inclines the survey commission to the belief that this explana-
tion may hold in the case of the Oregon State College.

In this connection it may be noted that upon all three methods of
ranking agriculture students contribute very largely to the lowest
quartile and that upon the basis of the psychological and English
tests, whose results are not modified by variations between schools
as the result of different standards of marking, agriculture, phar-
macy, and commerce are uniformly low.

Admittedly recruiting of students for the school of agriculture
is most vigorous and it is freely charged in Oregon that recruiting
for the school of commerce is also conducted widely and indiscrimi-
nately. The commission found no evidence and did not meet with
the charge that recruiting for the school of pharmacy was empha-
sizi,d. In its opinion the type of student attracted to pharmacy has
in mind quick employment of the drug-store type at relatively low
compensation. It would appear probable, therefore, that the selec-
tive grouping of students with this occupational objective may ac-
count for the low ranking that pharmacy attains.

Intimately related to the problem of admissions is that of student
losses after students are admitted to the institutions. If poor stu-
dents are admitted to college and the collegi3 maintains high stand-
ards of instruction ,nd scholarship, lossIs sine likely to be large.
The temptation is to lower standards of college instruction in order
to retain students. This temptation arises, first, because of ifiterest
in the individual student; second, because of the implication that
large losses mean poor teaching; and, third, in Oregon, becauw the
number of students tias ben the obvious argument to Ilse in main-
taining the distribution of millage or in securing a new distribution
of greater advantage to one or the other of the institutions. A study
of student losses will not provide answers to all the questions raised
by these relationships betsweeh standards and losses. It will provide,

_
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however, factual data who9e interpretation is made possible by other
conditions described by this report.

Of the students entering the University of Oregon in 1924 and in
1925, 17.4 per cent and 19.1 per cent, respectively, were graduated at
the end of four years. Of those entering, over 50 per cent of each
group were eliminated by the end of the second year. The number
graduating at the end of the normal 4-year period is somewhat less
than the total number ultimately graduated, since in the two classes
named 13.6 per cent and 11.3 per cent, regpectively, st4ed on into
the fifth year. If from the total number who enter be deducted those
who were graduated and those who remained more than four years,
the mortality of the class is approximately 69 per cent in the
university.

A study of the class of 1929, entering Oregon State College in 19425,

indicates that 22 per cent were graduated at the end of four ytians;
16 per cent were still in school beyond the four years, 5 per cent were
suspended, 17 per cent transferred to other institutions, and 40 per
cent had withdrawn for various reasons. Again estimating mortality
by deducting from the original entrants both those wlio graduated
and those whQ re*mained beyond the 4-year period, the clas§ shows
a mortality of 62 per cent. The percentages of those graduated at
the end of four years and of those staying on beyond the 4-year
period are both slightly higher in the Oregon State College than at
the University of Oregon.

The fact that the university graduates only from 17 per cent to
19 per cent of an entering class in the normal period of four years
and that the Oregon State College graduates only 22 per cent is
ameliorated in part by the rather large retention beyond the fourth
year on the part of both institutions. This retention is explained-
largely by the facts that many students from rural centers attend
school during the fall and winter but drop out during the spring
term and that many students of relatively. small means may drop
out for considerable periods in order to earn. money t4 continue
their, educatiou. Nevertheless, when students retained in the fifth
year are not included in losses the class mortality still remains
exceedingly high in both institutions.

For 35 land-grant colleges and universities the percentage of the
class of 1924 graduated in 1928 or before was 41.7 per cent. Com-
paring this figure with the 22 per cent for Oregon State Coll
and 17.4 per cent and 19 per cent for the 112 Liyofsity of *Oregon
indica that only half of the expected number graduate within the

1-year period. Even assuming that all who stay oil beyond the
fourth year graduate eventually, the, total percentage of graduate
for the two institutions would be 88 per cent at Oregon State
College and 80 per cent at the University of Oregon.
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--;everaI points are pertinent in this connection. Is has been indi-
cated, studies seem to show tha,t, as a whole the students entering
)r-t.ron higher institutions fall considerably below the national

10,1-nis in the American Council on Education test of college ability.
his situation is accentuated somewhat also by the number of stu-

dents of inferior ability or training who come from outside the
Stnte. At the university 157.6 per cent of the students in the class
of 19 came from outside the State, a number sufficiently large to
a treot the general situation if these studerks wete quite commonly
1)())r1y equipped to do university work.

A distribution by States showT that the percentage of graduates
at Oregon State College is highest among students from Oregork,
The largest percentage thatays on beyond the fourth year comes,
fri):u Montana, althoughsthe numbers are too small to be of special
:-igiiiticance to the general situation. The highest proportions of sus-
pended students are from States other than Oregon, California, and
Washington. The greatest proportion of transfers; that is, studenti
leaving the Oregon State College to attend other institutions, is
from the group of States other than California, Idaho, Montana,
and Washington. Almost as large a proportion, however, of Cal-
ifornia and Washington students transfer. The largest percentage
withdrawing without attends:nce at another institution are the stu-
dents who come from Washington.

The most important point in this ckylnection is probably that of
transfer students. There is reason to believe that out-of-State
.tudents come to Oregon State College from other ikates, especially
from California and Washington, to do their junior college Work
and then transfer. to institutions in their (Avn States. A. study of
the scholarship of these transfer students shows them to be as a
group' somewhat above average. Those who withdraw for reasons
other than transfer are, however, as a group, below average in
scholarship.

A stifdy of the students entering the university as members of
the clam of 1929 wilt() transferred to other institutions shows that
these students are Slightly below the general university average in
scholarship and approximately average in ability as shown by the
American Council ón Education test. This study shows also that
the greatest' numbers transfer during the first four ferms or at the
end of six or of nine terms of work at thuniversity. The grade
point average of such transfers is somewhat higher for those who
remain for the longer period of time at the university. This prob-
ably means that those who drop out early are lower in ability than
t hose who remain longer.

The basic 'isastin for the low percentages of graduation at both
institutions arises, in the opinion of the survey committee, from the
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fact that efforts to recruit students have brought into the institutions
an undue proportion of students of poor ability, many of whom
should never go to college and are totally unfitted for work of college
standard. The relaxation- of recruiting methods would doubtless
effect an improvement, although, in the opinion of the commission, it

is highly desirable that for specific areas of specialization and voca-

tional purpose a more rigid policy of selection be adopted. This
selective process should begin in the high schools of the State as

early as possible. Until such a policy is put into effect Oregon's
institutions of higher learning will continue to secure an inferior
type of student who goes to college for a year -or two and then cuts
loose or is cut loose, even under conditions that make it advantageous
to the institution to retain as many students as possible. The fact
that the law creating the State board of bigher education makes the

board responsible for allocation of funds to the instituuons should
result, in lessening the incentive of the institutions to seek large
numbers in order to determine the distribution of millage taxes.
The way is, therefore, made easier for the inauguration of selective
processess appropriate to the specific functions of the institutions and
uniform with reference to the common requirements that underlie
a variety of types af specialization.

Selective processes are not, of course, sitnply procedures in

methods of admision. They may and should serve the additional
purposes of guidance during the period of college attendance. Thus
the adoption of the newer forms of psychological and achievement
tests inky serve to supplement other bases for admission and at the
same time aid in placing students properly in their college work and
in providing suitable types of instruction. The psychological tests',
especially, have come to serve these purposes in many institutions.

Testing Program

All of Oregon's institutions of higher learning administer psycho-
logical tests more or less systematically to incoming students. At

present this practice is carried out independently at each institu-
tion withotit reference to what the others dà. Since all of them do
give such tests, it it* not necessary to point out the desirability of

the practice. We may ume that eaFh institution is convinced
of its usefulnesidl

The chief poink of criticism is lack of uniformity. Some of the
institutiono administer tests to all incoming students, others to their
freshmen only, and still others only to freshmen in certain schools.
Some institutions give these tests during freshman week in the fall,
other at various times during the year. Some of the _institutions
study and use these test results to a much greater extent than others.

,
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Above all, different institutions do not use the same test or tests.
It is highly desirable that much more uniformity of practice be
introduced if any use is to be made of the results of the testing pro-
gram either within the institution cit for comparative purposes.
It is recommended, theref9re, that-

1. A test (or battery of tests) be selected which shall be adminis-
tered to all siude* entering any of the five Oregon institutions
of higher learnings, this test to be selected on the basis of the usual
criteria of reliability, validity, adequate norms, ease of administra-
tion, and scoring and cost in addition to the important consideration
of its satitableness. There are a number of tests which would serve
as adequate measures of the ability of practically all qudents who
may enter Oregon's institutions of higher learning.

1. It is further recommended that after the test has been selected,
a uniform procedure with respect to the time of administering it
be adopted. It is usually iiiost convenient and efficient to administer
the test as early in the school year as possible, preferably during the
first week of sohool in the fall term or during freshman week. It
will probably be found necessary to administer the test at the open-
ing of each term to students who enter at that time and to those
who entered late the preceding term or who for some reason failed
to take the test.

3. It is also recommended *that after the test has been given and
scored, some method of expressing the score of each individual in
terms of its relations to the scores of the entire group be adopted by
all the institutions. Such, for example, would be the method of per-
entile ranks or of standard deviation scores. This is essential to the
roper interpretation of individual scores of adults on psychological

ests in any particular institution or group, aside from reference to
he norms on the test, and is even more desirable for research
urposes.
4. It is strongly urged that the results of the tieing program be

lade a part of tile individual personnel record and that these results
made use of to as great an extent as possible. Some of the insti-

utions are at present making little or no use of the results of the
ests which have beengiven. This is an extremely costly and waste-
ul procedure. The uses of psychólogical test scores in personnel
-ork, in vocational and educational guidance, in matters of adjust-
tent, in interpretation of scholastic difficulties, and in research are
reat, To give tests and not to make use .of the results is worse
han giving none because of the timd and expense involved.

5. In aMition to psychological tests, it would probably be desir-
able to make use of s9me aptitude tests, which ones, or how many
of-these are used, can be kit to the discretion of a committee to
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formulate the unifórm testing program. What has been said above
with regard to psychological tests applies quite as well to the use and
interpretation of results of aptitude tests.

Marking Systems

Just as psychological tests serve the useful purposes of placement
and guidance, systems 9f evaluating the progress and the (ievelop.
ment of students constitute an important phaselof educational pro_

cedure. These systems are usually embodied in some nwthod of

marking or rating students. This system of evaluation should
such as to enable comparisons to be made in regard to the attain-
ments of students no matter in what institution the student mav be

located. This is especially important in the case of trftnsfers .an

becomes essential to the coordination of the work of the Oregon
higher institutions proposed by the survey commission. In accord.
ance with the plan suggested for coordinatifiy the work of the um

versity and the State college, students will quite frequently purs
part of their courses at one institution and part at the other. The'
achievements, therefore, should be measurable in comparable tern

Oregon's higher institutions of learning have no uniform syste
of marking. It is desirable that marks given by the faculty in ont

institution be comparable in form and meaning to those of any othe
institution in the State. The advantages of such uniformity I

marks in the matters of transfer of credits, in giving credit f
quality, in awarding honors, and prizes, in determining eligibilit
for promotion and graduation, and in research are obvious.

It is recommended, therefore, that a uniform system of marki
be adopted by the five institutions of higher learning and in so fa

as possible that this system also be adopted by the public schoo
of Oregon. There would seem to be no good reason for confini
this marking system to the higher institutions alone.

It is not the purpose of the survey commission to recommen
specifically what system of ks should be used or what the theoret
ical distribution of marks . IdI, be. Ti is probably true, however
that the system of marks which uses ktters insteaeof figures or

ts is in widest usage at the present time. Since marks are in
sense a medium of educational exchange, it is advantageous to ha
the same units in all 1ocalitii or at least to conform with coinmo
usage wherever possible.

It is suggested, there s re, that some such system as the lollowi
be considered for adoption in the schools and higher institutions of
1e-m*1141g :

Ahighest or best; B,above average;, Cm--average, Dbelov
average, but passingi Eatfailure; Iincomplete .where the studs*

be;
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has been prevented from completing the course bdcause of unavoid-
able reasons or circumstances.

It will be noted that no " conditional " mark (usually designated
by E) has been included. This is sometimes used in cases. where. a
iti(Ient does not receive a passing mark, but for certain reasons

seems to deserve another chance. There would seem to be no valid
justification at the present time for such a mark. It is usually em-
ployed where the instructor isinfluenced by factors entirely extran-
COIN to the actual achievement of the student. Marks should be a
measure of achievement and nothing more if they are to be objec-
tive and they should not be influended by personality or other
factors. If marks are an objective measure of achievement, there
seems to no justification for doubt as to whether a student
deserveslo pass or tail any more than there is as to whether he
should receive an A. or a B. It has been shown many times that
instructors are incapable in most cases of judging a student's ability
111 finer units than a 5-point scale.

It1 is further recommended that a theoretical distribution 'of marks
be adopted in order that marks given by different instructors in
different or in the same institution be to -some extent comparable
in meaning. If one instructor gives 75 per cent A's while an-1
other teaching the same course in the same institutio to groups com-
parable in ability assigns only 15 per cent of A's, it could certainly
not be said that A means the same in both classes. It A a step toward
making marks comparable in. meaning, therefore, to hold to the
same distribution within practical limits. A number of gleoretical
distributions have been proposed. That of Rugg, based on units
f the standard deviation, seems as logical and practical as any.

It. is as follows: A, I per cent; 13, 24 per cent; C, 38 per cent; D,
4 per cent; F, '11 pier cent. In view of the known facts regarding

the manner in which human abilities distribute themselves and in
iew of the sound statistical basis for the above distribution, it can

strongly recommended.
.

It is necessary to add here a word of caution regarding adherence
o any fixed distribution of marks. Strict adherence to any such

distribution is justified only where a -normal distribution of the
abilities exists. It is obvious that in a group highly selected in
either direction on the scale it is ridiculous to attempt to force the
distribution' of mars: into such a form. On the whole, however,nd especia* in large classes, such a theoretical' distribution Canlten be very closely approximated.

Finally, it is recommended that where honor points or creditfor quality are given, three points be given for A, two for B, onefor C, none tor DI and minus one for F, for each credit hiur of
id*
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work on which the mark is based. This weighting is merely an
arbitrary one and as long as all institutions use the same one, any
other weighting will serve the same purpose. Wood recommends Ai
11; B, 8; C, 6; D, 4; F, 1. This has the disadvantage of larger num.
bers, but the advantage of doing away with negative quantities,
It would probably be well to form a committee of representatives
from each of the institutions for the purpose of studying the prob-
lem of a uniform marking system. By studying the actual situa-
tion, this committee could determine the needs of the institutions
with respect to marks and a marking system; and on the basis of
the above recommendations, develop the most suitable and adequate
system for the State.

At the OregoiriState College there is a scholarship committee
which is very active in the cases of students who do unsatisfactory
work. During 1928-9.2 492 students were interviewed by this com-
'mittee. The Universiqr of Oregon has no such committee appar-
ently but is planning a personnel organization which is to handle
all student deficiencies and maladjustments.

It is necessary to consider the circumstances under which students
are permitted to withdraw from courses for which they have en-
rolled. The university regulations permit withdrawal from a courie
at any time previous to the time of the final examination withmit
penalty, regardless of +.11e grade of the student at the time of with-
drawal. At the Oreion State College administrative regulations
prescribe that withdrawals must be made not later than two weeks
after the date of official registration, that if a subject is dropped in
the period following three weeks after official registration and if
*the student's grade in the subject at the time of withdrawal is below
passing, the instructor must report failure for the student. If it
appears that an injustice has thus been done to the student, the
registrar has " authority to make such adjustment as may seem
advisable." The registrar stated that in practice this authority is
very rarely exercised.

In order to withdraw from a course at the university a student
must present a petition to withdraw with the signatures of his ad.
visor,fthis instructor, and the dean of men or women. As a rule the
instructor and the advisor sign the petition but make no statement;
the dean of men or women seem rarely to sign the petitions them-
selves, but their secretaries usually do so. The instructor in the.
course is asked to give the grade of the sWent in the course that he
dropped but doe§ ilot do so in the majoXty of cases. Such with
drama must not tieduce his load to less than 12 hours, although.this
requirement may be waived by action of the academic requiremints
committee of *MO the registrar is, chairmanAt In mod cases this
rule regarding gie student load is adherato.
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The total number of withdrawals from courses from the univemitv
in 1928-29 was 183. In this year 309 students asked to withdraw
from tourses without adding others. A study of a random sampliNg
of all the requests to withdraw for the fall, term. of 1926-29 shows
that of 92 petitions, 40 were to drop courses only, 40 were tá drop,"
and add, 1 was in connection with the change of majorand 7 A;ere
o add cours.es only. It seems, therefore, that at the university in
bout one-half of the casesfstudents withdraw from courses without

addition. of other coiuses and without penalty. The reason most
frequently given is " too heavy a load and part-time work " but. 34.6
per cent who withdraw say that the reason for requesting withdrawal
wits counse troubles and lack of interest. Those who withdraw do
lot seem to have lower grades on courses completed than do those
110 do not, withdraw. Further, among those who withdraw are
bout the same number of students with high as of students with low
bility. The effect of this procedure would seem to be somewhat asollows. A student registers for from 15 to 18 hours, tries out the
out -:es and then drops-the one in which he is most likely to fail or
n which he has the least interest.
rnder the conditions Qf withdrawal' prescribed by the Oregon

tate College the siandards are somewhat better protected. Prac-ice as shown by a tabulation of change's in registration at theregon State College for the year 1929-30 indicates (1) that byar 1ìe greatest number of such changes are made cluing the firstwo weeks after registration, (2) thai in almost all cases otherourses are adaed at the time of withdrawal from the course, inhich the student was first registered, and (3) that such changesregistration seldom reduced fife student load below the normalne and not infrequently served to increase it.
Anyone familiar with the' tendency of titudents to seek gradesnd credits will have no difficulty in recognizing that it is highlyesirable that withdrawals of students from courses be carefullyntrolled. The commission does not wish to insist upon the adop-on of a specific type of withdrawal rule but recommends thatrough conference between tile two institutions such regulation beeveloped as will best control the conditions that must be met ine di.fferent local situations.
Of quite similar relationship in its bearing upon the evaluation ofork done by students is the whole series 'of regulations affectingresulting in probationary action. Reference is, of course, to promtionary action upon the basis of °academic delinquencies ratherIan upon the basis of violation of moral or social regulations. Forle five temp following the fall of 1928, 399 students were placed
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upon probation at the University of Oregon. The number for the
three terms of 1928-29 was 220. Of the total number of students

*

probation 69.2placed upon per cent clear it, 20.5 per cent are dis.
qualified, and 10.3 per cent withdraw. Of those disqualified 14.6

per cent were reinstated and made good, while 3.9 per cent were

4 reinstated and failed. In the year 1928-29 ther0 were 115 who were

dropped for scholastic reasons. In the same year a total of 1,783
grades of withdraw and 2,406 grades of incomplete are found. The
grade of incomplete must be removed within one year, except in
physical education where irwo years are allowed.

At the Oregon State College four types of probation are practiced.
First, students below grade in one subject at mid-term receive

notification from the registrar's office, and the names of these studen
are sent to the (Ace of the dean of men or the dean of women for
follow-up. Instructors are requested to submit to the dean of their
school or head of the department in which they are teachini, a record
of the students who are below glide in one subject or more. The

dean or head of the department then transmits this i-ecord to the
registrar's office.

Second, students reported below grade in two or more subjects at

mid-term are placed on conditional probation, unless in the judg.
ment of the committee such action is deemed inadvisable. Asn inter-
view is Always arranged. The first step following this action is an

interview with the scholarship committee, at which at least three
members of the committee must be present. The purpose of this
interview is to warn the' student and to make fiim aware of the
seriousness of his situation, and to adjust the situation in any wa
possible. There is no fixed or arbitrary point determining whethe
or not a student is placed on conditional probation, but the most re

- cent basis used by the registrar's office for placing the student on con-
ditional probation was being below grade in seven or more term
credits. It is likely that.as time goes on the standaid for conditions
probation will become more definite. If, at the end of the term,' th
student's work has been brought to a satisfactory status, the condi
tional probation is removed and no record is nikde for this probation
On the other hand, if the work of the student Mahe end of the term is
still unsatisfactory (and here again no arbitrary standard is u
but the judgment as to whether the student's work at the end of the
term is satisfactory or not rests the scholarship committee)
the record of probation dates from mkt-tersti, and the probation
beceomes one of three things :

1. Suspension fork a pie#od from one term to a year, but condi-
tional probation rarely, if ,ever, terminates directly in suspengion.
More often it beCvmet.----
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2. Regular probation, which is probation of an indefinite nature
and length,

3. Term probation, which is the most drastic type of prob.aiion,
and which requires that the student bring his work to a satisfactory
status by the end of the term or be dropped from school for a period
or from one to three terms.

For the period of September, 1928, to May, 1930, a total of 993
students were subject to the action of the scholarship committee.
The largest numbers of these, both relatively and absolutely, came
from Oregon and California. About one-tourth of the group from
each State (excepting Washington _and Oregon) were suspended.
Less than 10 per cent of ti(ose from Washington and about 20 per
cent of those from Oregon were suspended.

Of those placed on probation the highest proportion of those re-
leased from probation °due to improvement in work were from
Montana (50 'per cent), but for the groups having numbers suffi-
ciently large for reliability, Oregon, California, and States other
than Washington, California, Montana, and Idaho are about equal,
with 40 per cent each.

The summary shows that of the 993 students originally placed on
probation, 197, or roughly 20 per cent, were suspended; 387, or
40 'per cent, were removed .from probation eventually); 192, or 20
per cent, were still on probation as of May 5, 1930; and 217, or 20
per cent, left collegek during the period under consideration ,and while
on probation.

It is extremely difficult o formulate and apply uniform pro-
bationary regulations as between two institutions. I The regulatión1
may be, and probably shouild be, developed through conference but
effective application of such rules is, from the educational stand-
point, so dependent upon 4; nal judgment of what is best for
the individual that unifo i y of application is probably unde-
sifable as well as difficult.

Tests, grades, probationary action) and an infinite number of
other matters that deal Nyith the management of students as indi-
riduals and as groups, may be regarded as closely related to, or as
even the niajor fupctions, of a personnel system. In some institu-
tions a special organizatio4 is developed for the purpose of handling
st udent personnel work, although this not essential to the existence
)f a very weil14efined., *gonna system in an institution. Brs)adly
peaking, it is the purpose of 'a ipifannel syitein to gather informs.-
ion concerning the student and upon the basis of this information
o provid, ahisiati4106 to him and to the faculty, which will bring
bout the bfrt popegge adjustment* between the student aid his
nvironment. InOwirer. organizatioll Womplishes this
oat effectively in a wpm& **ion is the pro** one.
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At the present time each of the five institutions is developing its
own personnel system. The Oregon Normal School is the only ObB

of the three normal schools which seems to be aiming at a

definite organization and program. At the Oregon State CA-
lege the personnel work is directly under tlielschool of vocational
education, at the University of Oregon it is under the department
of psychology in the tollege of literature, arts, and sciences. It
twems unwise to attempt to lay down any definite organization for
all five institutions: The function of a personnel system will de-
pend to a great extent on the type of institution, in which it exists
and the type of student material with which it deals. A personnel
system for engineering students would probably differ materially
froni one for students in agriculture in the same institution or from
otie for' architectural students in another institution.

It is even doubtful whether the gathering of information about
the iOdividual student can be done uniformly in all five institutions
without considerable waste. There are certain essential facts as to

highl-schnol fecord, parentsge, age, experience, intelligence, likes and
disltkes, etc., which should undoubtedly be obtained about every

student. There are probably others, however, in which only agri-
cultural college§ would tte interested or others which only the normal
schools would want.

It seems desirable to recommend, therefore, that .a committee be
appointed with representation from all five institutions to study the
problem of a uniform personnel record. It may be desirable to make
this record blank uniform only in certain respects and then to per-

, mit additional data to be collected in the,same or insanother record
by eich institution as it sees fit to do so. At the same time this
commitee might well consider the possibilities of laying down cer-

tain principles in the badministration of the personnel system which

would be followed in all institutions witlout attempting to force
each of them to follow exactly the same procedure unless it proved
desirable to do so. For example, the work of mental hygiene
the functions of the psychiatrist are closely related to personnel
work. At the University of Oregon plans are now under way to
develop this phase of the work in the university health, service
at the Oregon State College what work is being done along this line
is carried out by the college of education in connection with a
in mental hygiene: In-this case it would seem desirable to all
this work to the same department or school in both (or in all) find
tutions, preferably in the health service in the larger institutions.

In general, therefore, it may be recommended that uniformity ip
personnel record ind administration should not be required beyoit
the point at which it begins to 'limper the particular putpoie of
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SIMPPLIMISTART COORDINATION 185

system in any institution. A certain degree of uniformity is desir-
able and even essential for any inclusive research/program as well
ftii for efficiency and economy but too much uniformity'r may decrease
the usefulness of the system.

Graduation

Differences in types and purposes of work taken at the higher
institutions justify variation in the requirements for admission to
training in each of these fields; these differences also justify varia-
tion in requirements for graduation not only with respect to sub-
jects studied but also with respect to quantitive measures of work
such as those of time and credit. These statements should be rather
obvious but the tradition of the 4-year college course and the
later standard of 120 semester or 180 term hours required for the
first degree have sometimes obscured the varying amounts and types
of ability and achievement demanded to master different under-
graduate forms of instruction. Precise uniformity as between the
requirements for graduation in different fields or as between institu-
tions of different purpose may be regarded as evidence of adherence
to mechanical and formal standards rather than as evidence that
high standards are maintained. From this standpoint it is desirable
to examine the various graduation requirements in force at the
university and the State coVege.

At the university there are certain lower division requirements for
all students. In addition all lower division students must clear
either Group I or II and Group III or IV of the four subjects
matter groupings, except in the colleges of law and of literature,
ecience and arts where Groups I, H, III; and IV must all be ful-
filled. In addition, the last two mentioned colleges require a sopho-
More option which is a continuation of a freshman suivey course.

After the junior certificate has been Obtained, certain upper
livision requirements Must be met. These all; in all schools (1)
186 term hours of work altogether; (2) not more than 46 term
lours of the lowest passing grade; (3) 62 hours of upper division
ork except that in all schools except literature, science and. arts
is may be reduced to 45 hours upon reconunendation of the dean

f the school in which the student is majoring; (4) 36 hours in a
ajor of which 24 must be in upper division (in business adminis-
tion the student must clear 45 hours in a major) ; (5) 83 term.

ours of foreign language unless the student his palms thin two
ears foreign-language credit from high school in which 'case he
kes either 24 at 11 hours. In all schools except literature, science,

/Id &As the-bachelor Of science degree may be obtained by *substitut-
tit? 88 term hours id social sciencedor of science and mathematics för
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186 PUBLIC HIGHT& BDUCATiON IN OREGON

the foreign-language requirements. In literature, science, and arts

both mquirements must be met; (6) one year in residence earniiig
at least 45 term hours, although class-extension work may be re-

garded as residence; (7) the last 45 term hours must be earned
through instruction offered by the University of Oregon; (8) not

more than 60 hours may be earned by correspondence study. In

addition the law school has certain special requirements for the
bachelor of laws and doctor of jurisprhdence degrees. In the school

of music á student may receive considerable credit toward the

bachelor of music degree from practical Music such as voice, piano,

orchestra, glee club, etc. This tends to make work for the bachelor
of, music degree depend in large part upon physical persistence
rathii than upon mental ahievenieut.

In general, it seems that although the requirements as set down

appear quite formidable, they are not difficult to meet and that the
scholarship requirements are not strict. The school of law is the
only one which requires a certain grade point average for gradua-
tion and this is only in the special degrees of bachelor óf 'laws and

doctor of jurisprudence. The only thing resembling a requirement
as to scholarship average for graduation is the limitation that not

more than 46 hours may be graded as low as the lowest passing
grade. In other words, a student may have an average grade de-
cidedly below the average or middle grade and still graduate.

It should also be noted that it is only within the last two yea

that the requirement of "62 (and in some cases 45) term hours o

uiver-division work has been made. Previous to this, a student

was able to graduate from the University of Oregon without meet

ing any requirements as to upper division or advanced course work

There is evidence, t6refore, that the institution is attempting
secure a higher standard of work toward graduation.

The basic requirements in all curricula at Oregon State College a

English composition, 9 credits; economics, 3 Credits; politics

science, 8 credits; finance and administration or sociology, 3 credits
natural sciences, 9 credits. Men in addition must have 6 credits i
military science and 3 credits hi physical education. Women mus

have 9 credits in physical education. The total number of credi
required of men is 207; of women, 192. These are the minimun
requirements. Some curricula demand 12 credits in English an
most demand more than the minimum in the natural sciences an

in the social sciences.
There is no upper or lower division its such but no student

admitted to junior standing until he has received the junior certifi

cat*. The requirements for this ars 100 credits for men and 90 f
women toward graduation, with au equal =limber Ø grade poiu
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SUPPLEMENTARY COORDINATION 187

This certificate is not awarded until at least two terms have been
spent in residence at the college.

For a major, th.e student is required to have at leust 86 credits in
one department or in closely related departments. Most of Ale
curricula require more than this in the major. Students may take
a minor consisting of not less then 18 credits in some otfier department.
or school than the one of major work.

In addition to the requirements stated above, a student must have
grade points equal to the number of credits earned in order to gradu-
ate. This corresponds to an average of C.

The number of titles applied to the degrees granted by the Oregon
institutions, in order lhat they may indicate with more or less accuracy
the nature of the undergraduate specializations of different students,
is somewhat bewildering. This practice, which is most evident at
the university, is justified by the emphasis upon differentiation of
specialization efilboilied in the graduation requirements of the uni-
versity. These sound reasons for granting different undergraduate
degrees, or for granting the degree with a designation indicating the
field of specialization, have less force at. the State college, although
the distinctions of curricula and graduation requirements as between
agriculture and engineering, for instance, are so notable as to warrantthe practice. In the opinion of the survey commission multipli-cation of titles is much less desirable than use of the two standard
terms, bachelor of .science and bachelor of arts, accompanied by
a descriptive phase such as in journalism, in engineering, etc.In view of the problems of curricular adjustment that must beAved by joint conferepce between the two institutions if the recom-endations of the commission concerning fundamental coordinationare adopted it is desirable that a committee similar to those ari-ointed for these purposes be designated to coordinate practices andequirements of the two institutions with respect to graduation
quirements and the terms to be applied to undergraduate degreesat are granted. It should not be the purpose of such a committee
seek or to impose uniformity ; the different characters and func-

ons assigned to the institutions make uniformity of graduation
uirements and of degrees as between the institutions undesirable.t shduld rather be the to determine jointly the differencesat are appropriate to these different functiops, euch mutual

reement should serve to define differentiation in conventional
arms of time, credit, grades, and grade points in order to contribute
better institutional and public understanding of distinction's be-n educational functions that are more fundamental than these

echanical and formal measures. The commission believes that the
regon institutions may mains a real contribution to higher education
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188 PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN OREGON

in America if they will thus give concrete expression to the very

real differences among the various curricula with respect to the

abilities and attainments required of students in order to acquit

themselves creditably. Such expreksion might well serve to give
effective recognition to the fact that four years of effort in college
devoted by different students to different curricula, does not result,
as it were, in the attainment of four gallons of education dipped
from a common spring.
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Chapter VI

Articulation of 4ounts and Business Management

The law creating the State board of higher education requires
that the board set up a uniform systeril of accounting for the higher
institutions under its charge. The author-uf the law probably had
in min.d two aspeas of the need for imifoAn accounting : (1) The
interpretation, in terms of dollars ind cents, of the activities carried
on by the State's higher educational institutions, in other words costs ;

and (2) the use of uniform accounting in controlling the educational
programs of the different institutions in such fashion as to secure a
unified system. It is the purpose of this chapter to consider some
of the implications of this requirement of the law and to 'suggest the
principles and procedures essential to the attiinment of the purposes
which such a system should serve.

To devise a system of uniform accounting for five institutions of
diverse character, in which expenditures are as large as those of
the Oregon institutions, is by no means a simple task. In 1929-30
he estimated income of the instittitions of higher learning in Oregon

was $9,263,995. Savings in the expenditure of this large sum that
may result from unity of builihess management and from uniform
accounting m4 constitute a relatively small percentage of the total,
but in terms of dollars be sufficiently large to enable the State's
program to be expanded or improved in ways that would be
impossible otherwise.

The complexity of the problem is increased by the fact that this
income is derived from a variety of sources. It is possible to group
the sources of funds for support of higher education in the State
under five major heads: Income from the State, from the Federal
Government,-from the,ouities, from the students and from gifts
and other sourees. frowever, this simplification serves to conceal
the problems involved in getting up a uniform system of accounts.

Money from the State is derived under 17 different State laws
which provide for -continuing appmpriations from year to year and
also from speetil appropriétions made at every legislative session.
FAch of the violltiiitthitapproprittiont is limited by the tetms of the
raw, and in otitistautes the for which the money
may be egiteideits*.i'vity speifically 'bed. la order to Oeterte
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190 PUBLIC HIGH= IDUCATION IN MOON

mine whether the legal requirements-are being observed it is necessary

to account fdr each of these funds.
In the same way Federal funds are provided in accordance with 14

different Federal acts and agreem'ents. In several instances the

Federal Government requires one type of accounting for one fund
and another type of accounting for another fund. For example,

the money received as a result of the Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890

is accounted for to the United States Office of Education in accord.
ance with definite classification prescribed by that office. This classi-
fication has nt relationship, or very little relationship, to' the classifi-
cation and regulations imposed by the director of experiment stations
in the Department of Agriculture with reference to the Hatch,
Adams, and Purnell funds. Neither uses the same system as is used
in accounting io the Department of Agriculture in the case of the
'Smith-Lever extension service funds. All are different from the
accountiAg required in the case of funds received from Smith-Hughes
sources for the purpose of training vocational teachers. Yet all
these requirements must be met by the State's system of institutional
accounting.

Funds are received from 30 counties in Oregon and the local con-
tributors are entitled to as scrupulous accounting for money derived
from the communities as is the Federal Government.

Income from students is secured from tuition, laboratory, and
other fees. In some instances these fees or charges against students
are for specific purposes and contributed by the students with the
definite understanding that they shall be expended for these pur-
poses and not for others. Thus money contributed for the health
service may reasonably be expected by parents and students to be
expended for that purpose. All this involves strict fund accounting.

Further, the general classification of " gifts and other sources"
conceals a very complex situation with' reference to responsibility
for donations. There was a time in the history of American educa-
tion when many persons were fearful that when they gave money to

an institution, especially to a public institution, for a specific pur-
pose, it would be lost in the general accounting and possibly diverted
to other uses than for those wh4 it was intended. This Lear has
been overcome only by a type of tpn4 ;mounting which regards
every gift for a specific purpose u an inviolable trust.. The person
who provides $1.0,000 under the k " °Ilion that its ip,00me shall be
devoted to the pwrebsee of new books for the library in a specific
field wishes to be refsonahlt assured that the institution will observe
the conditions a, till() gift. He or his loin &matt im able to deter-
mine halal the accounts of the institution at Any. time w,4ether the
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There is also concealid under the head. of gifts awl other souibms
a variety of sources of income which must be accounted for speciff-
(Pally with rèfeence to activities and services carried on as a part
of the educational or research program of the institution in order
to determine actual costs of such operations. Thus sales of prod-
ucts from experiment stations which are not in any sense profit,
but are rather the salvaging of some of the costs of research work,
should in fact be deducted from the expenditures for thit purpose
in determining the cost of the research. In the same way services of
inspection or testing for which fees are charged must be accounted
for with reference to the specific service if any real conception of
the cost of such service is to be obtained.

Accounting in the case of higher educational activity is further
complicated by the variety of activities and necessary operations for
which money is expended. There is no single standaMized product
or small group of products into whose creation set quantities and
qualities of material and service enter without variation. While we
are accustomed to speak of the students as the product of our edu-
cational institutions the elements that go into the making of this
Etudent product are not the same for any two students. Even within
the broad classification of making a student into an engineer or an
agriculturist or a physician or a social worker or a scientific research
worker, the combinitions vary widely and each element requires
expenditure.

In carrying out educational purposes the institutions purchase and
use everything from rats to university professors, everything from
thumb tacks to.-buildings, from bird seed to tractors. In accounting
for the use of all these servi6es and materials there is no single com-
mon measure of their vialue in the educational process. Rats may be
used to carry on an investigAtion into problems of nutrition con-
ducted by the home economics department or they may be used by
the medical school to determine the effects of drugs. Traders may
be used for preparing land for an epic-making investigation or they
nay be used to acquaint students with the mechanism of their con-
truction. Of two books of exactly the same cost one may be used

by 20 undergraduate students,* the other may be used by a singli
specialized worker in the field that it covers. Obviously the signifi-
cance of the cost lies wholly in the type of use that is made of any
item for which expenditure is incurred. To account for educational
.xpenclitures and to measure their costs requires that the accounts

set up t0 ierve educatiotial usage and purposes. The task of a
uniform eystem..0 amounting, themfore, becomes especially difficult
since it must: btt of pack as to satisfy the demands 400
busineas prigt4W110a the- same time serve rather than hnper
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192 PUBLIC HIGHER BDUCATION IN OREGON

the fundamental purposes for which the institution vista, that is,

instruction and investigation.
The problem is rendered still more difficult by reason of the num.

ber of persons that must be responsible in the ultimate analysis for

the deteimination of the expenditures needed to carry on specific, dif.
ferent educational processes. No busintss officer ever lived who could

determine of his.own knowledge the amount and quality of ä specific
chemical needed for the beginning course in chemistry, fur a research

project- in medicine, and for art-agricultural experiment. No busines
ófficer can haNie tIke knowledge ¡f materials and of their uses in all of

the many fieids of knoidedge that are included in an educational
program. Only the persons actually engaged in the instnicting
process are able to tell for their own work what is needed in many
areas of e'xpenditure. The same is true with reference to serviete

within specific areas of educational endeavor. It is true that the
institutions expend money for items and very large items, that are

common to the entire group of institutions. Fuel, for instance, is
purchased and used by all. Typewriters and thumb tacks are stand-
ardized products. U But . even in these cases special coals may be

required for experimental purposes, typewriters may need to be
adapted to specific recording needs, and it may be necessary that

even thumb tacks be purchased to meet the specifications of specific
situations. In determining the expense of an institution, therefore,
a wide variety of judgments is required. The accounting system or

method of business management which prevents, in the interests of
uniformity, the use of these judgments will defeat the educational
purposes of the institutions, however excellent it may be from the
standpoints of preventing the expenditure of money and for purposes

of business accounting.
It is rather apparent from this déscription of the difficultits in-

volved in setting up a uniform system of accounting to serve both

educational requirements and business methods that the primary
emphasis must be upon educational administration. The account-
ing system should contribute to determining actual costs of institu-
tional operations. It can give very little aid in determining the rela-
tive importance of these actiihies from an educational stihdpoint.

Commoh practice among educational institutions has not pro-

vided a standard of educational amounting, or of fiscal repotting
among higher institution& It has been maintains& with considerable
show of validity that no system can be devised which is applicable
to more than one institution. This contention is supported by the

argument that the activitieg and standards of educational' attainment ,

of any two institutions that may be selected differ so: 'widely that
comparisons aft of,no value: The surveyk comOssion bàhive. bolt-
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ACCOUNTS AND BUSINESS NtAtTAGIIMENT 193

method of accounting and a uniform systegli of business management

that will furnish valuable educational and financial information.
This belief is shared by great number of business officers and
administrators. A national commi has been set up to study this
matter and funds have been provided . one of the foundations for
the purpose of developing a standardized system of financial report-
ing which will be appbcable to institutions of all types and sizes.
Ttuis report is as yet not available as a guide in determining State
pro(.btodure that should be followed in setting up uniform business
operations in Oregon. However, certain essential functions char-
acteristic of an educational amounting system may be defined.

1. Such a syltem must provide for fund accounting. The board
of higher eduvtion is responsible to individuals for the use of

gifts; to the St!ate, for the various funds supplied by it; to the
Federal Government for the funds furnished from that source;
and to the counties for the specific funds that they supply. It is

responsible to the students for fees collected from them for specific
Purposes Only a system of fund accounting can enable the board
to be sure that its various obligations for funds are obseivved..

2. It must set up certain general classifications that are of admin-
istrative and educational value into which all institutional activities
may be fitted as units. From the educational standpoint the unit
activity is the essential factor.

3. It must be so simple that the cost of its operation is not

excessive. V

. 4. It must permit of reporting to the public and should reflect the
nature of the educational program of the institutions.

5. It must bé suitable for statistical correlatioft with student and
faculty activities.

6. It must not discourage initiative ior involve so many restric-
tions and processes that it is easier to fail iñ educational enterprise
than to overcome the intricacies of the financial system.

Present diversity of institutional practice and bugines.s manage-
ment makes it impessible to determine relative costa with reference
to operations that are common to two or more of the Oregon
institutions. This at any rate should be accomplished by the
accounting system.

The survey ionlpission suggests upon the basis of an examination
of *any hundreds a reports and close contact with the national com-

mittee now consideving the whole matter that the accounting system
set up be sqe.h.as to permit ieporting in harmony with the system
that is outljned% by, the paragraphs immediately following.

The report consist of four major divisions: First
Knee sheett'astiond, :svi income statement; third, an expetditures

series of schedules presenting and explain.-
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194 PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION 11, OREGON

ing by detailed listings significant items that have appeared in pre_

ceding divisions of the report. To these major divisions may well
be added a fifth section containing supplementary information .such

as summaries of facts concerning enrollments, degrees'granted, re-

tilets of pledge campaigns, condition of subsidiary corporations,
za other statistical studies that are not properly a part of the
financial report itself but which may be used as the basis for inter-
pretation of the financial data given. Each of these major divisions
of thi3 report may be described in somewhat greater detail.

Governing Board

The Oregon' State Board of Higher Education is the governing
board for all the higher institutions of the State. Its, expenses
should he shown separately and it should have its own gudget, ac
counts, mid financial report quite independent of those of the insti-
tutions, yet these expenditures are an- element in._,.the cost of con-

ducting each of the institutions in the State's system of higher
education and should be allocated to institutional expense. .While
no method of such allocation is entirely withoiit weaknesses it is
suggested that apportionment of this expense in proportion to the
public funds (Federal, State, and local) received for the support
of the institutions is as nearly equitable as any 'method easily appli-
cable. A method of paying the expenses of thé State board of higher
education by allocation to the institutions ihould tend to incrvase
the desire of the institutions that the board arrange to take over

commpn business activities which may thus be managed at less cost
to the entire system than is possible under scattered institutional
direction.

It is frequently desirable to prepare schedules showing total
expenditures of specific types distributed by operating units and
shown by totaP, such as expenditures for salaries, fuel, telephone and
telegraph, water, freight and cartage, printing, scholarship aid,
travel, publicity, and so on through a list whose lengtil is determined
solely by space and the opinign of the governing boatd with refer-
ence to dui value of knowing ihe coast of stich items. Frequently,
detached in this fashion from the educational functions which
they serve, expenditures serve mèrely to satisfy more or. less
idle curiosity. but on the other hand such items as telegraph and tele-
phone.; fuel, travel, publicity, and rent, when coMpiled over a period
of .years, may call attention -to changing conditions or to the
possibility of effecting econoinkis.

It will be noted that the preceding suggestions are coneérned with *a
system of reporting the financial operations of educational jnstitû
dome; they do not deal directly 'with mods& sad proak
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ACCOUNTS AND BUSINESS MANAQEMENT 195.

dures. The commission is not concerned with the specific system
of accounting that is adopted further thán to point out that unless
it is designed to permit financial report' of the kind indicated the
most important educational reasons for setting up such a system will
be defeated. Thew are many accounting processes and methods all
based upon sound principles; it is the function of experts in that
field to adapt these procedures to specifically educational require-
ments as well as to the business requirements of money minting.

The system of reporting suggested, or a similar one, supported by
detailed schedules, shotild pro.ride definitions of items and directions
for classification of activities thai will permit institutions of different
types and size to distribute all items of capital investment, income,
mid expenditure under appropriate headings ;and thus afford com-
parable financial pictures of their operations in so far as these
operations are of similar type and should also at the same time
indicate clearly educational functions that are peculiar to each.
For example, it makes no difference whother an institution is a
normal school, a university,, or a State college, administrative ex-
penditure in each case should be defined in tiw same terms, and
inchtde the same items in so far as they are elements in the adminis-
trative expense of any institution. The trimary value of such a
system lies ih the fact that in making comparisons between insti-
tutions it is possible to be reasonably sure that all items of similar
character are dassified in the same way rather ihan distributed to
different major classifica4ions by different in.stitutions. Provision
is made for variation of ofganization and procedure in actual opera-
tion as between institutions but operations of similar purpose are
brought together. Thus it is possible to determine whether institu-
tions operating under different methods of administrative organiza-
tion are spendinrsimilar or differing proportions of their total
resources for this phase of institutio* aptivity. Determination of
the fact of variation does not,thowever, fhdicate, conclusively that
from the edational standpoint the form 44 ..adnOikitration that
costs proportionately the leapt is better than, Op one that costs more.
The reporting merely insures that variatiotititi,* administrative costs
between the two institutions are not dtie tO different methods of finan-
cial reporting of such costs. In the same way it" is possible to
classify instruction expenses in very a nt subjects and for very
different purpdses.under the general he. 'it of " instruction;" with
assurance. that the same types of expenditure are considered in both
cases in deIWP9th4e expenses. It is therefore possible to
determine die: te. amount of total resòurces t by the
two instittWoht buts it is imppesible 4_ determine
whether.40 teaching a sUbject- not ibelfided in
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196 PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN ORBOON

the work of the other is spending too large an amount for that
specific field. Judgment in regard to the latter point must be basil
upon the relative importance of different activitiel in the life of the
State and Nation and to a degree upon the nature of the State's
educational policy or even upon the nature of its social philosophy.
The form of reporting should, by reason of the opportunity it gives
to distinguish specific subject matter and types of instruction, clearly
expose the fallacy of the procedure which attempts to compare the
financial efficiency of different educational institutions by dividing
total instruction expense by the total number of students. Inerits.
bly it must cost more to accomplish some types of educational
purpose than others; financial reports of the kind proposed should
make it perfectly evident that in the educational world as in the
agricultural, it costs less to produce a pea than to produce a
cantalou pe.

At the present time five different systems of management handle
the business of Oregon's higher institutions of learning. Each of
these systems has its own policies, its own.procedures, its own records
and business forms, its own methods of report making. In no two
instances is it possible to determine the amounts spent for a general
class of expenditures such as administrative expenditures, -with reason-
able assurance that the statements embody all the same type of cost&
Termin*ology and gt.*oupings are so different that comparable itelfts
are concealed and dissimilar activities appear to be comparable. It
is very important, therefore, that under the direction of the State
board of higher education adequate measures be taken to insure ac-
counting and business procedures of such uniform character that-a
standard method of reporting financial condition and operation may
be prescribed and adhered to.

One means of accomplishing these purposes was frequently sug-
gested to the survey commission, that of concentrating business
operations of all institutions in the office of the State department
of higher education. This proposal is seriously opposed by the
institutional administrations upon grounds that deserve careful eons.
sideration. Fundamentally the objection to rérnoving responsibilgy
for the business operations of an institution from the direct control
of the administrative officers of that institution may be traced to the
belief that this would 'result in removing from the officers responsible
for educational administration the means of exercising that msponi-
bility. The president is held responsible An' the effective and
economical conduct of the instructing and research programs of the
institution. Effectiveness anti economy are dependent 'span. use
of the funds available as and when they are demanded bran bduca-
tional program. It is necespary :Oat the posident at all
times inunediately under his conttol the financial instruments and
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A:000sTINTS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMBWir 197

agencies through which the educational program may be carried on.
A. central business (Ace for all the institutions would, it is feared,
introduce intermediate and time-contuming processes which would
make it awkward and difficult for the president to use the financial
resources effectively in carrying out the educational policies and proc-
esses for which he is responsibk. Educ,tional management, would
be as difficult under such dual control : : would the coordination of
the right hand of one person with the left hand of another.

Experience in other States with central State -f-urchasing agents
and other centralized forms of business control over different insti-
tutions tends to support this viewpoint. Further, it is difficult to
believe that such centralized business management could be kept
within the limits of mere accounting and business service for and to
the educational officers of the institutions. The tendency always is
for control of operations and program to concentrate where the finan-
cial power rests:fa Therefore, it is contended that the presidents of
the institutions and their educational officers would gradually become
the servants of the business office and that there would be substituted
for the educational direction of the capable and outstanding human
personalities who are institutional presidents a kind of impersonal
direction by a business machine and by accountants more concerned
with the sacredness of rules and the conservation of forms than with
the use of, money to create educated young men and wonien or to
discover truth through the processes of investigation.

The survey commission is in entire accord with the views that
underlie -these contentions; it believes that any form of centralized
business- management that is independent of the control and use of
the administrativw officers responsible for the educational programs
of the institutions will result in inefficiency and waste. At the same
time the commission recognizes that there are elements of waste in
the present =associated and independent conduct of business opera-
tions by five separate offices. It recognizes that the State boird of
higher educatios can not secure comparable records essential to
coordination of the higher educational program of the State as a
whole .under existiw differences of procedure and record keeping.
This is true even though the institutions are , perfectly honest in
their astern* to respond to requests for information. Definitions
and selections have to be made and different persons place'different
interpretations upon the significance of certain elements. Further,
the commission Teloagniate that it is probable That a larger proportions
of the funds devoted to higher education in Oregon is beini spent
upon the mere %mike ef the busineas machinery of the univerity
and the State eddittge4han would be required if these two institutions
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PUBLIC RIGILIER EDUCATION nt OREGON

were under one administration and one business management. This
judgment is supported by certain comparisons that it is possible to
make with the proportion of available funds spent for overhead and
business management in certain States where the university and land-
grant college are one institution. Although comparisons of this kind
are,difficult because of different methods of financial reporting used
by (Efferent institutions computations were possible in the case of
Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, and Ohio, which seem to indicate
that Oregon with its separate institutions is spending a larger pro-
portion of the total institutional funds for overhead and business
management than are these other Ststes where the landigirant insti-
tution is also the State university. Missouri and New Jersey each
spend 6.5 per cent for these purposes, Nebraska spends 5.6 per cent;
and Ohio 4 per cent. Is compared with these States Oregon spends
8.9 per cent. If it be assumed upon the basis of these figures that by
combining the business management of the University of Oregon'and
the Oregon State College even 1 per cent of the total budget might be
saved for educational uses instead of being spent to keep the business
machinery going, the total upon the basis of the estimated income
for 1929-30 would amount to approximately 4190,000 per year.

In view of the apparently conflicting requirements of educational
administration and of business economy, both of which the commis-
sion fully recognizes, the problem becomes one of suggesting methods
whereby educational effectiveness may be preserved and more econom-
ical business operation secured. In the opinion of the survey com-
mission these purposes may be accomplished by creating in the State
department of higher education the means to perform certain serv-
ices for the institutions that can be carried on more economically
at a central point and that are not inherently local and involved in
preservation of administrative control: This" area may be defined
with sufficient definiteness to indicate certilin specific types of serv-
ice that may be thus performed.

It should be evident that business activities *hich involve con-
tact with students, immediate supervision of buildings and grounds
and of clerical help, the issuing of supplies, care of equipment, and
the operation of local enterprises such as dining halls, laundries, and
dormitories must be performed locally. It in nt ariparent, how-
ever, that those functions which coneern custody, preservation and
investment of funds, and the keeping of records thereof is essentially
a local function or related. to the preservation of administrative con-
trol. Thebe functions involve careful sitendoci bookkeeping opera-
tions; in the opinion of the survey conuno.Asse op:rations could
be carried on effectively and more econonicalky its cental point.
Statistical study of the financial records sad their e447110ens with
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AMOUNTS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 199

records of attendance, grades, graduation, and so on involves the
carrying on at each institution of much manual labor. It should
be possible to assemble in a central office serving all institutions
modern mechanical equipment for much work of this kind that
would be too expensive for duplication in each institution but that
would enable such work to be Carried on by mechanical means more
quickly and economically. Assuming that a uniform system of
accounting and reporting should be established in all institut4iì
each institution must put in much time and effort in co iling
and assembling information required for the guidnce of1ie State
board of higher education in determining the condition and relation-
ships of the entire higher educational system of the State. When
these institutional reports are received it is necessary for the office
of the executive secretary of the board to assemble and rearrange
the institutional reports in accordance with the requiremeits of the
board. A -* rn whereby the institutions might furnish the board
with the s ,7' s records or raw data with reference to certain
standard requirements would save institutional labor in compiling
and with modern equipment available in a central office would permit
of the most economical assembly there of pertinent data from all
the institutions. In the opinion of the survey commission it is
desirable that the State board of higher education establish such a
centralized statistical and recording service; it is believed that its
uses and the economies that. would result would develop rapidly as
its advantages became evident from experience with it not only for
financial purposes but for purposes of educational research and
cont rol by the departments and iinistrations of the institutions.
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Chapter Vil

Coordination of Capital Investment

Duplication of work as between institutions does not necessarily
mean wasteful doubling of plant and equipment for the conduct
of tich work. If both institutions are using their facilities for the
conduct of a specific type and grade of work to full capacity, trans-
ferring all of this activity to one campus would mean a doubling
of the facilities upon that campus for that type of work.
It is true that this doubling of capacity upon one campus may
frequently be accomplished somewhat economically than pro-
viion for the same amount of work by wo institutions, since it is
usually possible to create a single unit of a given capacity more
.heaply than to construct .two units, each of which has half that
rapacity. Thus concentration of work at o'ne place is likely to
result in economy of capital investment even in the cases when such
concentration would be accompanied by no corresponding saving
in the direct cost of instruction.

The survey staff made a very careful and elaborate study of build-
ing use by the five higher educational institutions of Oregon. It is
impossible within the compass of this survey to present all the
information derived from the data assembled but certain phases of
this study are pertinent to ,the questions raised by the preceding
paragraph in regard to economies in the use of capital that the State
may effect both in the use of existing Ant and in future construction.

No entirely satisfáctory measure of plant use has been devised.
However, a very useful calculation may be developed. It is assumed
that each class and laboratory room may bt used 36 hours a week.
The student papacity in each room in each building of the entire
educational plant is then determined. By multiplying the number
of students that each mom would accommodate by 88 a theoretical
measure bf 100 per cent usage of each room is obtained in terms of
student-hours. Actual schedules of room use in the Oregon institu-
tions were studied and actual room use .determined by multiply-
ing the number of students in each class that occupied the room by
the number of periods each class used the room. By adding theme
numbers.togither s figure was obtained that represented the student
hours used. This figure was then dividtd by the number representing
theoretically complete use of the MOM and a percentage obtitined.
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By arrangipg these percentages for the moms in each building is
descending order the theoretical median percentage student use of
that building was determined. Similar treatment provides a the.
orkical percentage student use of the entire educational plant of each
institution.

Table 1 which shows this median per cent for each building should
be interpreted as follows:

At Monmouth the administration building contains 13 rooms. The
theoretical percentage student use as given is 23.7 per cent. This
means that 6 rooms were used less than 28.7 per cent of theoretical
full capacity and 6 were used more than 2&7 per cent.

The figures contained in the table should not be interpreted as
meaning that the institutional plant, at La Grande for instance, is
used only 28.7 per cent as' efficiently as may reasonably be expected,
nor that in any case the difference between 100 per cent and the
percentage given will represent the greater service that may be

demanded of institutional officers in their use of the plant.

TABLE L.Median student pentrutage use of buildings
trty-Mi haws per Weak at tall rasa capacity buds al euespulatiand
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It is impossible to attain the theoretical 100 per cent use of the

educational plant and equipment. 'This is true for a number of rea-
sons. Certain types of work are absolutely ital. to a balanced
educational curriculum. They can not be oanitteid even though rels
lively few students spend comparatively few hours upon them;
the facilities most be provided although they can be used but a small
portion of the time. This may be illustrated by the poultry and horti-
culture buildings at amnia. Such buildings aspecIsly d
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to meet the needs of instruction in poultry and for an essential phase
of horticulture are not suitable for many other instructional pure.
poses. It is obvious thai the curricula in agriculture demand this
instruction. It is equally obvious that io '6 students to take
such a large proportion of these subjects that i facilities would
be in use to full capacity would result in an unreaspnable distor-
tion of emphasis. The same type of consideration is applicable with
reference to facilities that must be provided for advanced or special
ized work and for research ; the very nature of the work is such that
the plant and equipment provided can not be used to full capacity.
Further, institutional officers can not determine exactly the number
of students that will enroll in specific classes during any one year.
Nor is it possible, or in the long nm economical, when new buildings
are constructed to provide facilities that will be immediately utilized
to the limit of their capacity. Student bodies in the past have
constantly tended to grow larger and room . size and building size
must be planned with reference to such future growth. Many of the
buildings in Oregon were planned with rooms of size very much
greater than is needed under specialization of subject matter and the
diversification of offerings required by a modern curricula. Student
interests shift from one subject to another and one curriculum 'to
another many times during the life of an educational plant. Hence
it is difficult to determine when buildings are constructed the exact
size and number of rooms that will be deinanded during the life of
the building. For these and °thew mr..,g that need not be presented
here, educators are inclined to agree that an educational building
that shows from 40 to 50 per cent theoretical median percentage stu..
dent use is very efficiently emplbyed and that an entire education plant
that shows 40 per cent median student use is being used almost as com-
pletely as may be expected.

Upon the basis of these judgments the tires normal schools appear
to be using their plants much less efficiently than might be,demanded.
In the case of the urinal schools at Ashland and La Grind., where
the bail are new and thai schools just developing, it is probable
that this low efficiency may be ascribed in large part to provision for
the future. Unaksr these conditions a low percentage median student
use is not special cause for concern =Dept as the practices that are
made possible by such Moral Leon space may become filed as a
standard for the, future when the institutions become larger and
hence may lead to demands for further accommodation which would
not be necessary 4011Cieet scheduling.

The Dornia1 Afimmout4t, howevez, shows a very low
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auditorium, and library, in addition °to 13 classrooms, shows a the°.
retical 23.7 per cent median percentage student use. This build*
is old, the rooms are large, poorly arranged, and in spite of excellent
janitorial care, the building presents a shabby and somewhat deprees-
ing appearance. The fact that the rooms are so large makes it
impossible to maintain the variety in offerings required by
a modern teacher-training curriculum and at the same time
develop classes which will fill rooms to their rated seat.
ing capacity. This becomes evident whim we examine the
median period' percentage that represents the median of the
possible number of hours that each room may be used upon the basis
of maximum use of 36 hours per week. Upon this basis the class-
rooms in the administration building show a 62.5 per cent median'
period use of room. This is high. That size of room, rather than
failure to use room, gives the low median percentage student use
is evident also from the fact that a room in the Evangelical Church
is used to supplement the classrooms in the administration build-
ing. Upon the basis of period- use the room in the Evangelical
Church shows a 61.1 per cent maximum use. It is apparent that
for the space inclosed by its four wálls the administration building
is much more poorly adapted to the purposes of a modern curriculum
than would be afforded by the same space if it were broken up into
rooms of proper size. The*conclusion of the survey commission that
the administration building is overcrowded in the sense of having
to accommodate a large number of classes and that it is poorly
adapted therefore, to the enrichment and specialization of curriculum
recommended by another portion of this report is confirmed by the
observations and personal investigations of the survey staff.

No relief can be found by partitioning large moms so as to pro-
vide a greater number of class and laboratory meeting places. Quite
apart from the matter of sound interference the height of rooms
and the arrangement of light are such as to' make this solution
impossible. Nor can relief be found by adapting space now devoted
to offices and to the library to class purposes. Offices are small
and almost continuously occupied. The library is extremely limite4
in book storage space and most undesirably overcrowded by readers
at all hours. In the opinion of the survey commission, eAriehment
of the curriculum and provision for a student body of the size that the
institution should accommodate in order to serve its territory can be
accomplished only by thomugh remÖdeling of existifig ficilities and
by pro -.4iion for new construetioA. It is tirgeit17 itipoiritaendsid,there-
fore, that the State provide approdiutte $1$0006 for' toonstniede
tion and: V*** rinkide.1* tite 44 'it' phis
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COORDINATION 07 CAPITAL DIVESTMENT 205

should provide for a modern library building with a seating ca-
pacity for 30 per cent of the student body and for ample stack space.
It should provide for a safe auditorium seating the entire student
body and for class and laboratory rooms to permit the simultaneous
meiting of one-half again as many classes as exoist at present.

Upon the basis of the standards proposed, the university does
not, show a ¡Try efficient use of the plant. as a whole, gr of any
single building therof. This is in part due to unwise planning in the
past which has resulted in the multiplication of small units and the
buihling of extravagantly cheap buildings. In part it is due to the
wide variety of subjects that are offered on the upper division lever
for the purposes of specialization over almost the entire range of
knowledge. In part it is due to the type of class scheduling that
¡reeks to concentrate work in the morning hours.

At Corvallis the median percentage student use of the plant as a
whole is somewhat higher than at Eugene, but falls considerably
short of the proposed standard. Nevertheless, three buildings,
mechanic arts, commerce, and the administration buildings, reach the
standard proposed and the two rooms in the armory are used in
excess of theoretical completeness. Nine of the 22 buildings con-
sidered at Corvallis show a median percentage use in excess of
the highest median percentaw building use at Eugene. On the
other hand, two buildings at orvallis show a smaller percentage
than the building at Eugene that ranks the smallest percentage of
use. Part of the apparent failure to use buildings to the fullest
efficiency is due, as is also the case at Eugene, to highly specialized
offerings and to concentration of scheduling during the early part of
the day mid failure to utilize Saturday hours extensively. Prob-
ably the somewhat higher use of the plant as a whole is due to con-
sistent plant development' over a long .period of years with future
demands in mind. This better plant development has resulted from
control by a single administration over a long Period of years and
also from a relatively consistent rate al growth.

The commission is of the opinion that the efficiency of use of
class and laboratory rooms may be increased in both institutions con-
biderably by the adoption of three policies: (1) Class scheduling
for the purpose of assuring use of rooms for a greater number of
hours per day; (2) distinct separation of funds available for educa-
tional purposei from those available for capital investment; (a) Al-
lotment of institutional iunction in accordance with the recommen-
dation made by the commission in Chapters II, III, and IV of this
report,.

h

Each of these proposed methods of securing economical use of
eapital investment require. more extended discussion.
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Gass

Students and professors alike prefer to get their classes over with
in the morning in order that their time may be free for other pur-
elks during the afternoon and evening. Traditions of academic
leisure are such that only gradually is it regarded as reasonable,
either by the faculty or students, that Saturday hours should be
taken up by the work that it is their main business to perform.
Thus it is quite common for educational instittitions to regard only a
portion of the day as open for the scheduling of classes or laboratory.
These traditions and prejudices ha;ire in some cases apparently reason-
able bases. However, the matter of expense involved in accommo-
dating our present student bodies is one that must be considered
seriously. The State and other public agencies are contributing to
public higher, education in such fashion as to make it possible for
students to receive a college education for a personal expenditure far
smaller than the cost of such education. It appears reasonable that
the State should insist that this money be spent efficiently even at the
expense of academic traditions of leisure and convenience. It is
sometimes asserted in defense of limitations of scheduling class
hours that students must earn their way and must be left free, there-
fore, to devote themselves to remunerative occupations during the
afternoon. There is force to this contention but in view of the° pro-
portion of the expense of education that the State is paying the
question may be raised whether the State iP, also obligated to conduct
its educational work inefficiently from file financial standpoint in
order to permit students to earn money while in college. Inefficient
room use is also promoted by the idea developed during the period
when space was ample that a professor hae a mortgage upon a room
even when he is not using it, just as he has a claim upon his residence
even though he may be absent from it. Thif idea Wide to prevent
scheduling rooms for purposes other thad those to which' they are
primarily devoted. Provisiok of office space for the staff tends to
make it less necessary that classrooms be occupied by the professor
when no classes are held. It is true that certain rooms provided with
special equipment can not be used for other purposes. Neverthe-
less, in the opinion of the survey commission, it is highly desirable
and indeed essential that the institutions attain a reasonably high
percentage of use of all space provided before calling upon the State
for additiOnal construction: The standard of plant efficiency in prac-
tically all institutions is exceedingly low. The institutions of Oregon
probably as compared with similar institutions elsewhere show a
relatively highplant use. This fact does not justify the conditionsthat exist.
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Separation of Funds for Educational and Capital Use

Upder present conditions of institutional financing in Oregon
RS well as in many other States large sums are provided from
various sources which may be turned to any purpose desired by
the administration or by the governing board. Thus millage tax
income may be used either for educational purposes or for plant
development. Student fees likewise are in many instances avail-
able for &feet administrative and instruction charges or for capital
investment. 'Under these conditions one of two tendencies is likely
to develop: ( 1) The educational program may be starved in order
to provide for plant needs and (2) the plant development may
be starved to care for direct instructional costs. The problem thus
confronting administrators and governing boards is that of adjust-
ing these three types of income in such fashion that neither educa-
tion program nor plant requirements suffer. 'Probably these officers
are best qualified to determine both educational and capital re-
quirements. Nevertheless, the fact that a single fund may be used
for eithter or both .types of expenditure tends to conceal from the
people and from legislators especially their own responsibilities
in the matter- In the opinion of the survey commission It is highly
desirable that certaip specified millage taxes be limited to expendi-
tures other than those for capital investment and that capital in-
vestment be provided for (1) by special millage provision, (2) by
special appropriation, and (3) by donation. Of these three methods,
special millage provision for capital investment has the advantage
of permitting a long-time building program with reasonable assur-
ance that .the program can be developed. The second subjects the
hig)ler educational program to frequent appeal to the legislature
where the derision will sometimes be made upon grounds other than
those of the ability of the State and its responsibilities to its higher
educationil program, but it also requires and gives opportunity
for appeal to the legislature and the people of the State upon the
basis of facts. The third method, that of provision of plant by
gift, will be used in any case to supplement the other methods use&

The president of the Oregon State College has described as fol-
lows the problem that confronts the administrator when millage in-
come and student fees are available either for instruction or capital
i n vestment : 4

Although as no* as possible of name tax income has been saved for the
construction of necessary building; from year to year, the margin between
total Income and medal* maintenance gradually became lea and Wu
ing 1921 nett *a the till et itsir use !vent(et the college found It advisable
to establish a resides* Wien Ilk the Imam from which, aking with thatfrom nonresident *Ian teak was dleveted ta meeting the most pressing Deedsof

the college Inereadoj !Wands Won the institution bx the
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meantime have become so great, however, that next year practically all tbe
income of the college, from tuition fees as well as millage taxes, will be'rer.
quired for maintenance. Under these conditions all but the moat immediate
and Imperative needs for buildings have necessarily been deferred from year
to year, and many old and inefficient buildings (some of them dangerous ftre
hazards) have been kept in service long after they should have been razed.
In the selecti7process of determining What buildings must be built and wikat
tlefrred, all needs of the Institution have been carefully considered year by
year.

In a State like Oregon, where a large portion of the students in

the public institutions are from families of moderate means, the
quktion may be 'raised very properly whether thé State should ex.
pect students to contribute through fees to the development of per-

Ananent.plant. It is true that tuition rates in the public institutions
are low for citizens of Oregon. In spite of some s*timent which
favors entirely free public higher education it is doubtful whether in

Oregon there is any serious objection .on the part of citizens or stu-
(kilts to paying a part of direct educational costs. The commission
is of the opinion that the people of Oregon believe that the student
fees go diiectly and exclusively into administrative and instruc-
tional expense; it does not believe that the pOople of the State realize
that part of the money paid by students is being used to build up the
plant for the use of students of succeeding generations. Alt)lough
it may be argued that it makes no difference to what purpose thke
moneys are devoted so long as they do not in any case pay the entire
cost, yet it is doubtful whether the people of the State would regard
this contention as having much force. It is also the opinioñ of the
leommission that the task of administrators in presenting the needs
of the institutions will be considerably clarified if the present millage
taxes are devoted to administrative purposes, to direct instructional
cost, and to operation and maintenance of plant and if student fee$
are devoted exclusively to direct instructional purposes. This wol
require special provision by means of special millage or by special
appropriation for capital investment.

Adoption of a Policy of Allocation of Functions

Examinatio4 of class scledules, already presented in part by
Chapter II, shows that upper division classes in the fields n9w cov-
ered by both institutions are, upon both campuses, relatively small.
If all such classes were confined to one or the other institution, it
wolgcl be possible to use both buildings and instructqrs more
efficieptly. Classes and laboratoxy groups in these special fields on
the upper division level would by such union approach more nearly
efficient size. It would be possible, therefore, to raise the medial/
percentage student use of the present plants congideribly and at flu*
same time develop needed expansions of offetiiiga. in both inslit*
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tions. Further, provision of facilities that must be made in the
future could be done more economically in one plant than in two.

This does not mean in the Oregon situation that it would be better
st this laiek, date, to unite the two institutions upon one campus.
Quite apart from historical background and sentiment the State
now has a large investment upon both campuses. There is no prac-
tical Means of getting this investment back from either campus if
one were abandoned. Bóth must be utilized now, and the problem
therefore is to propose a plan which will insure the most economical
use of the present plant and the most economical future development.
This, in the opinion of the survey commission, necessitates a com-
promise between present conditions and those that might obtain if
the institutions had been developed upon a single campus. In other
words, the problem is to obtait, in so far as po%ible, the advan-
tages that would be derived if .the institution at Eugene and the
institution at Corvallis had been, or could in the future become, a
single institution upon two campuses. The commission believes that
these adviintages can most nearly be attained by the division of
functions already recommended.

The division of furictions recommended has direct bearing upon
economy of investment of capital iñ class and laboratory facilities
but in addition it is important in dhennining investment in facili-
ties that are of general service such as investment in the library.
Both of these aspects of capital investment Inlay be 'considered-to-
gether. During the course of the survey work detailed estimates
of building and plant nevds in order of priority were obtained
from administrative officers of all histitutions. These statements
were reviewed by the survey staff upon the basis of building inspec-
buns, special studies of attendance and course data, and in the light
of recommendations contemplated by the commission with refer-
ence to allocation of the offerings of the various institutions.

That the coordination of institutional function hai a direct bear-
ing on possible econoiny òf capital investment in the plants at
Eugene and Corvallis is made evident by the discussion that fol-
lows. The estimates of administrative officers concerning their
plant needs for the neit 10 years were carefully examined and the
list considered by the survey staff from the standpoint of what
would be required by the institutio6s if they continued to develop
Independently and without further coordination of function than
that which exists' at present. These lists were then arranl:# with-
out reference to the priorities suggested by _administrative officers
n parallel columns. No new construction not included in the ad-

ministrative. egtimato wu added by the commission. This arrange-
ment presented in strikim form the duplication contemplated in a
considerable portion of the future capital development
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The university at Eugene contemplates during the next 10 y
the construction of a library building at a total cost of $750,
of which the first unit is estimated at *500,000 ind the second
$250,000. The State college at Corvallis contemplates an ad
tion to its present library, to cost approximitely $350,000,, th
bringing the total investment in the library building to $1,100.
Both these buildings are planned upon the assumption that both i
stitutions will continue to develop upper division and gradu
work in the sciences. . If the allocation of function proposed b
the commission is adopted, it would be possible to modify the plan
for the library building at Eugene to omit stack, seminar, an
reading room provision for upper division and graduat.e work i
the sciences. In the opinion of the survey commission it shoul
be possible to construct the first unit at a cost of not much in exc
of $350,000 by reason of economies effected by this and other mean
But the greatest saving will come in the investment iii books an
equipment for upper-division science that should result from con
fining provision of these expensive facilities to one campus. I
the same way, although not so strikingly, perhaps, since the institu
tion at Corvallis does not offer a major in the arts and humanitie
at present, savings in Mark- space and in investment for boo
should be effected by more exactly defining lower-4ivision work i
the arts, humanities, and social sciences and limiting the work a
Corvallis to this leveL The present tendency is to duplicate a
Corvallis to a considerable extent the facilities for upper-divisio
work in these areai, although no degree is granted in this field.
The condition of the library at Eugene is sucaid its overcrowded
use is so evident that the survey commission not recommend too
strongly that the institution be provided immediately with a new
and modern library building designed to accommodate the fields of
work recommended as the peculiar function of the university.

Among the buildings included in the 10-y rogram at Eugene
are the following: Chemistry building, $150, chemistry-research
building, $75,000; and a biology building, $150,000; a total pro-
posed investment of $375,000 in the fields of chemistry and biology.
The plan for ihe development of the plant ai Corvallis proposes
a chemistry building to cost $355,000; a chemical-engineering build-
ing to cost $180,000; a biological-science building to cost $525,000;
and an animal-science building to cost $310,000, a total proposed in-
vestment of $1,370,000, for'the purposes of instruction and resarch
in the chemical and the biological sciences and their applications.
The commission is in entire accord with the desire of the State
colho to provide a biological-science building in the immediate
future to accommodate the research of the Agricultural Experiment
Station in this field and to house laboratories and rooms for instruc!
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ion. It also recommends the construction of a chemistry building
o provide for this important aspect of the work of the State college.
urther, the commission is convinced that the university is in urgent
pied of modern provision for laboratories and class space for lower-
tvision work in the sciences.' The point that it is desited to make
ere, however, is that plant investment at Eugene and at Corvallis
lust be planned.with reference to the libraries, the science buildings,
n(1 dther recitation and instructing facilities that will be needed
nder the proposed reallocation and cooraination of function. The
lant development at neither institution can be planned independ-
ntly of development at the other if the coordination of function
ecomrnended by the commission is adopted by the State board of
igher education. It becomes essential that the entire combined
lant be developed vrith reference to the combined program. This
burning will have to be done with reference to the natute of the
()ordination program that is adopted, but the commission may em-
hasize certain very definite situations with reference to the plant
eeds of the five campuses as indicative of the nature of the develop-
ent that Oregon must contemplate in the immediate future if its
igher institutions are to continue to function and enjoy the high
putation that they have in the past.
The plant at the university has been neglected. Many of the

uildings are tad and poorly adapted to the modern requirements cif
nstruction and research. Fifteen of the 30 buildings that may be
garded as constituting the educational plant upon the Eugene

ampus were built prior to 1920 and only I. of the 15 was erected
t an original cost in excess of $100,000. Johnson Hall, erected in

1915, cost $108,000. Hendricks Hall, erected in 1910, was nett in
)st at $56,000. Only one other building, Oregon' Hall, erected in

1 16, cost as much as $50,000, although additions in 1915 to the
ary, originally erected in 1905 at a cost of $25,000, and in 1910

o t men's gymnasium, originally erected in 1909 at a cost of
32,000, also brought the mist of these buildings to slightly over
-)0,000. Two of the buildings were erected at a cost of apprpxi-
nately $35,000 each and two at a cost of approximately 125,000
sch. Of 5 buildings included in the 15 the most expensive cost
s.000 and the least expensive, the infirmary, $3,000 including the
nnex. One, Deady Hall, still used as a classroom in spite of its
Imost complete obsolesence, was erected in 1876 as a gift and is
ery properly no longer assigned any value. Cheaply constructed,
mall buildings characterized the campus at Eugene prior to 1920,
vhen it was a relatively small school. Since that period 15 build-
ngs have been erected, two, Gerlinger Hall in 1921 and the men's
lormitory in 1927,* at' a cost of something over $300,000 each, to-
ether oonstituting:b investment greater than for the entire group
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of 15 buildings erected before 1920. Oity four other buildings
erected since 1920 cost more than $100,000 each, the music building
$123,000, the education junior high group $143,000, the colimieree
building $102,000, and McArthur Court, $198,000. Only 5 addi.
tional buildings represent investments of any size, the heating plant
with conveyor and tramway slightly over $100,000; Susan Campbell
Hall $86,000; architecture and allied arts group $73,000; Condon
Hall $93,000; and the journalism building $43,000. The comniission
is not informed concerning the cost of the fine arts building.

The survey staff inspected the entire plant of the university and
was deeply impressed by the waste that has resulted from investing
capital in small, cheaply constructed buildings that have a high rata
of depreciation, involve great fire risks, and display practically no
elements of the dignity and beauty that should characterize a great
center of learning and culture. In the opinion of the survey rom-
mission, practically the entire plant of the university should be re-
built by replacing obsolete and flimsy structures Joy fireproof,
well-designed buildings. The great number of small, make4hift
sheds,. transformed dwellings; and wooden barracks scattered over
the campus should be razed and replaced by substantial imildings in
relatively large units that will constitute a part of a harmonious
campus plan. The cheap construction that characterizes even t
newer buildings, such as the commerce building, the journalism
bitilding, and Condon Hall, should be abandoned. The per student
investment in the, plant upon the Eugene campus is low, but it is
higher than that of some other institutions which have expended
their funds upon substantial and permanent structures.

The plant at Corvallis has been develoPed more substantially and
consistently than that at Eugene. In part this is due to the long
period during which the institution has been developed under the
direction of a single administration. In part this may. be due to
the fact that the professional schools of engineeri4g, agriculture, and
home economics, all carrying definite occupational appeal, am located
upon the single campus. The university has at Eugene no similar
schools that enlist the wide interest and support of large and homo-
geneous occupational groups. Journalism and commerce, for in-
stance, are very recent (14elopments in the field of higher
professional education. Law education is seldom regarded with
enthusiasm by the people of a State that has lui:just passed out of
the pioneer period and is likely to command the 'attention and inter-
mot of the legal profession only when their indiffereuce results in
overcrowding the bar with practioneers of low etitieal and social
standards, Only in the field of education might it bei expected that

the university would have tile strong support 'of a distinct profese
simalolass, boat this has not been the case in Oregon, to
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that is found frequently in other States, lariely because of the failure
of the State to develop a vigorous agency of educational leadership
in its State department of education.

Still a third reason for the better development of the plant at

Corvall¡p is to be found in the extraordinarily detailed and exact
methods adopted to maintain complete knowledge of "the condi-
tion and uses made of the physical plant. The system Qf maps,
charts, diagrams, and records of use of plant is much more com-
plete and precise than will be found in most higher -educational
institutions in the United States. It is a model of control of physi-
cs! facilities by means of up-to-date records. The commission rec-

ommends it for adoption by the State' board of higher education
in all the institutions under its control.

In spite of the excellent developinent of the plant at Corvallis,
the rigid economy that has made it necessiry to resort to student
fees, to accumulatigns of small savings over a period of years
from funds that were available for operation, and to extraordinary
measures to preserve old buildings leaves the campus encumbered
with several buildings that are serious fire risks and unsuitable for
the uses to which they must be put. This is notably true of Kidder
Hall (a women's dormitory that presents grave fire risks in spite
)f the efficient measures taken to guard against fire) the old admin-
istration building erected in 1887; the small wooden struct:ure used
for the health service; and the old gymnasium. As has already
been indica L:e the campus at Corvallis should be provided with
ample and s : tial biological and chemistry buildings to house
t he research and instruction work in these fields. In view of the
major economic importance to the State of the investigations con-
ducted by the agricultural and engineering experiment stations
these units should be provided with quarters that are not make-
shifts. This becomes especially important if, as is proposed by
the survey commission, all upper division and graduate work in
the. sciences be concentrated upon the Corvallis Campus. Of no
less importance is the need that provision be made for facilities
in the field of education, especially a modern and commodious
experimental ana pradice school for the training of teachers and
for research in the problems of vocational education.

Considerable comment has already been made upon the physical
plant at Monmouth; it is not necessary to. add to the recommenda-
tions already made with respect to this institution. Emphasis has
already been given to the need for a training school entirely under
the control of the institution at La Grande. At both La Grande
and Ashland there is real need that dormitory facilities be pro-
vided. Quite apa0 from the larger degree of control afforded by
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dormitory life, the educitional values to be derived by group liv.
ing under conditions of physical and social association designe4
to create standards of taste, refinement, and intellectual intercourse
are especially needed by those who in the classroom and in' commu-
nity contacts will set the future social standards of the State.
Both these institutions also need special facilities for health and
physical education in order that the physical recreation of students
may be conducted under attractive conditions. Adequate library,
dormitory, physical education, and recreational facilities are as nee.

essary at the three normal schools as are provisions for class and
laboratory rooms and for training-school work. The'commission
can not urge too strungly that the State plan to make the physical
plants of the normal schools as complete for their size and pur-
poses as is regarded as desirabg for the university and the State
college. The causes that make necessary provision for high stand-
ards of student living and instruction are as fully operative ir
the normal schools as in institutions intended for other types of
training.



Chapter VIII

The libraries
Aso

The library is a factor of fundamental importance in the work of
institutions of higher learning. The general recognition of this fact
has come during the last genera& In fact, so recent is its accept-
ance that in many colleges, normal schools, and universities the
library facilities have not I...n brought to,the stage of development
essential to the proper functioning of these institutions of higher
learning.

Functions of the Library

The generally accepted functions at the library in institutions Qf
higher learning are:

I. Provide the printed resources needed by thé students in connec-
tion with the study activities growing out of their classroom and
laboratory activities. The growth in freedom fr.om the single text-
book that has characterized the educational developments of recent
years has made this function of the library much more difficult to
carry out than was true under the old order. The movement from
a curriculum based primarily on languages and mathematics to one
with large elements of the natural and social sciences brought out
vividly the inadequacy of instruction based exclusively on texts.
The need for a wealth of printed resources has been further accen-
tuated by the recognition of the desirability of giving the learner a
greater bregdth of view than is likely to result from instruction con-
fined to a single text and classroom discussion&

These two movements have brought to the library of the institu-
tion of higher learning two problems: .,

1. That of providing a wealth of printed material.
2. That of providing copies of certain commonly used books in

such numbers as to make them readily available to students when
they are needed for collateral reading.

The solution of these two problems has not only greatly increased
the number of volumes that must be bought and put through the
processes preparatory to use, but the handling of these printed re-
sources has Awed a large load on the library. Meeting the needs
for reserve books ia s convicuous activity in most college, normal
school, and unireivity
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II. Good teachers must be constantly growing in breadth and
depth of knowledge in their fields of endeavor. The number of
jourrials and books that appear annually in any department of
knowledge is so great that it is not reasonable to expect instructors
to bear all the financial burden involved in obtaining those neces-

sary for their study. It is reasonable to expect that the institution
should provide a large proportion of the printed resources that will
be needed by members of the teaching staff in order to keep up their
professional growth.

III. The most effective college library provides the resources for
general reading and stimulates students to avail themselves of ihese
resources. At present we are dominated too largely by the view

that education a matter of a few °years spent by the youth in school
and college instead of a lifelong process. The adult education move-

ment is doing much to correct this erroneous conception. It is im-
portant that schools and colleges should contribute to the develop-
ment of habits of good reading by providing a high quality of read-
ing mtaerial in abundance for the young people who attend them.
It is es k ially incumbent upon the colleges, normal schools, and
universi to provide these resources when such a large proportion
of the st t body comes from small high schools and small towns
'that have very limited libraries as is the case in Oregon. This argu-
ment can not be too strongly put for those who are in training for
teaching.

In addition to these three functions which should characterize the
libraries of all higher institutions of learning, individual libraries
have special functions that are determined by special features of the
work conducted by the institutions of which they are a part. The

university and the State college are illustrative of two of these
_

special functions:
1. The needs of graduate work and the research activ4ties both of

facuNi and students make heavy demands on a library that are of a

some at different type than those previously discussed. They call
for a much greater range of books and journals than are necessary
for the instruction and general reading of the, undergraduate. Ma-
terials of this character place additional burdens on the library due
to the efforts necessary to locate them and the difficulties involved
in cataloging and Preserving them as contrasted with the ordinary
run of books.

2. The development of extension courses that are offered for
credit makes it important that printed resources be made available

. at extension centers. It is of interest that in general those re-
sponsible for the formulation of plans for extension have given

this
%

question large consideration. Extension courses eite conducted
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Ali printed resources so limited that a high quality of* W9rk can
ot be done.

Important Factors in Library Service

In the carrying otit of the functions outlined above the important
ements are:
1. A well-trained library staff. The college administrator and
e faculty members are too prone to think that the work of a

ibrary staff is essentially of a clerical nature. It is true that
here is much of the clerical in the work of a library. It is also
rue that due .to lack of training and vision libraries sometimes
ever raise their ,work above a relatively simple routine. Libraries

which this is a condition are not making their largest con-

ribution to the academic community. Scholarship and technical
raining are both important in the dev.elopment of the library. The
eports on training and the ihterviews with the staffs convince the
urvey commission that the personnel of the libraries in the State-
upported institutions of Oregon is well prepared for its duties.
he reports from faculty members were in the main commendatory
f the work being done by the staffs of the libraries. These views
re substantiated by the data of 'Table 1. From these data it is
en that those holding the more responsible positions in the libraries
re in the main well trained and experienced persons. It is also
vident in the bider institutions that the members of the staff are
ing retained for considerable periods of time.

1.Preparation and experience of those holding the positions of major
responsibility in the libraries of Oregon's public higher institutions

Institutions
Years of

experience
(average)

Years in
present
library

(average)

Percentage
having a
wilco
degree

AM.

Years of
experience

alter
earning

first degree
(average)

tif% ersity.
ate colieFe
onmoutti
shland

timid,

21. 6
17. 1
11/A.

9. 0
L 0

13. 4
9. 5
7. 3
2. 0
1. 0

100
84
50

100
100

2. 0
IL 0

Librarian only person Inchitded.

A report made by the Office of Education on the libraries of land-
taut colleges 'tides that 22.5 per cent of the librarians and heads
f library departments had no college degree. George A. Works,
I a study of the,training of 67 heads of library departments in
1 colleges and universititav sound that 12.3 'sr tent had no degree.
t is evident that the library staffs of the Oregon institutions make
favorable showing in comparison with these two 'groups. For
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positions as responsible as the headship of a department, in
library, college graduation with at least a year of training in lib
science is the commonly accepted standard.

Favorable comment should be made especially on the train'
of the librarians in the Ashland and La Grande Normal Schoo
Each has had two years of study after taking the bachelor's de
In each instance training in library science has been included.
librarian at Monmouth, altriough not trained formally to the
extent, is .thoroughly competent. Question should be raised at di
point regarding the size of the staff in these schools. G. W. Rose
lof, in a report on the Library Facilities of Teacher.Training Inst
tutions, in discussing the size of the library staff, states:

There should be employed not less than two full-time persons, in addi
to the training-school librarian, for the library staff in all schools of less thst
500 students.

Ashland and La Grande each has only one full-time person w
has also general responsibility for the library of the training sch

2. An adequate supply of books and periodicals properly
logued and housed.

The number of irlolumes that are needed naturally varies with till
functions that the institution is discharging. Where researches a

being conducted as at the University of Oregon and the State
lege the needs will be much greater than in the normal schools.
the college and the university are building up their libraries to
the research as well as the instructional needs.

The data of Table 2 show that, in spite of the fact that the instit
tions are approximately the same size, the university is spen
about 80 lier cent more on the annual maintenance of its library du
is being expended by the college. That at least this 'amount of dif
ference has existed over a period of several years is also shown b
this table. That this difference is not due primarily to the in
quacy of the library building at the university is to be seen f
the expenditures devoted to books, periodicals, and bindings
shown in Table 8. It is evident that for years the university
been devoting more to the building up of its printed resources
has the college. This is accounted for in part by the fact that
State college work emphasizes laboratory procedures and, upon th
undergraduate leve1 at least, makes fewer demands upon prin
resources.

It shöuld not be inferred from these data that the university
been spending too much on its library. In comparison with
universities of its class ita shiming is good but not etieptional.
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Uzive
slty

State
college

NI 730
70, 964
78, 986

03) 486
44, 375
47, 507

Year Untrer
sky

State
college

SR, 619
88, 302
96, 511

MOIO
441, 657
53, 694

TABLE 3.Er " lures for book*, periodicals, and bindings

Year U Wm.,
sky

State
college Year Unlver-

slty
State

college

. ..... 128, 810 106 1927 $31, 904 $16, 541
28, 198 15, 300 1928 . 35, 872 16, 312

42, 817 16, 20 1929 _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ...... _ _ .... 38, 510 21, 734

The showing made by the State college library is not on the whole
favorable as that of the university. As has already been indicated
expenditures are distinctly below those of the university. The

urvey of the land-grant collegesrthat has been made by the Office of
ducation shows that in its expenditgres per student for library pur-

it is below the average for this group of institutions. This
me source is authority for the statement that it possesses complete
ts of 21 journals that were considered especially important in scien-
fic research to a less degree than they are held by the majority
f the land-grarkt colleges. If the suggestions that are made else-
here in this report regarding the development of a school of science
t State college are accepted it will become a matter of increased
iportance that the library be strengthened. Especially will this be
ue of its holdings of scientific journals.
The eonditions with reference to the printed resources in the nor-
al schools except at Monmouth is relatively not so good as at the
liege and university. Monmouth has 15,089 volumes; Ashland
032, exclusive of its juvenile collection; and La Grande 2,500 exclu-
ve of the juvenile collection. G. W. Rosenlof, in a study of the
¡Ivies of teacher-training institutions, found that for normal

hools having an enrollment of less than 500 students, the average
mber of volumes was 6,955 exclusive of the training-school libra-

es. From these figures it is evident that La Grande and Ashland
e below the standards that generally obtain for schools of their

It is true that they are young schoóls but State authorities
ould not consider it wise to establish a normal school without a
irly adequate building. The same policy should be followed in the
atter of printed resources for the library. While the libraries at
hland and La Grande are being added to each year provision
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should be made immediately to raise the size of their collections to

least 5,000 volumes each.
Journals should be a conspicuous feature of the library of a nor

mal school. In order that the maximum use may be made of t

it is necessary that the important ones fie bound. Thus far li

or no funds have been' spent at /*Wand for this purpose.
budget of the library should be increased so that the binding may

brought up to date and kept there.

Buildinp

The library building at the university was outgrown several yea

ago. As a consequence the books have to be housed in severa

buildings and the staff is so crowded that it can not work m

effectively. Furthermore, students and faculty can not work to g

advantage. Steps should be taken at once to provide the universi
with an adequate library building. This should be erected on t

unit plan and a minimum of $350,000 shoyld be provided for t

first unit.
The building at the college should be sufficient -to meet the n

of the institution for a number of years to come if the ext raneo

activities now housed in the building are removed fiom it.
should be done as soon as practicable. It will make possible a be

arrangement of work and %reading rooms than now obtains. Lik

wise, it will make for better conditions for study.
The reading room at Ashland is not large enough to meet t

demands made upon it. Fortunately, it will be possible to anne

an adjacent classroom by the removal of a partition. This shoul
be done in the near future as there are times when it is not possibl
to meet the demands on the part iaf students wilo wish to use th
reading room. -

In all of the institutions the members of the staffs are well pre
pared and apparently much devoted to their work. While boo
resources, especially .at Ashland and La Grande, should be in
dreased and in the not distant future additional help should be pro
vided at both of these places, the conditions in the libraries on th
whole are good with one wiception. That exception is the universit
library building. It has been completely outgrown, and steps to
ward the erection of's new building should be taken at the earlies
practicable moment

Coordination of the library facilities at Eugerie and Corvalli
to correspond to the allocation of functions recommended by th
commission should result in transfer of considerable portions o
the collections now possessed by these libraries. The book resou

of the two should be regarded as a common stock. This
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011141 be rearranged to place on the shelves at Eugene and at Cor-
*His the books best adapted and most needed for the functions
f each institution. Transfer of title .which might in 'certain in-
awes raiseiegal questions is not involved in this recommendation;
terlibrary loans and deposits make possibje such shifting of col-
tions as will prove useful. Future purchases should also be co-
dinated to insure the minimum duplication of resources betweel

he institutions. Free use of both library collections by the staffs
mi student bodies should be secured by effort upon the part of the
¡bra r. i Has to make such interchanges easy, rapid, and without exces-
iv() red tape.
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Chapter IX

Tacu)ty Standards

The execution of the entire higher educatiön;l program of Oregon
directly dependent upon the faculties of ifs aifferent institutions

)f higher learning. No institution of higher education can achieve
ts objectives and attain high standards without a staff of energetic,
nt hnsiastic, and proficient members deeply interested in the work
or which they are chosen and well organized to perform the titsks

n frontiif them.
Many factors enter ioto the evJuation of the effectiveness of an

cadmic& staff. The size of the staff in relation to the number of
udents and the purposes to be achieved ietermine whether a suffi-

lent number of teachers are being employed to meet the needs of
Ie institution. The distribution of the staff as to subject-matter
elds, departments,' schools, or colleges, particularly with relation
student enrollment, determines whether there has been an equitable

Ilotment of duties among the different members. The scholarly
reparation and experience of the staff determine to a large degree
hether the members possess ability té meet their responsibilities.
he enthusiasm and interest of the members are disclosed to some
tent in the offices and memberships held in learned societies. Their
ergy and industry may be ascertained in a measure by tbeir pro-
ictiveness as gown by publications and other creative work. The
aracter of the staff is dependent to a degree upon the amount of
breeding revealed by the places where its members received their
aining. Although not applicable in individual cases, the age of
aff members is significant.
The compensation of the staff is a vital element in determining the
nd of faculty that an institution is able to assemble* An institu-
n with a low salary kale will have difficulty in competing with

her institutions in obtaining the services of the highest grade of
achers. A healthy morale among the members of the staff is pro-
oted to a great extent by de policy of the, institution in granting

ve of absence for study and in provision for adequate housing
d social facilities.
Before pr i hilt to a discussion of the .personal qualifications of
aff membersdin the Ortgon institution§ it is advisable to consider
e distribution of -the various academic ranks in the different insti-
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tutimis. Such an analysis is helpful in obtaining a general idea
an institution's faculty personnel. Since the normal school sta
are not organized by rank they may be omitted from consideration
Table 1 shows the number and percentage of the staff members hold
ing different ranks in the university and State college.

TABLE 1. Number and percentage of staff members holding different rank/
university and State college

Rank

Deans
Professors_ -.-
Associate professors
Assistant professors
Instructors
Assistants, teaching fellows, etc

Unversety Orrron Stet
Oregon Collegr

Prroetat-Number Number

61
22
36
41
74

4 11
25 71

9
15
17

age

For the purpose of securing a basis of comparison, the surv
commission has compiled data showing the percentage distributi
of ranks among the staffs of the 52 land-grant colleges and unive
sities in the United States. Approximately one-half of the in
tutions are State universities and the other half separate State col,
leges, so that the situation found in them may be compared to th
in the Oregon institutions. The staff distribution, according
rank for these institutions, is as follows:

Different ranks
Deans
Professors
Associate professors
Assistant professors
Instructors
Assistants, teaching fellows, etc

Total

Tile distribution of ranks of the University of Oregon's staff
very similar to the distri4tion in this group of institutioris, althoug

,the percentages of instruetprs and assistants seem to depart rath
widely. In the University of Oregon 17 per cent of the staff a
ranked as instructors, as compared with 29 per cent in the grot
of ifistitutions and.30 per cent are classed as assistants and tear
ing' fellows, as compared with 9 per ent in the 52 land-grant co
leges and universities. It will be noted that approximately 53
cent of the staff of the university are amistant professors or
higher rank, while in the group of institutions 62 per cent hold t
ranks. This situation 'raises, but doeis not maim, the questio
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VACUUM STANDARDS

as to whether an unusual proportion of the teaching at the Uni-
versity of Oregon is being done by instructors and teaching fellows.
The answer to this question may be obtained only by a detailed
study of actual distribution óf the teaching burden upon different
levels. Such a study should be made by the university.

The arrangement of the staff by rank at the Oregon State Col-
lege conforms very closely to the apportionment found in the group
of institutions, although the percentage of a4sistant profeFsors is
somewhat smaller and of instructors somewhat larger at the State
college than in the entire group of land-grant institutions. Thus
only 54 per cent of the staff of the State college, approximately the
same percentage as at the university, holds the rank of assistant
professor or higher. The same question mai be raised with ref-
erence to the State college, therefore, as has been raised in regard
to the university and the answer should be sought by the same
meas.

between the two instittitions these facts in regard to ranking'
of staff reveal no very significant differences; study of the basis
for appointment and of the duUtis assigned to the ranks of instruc-
tor and assistant in the two iiistitutions would appear to be desirable
in view of the apparent difference of percentage distribution between
these ranks in the two institutions.

Scho lastk Qualifications

The scholastic qualifications of the staff are revealed in a large
degree by the training of its, members. Training may be measured
upon the basis (If the years cf study above high school, the highest
degree held by the staff members, and their actual teaching ex-
perience. Statistical information on all three of these phases of
training was collected for the Oregon institutions. In Table 2 are
given the number-of staff members according to rank at the Uni-
versity of Oregon and the Oregon State College with the years ofstudy hbove high school.

TABLE 2. Number of staff nkiembers of smiversity and college with years ofstudy above high school

Staff rank

Uni'versIty of Oregon

Did not
answer

1-4
years

5-4
yam

7 yean
or

more

Deans
Professors.
Associate madman
Assistant protons*
Instructors .
Assistants, tasoideg habits, it*

4
11

Oregon State Conep

Did not 1-4ftnh years years
7 years

or
mono

Total

8 10 1
4$ 61
14 22 2
19 16 1

41
12 74 11, mio

10
4

34
11
23
V

71
as
44
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The number of years of study above high school of the staff of
the University of 9regon is fairly high. Although 1 of the deans,
3 of the professors, and .4 assistant professors have had but
four years of study above high school, the staff as a whole is
above the average. In the Survey of Land-Grant Colleges and
Universities, conducted by the United States Offi6s of Education,'
it was found that of the staffs of 51 institutions 28 per cent had
from 1 to 4 years of study above high school, 34 per cent from 5 to6
years, and :14 per cent 7 yea& or more. Two per cent of the star
did not furnish informatipn on the point. The University of
Oregon's staff ha's a far better record. There are but 16 per cent of
its staff members with only 1 to 4 years of study as compared with
28 per cent for the entire group of institutions, while the university
has 39 per cent of its staff with 5 to. 6 years of study above high
school in contrast to 34 per cent for the 51 colleges and universities.
Flkhermore, the university has 43 per cent of its staff with seven
years or more of study above high school as against 34 per cent for
the group.

The situation in the stair of the Oregon State College is not so
favorable, although the proportion of its staff having only from one
to four years of study above high school is 23 per cent. while for the
51 colleges and universities the percentage is 28 per cent. For the
group as a whole 34 per cent had from 5 to 6 years of study abo
high school as colnpared with 47 per cent for the college. The pro.
portion of the college staff having seven years or more of study
above high school, however, is much smaller than is the case in the
group of institutions. For the college the percentage is 24 per cent
and for the 51 colleges and universities 34 per cent. In other
words, the Oregon State College falls below the average for the
land-grant institutions of the United States in the proportion of its
staff having seven or more years of study above high school.

The number and percentage of the staff members of the Oregon
normal schools, according to years of study above high school, are

,shown in Table 3.

Tama 3.Number and percentages of staff members of normal schools withyears of study above high school

Normal school at--

.....
Monmoutil 11.

number _

1=rti P er tCen _
number

Proportion' per centIA Grande number _Proportion per cent

No years 1-4 years 6-4 years 7 rim
a

a' 13 4
so ao 10I 14 1
21 W 10

........... ..... 6
:a 86 -,.........

Total

I Bulletin, 1930, N. 9, U. I. Mae of Education: Surrey of Leattarsat Callow siti
Univendties.
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The minimuin scholastic requirements for teachers in normal
schools should be one or two years of graduate wotk in addition to
four years of study above high school.

The n'ormal school at Monmouth ha.§ a 'very large proportion of
staff members who fall below this standard. The school at. La
Grande has a considerably smaller percentage than Monmouth and
the school at Ashland has a smaller percentage of staff members
than at La Grande that fail to meet the standard proposed. Ar-
rangements should be made for these members of the normal school
stairs to pursue additional work; and new teachers should not be
selectkd who have less training than five or six yeárs above high
school.

The highest academic degrees earned by the staffs of the institu-
tions provide another index to their training and scholarship. In
Table 4 are presented the number and highest degrees held by the
members of the staffs of the University of Oregon and the Oregon
State College.

TABLE 4.Highest degrees earned by members of staff of university and Statecollege

Staff rank

Number at University of
Oregon bolding-

Deans
Prolemors. ...............
Amociate professors
Assistant professors . _ _ _ ............
Instructors
Assistants, teaching Wows, ete

8
2
1

1

ii
11

1

7
17
61

3
16
7

14
16
12

6
26
12
14

1

3
o

10
61
22
36
41
74

Number at Oregon State
College bolding

W. 3 2
5 18 32
2 8 17

14
61
25

25
39

- -

6
16
11
5

......

3

11

71
38

The earned degrees held by the staff members of these Oregon in-stitpions may be compared with reports for 51 land-grant collegesand universities. These reports show the following distributions:
Per centid not answer__

To degrees
4tachelor's degrees

38luster's degree.'
34Joctor's degrees
18

The staff of the University of Oregon compares favorably withhe average for the entire list of institutions in the number of earnedlegrees. All members of the university staff have earned at leastme degree; the university has a slightly larger percentage holdinge bachelor's degree, a slightly smaller perceniage with earned

.
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master's degrees, and a considerably larger percentage with doctor's
degrees'than was found in theland-grant colleges and universities.

The staff of the Oregon State College contains a considerably
larger percentage of members who have r.o degree higher than the
bachelor's than is the case for the land-grant institutions as a whole.
However, a larger percentage hold earned master's degrees. Par-
ticularly marked is the small percentage of earned doctor's degrees

I

on the staff of the State college. The college's proportion of doctor's
degrees is but 13 per cent, while for the group of institutions it is
18 per cent. This difference may be explained by the fact that the
figures for the land-grant group include institutions which combine
all the public higher education of the State. These inClude large
faculties of arts and sciences, while the separate land-grant colleges,
such as the Oregon State College, specialize in technical schools in

which the doctor's degree .has been regarded u less essential.
The record of the number and Of the highest degrees earned by

the setaff members of the normal schools is given in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Number and percentages of staff members of normal schoolx with
highest degrees

Normal school at

Monmouth __number_ _

Ash
per cent_ _

_number..
Proportion per cent . _

Le Grande... _ _ _ _ ...._ _ _ _ _ _number . _

Proportion per cent

No
degree

Number wiling--

Bachelor's
derive

Doctor'
degree

2
10

1

7

101

2
1411

14

As was to be -kpected from the facts already given concerning the
years of training above high school the normal-school staff at Mon-

mouth has very large percentages with no degrees and with only the
bachelor's degree. Prompt steps should be taken to raise the qualifi-

- cations of the staff and to meet the recognized norms provided for
normal-school teachers. The normal schools at Ashland and La
Grande have staffs containing rather large percentages of members
with the master's degree, but ..in order to meet the standards of the
American Association of Teachers Colleges both institutions should
reduce the proportion of faculty members whose highest degree is
the bachelor's and add to he number with doctors' degrees.

As another index of th preparation of their staffs Table 6 pre-
1

Bents the years of teaching experience of thé faculties of the uni-
versity and State college. .

.

___ _ _

_ _ - _ _ .

_

.

_ _ _ _

10
25

Master's
degree

J Total

23 ,

b7
12

as.....

2
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6
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5
35
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T.krit E 6.Nitimber of staff members of university sail State college, showing
pears of teaching experience

Number at University el Oregon
having

Number at Oregon College

Staff rank 8.! t
:414

Deans ........___ wr IIII w i ...... .... 8 9
Prolami .. _ _ . . _ _ ........... 1 2 9 AU 29 16
ksiociate proiesson__.______ 3 2 9 6 3 22
Agspaant professors 1 7 8 12 4 1 33
Instructors 3 8 12 8 6 1 37
Assistants 33 27 13 6 _4._ -I 78

7
14

2
4

40
10

3
1

6

1.
1

2 7 11
11 12 41 67
7 19 9 38

17 10 5 43
21 11 6 106

1 1 27

The most interesting thing revealed by examination of the fore-
going table is that at the university, neglecting the 33 assistants who
have bad no teaching experience, the largest number in each rank is
with one exception found one column tò the right of the largest
numbpr of the next lower rank ; that is, experience and advanced
academic ranking are very closely related. A somewhat similar pat-
tern is evident in the distribution of rank and experience in the port
tion of the table covering the Oregon State College staff. Compari-
son with Table 4, showing distribution of ranks by highest degree
hehl, reveals no such regular relationship. From this it is evident
that advancement in rank has been won by years of teaching experi-
ence rather than by years of advanced study. ,

In ConneCtion with this table it is perhaps significant to.note that
58 per cent of the university staff and 53 Per cent of the college staff
have gained all their teaching experience in their present institu-
tions. This may be of special *importance if it is found that very
large percentages of all ranks of the two staffs obtained a consider-
ablo portion of their undergraduate aild graduate training at the
irAtitutions in which they nów teach.

Table 7 shows the number of staff members of the university and
State college who secured all, part, or none of their undergraduate
training at these institutions.

Timm 7.W here sissilers of Ussiversity o, Orerva Ind Oregon State
College have received their undergraduate and graduate traissiog

Number at trattarallild Oragew Number at (Agog etas. Callaotweiving receiving

Staff rank
VideVadust.

Waittat.
tram'

empisfed

Graduate bakingauthhti=4/

Dean
Problem
Associate
A atstant proisucr.
Instructor
Assistant, teaching Mew,

etc
4.11

AR I

a
513T0*-416-40*

apepaipm

a
Lu Part New

trudervadnate
laid-huhabg

salgelYed
All Part None

Oratlost* training
git itaitittitie ably
which ampleyed

All Part Ñase

I.
IS
44

32

81a
9

2
3
3
4

]

,

. 6

;':

___ _

t

having

o

-

1

,¡

*

et a

1
10
3
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- --
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TABLE & Degrees earned by staff members at institution., by which they areemployed on basis of work with percentages of total number of entire staff 61each rank

Staff rank

Dean
Professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor
Instructors
Assistants, etc

Bachelor's degree Graduate degree

University
of Oregon

5N State University
of Oregon

Num-
ber

1

10
2

15
13
39

Num-
ber

10
16
9

39
35
52

9
10
12
44
18

Per
cent

Num-
ber

13
26

42
67

7
6

Per
cent

7
5

10
47
ao

Oregon State
College1

Num-
bar otet

PO OP M. PP. ow .15.

2
2
2
4

at

10

Table 8 shows for each rank the percentage of the staff in that
rank that obtained.undergraduate or graduate degrees in the insti-
tutions in which they now teach. When it is remembered that Ore-
gon has been, in a sense, an isolated community it is rather remark-
able that such small per&!atages of the upper ranks of the staffs
of its institutions have secured their undergraduate and graduate
degrees from the institutions in which they are now teaching. The
two lower ranks in the university show rather high percentages of
both graduate and undergraduate degrees earned at the university,
but when the actual number in these two ranks holding graduate
degrees from the university is considered it is evident that the
situation is not serious. Among assistants and instructors are found
the' largest number of staff members who are serving their appren-
ticeship and will ultimately find permanent positions elsewhere.
Their employment upon the staff provides an excellent method for
selecting the most capable and useful for retention or recall after
they have had the further training 9f graduate' work or experience
elsewhere. The survey commission is of the opinion that inbreeding
is not a serious problem at either the university or the State college.

Since very few members of the staffs of the normal schools have
had college teaching experience in institutions other than those by
which they aro now employed, their teaching experience in the
public-school systems for which they are preparing teachers may be
supposed to raise somewhat their qualifications for normal-school
work. Table 9 presents, therefore, the teaching experience of the
normal-school staffs in elementary and secondary schools.
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TABLE 9.--Aromber of gaff MOPfiber, of manned schools showisig wars of teaching
experience in elemasSary and hig14 schools with percentages

Normal school st
None

40,

Monmouth. number._
Proportion per cen _

Ashland number__
Proportion per cent..

La Grande number
Proportion per omit_

8
20
5

24

79

Number haviDg---

1-2
years

43,

15
2
9
2

14

S-4
years

10
25

5-9 10-14
years years

10

r 25
7

33

4
10

1

5

15 years
or mor Total

2 40
5 100

5 100
1 14
7 100

The table shows that at Monmouth and Ashland 20 per cent and
24 per cent of the staffs have had no elementary or high-school teach-
ing experience. No reliable standards are available upon which to
form a judgment as to whether these percentages are so large as to
constitute a weakness in the preparation of teaching staffs. How-
ever, when the fact that one-fifth of the Monmouth staff has no such
experience is considered in combination with the facts that 25 per
cent have no degrees and 57 per cent have no degrees higher than
the bachelor's, some concern may be felt in regard to the qualifica-
tions of a rather large group of the faculty in the Monmouth school.
The administration should give this matter careful attention and
determine whether vigorous steps are not required to raise the level
of training and experience of the Monmouth faculty.

The faculty at the La Grande school shows 79 per cent with no
elementary or high school experience. This would seem to be a
rather large proportion to have had no teaching contact with the
public schools. The number of masters' degrees held by this staff
shows that a fairly large proportion has obtained desirable academic
training; the combination of such training with public-school exie-
Hence would be better.

There is a tendency in some quarters to emphasize the importance
of youthfu1nt.:1; both in the administrative and in the teaching staffs
of higher educational institutions. The survey commission believes
that this emphasis may easily be carried to the extreme. It readily
admits that the presence of younger men and women on the faculty is
desirable for many reasons. It acknowledgeo that the retention of
faculty members beyond tile age of usefulnesswhatever that may
besometimes proves a handicap to administrative and educational
programs. At the same time it is convinced that the scholarly corn-
munity may be enriched immeasurably by the presence upon the
campus of even ripe age aqd must depend for stability and construe-
ive policies upon Then and women who have reached 'full. maturity.
Because the opitiloti, wat freely txpressed to the gnrvey staff that
here is considerable " deadwood " in some of the Oregon institutions,
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it attempted to determine whether this opinion was due to the age of
staff members, or to quite other causes, by assembling information in
regard to the age distributions of the faculties of Oregon institutions.
This information is presented by Tables 10 arid 11.

Moue 10.Number of staff members according to age in the University ofOregon and Orevon State College

Staff rank

..... ..... - . -
Professors.. _ _ _ . _ ....... _ _ _

Associate professors
Assistant probssors
Instructors
Assistants, teaching fellows, ete_ _

Number at University of Oregon Number at Oregon State Coate

wee

4"
38

AND el. .1.4=141M

ib ib ib

....... __ 1 L - t 11
1 _ - _ 2 11 ii 1 i., r e........
.... 4 10 11 4 II X II.......

__

ill13
7 4 21

_ f 1 1 1 1 1 _ . _

1

TABLE 11. Distribution by age of staff members of sonata sclipola with
percentage for &Ores* age levels

Normal school ate-

Number

Leas
than

23
rows

36-39
years

30-34
years

3646 40-44
years ye

46-4I)
years

a(1-64
years

66--116
years

Over
en

years

Tour

Monmouth I number.
Percentage

Ashland numlumber.
Percentage

La Oran& number _

Percentage
.....

11

33
3

14
5

35

5

6
2
as

qii4 4 4 6
11 11 ll 14
4 2 3 OW AID MO . 0

IS 10 10 ______
1 2 _ _ __IF do e

7 e APOPOSSID edelle1M

1
7

1

3
1

5
Pe e .

41Ipe-e

I 3 teachers did not turnisb information.

At the university slightly more than one-sixth of the professors
are 60 years old or over and at the State college slightly less than
one-sixth. fall in this age group. Of the entire 'staff at the uni-
versity only 5 per cent are 60 years of age or more and at the
State college just under 5 per cent. Upon the basis of age alone
this does not seem to boi a situation that should camp undue on-
cern ; the proportion is not. so large as to justify the opinion that
" elderliness" chtracterizes the staff of either institution. Distribu-
tion of other age groups among the different ranks shows a fairly
regular increase of age with increase of rank and no extraordinary
concentration of an undue number of say rank ia a single ag6 group.

The distribution of ages in the normal actiools shows s considerable
proportion in the years from t to 36, but exoept at Monmouth the
Dumber above 60 constitutes kw than 10 per cent of the staff.
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Publications by Staff Members

No better criterion of the industry and creative ability of a staff
can probably be found than the number and quality of -publications
for which its members are credited with authorship. Thrciugh the
individual questionnaire sent to the faculty members of the Oregon
institutions the survey commission conducted a special inquiry into
this question. The results in the case of the university and the State
college staffs are shown by Table 12.

TABLE 12.Number of publications of which staff member* of University of
oregon and Oregon State College staff were responsible during the last three
pears

Staff rank

1 4, tn
Professor

4)4.1:tle i)rofessor
st,T tnt professor_

Instruetnr.
teaching IeIIow.. 40

4
27
9

19
34
67

unlversity of Oregon Oregon State College

al

2
10
6
7
4
5

3
12
4
3
1

2 .

3
ef:

1

1

1 2
b 2

1

6
36
20

97
25

2
12
9
7
8

m .161.

1

13
3
5
3

5
4
2
1

Sabbatical Leave
*v.

Responsibility for growth in the scholastic and academic train-
in!! of the staff frequently rests in part upon the institutions. The
failure to provide for sabbatical leave prevents faculty members
ithout adequate graduate work from attending other institutions

to) secure their higher degrees and to improve their qualifications.
The Oregon State Collége has a plan of sabbatical leave which

has undoubtedly resulted in advancing the standards of its staff.
Faculty members above the rank 'of assistant professor are granted
leave for a period of a year on half pay to devote themselves to
research, advanced study, writing or travel. Three years of service
:it the college are required before such leaves are permitted and
the staff member must agree to remain at the institution for at least
one year after returning from leave. As general rule, only one
absence from a single depa.rtment is granted in Joey one year. The
staff member while away on sabbatical leive must render a written
report to the president at the end of each quarter reporting on the
work performed during the preceding three mosths.

At the university leave is occasionally granted but in the past
the plan has not beeiu used systemitically to improve faculty quoin-.
fications, binik iglopted .0 thy three normal. school*
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for granting sabbatical leave to staff members. As already shown,
the faculties of at least two of *the normal schools are deficient in
scholastic qualifications. Without sabbatical leave, it is practically
impossible for the staff members lacking higher training to advance
themselves. This situation is accentuated by the fact that the
staffs of the normal schools are employed on a 12-month basis.
Since they are unable to pursue graduate work at summer sessions
without sacrificing one-fourth of their annual salaries it is ex-
tremely difficult for them to secure much-needed additional train-
ing. It is urgently recommended that a system of sabbatical leave
be established at all the higher institutions. The recommendation
is also made that salary schedules and conditions of employment
be so arranged that staff members normally on the 12-month basis
may be permitted summer or other leave, at least every third year,
for purposes of travel, study, or other form of recuperation and
self-improvement.

The university has worked out a system whereby staff members
participate in the pensioning plan of the Carnegie retirement sys-
tem. Since the law of Oregon or the rulings of the attorney gen-
eral do not permit the institution to contribute for thi's purpose from
State funds, staff members have authorized the institution to de-
duct a percentage of their annual salaries to meet the payments re-
quired. The State collve has not as yet developed a pension sys-
tem. It is highly desirable that the State law be modified to pro-
vide opportunity for a pensioning system to which both State and
the faculties of all the higher institutions will contribute. The
survey commission is inclined to the opinion that participation in
the system should then be made compulsory.

Faculty Welfare

Morale and efficiency of the staff are affected in a measure by the
provisions made for welfare and well-being. Every modern in-
stitution of higher learning should ftirnish sources of social and
intellectual diversion for its faculty members. This is especially
important in the case of institutions located in small communites
as the Oregon institutions are.

The Oregon institutions have only made a beginning in promote`
ing the welfare of their staffs. At the University of Oregon a small
building, originally constructed as a private dwelling, has been con-
verted into a faculty club. The facilities ivclude dining, reading,
and general rooms. The Oregon State College has set aside special
rooms for the faculty in its new Memorial Union.

At both of the institutions special arrangements Wive been made
so that the members of the staff may utilize tho dude* facilities
for physical exercise. In the case of the university liocker rooms

t
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are reserved exclusively for faculty members and certain tennis
courts are set aside for their use) While the normal schools have
programs to improve social life among their facultiegb, no attempt
has been made to establish faculty clubhouses or similar quarters.

Considering the advancement made by other universities and
colleges throughout the country with respect to faculty welfare,
study of the individual problems of the several Oregon institutions
should be undertaken with the object of securing substantial facifi-
ties for these purposes.

Salaries

The entire problem of staff efficiency is intimately related to salary
schedules. No institution of higher learning can maintain a highly
competent staff unless adequate salaries are paidsalaries commen-
surate with the duties performed and the scholastic ability of the
members. The services of high-grade university and college teachers
can neither be secured nor retained by an institution except by the
payment of compensation equivalent to that prevailing in other insti-
tutions of similar type. Moreover, the industry, enthusiasm, and
earnestness of faculty members are serioqsly affected by their re-
muneration.

On this account the salaries paid the staffs of tlid Oregon institu-
tions were made the subject of particular study by the survey com-
mission. The presidents of the University of Oregon and the Oregon
State College receive annual salaries of $12,000. In addition, the
university's chief executive officer receives perquisites, including
house rent, with a cash value of $1,000. The State college president
has perquisites vttlued, at $1,500. In the opinion of the survey com-
mission these amou,nts are not greater than the responsibilities the
positions demand. Table 13 (A and B) presents the stklary schedules
of the staffs of the university and the State college segregated by
ranks.

TABLE 13A.Salary Mlles of staff members according to rank at the University
of Oregon

Staff rank

odoOodoMolms..

Deans
Professors

Number receiving-

F.

Associate proleseon___
A &stem( professors
Instructors

Toted,.

a 4
10 .... 19

1

14
1

dlo do. do 16 23 7

2

2
7
2

40 MI.

2
11

4

2

10

19
66
90
46
34

177

I Assistants and teaching knows not Included.
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1 2
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TABLE scales of staff members according to rank 04 Oregon Stole
College'

that rank

Deans
Prolamin
Associate professors__ _

A ssiskant professors
Instructors _ _ _

r

16
1

Number receivingI

-

2

8-

.11.

10

8 I 10 21

gt

_

7
4 10
1 5

9 72

Alb a I

4

11

.41P

26
6 10

18

1

38

42

30 1 5

Assistants and teaching fellows not included.
3 63 members on a 12-months basis.

For purposes of comparison Table 14 shows median salaries of
the different ranks of staff inembers in the 52 land-grant universities
and colleges. lerow

TAB= 14. Median salaries for afferent ranks of staff for all land,-grant collegesand universities of the United litotes as compared with median for Universityof Oregon and Oregon State College

Staff rank

All land-
grant uni-
versities

and
colleges

1

niverSity Oregon
statetoil

of Oregon
I College

Deans
PrOfeSsOrS
Associate professors
Assistant profeesors
Instructors

P.

$6, 193
4, 778
3, 342
2, 738
24008

$4, 500
3, 925
3, 205
2, 647
1, 775

Ce
837

3010
2,620
2.019

I Bulletin, 1930, No. 9, Survey of Land-0 rant Colleges and Universities, United States Office of Education.

The median salary in every rat+ of the staff of the university is
below the median prevailing for all the land-grant colleges and
univerities of the United *Cates. Deans in the land-grant group
receive a median salary of $5,193, as ciompared.ivith $4,500 in the
university, a difference of $693. The niedian for professors is like-
wise higher in the land-grant universities and colleges as a whole,
being $4,278, while the median for professors in the -university is
less by $353. In the case of associate professors the median for the
group is $3,342, as compared with :.,205 for the university. For
assists& professors the university's median salary is $2,647, in con-
trast with $2,738 for all the land-grant colleges and universities.
The low-salary scale at the university for the rank of instructor
is shown by the fact that instructors are paid a median salary of
$2,oa5 for all the inSitution4 while at the university this median
is only $1,775.

.

or

Total__ ......
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With two exceptions, the median salaries paid the several ranks of
I he State college teaching staff fall even further belew the median
for the hind-grant group than those of the university. In the State
college deans are paid a median salary of $5,083, which is $110 less
tlin the median salary of deans in the colleges and universities as
a whoa. Professors receive a median salary of only $3.837 at the
college. This figure is $441 less than the median salary for pro-
fc,sors for the entire land-grant group. Similarly the median salary
of associate professors for the State college is $232 below that of
all the land-grant colleges and tiNversities. Assistant professors at
the State college are also paid a median salary less thaw the group,
the difference being $118. In the case of instructors a slightly
11 i 111()T- median salary is found than in the group, the excess, however,
11(1111g but $14. The median salary in this instance is higher than
the university by $244.

These figures indicate that if°Oregon is to meet the general trend
:tiaries among the public universities and colleges of the United

States, as its economic and social resources would seem to warrant,
con:siderab1e increases in the levels of salaries paid to practically
eery rank of the faculties of the university and State college will
be necessary. This conclusion is justified further by the fact that
when median salaries in each rank are obtained for the land-grant
universities and colleges in the group of Western States and the
Territories a Alaska and Hawaii (Montanti Wyoming, Colorado,
Sew Mexico, Arizona, Utah,'Nevada, Idaho, Wa,shington, Otlegn,
('alifornia, Alaska, and Hawaii), the medians in all ranks except
that of (lean, are much °closer to the medians for the United States
:1- a whole than is thecase in the Oregon institutions. In other
wor(k except for deans, the Oregon institutions fall almost as far
11()Iet of meeting the median salaries i;aid the different ranks in

the group of Western States as they do in meeting the medians for
the United States as a whole.

Table 15 shows the distributibn of salary ranges paid to staff
members of the Oregon normal schools and the medians for each
institution.

T %my: 15.--Nalary wale Of staff members of normal schools, with medians
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It will be noted tha the median salary paid by the normal
school at Morimouth is $2,771. For the normal schools and teach-
ers colleges throughout the United Stati the median salary is $2,780,
so that the compensation at Monmouth is only $9 below the median
for tha country at large.

In the normal school at Ashland the salary scale is lower than
at the Monmouth school. The median is $30 below the median for
the country's entire group of teachers Colleges and normal schools.

9 The salary schedules in the normal school at La Grande are usu-
ally low- and unless advanced will gravely re4trd the institution's
development. As compared with all the normal schools and teach-
ers colleges of the United States with a median salary of $2,780,
the median salary at the La Grande school is $2,400.

The survey commission recommends that for the entire group of
Oregon institutions salary scales be devised which will compare
more faVorably with -those in the United States as a whole and
which will provide more nearly comparable salaries for staff tnem-
bers of similar training, experience, and 'responsibility. In the
opinion of the survey commission, zn.chanical and automatic devices
for assiguing rank and salary increases should be avoided; adminis-
trative fudgment that is guided by minimum requirements defined
in general terms affords a better basis for. determining compensa-
tion in terms of the value of the individual to the institution than
any automatic system so far devised.

Turnover

A heavy turnover in the staff of a higher educational institution
is almost a certain indication of fundamental defects in its manage-
ment if in management be included salary scales, 'work assignments,
and general provisions for faculty welfare. It is difficult to attain
objectives with a faculty in which the tenure of office is brief.
Although it may be uecessary under some circum.stances to select
younger untried men and to train them with the expéttation that
as they secure 'experience and reputatidn they will be called to other
institutions, this policy places a heavy burden of experimenfation
and trial upon the Oregon institutions.

Figures were obtained by the' survey staff concerning the turn-
over in the faculties of the Oregon higher institutions. Table 16
shows the number of resignations by rank annually for the past
six years in both the university and the State college.
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TABLE 16.Staff turnover of University of Oregon and Oregon State College as
shown by resignation during past six years in different ranks

MID

staff rank and department

Administrative officers .
Deans..

414 MP AP 4.4 n

Professors
A ssociate professors
Assistant professors
I nstructors
Library personnel
Experiment station
E x tension serv ice

Total -

Number at University of
Oregon resigning in-

_ 1

2 1
1 3 . 2
8 3 2
9 11 3
3 3 4

1 1.

4.4

44 4IP

22

I Data not complete for fiscal year, 1929-30.
includes commandant, R. O. T. C.

23 14

2

3
7

11

3

26

1

2
1 4

3
4
2 5

1

3
E2

1

2
8

10
23
38
20

_

3

Number at Oregon State
Collegt, ID-

2
2
4
2

27
4

2

.9

14 105 42

n nIMmi

3
E`21

1

1 3 I 4nl n

3 2 4 13
2 4 1 3 3 17
6 6 4 1 3 22

26 16 24 31 21 145
4 3 7 4 4 26

2 1 3 6
1 8 4 3 3 21

40 40 44 48 41 255

Considering tliat the normal turnover in- the well organized and
managed staff of the average university and college does not exceed
5 Per cent, the situatioxisting in the higher institutions of Ore7
gon is in need of remedy. In the opinion of the survey commission
this remedy may be provided by adjustmerit of salary scales, by
liberal provision for leaves and by creation ot a generous system
of retiring allowances.
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Chapter X

The Students

It is the purpose of this chapter (1) to describe the character
of the student bodies in Oregon's higher institutions (2) to consider
-mimic, aspects of institutional dealings with students in relations
ther than those of the classroom, and (3) to examine the nature
f the organized activities carried on by students largely upon
heir own initiative but which are associated with institutional life.

Character of Student Bodies

Attention has already been called to the residence and migration
f Oregon students and to their abilitibs as measured by tests and
rades. Students themselves were asked to fill out a simple ques-
ionnaire concerning such items as age, residence, earnings, major
ourses, plans for work after graduation, the occupations and eco-
omic status of their families, and their reasons for attending the
nstitution in which they were enrolled. This questionnaire was
lied out° by students in the winter of 1930. Table i shows the
umber of students who cooperated in this way ind the proportion
hat the number replying was to the total enrollment as% reported

the institutions.

TABLE 1.Number out percentages of etsients cooperating

4

Location of Institution

.
I

Number
making
returns

Per cent
el total

mint

.

of institution
Number
making
returns

Per centof total

ment

shland
Wands

on mouth
orvallis

300
218
596

1,14)

88
86
86

i

TotaL

2, 921 N
7, 196

It is apparent from the foregoing table that the questionnaire
rovided a very large sampling of information concerning the
udents in
erived fro
an those gi
e or more q ow.)
Table 2 sho

mice in the winter of 1980. (The tables that are
these rating show figures that are in some cases less

n here becaupe studenta sometimes failed to answer

the afe of the studiIn the various State in-
itutions of big* education. .
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Minx 2.Age of students in Oregon public institution

Aso

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24 or over

Total

Location of institution

Ashland IA Grande Monmouth

6
44
&I
55
31

16
51

300

4
31
53
37
28
17
14
23

3
12
83

126
110

52

212

37
90

591

Wens
Total

o 4'
2 U
2 Ifi29 41 141210 252

496 457 1

IC
I. HS040 536 i 1. a

642 ! 1.
384

324 228 1 6
467 524 , 1.

3, 156 2, 968
Al

One of the most interesting things about the above table is the
number of students who are 24 years of age or more. These MO
stitute slightly over 16 per cent of the total, and it will be noted that
the proportion is large in all institutions. This might be accoun
for by the number of medical students in the case of the university
but none of the other institutions has a postgraduate schoor enrol
very large numbers. Probably the better explanation is to be to
in the economic condition of the students and their families, w
tends to compel them to interrupt their schooling in order to
money to continue. Facts to support this opinion are afforded
the questionnaire returns.

In the first place a large proportion of the students earn a
siderable part of their way through college. The extent of su

self-help is made evident by Table 3.

TABLE 8.Self-help by Oregon student

Proportion earned

Number of students earning by location of institution

Ashland

All
Three-fourth&

igthalf
ourtb

Very little
None

"C\

Total

103
16
24

59
68

La Grand Monmouth Corvallis

41
20
19
14
28
96

217

208
42
47
64
98

143

592

903
369
521
483
352
616

Eugene

751
288
339
394
456
728

\Almost 28 per cent of the student body of the Oregon high
institutions of the State are, according to their own reports, ear
sing all their way through college by work while in attendance
during intervals between attendance. A smaller proportion of th
students, less than i0 per cent, at La Grande earn their way than
any of the other institutións, and the largest percentage, 35 p
cent, Aarn their way at Monmouth. Almost 57 per cent of
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tudents at La Grande earn little or none of their college expenses,
while the university is next in the percentage of students (40 per
cent) who do not help themselves to any very great ex.tent by their
own earnings.

The economic condition of students is doubtless largely deter-
mined by that of the families from which they come. Since, how-
ever, standards of wealth differ very largely among different groups
of people, and since whether a son or daughter shall be sent to col-
lege is so largely determined by whether the family thinks of itself
as able to do so in terms of these differing standards, students were
asked to state the approximate family income at the time they
gtartpd to college and also whether the family was of less than
average means, of average means, or well-to-do. Table 4 sh the
number of students in each institution who classified the family in-
ome within certain ranges.

Income ranges

than $600

TABLE income

1 to $1,200
1 201 to $2,400

401 to $3,600
601 to $4,800
801 to VOW
001 to $7,500

lore than $7,500

Total

Number of students from families of incomes indicated

Ashland

42
118
86
17
10
9
a

14 Grande

7
as
80
63
19
12

1

Monmouth

39
131
214
103
45
19

10

Corvallis

216 568

64
266
830
804
497
277
136
194

3, 057

Eugene
Total

54
205
635
654
411
329
175
376

2,839

151
681

1, 877
1, 09

989
647
328
NO

ei 972

As is to be expecied, perhaps, Table 5 shows by far the larger
umber of students clqssifying themselves as coming from families
f average means.

Means

Timm --CITABLE of family wealth

Number of students from families classified

Ashland La Grande Monmouth Corvallis

-*
than worms means A. 32verage means 266ell to do 11

Total 298

le
194

6

216

39

9

581

212
788
130

S, 108

Eugene

Total

212 511
2, an 41, 325

132 298

2, 921 7, 124

It is interesting to note that almost twice as many, class their
milies as of less than average means than as well to do. These
ures are given greater significance when the income ranges re,
rted as average and lees than average are grouped to show fre-
encies of such riports. OTable shows some of the more striking

ta of this analysis.
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trauma 6.C1snifiestiost of e main

IIt
Langton of battalion

. .

Total
number
students

irepropeated

Number
report

imams
var

I

Number
Interpol

avenge so
111,301 to

UPS

Number
interpret
overarm
11.201 to

Number'
reportbig than
aroma

...........

Ntraibe
imam
lent=
arrive g
sal is
$1.211

Ashland
La Grande

aurouthr
Eugene

Total

300
218
SOS

& la
2, 921

XIS
191
SD

11111

; 131
NI

1, 533
1, 173

* 114
79

304
742
1117

31 : %
18 1a -, 4

212
11

2122, ST7

7, II6 11, XX 4 141 1. (1112 1111) i A

Considerably more than half the students at Ashland, L. Grani
and Monmouth who say that their families are of average mesa
interpret incomes of from $1,201 to $2,400 to be in this -class, whik
almost as *large proportions give the same interpretation at thi
university.

If $3,600 be accepted as thé very highest level that can in Ore
be regarded as classifying a family as of average means, it is intet
esting to note from Table 4 the number and proportion of stude I

in each institution whose families have larger incomes than thi
Only 14 per cent of the students in Ashland and Monmouth belav
to such families, 17 per cent in La Grande, but 36 per cent of t I

in Corvallis do, while slightly more than 45 per cent of the stu s .;

at Eugene belong to families with inconrs reported as larger t
$3,600.

It is quite commonly assumed thit there is a close relatio
between modest income and residence in the open country and thi

smaller towns. If this assumption is comet it would be expect
that the size of community from which students come would
distributed in somewhat the same fashion as family incomes. Ta I

gives the facts concerning the size of communities from whig
students in Oregon's public higher institutions come.
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It will be noted that approximately 25 per cent of the students

reporting come from homes in the open countty and that a slightly
larger proportion come from cities of more than 50,000 population.

is to be expeettld the institution at Corvallis draws a larger pro-
portion from the open country (a little over 26 per cent). than does
the institution at Eugene (about 14 per cent): while Eugene draws
ahnosi 34 per cent from cities of over 50,000 tj compared with 9.6
per cent from this source by Corvallis. Each of the normal schools
draws a larger proportion of its students from the open country
than either Eugene or Corvallis: Ashland 35 per cent, La Grande
MI per c'ent. and Monmouth It per cent. From the foregoing figures
it is apparent that Portland is not sending.students to the higher
institutions of the State in quite as large proportions as the size of
its population

.
in relation to the population of the State would seem
.

to justify. With one-third of the population of the State, Port-
land according to these figures would be furnishing only a little

ver 26 per cent of the students in the State's higher institutions
yell if it were assumed that the entire number coming from cities
If more than 50,000 population came from Portland. In fact, a
umber of these students come from cities of this size outside of
>regon.

The data derived from student questionnaires show several other
iatters of interest in regard to the students who attend Oregon's

ligher institutions. Table 8 shows the number of students living
main distances from the institutions that they attend.

ABLE rraber of students living certain distances from the institutions they
attend

Distance from home (mike)

thm 10

1 tr, 100
1 to 200
1 to 300

tort than 300

Total

Ashland
1

L. Grande Monmouth Corvallis , Eugene

j

71 SS 61 534 i 77;44 19 : 52 a 4172 14 88 196 51-Zi 40 247 L 002 14964 44 70 355 1. 14945 1 30 46 209 32439 1 10
t

26 713 522

298 212 590 3, 142 2,013

Total

1. 418
23()
371

L 461
1. 672

714
1. 310

7. 135

It is, perhaps due to the separation of even relatively small con-
entrations populatipn by distance that would be large in an.4
hier. more fully devetoped country, that accounts for the fact
at only 23 per cent of the students travel less than 25 miles to

ttend college in Oregon. The proportion is larger 'within this
adius in most of the institutions of the United States. Almost as .

anv students in Oregon travel more than 300 miles as travel less
an* 25.
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In view of the fact that 23 per cent live within 25 miles, a total
of 1,657, it is interesting to examine Table 9, which indicates when
students live while attending college. The number living at hôme
is a relatively large proportion of those who live within 25 miles,

almost the maximum distance that students can ordinarily% go back

and forth between home and college classes.

TABLE 9. Where students roOm
116

.
Place room Ashland

sWdents
La Grande
students

Monmouth
students

Corvallis
students

Eugene
students

At home 99 78 87 416 676
Dormitories__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 3 213 683 530
Fraternities and clubs __ _ __ 71 3 7 1, 460 1, 303
Private families 130 133 289 644 411

Total ..... 300 217 596 3, 103 2, 920

Total

Distance from home and rooming place while in college art

closely related to one of the main reasons given by students for

attending the college. they do in preference to others. Many state

that they chose their college because of its convenience to home
Table 10 indicates the frequency with which students assigned om

or another reason for their choice of college.

TABLE 10. Reasons for choice or college

Reasons Total

Convenience to home
Less expensive
Social reasons
Quality of work
Vocational purposes
Influenoe of friends
Scholarship granted
Didn't know why

Total

Ashland Monmouth Corvallis

379
230

15
1, 167

773
449

26
111

824
141

47
I595

767
356

46
1 72

1,442

504

298 216 595 3, 150

Slightly over 20 per cent of the students in Oregon's higher in
stitutions said that they chose the institutions they did because o

their convenience to home. Closely associated with this reason
that of economy since so much saving of expense comes from near
ness to home that it is hard to distinguish the one reason from th

other. If those who státed that they chose their college for reason
of ecovnomy be added to those who did so-because of convenient loca
tion, more than 27 per cent are included. There is some differen
among the institutions in the extent of these combined reasons fo

choice Approximately 41 per cent of Ashland students assiehe
these reasons; 62 Per Tat of the students at La Grande; 23 per cen

""'

_

_

_

,

1, 356

1, 429

&44

1, 507

_ .......... _

.......... _

Frequency of reasons assigned by students at

81
42

15
132
20

8

La Grande I

122
12
2

15
49
14

2

56
79

2
47

380
94

7

Eugene

2, 948 7, X
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of those ift Monmouth; 19 per cent at Corvallis; and 32 per cent
at Eugene.

Another cause assigned is worthy of attentiOn. Thirty-seven per
cent of the students at Corvallis stated that quality of work was the
reason that attracted them, while 20 per cent of the students at
Eugene gave this reason. While it may be questioned somewhat -

whether such large proportions of students are very capable of
determining quality of work with any degree of accuracy upon
scient ific evidence, the fact that such large numbers assigned this as
their reason at least argues-that the institutions have epellent repu-
t itions in the State. It is rather interesting in this connection to
note that almost the same number and proportion at Corvallis and
Eugene gave vocational objectives as their reason Tor choice (24
per c(nt at Corvallis and 26 per cent at Eugene) , although it might
be expected that the proportion who enter the technical school of
the State at Corvallis with definite occupational objectives might be
larger than at the university where the arts and humanities receive
so much emphasis. It may be that the recruiting and publicity pro-
gram of the institution at Corvallis has had some influence in in-
creasing the numbers who have no definite occupational purposes
at the time of entrince.

Among' the normal schools the students at Monmouth indicated
\ocational purposes as of most influence in their choice of institu-
tion, almost 64 per cent assigning this tTason. Forty-four per cent
at Ashland gave this reason but only slightly over 22 per cent at
I a Grande.

Still' another fact is significant; only 72 out of 7,200, 1 per cent,
tated that they came because of scholarships. This is indicative

of the notable lack of scholarship aid provided by Oregon's higher
mist it ut ions.

If the 300, or 4 per cent, who could not tell why they chose the
college they did is the entire representation of that class of drifters
who float aimlessly into higher educational institutions everywhere,the State is to be congratulated the general opinion is that a much
larger proportion ot students go to coNge merely because it is the
thing to do. Probably Oregon has a smaller proportion of students
who are inspired by no real and specific ambition because of the gen-erally 'rimiest economic- condition of ihe families of the State and
because of the fact that there is no very large leisure population.Practi&tlly alr students must look forward to earning their ownwings.

The occupational' objéctives of the students in Oregon's publicigher institutions are listed in Table 11.

,

,
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TABLE 11.Occupational objectives of students

Occupation

'Teaching
Agriculture_
Trade
Home making
Business,:
Profession _

Other _

Undecided

Totil

Number of students with objectives named in

Ashland

227
1

10
13
20

8
21

La Grande

193
1

1

2
3
5

13

Monmouth Corvallis

575

1

2
5
5

82S
191
38
60

737
884
127
287

Eugene

753
11

16

693
1, 017

144
398

300 218 596 3, 152 968

Total

7, 214

Teaching is the occupational objective for more than 35 per cent
of the st.udents in Oregon higher institutions; even at Corvallis and

Eugene, whith have grograms much wider than teacher preparation,
very large numbers look forward to employment in this field, 26 per

cent and 25 per cent, respectively. Although a few of these students
are looking forward to college teaching the great majority are

planning to enter the high-school field, at least temporarily. Refer-
ence to the chapter of this report dealing with teacher preparation

if will confirm the impression created by these expressions of choice

that the State does not need so many teachers in preparation.
It may also be &milted whether there is need for such emphasis

upon preparation for rusiness and the professions Aithin the State
of 'Oregon itself, as is showì by the occupational choices indicated
by tit table. However, these figures include out-of-State students as

well as Oregon students. It is interesting, ther'efore, to examine
Table 12, which indicates the occupational objectives named by
Oregon students only. Inasmuch as the normal schools are now
primarily teacher-training institutions the tablq is confined to the
choices of students in the institutions at Corvallis and Eugene.

TABLE 12.Occupational objectives of Oregon. students a

Objectives

Teaching
Agriculture
Trade
Home making
Business

Objectives of Ore-
gon students at

Corvallis Eugene

714
155
30
48

600

Objectives 10

en Profession
7 Other

13 Undecided
34

527 Total

Objectives of Ore-
gon students at

Corvallis

763
104
242

2,656

Eugene

Compafison of the figures for the entire student body and fo
the students whose homes are in Oregon indicates that a slightly
larger proportion of the students a Corvallis wfio are preparing
to teach come from out of State Om is the case at Eugene. The

.... _ ...... -
_ - ......
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s:iine is true of students who look forward to business and the
professions.

If the courses of study pursued by students are appropriate to
their occupatio`nal objectives their choice of majors should show
considerable parallelism with their plans for work after leaving col-
lege. Studeras who indicated their plans for work after graduation
were asked, therefore, to name also their major course of study or
field of specialization in college. The reports of 2,633 students at
the university whose homes are in Oregon show that 85 were majoring
in architecture; 97 in art; 436 in business; 55 in chemistry; 101 in
economics; 183 in education ; 346 in English; 61 in history ; 166 in
journalism; 187 'in law ; 40 in mathematics; 348 in medicine; 81
In modern language; 121 in music ;117 in psychology; 93 in sociol-
ogy: 13 in zoology; with a scattering in other fields. It will be
Ini)ted \that the larger groups are found in the fields which the
survey commission's recommendation, contained in Chapter II,
would assign as the major functions *of the institution at Eugene.
It will also be &AO that at the university there are very few majors
reported among Oregon students in fields that the survey commis-
sion iwoposes be concentrated in the upper division levels at Cor-
vallis, only .10 in botany, 55 in chemistry, 19 in geologY, 8 in physics,
an(1 13 in zoology.

At the -Oregon State College 2,663 students who live in Oregonstate that they are majoring as follows: 255 in agriculture; 749 inbusiness; 429 in education; 637 in engineering; 119 in Torestry; 318in home economics; 121 in pharmacy with the remainder scattering.Owing to conditions of organization and to the liberal requirementsfor majoring at the State college it is impossible upon the basis ofthese data to point out so clearly as in the case of the university, that
lie recommendation of the commnission with reference to transfer of
ertain work from Corvallis to Eugene would affect relatively few)regon students at the State college. Indeed the figures with refer-Inc( to majors in business indicate quite the contrary. - However, itis in the major division of business at Corvallis that the greatest)pportunity exists for students to cencentrate in fields other thanhose that are ordinarily regarded as preparation for iminess careers..It may be doubted whether transfer of commece anck business toEugene upon

division
the upper division level with retehtion at Corvallis oflower courses, that in the main parallel similar courses atEugene, would seriously affect a very large proportion of Oregontudents now at the State college. 6

It is sometimes assumed that the occupations of the fathers ofudénts affect student choice of educational purposes, determine theid that families can give in educating their children, and, in part,

1

'
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influence choice of institutions which children attend. Table 13

shows the ocupations''of the parents of students in Oregon's higher
institutions by institutions.

TABLE 13.Occupations parents ot students

Occupation

Agriculture
Manufacturing
Trade
Busibess

4

Transportation_
Professions
Teaching
Clerical
City, State, ayd Federal employees
Retired
Deceased

Total

Number of students whose parents are engaged in
?different occupations

Ashland' La Grande Monmouth Corvallis Eugene

13

7
4

18
10
42

101
6

72
23

6

4

7
25

296 213

212 004
23 119
73 293
89 834
16 98
15 264
5 . 54

11 49
26 168
32 169
86 386

361 1,04
127
220 ; 646

982 1 1, silt

123 ;

413 ni
67 j

S3 111

115
136 i
289 1 C

587 3,128

The large number of students whosè fathers are, retired or de-

ceased, 1,1814 is in accord with the fact that the Oregon instititions
have such large riumbers of mature students. If the distribution
of parental occupations may be assumed to represent the approxi.
mate distribution of occupations iii the State as a whole it is
interesting to note that while 11.4 per cent of the livin* fathers are

in- the professions, 26.6 per cent of the students plan ltc; enter the

profee;sions. Similarly 23.1 per cent of the living fathers are in

.agriculture but only 2.8 per cent of the students plan to enter this
field. Thirty-one and six-tenths per cent of the fathers are in busi-
ness but only 18.7 per cent of the students plan to enter busines\:.
Perhaps these relationships are of no real significance. but they raise
iiiteptfaing qtiestions concerding the shifting of occupational empha-
sisi the redistribution of Oregon's economic population. vd the
changing size of agricultural and business units.

410

Housing and Feeding

The conditions under which the college student lives, the ch4racter
of his lodging place, the place in which he eats, and the coinv
with whom he eats are aio vital in the eduational process as is the
academic program. An institution with a staff possessing the
highest scholastic qualifications arid giving the finest type of in4ruc
tion will be handicapped in teaching students unless the institu
tion provides also the conditions for developing the art of refilled
and cultured living in a social group. The average college student
spends only a minor part of his day in the classroom or laboratory.
A majority of his hours are spent in other activities that satisfy the
denian o physical id « d or the needs of gregarious human nature.
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In providing advantageous living conditions for their 804:leas
the private universities and colleges generally throughout the trnited
State_%; have progressed much 'further than the publicly suPported
hiTher educational institutions. The number and quality of dormi-
tories and residence halls, where students spend so much of their
time, founck in tke larger private institutions,' usually far exceed
thw,e in public institutions. Ihrivever,Oregon public institutions,
¡)artR bularly the State unwerst y and the Stat4 college, are far a eá
of nlo:Nt St1ter institutions in their provision tor student living. In
thil 11OI'1131 schools, on the other hand, only the scantiest provisions
have bet I made for either the housing or feeding of students. The
failure of the State to make aappropriations for the construction
of dormitories and residence halls is the commonly assigned reason
for their absence onuthe campus but this explanation is.not altogether

alillt It is possible iinder modern methods of financing, as .has
becn already proved in Oregon, to erect the necessary buildings
through bond issues and t9 operate them on a self-suAaining basis.

e

Housing

The first step in the study of the physical conditions under which
tile college students of Oregon live is their segregation on the basis
of the various places of residence. In Table 14 are shown the per-
centiwe of women and men students_of the university and the State
colicge according-to different methods by which they are housed.

.TABLE 1-1. Where students of university aftil State oollege lire shown in term'of percentages of the entire student body'

),,rruitories
'mate rooming houses
.; vino: at home
hapter houses

i

Housing methods

A

Total

University of Oregon Oregon State College

Percentage
of women
students

23
20
10
48

Percentage
of men

stu4entl

14

15
48

Pereenttage
Of women
students

47
3

24
26

Percentage
of men

students

13
29
13
45

100 100

Derived from institutional reports. These figures are substantially the same as those derived fromudent reports. See Table 9.

The residence-hall faciii4ies .pf the university are such that 86
per cent of the men stude and 78 per cent of the women students
Ire compelled to seek livi quärters othei than in institutionally
Terated buildings. 4, very large proportidn reside in chapter
aouses so that student fraternities and sororities are performing a
crt-vice which is of material assistance to the institution. Private
ooming houses afford quarters for approkimately orfbuitht of

'
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¿s

both the men and women students while a smaller percentage are

local students living at their homes. For the land-grant State uni-

versities and colleges of the United States as a whole; the proportion

of men students housed in dormitories and residence halls is 9 per

cent and for women students 6 per cepte- The University of Oregon

is, therefore, providing living quarters for a greater percentage of
its students than the average for the State-controlled institutions as

a whole. It is patent, howevr, that a serious shortage of residence

halls still exists, particularly for women students.

While no better facilities for housing men students have been

provided at .the State college than at the university .the situation

is different. in the case of women students. The institution fur-

nishes living quarters for 47 per cent of its women students as com-

pared wIth 6 per cent for St:ate universities and colleges in the coun-

try at large. Only 53 per cent of its womeu student body are

forced to go off the campus to secure places to reside and of thi

proportion 26 per cent live in sorority chapter house.s. ,Thtl per-

centage of women stiulents living in private rooming h*ouses is so

low as to be almost negligible, which speaks well for the initiative

and interefit of the administration of th,c; college in the living cond.
tions of its women students.' More dormitories for men Audents,

it is obvious, are needed. At present 'only 13 pers cent of the men

. students are ho"used in tridence halls under institutionAl manage-

ment. 'A colisiderably greater percentage of men stu4nts dwell

in private rooming houses than at die universiiy while the propor-

tion living in frateAlity chapter houses is alsoless.

Unusually meager provision litv been made for the hohsing of the

students in the Oregon normal sclools. Except for a single dormi-

tory for women at the Monmotfth school, notbing whatever has been

done in the way of furnishing residence halls at these institutions.

The lack of fraternity 'and sorority houses likewise hasliad the effect

of compelling All the students, excepting those residing in their Own

homes, to seek d'w,elling quarters in kivate yooming. houses. As a

majority of th'e student**enrolled in the noriiial schools are women,

a &eater responsibility Tests upon thé schools to provide dorm*ries

than would exist were the student populations cbom.posd only of
men students. Beyond a.(Joubt the gryvth and development of the

)rograms of the normal schoOs, particularly in the case of the insti-
liutions at Ashland and La Gralid, are being seriously retarded by

the lack' of housing lacilities. "The conaitions under which many
students room at all the noimal schools are not conducive to devèlop-
meiit of leadeA and examples 'in the refinewnts of living.

* From the foregoing sketch of the co'nditioñs existing in,the Oregori
institutions, it evident that tike dormitory systems are entirely
inadequate to meet the requirements.of the student bodies. A gua-
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eral law on the State:s statute books authorizes the construction of
ne residence halls or similar revenue-producing structures by bond
istie. Already the State college has erected several dormitories by
this method of financing, the net earnings from their operation being
used for thq amortization of the capital outlity.- There is no doubt,
therefore, of the feasibility of the plan. The present policy' of com-
pelling large proportions of the student bodies to find lodging off
the campus in quarters not under direct institutional supervision
should be abandoned. The survey commission can not emphasize
tt>0 strongly the necéssity for immediate action in the adoption and
prosecution d a dormitory building 'program at all the institutions.
In the normal schools especially steps should be taken to construct
safe, fireproof, and attractive residence halls for women stusdents
witho;iit delay.

The number of students accommodated is not the sole question to
1)(; considereel however. The nature of the housing provided
even greater educational importance. The residence4alls at the
University of Oregon are well conducted arid are in charge of a
dormitory director. In most instances the students take care of

Own rooms, although additional -serivice is furnished in he
women's dormitories.. The janitor work is performed both by stud nt
labor and by hired janitors, the buildings being generally clean 'a
in good repair. Student* proctors are responsible for the super-
visioei of the men's residence halls and receive $155 annually. Tin
the women's halls students also serve as proctors but receive no pay.
It is difficult "to account for this distinction, especially as it is rather
nelore difficult for deserving women students to secure outside work to
earn their way.

.Feeding

Food service enterprises for the benefit of the student bodies
are operated by the university and the State- college. This service
is providin in dining halls. The blight of the cafaeria, with its
hick of socialization, rapid*onsumption of`food, and rushing meal
hour has ríot yet descended upon the institutions.

Tile university conducts institutionally managed dining hallg' for
both men.and. women students. Three meals are served daily. The
food is wholesome the ration- well-balanced, and the service satis-
factory.
, Separate dining rooms for men and women students are operated

ly the State college. The service afforded includes three meals
daily. The *average total number of meals served per day to rpen
students amount to 717 and to women students 1,365. It is evident,
therefore, that tife feeding enterprises of the institution are con-
ducted on a rathe? large scalp. The service seems to be entirely satis:
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factory, the survey commission meeting with no complaints, of any
character. A 'sanitary commission has supervision over thè main-
tenance of sanitary conditions in the dining halls and kitchkns and
also is responsible for the testing of the milk and water. Thei institu-
tion makes an effort to socialize the dinner hour for the: udents.
Special guests are invited and singing and dancing are encouraged
after dinner in the parlors.

Little provision is made for feeding the students in the normal
schools except in the case of the institution located at Monmouth.
At this sch6o1 a dining hall is conducted for women but none for
men students. A. small 'cafeteria is likewise alperated, serving noon

*a

lunches unatir the supervision of the home ecOnomics department.
The 'menus in the women's diiiing hall are prepared under the direc-
tion of the dean of women with the advice of the department of
home economics. In the normal school at Ashland a cafeteria is

situated in the training schbol, but at the La Grande school no
dining facilities of any sort are provided by the institution. The
average annual cost of board and room is $279 at the Ashland

'school as compared with $432 'at the La Grande school. The survey
commission is of the opinion that the establishment of dining halls,
such as exist at thelniversity and the State college, would be highly
valuable to the normal schools in the advancement of the social and
physical welfare of the students. A further advantage would be
the unification of the student bodies.

Employment and Placement Service

An important problem confronting the institutions of higher
learning in Oregon, as well as elsewhere throughout the country, is
the placement of their students, both gradtiate and nongraduate, in

ofiositions after they leave college.
Higher education is a costly process both to the State and to the

student. To allow the human product aftv the expenditure of
time in study and after the outlay of a large suin of motley to defray
the cost of education to leave the campus and drift for himself
is the height of inconsistency. Because of their pistige as publicly

. supported institutions responsible for the preparation of youth to
ènter industrial and professional fields, the university, State college,
and hormal schools have access a sources of eMployment and are
able to make contacts not readily available to any private agencies.
That th4institutions should not allow this opPortunity for service to
escape them is self-evident.

It is a moot question whether the Ofteement of college students
should be conc4iArated in one central organization.- Same degree
of centralization .of records and of methoils. is uñdoubtedly desirable.
But inquiries received by members ot the faculty from prospective

N
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employers can frequently be handled best by direct action. As in
other personnel matters some method of centralized service with
decentralized functioning is most desirable. The methods now in
u.-e at the university and the college with reference to teacher place-
ment seem to function with % considerable efficieney, although the
etT()rt involved is great and is increased by the competitive situation
t h;it has already been pointed out. .

The most important defect in the present placement work is the
fact that it is too largely confined to the placernIent of teachers.
(Thn.c;iderable progress hai been made in this phase of the work but
other fields ,and occupations are generally neglected or haAled in
a haphazard manner by heads of major divis ns whose innumerable.1;:o

othtfr duties anid responsibilities prevent th m from providing.' a
,\-1()111atic service. Under the present arrangement coordination
boween the personnel of the different edusational units is not feasi-
ble. Alumni emphasized to the survey commission their desire that
placement in other-areas be developed as vigorously as in the field of
teal:iwr training. The vital importance of placement is emphasized
in the commefits made by the graduates and ex-students on the
II(11.tcomings of the Oregon institutions in this respect.

At the university ail organization bearing the name of the appoint-
ment committee carries on the placement work. The chairman of
the committee is a member of the staff of the school of education
and nearly the entire program is concentratedin securing teaching
positions for griduates of the school of education. Administrative
funds and students' fees are utilized to pay the cost of the main-
tenance of the office. The institution, Thetefore, has the nucleus of
a central placement bureau that might function effectively, but ap-
parently little is being done toward. finding employment for gradu-
ates other than prospective teachers. The schools of law and jour-)
nalism at the university maintain their. own services, also known as
appointment bureaus, while in the case of nios of the other di-
visivns whatever placements are hiade of students are generally therpsult of the initiative of the dean or department headp.

A fairly satisfactory record, h4vever, has been .inacre by the ap-
poi.ntment conunittee in securing positions for teachem. The effec-
tiveness of,the work of placing teichers is diminishing from year toyear rather than increasing, the committee securing positions for 14per cent less reipstrants in 1929 than in 1927. This is dut to other
causes than the lack of activity on the part of the committee. Anattempt is made to coopeiate with employers and to folloW up place-ments, but the committee has no field representatives. There is like*

teachini
wise no organized cooperation with the rank and file of the
staff in the different departments.
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The placement service at the Oregon State College is an effective
functioning agency and the work has been closely centralized in a
single office. Combined with the personnel division, the organiza-
tion handles both the personnel and placement activities of the insti-
tution. A professor of education is in charge with a full-time
assistant and a clerk. Operating costs are defrayed through insti-
tutional funds and student fees. The bureau makes all typés of
contacts through business concerns, industrial firms, and municipal
chambers of commerce by letter. Apparently no limitation has been
placed on the work of the placement seryice. Attempts are made
to secure positions for graduates and nongraduates, older alumni,
and self-help students, while attention is given to providing outside
contacts for students already in college. The bureau, however, is
handicapped by a lack of coordination within the college and a gen-
eral absehce of interest on the part of staff members. As in the case
of the university, the placemént office, at the college has been devoted
in a great measure to securing positih for teachers.. It is claimed
that engineering, research, public utilities, business, hotel, pharma-
ceutical, and lumber organizations place orders for prospective
employees with the placement office rvgularly.

Although the normal schools havé'only one type of graduate
for wl;om to find employment and are not confronted with the task
of securing positions i widely different professions and vocations,
the placement service at these institutions is n9t very highly- organ-
ized. Possibly services of direct placement ['nay be safely left to
the presidents in the mall schools at Ashland and La arande. but
the larger institution at Monmouth needs a very carefully organized
geryice. Probably Ian should have careful and completely organized
follow-up services for graduates after They are once in the public-
school system.

In the instAtion at Monmout,h, the president has jurisdiction over
th(% k of placing graduates. A small bureau.has been organized
with a -time secretary and a fairly satisfactory arrangenfent for
the cónduct of the undertaking has been installed. %The service aims
to SOCUPe teaching employment for the as well as the older
graduates, but as the office also has been charged with answering
requests for credentials fiom ex-students, a considerable amount of
time is consumed in this detail of work. In order to maintain field
contacts, there is a part-time special agent" whb visits autitoritie's
responsible for the employment of teachers. The bureau likewise
endeavors to keep in touch with superintendents and principals of

ublic schools throughout the State by- correspondence and educa-
idnal puklications.
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It. is recommended that the central placement offices at the uni-

versity and State college act in the capacity of information-gather-
ing and record-keeping agencies and make a tpecial effort to edu-
cate the faculties to the use of these aids. Such education may be
,iic(Tssfully prosecuted through staff bulletins, special faculty con-
ferences, and discussions at general faculty meetings. One of the
important tasks that should be undertaken by the placement blireaus

research into occupations of the alumni and the possible fields
of occupations for students who have not yet ,completed their courses
of study. This research should be conducted upon a comprehen-
ive basis, cooperatively by the five State institutions and the State

department of education.

Guidance

The success or failure ibf the career of a_student in college de-
pends to a large extent upon whether he has been guided..properly
in the selection of his courses and the pursuit of his studies.

Educational guidance is related to vocation'al guidance, a fact
that has not been sufficiently recognized except in the professional
fields. In a considert;ble percentage .of cases the student's program
of work should be so correlated with his choice .of life work that
the college serves in part as a preparation for the occupation which

to be followed after graduation.
An importánt phase of guidance is that it deals with the indi-

vi(lual student. The task is not a question of centralized control for
the purpose of unifying and conducting an activity for the entire
student populationveven though centralization of records and -data
may be advantageous. *On the contrary, the problem is one of per-

interview, conference and relationship between student and
staff inewher often consuming many; hours of time.

The survey commission devoted.no small amount of attention tó
an inquiry into the methods in use at the Oregon institutions in .the
guidance of their students. As in the case of universities and col-
leges throughout the. United S,t4tes, the service is still in an effibry,
onic stage. At the University of Oregon vocational and educational
guidance have been combined theoretically:- The students are as-
sistebd in the seleption of their courses on a basis of ability, interest,
ubjectives, cultural, and other intangible vajues by faculty advisers.
The institution estimates that 25 per cent of the faculty are profi-
cient. in such counseliq while another 50 per cent are assigned as
Lussistant advisers. Students are informed of graduate work offeivd
and of the opportunities tocontinte advanced study through schol-
arships. On the other hand, the vocational guidance seems to be
confined principally to lectures given occasionally iii the schools of

is
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education, business, and science departments, to the collection of
information on different occupations, and to the maintenance of a
lie, of books on various vocations in the library to which _the Ftu-
dints are referred. Thirty-four per cent of both the juniors an
segiors attending the university are undecided as to their future
occupation. The institution expended $100 for vocational guidan
in 1929.

At the Oregon State College an endeavor has bee; made t:o cen-
tralize guidance and counseling in the pemonnel and placement
(Ace which is under the control of a professor of education, but this
system is being abandoned in favor of the decentralized plan. The
institution appoints special interviewers for each class. Vocational
guidance, as in the case of the university, is reported as being com-
bined with educational guidance.- "'Students are advised to choose
their studies on bases of Interest, objectives, cultural values, for the
purpose of specializing, to secure distribution of work, and to obtain
a degree. Tests and measurements are sometimes utilized to aid
the student in reaching a decision. In vocational guidance the col-
lege now has in the process of const,tuction a complete list of voca-
tional occupations to supplement the books in the library. Since the
institution is a larid-grant college .with defined objectives of indus-
trial and technical education it,. is to be expected that a large Pro-
portion of the students will have selected their life work. ,This is
the case. Of the juniors registered in the cpllege- in 1929, 70 pe
cent had selected their future vocation and of the seaiors 80 per cent

Guidance of students in the normal schools of Oregon is limited
since their function is so largely that of teacher preparation. The
asstimption seems to be that all students who have matriculated in
the institutions are there for the purpose pf entering the te. aching
profession and that little guidance, either educational or vocational,
is necessary. Modern education, however, is divided into many
different fields and the selection of a congenial speCialization by
each student is highly important in dettrmining ultimate sue('
or failure. Educational guidance in the Monmouth Normal Schoo
is handled chiefly by the president and the \dean. Each sttident h
a faculty adviser to" aid him in the pursuit\ of his work during h.
two years' attendance. An attempt is'made to have all mariculan
select their major field, such as primary, intermediate, and secondar
education, as early as possible after entrance.% A special poiht ini
pressed Tpon t students is at thoyesh641d attend either th
university or college after complet

that
of the normal school cur

riculum. No classes are- conduOtet in oc&ipatio guidance and the
library contains only about a dozen books dealing with vocational
subjects.
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The normal school at Ashland has not attempted to establish any
systematic plan of guidance. The library is without books on oc-
(111)ations. Student counselling by members of the faculty appears
to be neglected. A plan of guidance is just being developed in the
case of the normal school at La Grande, but very little- pnuine
progress has been made'. The president and faculty members are
reTonssible for assisting students in their choice of specialization and
major field of interest. The program of educational and vocational
guidance has been combined. There are four books on occupations
in the library. One of the important angles of guidance that seems
to have been overlooked altogether at the La Grande institution is
real system of student counselling.

Findings and Recommendations

Guidance is one of the major problems confrontingipublic higher
education in Oregon as is the case in higher institutions elsewhere.
Many students devote four years to study and preparation and are
still undecided at the end of that period as to their life work: This
contlition will probably always exist, but increasingly institutions
are convinced that they' have the means, and are attempting to use
them to aid stiidents to make their own choices.

One of the principal recommendations of this survey is the segre-
gation of the educational program and academic organization of the
university and State college into lower and upper divisions.
Through the lower division the student is to pursuè basic and
fundamental courses and in the upper division he is to concentrate
upon his Major field of specialization in future life. The success of
the plan is largely dependent upon the choice of an occupation or
profession by the student by the completion of his sop4ortiore year
nl college.

The survey onunission does not propose to outline a specific sys-
tem of educational and vocational guidance tp,be adopted by the
Oregon institutións. No suCh system has been de.vised that is ap-
propriate to all conditions. It is nevertheless possible to outline
certain general principles that should be followed. A 'guidance
ivlicy to be effective must invAve the participation of a large num-
bei. of the members ,of the staff in the observation of the qualities
and aptitudes of students with whom they come into contact. Per-
sonal acquaintance between student and teacher is pne of the iinport-
ant keys to guidance. Through sympathetic relationships with
faculty members, the students should be roused, inspired, and stimu,
lated to study their own capacities and tastes and to solve the pròb-0
lem of their future occupations4 Upon the basis of tliese principles,
it is recommended :

.
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1. That the several institutions promptly proceed to the .study
of a definite program of educational rd votational guidance.

2. That the program be comprehensive in scope and so effective
in purpose that it will be applicable to the studept immediately
upon his entrance in college.

3. That thiough the operation of the program every student shall
be aided to make a decision as to his life career by the time that
he has completed the lower division and begins his upper diVision
work.

Physical Welfare and Athletics

great deal of stress and emphasis has been placed on the pro-
motion of the physical welfare of the stuients in the higher educa-
tional institutions of Oregon.

Physical education programs have been adopted, but as is the
case in many universities and colleges throughout the country they
are subordinated to intercollegiate athletics. The domination of
intercollegiate athletics is reflected in the' selection of the staff, in
the budget allotments; and in the financing of the athletic physical
plant. Although only a minor proportion of the student body
actually participates, priority in the utilization of footbali fields,
running and field tracks, an4 baseball fields is given to intercolle-
giate athletics. For the utilization of athletic facilities, the most
inconvenient and inaccessible pours are assigned to students not
members of the intercollegiate teams.

Moreover, the situation has been aggravated at the Univemity of
Oregon and the Oregon State College by the segregation of the
control of intercollegiate athletics from the regular physical edu-cation organization. The students at both institutions have been
permitted to exercise administrative jurisdiction. The alumnt are
likewise represented, another cause for the complete overshadowing
of intramural by intercoilegiate. athletics. In order to tippraise thestatus of physical welfare and athletics in the several institutionswith a view to making recommendations for the betterment of pres-
ent conditions, thé survey commission made a §pecial study of thesituation in Oregon. Each of the institutions will -be considered
separately. The programs at present in force, including organiza-tion and system of control, will receive attention.

Uitivecsity of Oregan.The organization responsible for the phys-ical welfare of the students at the univetsity is the school of physical
ed4cation. It is divided into fotir departments, physical educationfor men, physical education for 'Oomen, health service, and athletics,each under the supervision of a director. The administrative headof the 'school holds the title of dean, the staff under him consistingof 10 regular members and 10 paid studerit assistants.
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In the departments of physical education for men and women,
tidents are required to pursue one hour per week of hygiene for

0710 year and three hours per week of exercise for two years. Sports
may be elected to satisfy the requirement for exercise. A textbook
k used in the hviene course, but the equipment available is only
moderately satisfactory. The school attempts to use the dining
halls, gymnasiums, dormitories, and classrooms as laboratories for
the hygiene course. A major and minor are offered in physical
education, the major being 52 semester hours and the minor 16
,(tinester hours. Graduate work' is also offered on a limited scale.

The health service at the university seems to be generally superior
although the equipment is inadequate and no facilities are available
to combat an epidemic. Thiee full-time physiciaris are employed
anti a physical examination lis given all students upon admission.
No hospital is connected w4h the institution, but an infirmary is
located on the campus containing 13 'beds and with a staff of 4
nures and other attendants. The number of beds is entirely in-
sufficient, at least three times as many being needed to meet the
requirements of the student body. Free service ris given students
in the infirmary for a period of two weeks, after which a charge
of S3 per day is made. Parents are informed of serious physical
defects of students and such cases are referred to specialists for
attention. 4

The fourth unit of the school of physical education is the depart-.
meta of ;ithletics. Nominally this department is responsible'sfor all
athletics, both intramural and intercollegiate, but as authority over
intercollegiate athletics has been vested in an executive council of
the associated students, the duties of the department have dwindled
down tø the handling of intramural athletics 6nly.

The executive council of the associated students is composed.of 7
tudents, 4 faculty members, and 2 alumni. It has control over the

finances of intercollegiate athletics, making of the budget, scheduling
of games, selection of the football coach and fixing his salary, exCept
that the actual funds are haridled through the business office of the
institution. A graduate manager, an employee of the council, serves
as its executive officer. From the persOnnel of the executive com-
mittee, it is evident that intercollegiate athletics are dominated by
influences outside the actual administration of the university, the
students and the alumni having a majority of the committee.

Football the major intercollegiate sport and is overemphasized
to a high degree. The salary 19f the football coach is $10,000 plus an
additional $1,500 for servies rendered as assistant physician. In
the previous chapter the salaryWschedules of the university staff were
presented and it was- shown that the salary of deans, the highest

A
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ranking members of the academic staff, was $5,000. Thus the foot-
ball coach receives double the salary paid the deans with their large
responsibilities. The football coach has Muto-assistantp.

As a result of these situations, intrlimural athletics, in which Prac-
tically the entire student body has opportunity for participation, are
being seriously retarded in favor of intercollegiate athletics. Both
intramural athletic facilities and funds are deficient. No money
collected from intercollegiate athletics is used for intramural sports*,
although minor contributions öf equipment are occasionally made.

Because the figures reported contain duplications, it was impossible
to ascertain exactly how many of the students, either men or women,
are 'actually engaged in intramural athletics. The program, how-
eer, inclu&s all the diffeient sports. In intramural athleiics for
men no awards of any type to winners are made. Notwithstanding
that letters and sweaters ow a basis of the point system are awarded
to the women students in intramural athletiCs, this branch of phys-
ical education is at a lower ebb than that of men 4udents.

Intercollegiate athletics, with football overshadowitig all other
sports, occupy first place. The total gate receipts in 1929-30
amounted to $58,454, all of whin was éxpended on intercollegiate
athletics except $5,720 representing a net profit. The financial state-.
ment of tkle university shows that $9,250 of State appropriatitns are.
utilize o pay salaries for intercollegiate athletics, an eftiemely
unusu I situation in view of the fact that nO State funds are avaij-
able to defray the operating costs of intramural athletics.
i The institution is in a position to convert its entire physical cam-
tion work into a well-organized and effective program .for the belie-
fit of the entire student body. It has an excellent athletic physical,
plant, both outdoor aqd indoor. The outdoor' facilities include 2
football and 4 baseball fields, 1 cinder track; and 13 tennis courts.
For indoor sports, provision has been made for both men and women
students on an extensive scale. The university has a men's gyms-
sitini and has- four gymwisium floors in another building devoted
to women. In addition there is a basketball pavilion erected at a
cost of $200,000 for games, indoor tennis, and indoor track. Two
large swimming pools, one for men and one for women students, are
included in the physical plant while two athletic fields exclusively
for women students are provided. In order to develotia Aysical
education program in which all the students of the university wIll
participate, it is necessary to reorganize co.mpletely the present
methods of control and administration of athlétics.

OregA State Coilege.Physical welfare at the State college I's

organized into a school of, health and Physical education. composed
of five departmentsphysical educati6n for women, physical educa-
tion for men, health service, hygiene, and intramural athletics. The
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hvad of the school is a dean assisted by two directors and eight other
st a tr members. A separate and independent organization. exists 'for
the optrol of ligercollegiate athletics.

The colkge requires that men stucipts take the course in hygiene
hour a week for a year and purstti: 2 hours-per week of exercise

\iiile the same regulation is enforced for women students except
that 3 hours per week..of exercise are required. The claim is made
that special efforts are put forth to exemplify hygiene teaching in
the (lining halls andtimnasiums. The school of health and physical
education is entirely a service division, n6- degrees being granted.
_1 minor of 12 semester hours is offered in physicaF education for
men students and of approximately 20 semestor hours for women
st ui

At the staie college the health service falls to some extent below
maintainedt stan arc at the u rsit ere Are 3 full-time

pliyiciaits on the staff and 5 traine: n s The institution has an
infirmary with 11 beds and students : lowed free service for
io (lays. Notwithstanding the greater enrollment of students at
the State college than at the university, the infirmary is smaller and
more deficient in facilities. At least four times as many beds are
nce.ded. No isolation room is aVailable, the X-ray equipment is
out of date, the method of transportation of food to patients is
insanitary, and the bathroom facilities are entirely inadequate. In
this connection it must be stated that the rooms in the infirmary
a ro' clean, airy, and fairly light. An entire absence òf work in
p,ychiatry was discovered in the health service department. A
course in mental hygiene, however, is offered in the school of voca-
tional education. Parents are not regularly informed of physical
defects discovered by the departinfnt although a system of correct-
ing defects by follow-up examinatiàns, consultations, and medical
advice is in operation.

The.State college has an athletic physical plant superior to any
other' in the State and équa1 to the best found in the larger western
universities and colleges. No reason exists, therefore, why intra-

»Hurd sports should not be the principal objectiVe of the physical
education program and why they should not be developed upon an

xtemsiNe scale. For.outdoor athletics, the institution has 5 foot-
ball and 2 baseball diamonds, 1 cinder &deli, 10 playfround dia-
monds, 4 bennis courts, and 1 water cours9. Capital investments of
approximately $315,000 hime been made on indoor sports. A ftne
men's gymnasium composed of four., units with a large swimmidg
pool has been erected on the campus. The women's building con-
tains comgete gymnasium filcilities for women students situated
ori five floors and also a swimming pool. The college likewise has
an $85;000 stadium built by subscription,* bond issueLkPFand gifts.
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Notwithstanding the excellent facilities available for the general
advancement of the physical welfare of all the student body, inter-
collegiate athletics have been permitted to domidate the athletic
program of the college. So intense has become the interest and so
acute the desire for prestige that the advantages to be obtained
from intramural competition among the great mass of students have
been to a large degree overlooked and have received only minor
consideration. Neither funds for the support of intramural ath-
letics are provided through the profits accruing from intercollegiate
football nor through State funds. It must be conceded, however,
that more is done at the State collee than at the universiy for
the furtherance of intramural athletics. The program for men stu-
dents encourages. contests by the awards 'of cups, plaques, and
medals. A women's athletic association has been organized with
a board of control that has served to arouse interest to scpjne degree
in intramural sports anpang the women students. Letters and sweat-
ers are awarded by the organization, which raises a limited.amount
of money by dues. The number of men and wonA students actually
participating in intramural athletics 'was not available due to the
duplication in the figures presented.

Intercollegiate athletics, with football as the primary' interest,
are under the administration and management of an agency outside
of the regular college organization. This agency is interrelated
with the associated students. It is known as the athletic board of
control and consists of 3 faculty members, 5 students and 1
ahuiniìi member. A graduate manager employed by the board
serves as its executive member. Thus intercollegiate athletics are
administered in practically the same manner at the State college
as at the university except that no attempt has been made to inter-
lock the board of control with t..1;e official physical education organi-
zation of the institution. Although ihe funds are handled by the
business office, the athletic board (if control directs all expenditures.
The arrangement of games, the selection of coaches, the fixing of
salaries, nd other questions of policy are under its jurisdiction.

Footba as n emphasized And the competitive spirit de-
veloped to a high degree:~The head football coach Aceives a salary

iof $8,000 anntially and has" four assistants. He is appointed by the
board of contr91 and holds the rank of professor. Other members
of the .faculty with this rank ire paid an average salary of ,$4,000
so that the football coach's -compensaticiti is far in excess of the
remuneration of tlikYf regular academic staff. The assistant coaches ;
receive $2,750. to $3,800. Comparing *these salaries with the com:
pensation of instructors ip plisysical education for women, practi-
cally all of whigh are $1,000 or lap, the discrimination against in-
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tramural athletics is eviderit. Responsibility for this condition is
directly traceable to the creation pf a separáte and independent
board for the cAntrol of intereollegiates athletics.

,.;itnnlary.Upon a basis of the facts presented in the foregoing
revivw, the Aurvey commission is convinced that the only method
for the development and execution of a comprehensive program
of physical welfare for the benefit of the student bodies of the
uniersity and State college is a complete reorgrinization of the
present plan of management of intercollegiate athletics. Thq com-
mercialism at present existing in football, the myment of high
salaries to coaches-, and the favoritism shohihn. intercollegiate ath-
1rtics with the consequent neglect of intramural athletics are due
in a large measure to the influente of student and alumni control.'
Establishment of separate boards to manage these activities 'dis-
tinct from the regularly constituted orgirmizatiuns of the institu-
tion is cofitrary to well-recognized principles of administrative pro-
cedure. In order %to correct the prevailing conditions and to plve
physical education upon a simple but sound foundation, the fol-
lowing recommendations are mule:

1. Abolition of the present boafds of control comprised of stu-
dents, aim, and fac.ulty thembers..

2. Incorporation of control, of intercollegiate athletics in the
(shools of physical education to be administered on the same basis

as the functions of any academic major division.
All coaches to b-e employed in the same manner as other staff

umbers and to receive no larger compensation Allan is provided
for in the regular salary schedules of the faculty.

4. Receipts from itiercollegidte games to be handled through
the same chiinnels as other deRadmental earnings and to be budgeted
with other institutional funds.

Adoption Of the policy of supporting intramurol athletics by
means of institfitional and State fluids and rejection of the proposal
that intramural sports be financed from intercollegiate receipts.

6. Widespread -promotion and advancement of intramural sports
with the definite objective of having every nudent on the vampus
Part ici pate.

Normal 8chools.The pilystval welfare programs of the normal
schools hav been organized on a very limited scalp, with the.xcep-
tion of the school located at Monmouth. The responsibility rests
on an insufficiency of funds rather than a lack of initiative on the
part of administratiye and educational officers.

in the Monmouth normal school a genuine effeart has been made
to promote the physical welfare of the student body as a whole.
Two phygical- education departments have been established, one for
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men and lone for women. The men's department is under the super-
vision of an athletia director wilt/ has two assistants while the depart-
ment for women is in charge of a health director with four assistants.
Students are required to pursue courses in hygiene and exercise.
Both departments offer a minor in physical education and there is
a large enroltment in the courses indicating that the program is such
as to inspire the students' interest. The health service is on only a
fairly satisfactory basis. The nearest hospital is 8 miles away. A
makeshift student infirmary with 9' beds is operated on the campus
where free service is given patients for 3 days after which a charge
is lev;ed. The medical staff consists of. 2 part-time &Cl/ors, 1

graduate nurse, and 1 practical nurse. A shortage of equipment
exists in the physician's office. While a medical examination is
obligatory at entrance for all students, the follow-up examinations
are rather desultory being conducted chiefly by medical students
from the University of Oregon. .

The facilities for sports consist of football and 1 baseball field,
4 tennis court, and a gymnasium for men. Only $2,700 has been
invested in gymnasium equipment. Football is the dominant sport
and intercollegiate contests are held. No profit, however, is realized
from the games as the students are admitted without charge with the
result that commercialism has not gained a foothold. The football
coach is appointed directly by the board and is under the direct
supervision of the president. Under present arrangements he coaches
both intercollegiate and intramural teams so that intramural
athletics instead of being neglected have been encouraged.

The development of an organization- for conducting physical wel-
fare work in the normal school at Ashland has been handicapped by
inadequacy of funeds. Capital investments in gymnasiums for both
men and women students are esseniial-if a superior program is to be
adopted. An auditorium entirely unsuitable for the purpose is being
utilized for gymnasium classes at the present time. Physical edu-
cation and athletics have been combined into one departmint tinder
the control of a single head. No compulsory exercise is in effect for
men students, but 2 hours per week are required in the case of women
students.

The physical plant consists of 1 football and 1 baseball field, 1

playground, and 2 tennis courts. Intercollegiate athletics are limiled
chiefly to football. There is a lack of interest and the probabilities
are that paid admissions will be entirely abolished. A deficit of
$2,500 occurred in 192940 in football finances. The institution is
confronted with an absence of intramural athletic& No health
trvice of any type has been established at the school, illnesses being
reported by fellow students.
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The normirsao-61 at La Grande is suffering under the disadvan-
iage of an inadequate plant in its physical education program. The
'staff is small. The work for men students is under the charge of a
director receiving a salary of $2,400 while the woman director is
paid the same compensation. No other teachers are employed for
physical education. A football and baseball field are the only out-
door athletic facilities while in the case of indoor sports the institu-
tion has been compelled to rent buildings for use as gymnitsiums.
The gymnasium for men students has 25 lockers and 2 showers but
the one for women students has no showers or similar accommo-
dations.

health service is extremely limited at the school, being in charge
of the director of physical education for men who§e equipment con-
sists of a physician's scales. Local hospital facilities are utilized
ill case of illness among the gtudents and reduced rates are charged
for medical attention by the local physicians. Under the regula-
tions, all students are required to pursue a hygiene course and exer-
cise to the extent of 2 credits for each.

Intercollegiate football is under the control of the president, the
director of physical edu6ation serving as the coach. The practice

to charge admission to the games, but on account of the small
revenues no profits were realized for the 1929-30 season. Intramural
sports on the point system for women students are being promoted
and considerable progress is being made notwithstanding the lack of
1)hysict!.1 plant facilities and equipment.

Student Activities.

Fraternities and Bororities.--Student fraternal organizations aie
well developed in the University of Oregon and the Oregon State
College. None exists at the normal schools.

The great strength and impetus given to the growth of fr terni-
ties and sororities everywhere throughout the United States seems
to lie in the failure of the institutions to provide housing facilities
for the students. The Greek letter organizations met this issue by
the construction of chapter houses with large monetary investments.

At the university 50 per cent of the men students are members
of fraternities and 51 per cent of the women students belong to
sororities. Although not all the students having membership in
these orgahizations live in chapter houses, by far the greater Vro-
portion reside in them, the percentage -for both men and women
students being 48. A somewhat similar situation is found at the
Oregon State College: Of the men studeilts, 50 per cent hold mem-
bership in fraternities, and of.the women students, 46 per cent have
joined sororitiet The chapter houses furnish housing facilities
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for 45 per cent of the men students and only 26 per cent of the
women students, the latter proportion being low because the insti-
tution has erected and operates a greater number of women's
dormitories.

N44An interfraternal council for fraternities and a Pan Hellenic
!vs council for sororities have been established on the campuses. These

organizations have juriOiction over rushing, pledging, initiation,
and similar fraternal problems. A liaison exists between faculty
officials and the councils, but the latter appear to exercise final
authority in most instances so that the institutiomil representatives
serve in an advisory capacity. The Greek-letter organizations, there-
fore, manage their own affairs to a large extent.

The important problem of the fraternities and sororities is their
relationship to the health' and welfare of the students through Hy-
ing conditions existing in the chapter buildings. Another vital
question is whether membership entails a neglect, of academic work
and educational acpomplishdient. ,

The administration of the University of Oregon inspects the
chapter houses. The number living in a single room is limited.
Fire risks and sanitary conditions are the subject of periodic
checking. In 1930 an attempt was made to supervise the meals
served the students in both the fraternity and sòrority
but this was unsuccessful. The institution also tries to regulate the
living costs in the chapter houses, which is high as compared with
other places. Little real improvement has been effected, hosever, by
such efforts. Very few of the fraternities have house mothers.
In accordance with a law of the National Pan Hellenic Congress
applicable throughout the country each sorority has a house mother.
The university permits combined fraternity-sorority parties and no
per-student maximum cost has been fixed for them. The number
of fraternal dances are limited to one each year. In the erection
of new chapter houses, the administration seems to have adopted
definite policies. The organization must have at least one-third of
the cost of the pew building either in cash or the equivalent before
beginning construction and must conform to the sanitary, are, an
building regulations.. To assist inexperienced fraternity and. soror-

ity members in managing chapter houses, the institution offeis a

special course in budgeting for house managers..
At the Oregon State College the status of the control' exercised

over fratern4organizations does not differ widely from that found

in the univerdty. A joint faculty and student committee, known
the student interests committee, is vested irith authority to ipprove
the constitution, organization, and program of new fraternities or
sororities being established on the campus. The faculty commiftee

on buildings has jurisdiction over building plans leases of
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chapter houses. 'The college limits the number of students to four in
a room, conducts inspections of lodging facilities, and otherwise
enforces fire and sanitary regqatiops in fraternity buildings.
Double beds, however, are still M use in some of them, while in
others the double-deck bed is found. There is no special supervision
of the chapter house diet. A rule/of the institution prohibits inter-
fraternity partiés, but no limit is placed on the number that a single
organizatiQn may give during the year. All th4b sororities employ
house mothers. The professor of home economics supervises the
Widgets of the sororities and conducts a monthly audit, but this is a
mutual arrangement instead of an. institutional regulation. A cost
of living, somewhat higher than eLsewhere, prevails in the chapter
houses.

In analyzing the fraternities and sororities attention must be
called to the- fact that the members of such organizations are stu-
dents in institutions of higher education. It is essential, therefore,
that they perform their duties with the same effort and industry
as the nonfraternal group of the student population. Considering
the large proportion of the students belonging to Greek-letter or-
ganizations at the university and State college, the administrations
are under some obligation to maiiitain a comprehensive check of
scholastic records of the different fraternity and sorority chapters
and to insist that each maintain a scholarship at least equal to the
average for the student body as a whole. The failure oka chapter
to reach the average would seem to indicate that distracring influ-
ences are operating within the organization _to prevent the members
from attending to their studies ind performing their college work.
In such instances the necessary remedial steps shgind be taken by
the institution.

Scholastic ratings of the fraternal organizations are regularly
made at the University of Oregon. Some rather significant facts
are disclosed. Of the men's chapters the gpades of all except three
fall below thé all-university average and over half are below the
nonfraternity average for men students.- In the case of the soror-
ities, a scholastic standard etceedingly creditable to the organiza-
tions is revealed. With the exception of six chapters, the grade of
each sorority is above the average for the entire group of women
students. Moreover, all the chapters save twe exceed the non-
sorority as well as the all-university average. The high academic
standing of the sororities is due in a large measure to the adoption
of a plan of scholastic probation in pledging candidates for mem-
bership in their organization. No such rule has been invoked by
the fraternities. Although the university has an excellent system
of ratings of the fraternities and sororities, penalties for low
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scholarship are not inflicted upon the chapters as a unit, but upon
the individual members who are suspended when their grades read
a certain minimum.

The State college states that a system of scholastic rating is main-
tained for fraternity and sorority chapters. The uniform scale
approved by the American Association of College Registrars is not
utilized by the institution. While minimum scholastic requirements
for pledging are not imposed, the candidates must average 80 per
cent in their grades before initiation is sanctioned. A faculty com-
mittee passes upon eligibility, and the fraternitieg and sororities
violating the rule must forfeit a bond. Initiation of pledges mak-
ing low grades is disapproved. The college enforces a policy of
infliction of penalties in case the Greek-letter organizationq an
deficient in academic work and scholastic accomplishment. Grade
below the average are sent to national chapters, members are su&
pended from college, and social privileges are withdrawn.

Summary.The foregoing review indicates no very serious lax'
on the part of the administrative authorities of the Oregon insti
tutions in the control of the fraternities and sororities. As t
members of these private organizations are an integral part of the
student bodies, it is essential that their health and welfare be safe.

guarded and that their scholastic attainments be maintained on
the same level as other students. In order to accomplish these
objectives, the following recommendations, all of which may be
put into effect by the cooperative method, are presented:

1. That the institutions extend their supervision over the chapter
houses with a view of improving the lodging conditions and the
diet served the student members.

2- That a careful check be made of the scholastic records pf each
chapter and that it be placed on probation with curtailment of

. social privileges for failure to attain a minimum standard.
3. That, in the event of colitinued neglect of a chapter to maintain

the repasite scholastic standard, suspension be enforced on the
grounds that its 'continuance is detrimental to the academic prog-
ress of the institution.

T he associated students.- ntrol and direction .of oxtracur-
ricular activities of the university and the State college are vested
in the student& The responsible organization is known as the asso-
ciated students. Considerable power has been conferrid upon them
not only in the expenditure of funds but also in the managemen
of student affairs.

In the case of the universiti, an executive council is the final
authority of the; associated students. Its membership consists of 7
students, 4 faculty 'members, and 2 alumni. I complicoted arrange-
ment exists for the designation of the personnel. The student mem-...
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beN include the president of the associated students, who serves as
chairman ex officio, the vice-president, the senior finance officer, the
junior finance officer, the secretary, the executive man and the execu-
tive woman. Faculty members serving on the council are the presi-
dent of the university or a. representative and three others from the
staff. one of whom is an a1u4nnus. The two alumni members are
a Pp )inted by a committee consisting of the president of the univer-
ity. the president of the alumni association, and both the incoming

anti outgoing presidents of the associated students. The body is
divided into 6 subcommittees who make recommendations to the full
council. e. .

Extracurricular activities under the control of the associated stu-
(lent at the university include chiefly athletics, publications, glee
Clubs. forensics, and building operations for studefit purposes. A
fee of $5.25 per quarter is collected by the institution at the time of
retTistration as dues for membership, which entitles the student to
tiCkets of admission to athletic contests, cdneerts, debates, and other
events held on the campus. The executive council has direction over
the disbursement of a large sum of money annually. In 1929, the
receipts totaled $182,267. Of this amount,. $35,665 was derived
from student fees, $62,595 from varsity football, and $84,007 from
other sources and activities. (»el; 50 per cent of the revenues were
devoted to men's intercollegiate athletics by the council.

A body called the board of control exercises direction of the affairs
of the a.ssociated students organization at the State college. It is
Composed of 9 mmbers, of whom 5 are students, 3 faculty members
and 1 an alumnus. The student members are the student president,
first vice-president, and secretary, all serving ex officio, and two other
students elected to the board. Of the faculty membem, all are ap-
pointed by the president of the college and one is especialy desig-
nated as the chairman. The alumni member is chosen ky the board
of directors of the alumni association. For the conduct of its busi-
ness the board is organized into subconimittees of finance, athletics,
and publications. The recommendations of the subcommittees are
submitted to the board pf oontrol for final action.

The fee levied against students for membership in the associated
st udents at the college is $5 per quarter collected at the time of
registration. Payment of the charge entitles the studént to admis-

, sion to activities under the supervision of the organization. The
board of control handles a slightly smaller sum- of money annually
than the executive council at the university, the total for 1929 being
$177,968. Of this amount, $47,625 is secured from student fees,
$96,834 from gate receipts of foötiOall games, and $38,504 from other
sources. In the expenditures of the revenues, the board utilized

'
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$110,271, or approximately 68 per cent, for intercollegiate athleticsiI which men students participate alinost exclusively.
From this brief discussiop of the methods of control of extra-

curricular activities in the Oregon institptions, it is evident that theassociated students have been vested with authority over the disburse_
ment of large sums of money of which the greater proportions are
being expended for intercollegiate athletics. In the section of thisreport dealing with physical welfare and athletics, the survey com-mission proposed that the administration of intercollegiate athletics
be transferred to the physical educational departments and that the
revenues derived be handled through regular institutional channels
In the same manner as other departmental earnings. This /*emu-
mendation is repeated here. Its effect will be to reduce substantially
the large amounts of money at present under the control of the
associated students, elidlinate the handling of intereollegiate funds
altogether, and confine the functions of the student organizations tothe management of extracurricular activities of a noncommercial
and nonprofit character.
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Chapter X1

Findings and Recommendations

The State board .of higher education was. created with juris-
diction over the five publicly supported higher institutions of Ore-
gon in order to unify their activities and to utilize the institutions
to create a single system of publicly suppoited higfier educationin the State. This method of securing unification of the State's
higher educational institutions has abundant precedence in the
practice of other States. The Oregon law, however, is an itnizrove-
ment upon many similar attempts by reason of the fact that it
invests the board with sufficient power, guards against political
influence, and furnishes the means to the board for securing technical
education information and advice. The law failsr however, to pro-
vide for coordination and integration of the public higher educa,-
tional system of the State with the public-school system with which
the higher educational institutions are so intimately associkted anct
upon which they are so dependent. Some further provision for
the coordination of the entire State system of education is desiroble.That the State cif Oregon is abundantly able to support's very
effective system of public education is evident from its growth in
population, from the homogeneous character of its people, from theesteem in which education is held, from the large proportion of
wage earners as compared with the population of school age, andwith other nonproductive groups, from the density of its popula-tion and the distribution of its inhabitants in rural and urban areas.Upon almost every one of these counts Oregon is typical of thegeneral situation in the United States and in many respects enjoys

.advantages greater than those found in the Nation as a whole.
Oregon should look forward with confidence to the development ofa system of highereducatiou the equal of that found in any Statein the Union. This conclusion, reached upon the basis Of statisticalstudy of populatiqp, is confirmed by a study of the econdmic oppor-tunities affirded by the State.

While Oregon thinks of itself largely in terms of agric.ulfure,
forestry, and mining, almost as large a proportion of its people areengaged in manufacturing as in these industries. The future edu-cational program of the State should be predicated upin thotexpeets-tion that manufacturing and brit: will become increasingly
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important in the State. The variety of' economic opportunities
afforded by the Stfite indicates that Oregon's ability to support
social agencies, including education, is not dependent upon

O

a siugle
type of occupation or upon a single form of productivity. This
fact implies- a varied program of public higher education.

The ability of the State to support education without peglect of
its other fundamental obligations is measured by its present social
and economic income. On this basis Oregon compttres very favor-
ably indeed. with States of comparable size with reference to its
manufactures, its farm products, its fisheries and its lumber. Such
barometèrs of economic ability as savings bank deposits, postal re
ceipts, expenditures for Itixuries, and income tax paid, confirm the
opinion that Oregon is especially fortunate in the thrift and industry
of ts Nei& and in the abundance óf its natural economic advan-
tages. In per capita wealth and per capita income Oregon ranks
high. Oregon possesses the ability and resources that, without crip-
pling other State activities, may bé used to support. an effective sys-
tem of public education from kindergarten to professional school.

In order to release these resources for effective use an effective
and fair distribution of the tax burden is required. At present the
per tapita tax income of the State indicates that the State is con-
tributing liberally for the support of the State government. Fur-
ther, the State's per tapita expenditure for public higher education
is greater than that of . he United States as a what, Oregon is

expending a slightly larger percentage of its tax income for higher
education than most of the States that are comparable in size and
resources. It expends more per student than the average for the
United States as a whole. It is evident that Oregon is not only't
spending generously for higher education but that its annual
expenditures represent a substantial proportion of the State's
income.

A largei 'percentage of the combined receipts for iirivate and
public higher education in the State of Oregon is spent for public
higher education than is usual in the United States as a whole;"
80.6 per cent: of the total in Oregon is received for public higher
education as compitred with 48.7 per cent for the eritire United
States. In other words, the State is bearing a larger proportion
Cif the total higher educational cost and the private institutions
are performing a smaller portion of the task %an is the -case in
most 'other States. Further, for every $1,000,000 of its wealth,
Oregon has invested $3,935 in capital assets for its public higher
educational institutions as compared with $2,500 for the United
States as a whole. However, of the 17 States chosen Pk comparison
with Oregon, six have larger capital assets per million dollars of
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wealth. Oregon's investient in its public higher educational prop-
erty per 1,000 population is klmost twice that of the United States
as 3 whole.

n .view of these facts it is evident that Oregon is making expendi-
tu-res for higher education on a scale proportionate to its wealth
and income. The problem, therefore, is whether Oregon is securing
the fullest returns for the money it is expending and whether the
opportunities and services afforded its people are of the character
and type to be expected from such expenditures.

This question can be answered in part in terms of the number
of students enrolled in public higher institutions. In Oregon 75.3
per cent of the total college pcipulation of the State are in public
higher institutions; in the United States as a whole only 50.6 per
cent are in public highér institutions. Further, there is one college
student attending a public highe'r educational institution for every
93 people; in the United $tates there is one such student for every
208 people. In other words, Oregon is securing large student attend-
ance for its expenditures.

Of. far more importance than quantitative measures in tern's of
student attendance is the answer to the question as to -Whether the
iligher educational program of .the State is meeting the cultural, in-
dustrial, and economic needs of the State. Oregon's economic organ-
ization is much the same as that of the Nation at lárge. If i is as-
Quined that for the entire Nation the educationil program is an effec-
tive one with reference to social and economic requirements it should
be expected that the number of students enrolled in various major
fields of study in Oregon will correspond closely with such enroll-
ment in the United States as a whole. The data indicate that Oregon
falls below the United States as a 'whole in the percentages of stu-
dents in graduate work, in liberal arts and in law and that the per-
entalges enrolled in agriculture, commerce, and business, engineer-
ng, and pharmacy exceed those of the United States as a whole.

These conclusions are confirmed by comparison of the number of
ludents enrctlled in each field of study in Oregon with the number

the State would have if it educated the same proportion in each field
as are being educated in all the higher educational institutions of
he United States. It seems, upon the basis of these data, that
regon's higher educational program is considerably distorted. The

question is raised as to whether the funds provided by the State are
being apportior,ted properly between its differtnt educational enter-
prises. The policy which permits the emphasizing of some 'fields of
study without refeienee to their relative importance in the economic
nd social structilre of the Stite may be due obviously to an absetice
f fundamental coordination in the State's public education program.
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*The future must contemplate one great system of higher education
in the State 'with its several units rift cimpetini but combiniñg to

make the single enterprise most effective.
The State board of higher education was created to solve thee

problems. Tendencies and decisions determined by historical de-

velopment afford considerable help in such solution.. It is the par.
Ase of the State that the normal schools shall train the elementan
teachers and that the university and the State college shall prepare
the high-school teachers. A large part of the work of thé university
ana the Oregon State College is devoted to areas of educational
endeavoi that are peculiarly tKir own and within which there is no

competition. The Aniversity's major attention is given to the hu-

manities and the social sciences and to their application, while the

major activities of the Oregon State College are directed to the
sciences and their technical applichtion in a wide range of occ:ups.

tions. Historical developments that disregard these distinctive
characteristics will have to be ruthlessly amputated in order
secure economy and unity in the educational system of the Sta
The fundamental tecommendations with referelice to better distin
tion of functioning may be summarized as follows:

1. The training of teachers for the elementary schools should
be deme at the three normal schools. NO

2. Unspecialized freshmen and sophomore work, referred to
lower division work, in all the arts and sciences should be availab
upon essentially identical terms at Eugene and Corvallis. It is th
purpóse of lower-division work to provide the broad general educa-
tion rieeded .by men and women without respect to the careers that
they will follow and to provide service courses needed in the many
professional curricula.

3. A great school of science should be eeJoped at Corvallis based
upon lower division work that may be pursued at either the uni
versity or the State college. This school of science should provi
curricula leading to undergiaduate and graduate degrees in t

O

vatious sciences including botany, sociology, geology, chemistry
physics, astronomy, mathematics, and statistics.

4. A great school of arts, literatures, and social sciences diould
developed at Eugene, based upon lower division couises that. may,
pursued at either the State college or the university. This sch
or arts, literatures, and social sciences should provide curricula lead
ing to graduate and undergraduate de¡reen the arts, English 1
guage arid literature, foreign languages and literatures, speech,
ory, economics, political science,. sociology, and psych6logy.

5. The professional schools Used essentially upon tht natu
sciences should be located at Corvallis. These include ewinee
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agriculture, forestry, mines, women's careers in the realm of foodsand teacher training in the sciences, and their applications.

6. The -professional schools resting essentially upon the arts, litera-
tures, and social sciences should be located at Eugene or at Portland.
These include architecture, music, law, medicine, public health, nurs-
incr. social service, journalism, business administration (including
commerce), and teacher training in the arts, literatures and social
sciences, and their applications.

In order to provide comparable lower-division programs at
Eurrene and Corvallis considerable modification of present practice
and course content at both institOons anra serious adjustment of
the requirements of some of die professional schools are required.The offerings in the lower divisions of the two institutions shouldbe practically identical and so designed as to permit a student to
transfer from eithr. institution to the other for continuation in the
upper-division specifilization of his choice without loss of time or
credit. These modifications and adjustments should be secured by
the agreement of jbint committees of the two institutions uponwhich the State board of higher education should be represented.Lower-division work at Ashland and La Grande should follow ingeneral that provided at Eugene and Corvallis, with such modifica-tions as are made necessary by absence of upper-division offeringsand equipment. The survey commission recommends the offering of
lower-division college work at Ashland and La Grande in order toinsure educational units of efficient kze and in order to serve thepeople of these sections of the State most economically. The educa-tional offerings at Monmouth should be sitnilarly enriched butowing to the proximity to the university and the State college itis not necessary that Monmouth drelop a distinctive junior collegeprogram.

The principles enunciated are ot universally applicable. Themedical school is both a scientific and a social agepcy. Agriculturaleconomics and agricultural journalism i-equiie upper-division prep-aration in both the physical and socitil sciences. Architecture hasits major emphasis in the realm of art but is essentially dependentupon structural engineering. The commission recommends thatthese.- problems be solved (1) by exchange, ,of professors betweeninstitutional units, or in others words, joint service of two or moreunits by a single faculty member whop thej umber of students makesthis economical, (2) division of the 1.*Mence of students betweentwo institutional units when curricular adjustments permit this ar-rangement, (8) transportation of students between the two institu-ions when this is the only method by which the student may obtainurses that he needs in his special field, and (4) extending the period
513704--41 19
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of training required for certain professions such as agricultural
economics, to the graduate level as is done in the case of medicine.

The greatest duplications between offerings at the university and

at the State college and the solutions proposed by the commission
may be listed under four points:

(a) Extensive duplication of courses arises from the fact that
students preparing to teach two or more high-school subjects do not

confine Olese combinations to related subjects. The commission rec-

ommends, therefore, that by means of State department of educa-
tion regulation of certification requirements permissible combina-
tions be confined to related areas. The teacher-training work of the
university should then be limited to subjects in its major field of the

arts, literatures. and social sciences and their applications, and that
of the State college to the field, of the sciences and their applica-
tions. It is recommended that a continuing State educational MD-
cil, containing representatives of the five State institutions, the
State depaitment of education and the State Teachers Association,
be created to wor4 out the details of methods and- procedures to be
followed in coordinating the teacher-training work of the State in
accordance with the fundamental recommendations of the com-

mission.
(b) Duplication is found in the lower-division courses intended

to provide general education and training preparatory to specializa-
tion during the upper-division period. The commission recommends
that this duplication be approved and regulated by opening all
lower-division fields to both institutions and by requiring that. such
courses be practically identical at both institutions. This may be

effected eccinomiciapily by reason of the size of the groups that require
tuc traiping. Details of putting this program into effect should be
woiked out by joint committees of the institutions affected.

(e) Duplieation of upper-division courses in the sciences, the hu-
manities, and the social sciences is extensive and expensive. The

commission recommends, thin'efore, that all upper-division science
work be confined to the institution at Corvallis and that all upper-
division work in the arts, literatures, and social sciences be con-

fined to the institution at Eugene. Coordination of function by th'
means can be accomplished with less disturbance and inconvenien

of students than is offered by any other method. Details of pu

ting this program into'effect should be worked out by joint com

mittees of the institutions affected.
(d) The primary problem in connection with duplications

miscellaneous fields is that of building up one strong departmell
rather than that of securing greater economy although redu
cost should also result from elimination of thef,Je duplications.
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commission recommends, therefore : (1) That beyond the facilities
which will permit institutional music to pervade both campuses,
the function of musical education be confined to the university';
(;)) that divisions of health and physical education be developed at
both institutions for the purpose of maintaining the physical health
of student bodies: for the purpose of training students in care of
themselves throughout life and for the purpose of inculcating inter-
est in the problems of community health and sanitation; but that
preparation of students to become health supervisors and teachers
of physical education be accomplished by means of a joint curricu-
lum which will require the student to pursue work at both institu-
tions. The details of this curriculum should be worked out by the
State educational' council suggested above; (3) that work in agricul-
tural journalism and agricultural economics be conducted as 5-year
curricula which require a student to spend a period of training upon
each campus; (4) that 4-year curricula in rural sociology, rural
art and architecture, industrial management, architectural engineer-
mg, and similar fields which require elements of upper division
raining both in the sciences and in the arts or social sciences, beured by arrangement of curricula so that students will spend

from two to three years upon one campus and the remainder of the
year period upon the other.
Study of the facts convinces the commi3sion that the inconvenience

aused to a few students by these arrangements will be slight; that
idence requirements for participation in intercollegiate athletics

'11 not be seriously affected; that the desire of instructors to con-
uct upper division and research work in areas which are confined
o the lower-division level in their institutions may be met by
xchange of services between the institutions and by development
f cooperative research and graduate programs; and that the State
ay well insist that continued failure to maintain such coordina-

ion that may arise by reason of the present dual administration of
he two institutions should result in the establishment of a single
dministration for the two campuses.
Duplication of work upon the graduate and research level is more

xpensive than duplication upon the undergraduate level. Oregon's
rogram of graduate and research work needs further development.
his development may be accomplished most economically and costly
uplication upon this level may best be avoided by the inaugurationf a series of interinstitutional cooperative project.t finariced bynds specially budgeted for the purpose. Graduate work for tlie
aster's degree should be allocated in accordance with the upper-
vision functions assigned to the institutions but should contemplateof the resources for guidance and the facilities of both insti-
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tutions. Graduate work for the doctor's degree and other research

projects should to a much greater extent be aulhorized and financed
upon condition that such interinstitutional cooperation be utilized. I

No doctor's degree should be granted in any field except upon joint

recommendation of appropriate representativa from the campuses

at Eugene and Corvallis. Support for institutional research should
be determined in part by evidence of efforts to utilize the personnel

and facilities of both institutions in the prosecution of specific
research projects in areas to which both may make contributions,

In,order to provide administrative contapt and a competent agency

for the promotion 'and supervision of such interinstitutional re.

search ikisrecommended that a State research council be set up to

consist of representatives of the five State institutions, the State
board of higher education, and the State department of education.
This council should develop a program of cooperative research for
approval by the presidents of the institutions and by the.State board
of higher education and should supervise the work of proj
groups made up of representatives from two or more institutio

The teacher-training functions of the five State-supported high
institutions must be coordinated with each other and determin
by the needs of the State's public:school system. Such coordinatio
is not secured at present; the number of students preparing fo
teaching has increased in five years by 60 per cent while the num
of teaching positions in the State increased by only 10 per cen
Past rate of growth in the number of new teaching positions w

probably not be continued during the next 10 years. It is estima
that the annual demand caused by new positions and by replacemen
of teachers who leave the service will be approximately 425 high-
school teachers and 1,300 élementary teachers.

It may be expected that the private institutions will supply
per cent of the demand for high-school teachers, leaving 86 per ce
to be supplied by public institutions. Owing to the large num
of small high schools in the State a large Proportion of high-schoo
teachers have to be prepared to teaçh three or more subjects.
order to reduce indiscriminate recruiting on the part of the institu
tions it is recommended that the State department of education
provided with funds to make a continuous study of the demand
teachers with different combinations of subjects. It is also reco

mended that high-school teacher certification be limited to ce
authorized combinations of subjects. The institutions should the

enroll only such student; for high-school teacher 'training as gi

promise of success and in such numbers in the various fields as

sufficient to satisfy the needs of the State and provide training f

students who may reasonably be expected to secure out-of-State
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tions. There is no reason why the State should provide expensive
professional training muFh beyond its own needs provided selection
of trainees that give promise of success is made before rather than
after training is given. In other words, the commission recom-
mends that the extent and nature of preparation of high-school
teaching be controlled by assignment óf specific functions to the in-
stitutions, by professional adjustment of certification requirements,
and by selective admission to the teacher-training courses.

Specific assignment of institutional functions should confine the
normal schools to the training of elementary teachers, the university
to training of high-school teachers in the arts, literatures and social
sciences, and the State college to training of high-school teachers in
the sciences and their applications.

Present tendencies of the Monmouth normal school to prepare
for certain high-school positions should be corrected. Junior high
school teachers should not be prepared at more than one institution
in view -of the slight demand for such teacheis; the commission
recommends that this work be carried on under the administration
of the institution at Corvallis in cooperation with the normal school
at Monniouth.

Graduate work in education should be developed both at Eugene
and Corvallis within the areas assigned to them, but training of
public-school administrators should be emphasized at Eugene and
should be conducted in cooperation with the publio schools, the
State department of education, the institution at Corvallis, and the
normal schools.

The training of elementary teachers is the most important single
factor influencing the future of the State. The people of Oregon
have in the past not provided for or received the kind of elementary
teaching service that the State needs. This statement is supported by
comparison of expenditures with those of other States and the United
States as a *hit, by similar comparisons of investments in physical
plants, and by the standards of training in force in Oregon and
elsewhere.

Preparation of elementary teachers is a difficult process of a
highly special type and demands facilities, teachers, and gelective
processes of at least as high type, although of different character, as
those required for the preparation of high-school teachers. These
Oregoti has not as yet provided.

The survey commission recommends that certification provisions
be strengthened by abolishing or restricting life certification, by
providing more exact requirements for renewal of certificates, and

y raising the qualifications for initial certification. In order to
ake such changes effective, to provide for their efficient administra-

;
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tion, and to insure coordination with the work of the teacher-training
institutions it is further recommended:

(1) That the State department of education be provided with
an official to exercise oversight and coordination of the work of
teacher training and certification.

(2) That the State department of education be provided with
a staff adequate to exercise supervision over both high and ele-
mentary schools and to collect, compile, and disseminate information
concerning the status and needs of the public schools.

(3) That the State superintendent of public instruction be freed
from the necessity of political affiliation and partisanship by the
creation of a State board of education with authority to select and
cmploy a professionally trained superintendent of public instruction.

(4) That the State board of education and the office of the State
superintendent be in some fashion closely related to and coordinated
with the State board of higher education in ordèr that the teacher-
training functions of the higher institutions and the needs of t
public schools may be approached and administered as one proble

(5) That pending such strenyithening of the State departmen
of education a State educational council be set up, under the author
ity of the State board of higher education, to contlin representatives
of the five public higher institutions, the State department of edu-
cation and the State Teachers' Association. It should be the func-
tion of this educational council to recommend to the institution.
the State board of higher education, and to other State authoriti
the details of a coordinated program of teacher training and cer-
tification. This council should be a continuing agency of coordina-
tion and conference among the several interests,40 institutions
involved.

It is estimated that 1,300 new elementary teachers will be required
annually by the schools of Oregon. The distribution of the training
of thezle teachers among the three normal schools is determined
by the fact) that schools draw most largely from their immediate
vicinities and by the fact that elementary teachers are for the most
Part employed in the region in which they receive their training
Variolis bases of estimate indicate that it is probable that it wil
be reasonable to expect the school at Monmouth to prepare 'A
teachers annually, the one at Ashland to prepare 384, and the on
at La Grande. 175.

Present conditions of elementary ,teacher' supply judeify immedi
ate effort to secure a larger proportion of the more 014 high-schoo
graduates for entrance to teacher training; strengthened forma
admission requirement; adoption of selective measures; and mo
exacting scholarship and personality requirements for gradua
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Observation and practice teaching provide the laboratory and
practical application of theoretical and abstract principles .obtained
in the academic classroom. The facilities for this work constitute
the most important limiting factor upon the number of teachers that
can be prepared by a single institution. These facilities are them-
selves limited by the number of children and schools in the local
community that can be made twailable for student teaching, under
conditions of institutional contokl that insure proper standards of
supervision and direction. All the Oregon institutions are in com-
munities that can furnish the number of children needed for practice
schools by institutions of the size recommended ; not all have practice
schools sufficiently under their own control to ?uarantee the high
standardg required for this work. The institution at La Grande
should be provided with its own training school at once. The facili-
ties at Ashland should be improved by important plant additions.
The institution at Monmouth should abandon some of its smaller
outlying schools and increase the accommodations at its local train-
ing centers. The institution at Corvallis should emphasize its prac-
tice work to a greater extent by means of a better organization of its
direction and by arrangements for a larger degree of control of the
conditions under which observation and student teaching are con-
ducted. A campus school is highly desirable. The university high
school should be modernized in its curriculum and should be in-
creased in size, and the organization of practice work at all centers
shout be brought under centralized direction.

The institutions of Oregon are able to render an extensive educa-
tional service to thip people of the State who can not take up resi-
dence upon the campus. When such services are organized and pro-
moted independehtly by each institution the campus of each tends
to be extended to cover the entire State. Duplication of effort, of
expenditures, and undesirable rivalry more immediate than that of
regident teaching are likely to result. The tendency is to use these
activities primarily for the promotion of institutional advertising
and to win political support instead bf making them primarily
means of educational service. These tendencies have developed to a
considerable degree in Oregon ; the present plans for expansion of
such service will tend to accentuate waste of money and time and
use of extension work as a means of winning local political support
for individual institutions.

The extension services offered by the university and the State
college are extremely valuable to the State and have more than
justified the expenditures made for their support. The problem in
the immediate future is one of preventing undesirable and expensive
rivalry in this field by these two institutions and of utilizing the

.
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extension resources% of the normal schools which are at present fail.
ing to exercise extension functions. In other words, the commis-
sion does not recommend curtailment of 'extension service but its
expansion and control in such fashion as to develop a unified state-
wide system in which the resources of all the institutions will be
utilized harmoniously and economically to give the greatest possible
service. The problem of such coordination is complicated by theexistence of branch units of the university in Portland and by theconduct of two summer schools by the university, one at Eugene
and one at Portland. The situation is still further complicated bythe fact that the state-wide organization of the agricultural andhogie economics extension service directed from the State college isused for extension setvice of a very restricted char4cter and bythe fact that this service is a part of á 'national system subject tothe conditions and limitations of cooperation with the Federal
Government.

Careful consideration of the extension situation in Oregon as itactually exists, as it is likely to develop, and as it may be utilizedfor better and more economical state-wide educational service leadsthe commission -to recommend the creation by the State board ofhigher education of a State extramural council to consist of -repre-sentatives of the five State institutions, the State department of edu-cation, and the State board of higher education. This extramuralcouncil should determine the administrative policies for the extra--n-ural arid extension activities of the five State institutions. Itshould be hieaded by a director chosen by the council and approvedby the institutional presidents and the State board of higher educa-tion. It should be the function of the director to 'develop a unifiedprogram a extramural and extension activities which will utilizethe facilities in all the institutions to the fullett extent consistent'with the expense involved. It is the purpose of this recommendationto secure for Oregon the advantages of extramural service by allthe institutions of the State that might reasonably be expected ifthey were all under the administratio4 of one president instead ofunder five independent administrative offices. Included in the coor-dinating functions of the director should s the summer schooLs ofall institufions, radio broadcasting; extension and instructing centersat Portland and other points (except the medical school) ; corre-spondence study and class extension; visual instruction, lectures andinformation services; and all high-sehool debating leagues, athleticmid educational conferences designed to bring the youth of the publicschools, i4to contact with the State's higher educational agencies.All short courses of tess than two weeks' duration should be arrangedand advertised through the extramural council although conductedupon the campus and by the staff of a single institution. All instf-
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tutional extension organizations that by law or by reason sof Federal .

or other cooperatio ust continue as distinct units should be sub-
ject to the supervision\ and use of the extramural council. Uniform
conditions should be formulated whereby credits earned by corre-
spondence and class extension may be applied to satisfy the degree
or diploma requirements of the State institutions. The activities
under the coordinating supervision of the extramural council should
be budgeted separately from the budgets of the individual institu-
tions although for convenience of administration such budgets may
in certain instances be reallocated to institutions.

Recruiting and Publicity

Enthusiasm for, and belief in, the value of education whiph leads
institutions to attempt to extend their services as widely as possible
is to be commended. These efforts are subject to condemnation only
when they represent the promotion of institutional ambitions at the
expense of a State's entire program or when they are the result of
expediency inspired by desire to influence the sources of financial
support. In Oregon the wish to retain or to change the allocation
of millage taxes between the institutios has in the past been a
potent factor in attempts to increase the number o-ef students by means
of recruiting devices and by multiplication of institutional offerings.
This incentive should be weakened by reason of the power lodged
in the State board of higher education to allocate all funds in such
fashion as best to serve the educational interests of the State as a
whole.

One of the means used to irecruit students is the publication of
institutional catalogues. In the past statements made in these
catalogues have been the source of bitter interinstitutional contro-
versies. Many of these difficulties would not have arisen if the
catalogues had been noncompetitive statements of the total facilities
provided by the Oregon Program of higher education. It is, there-
fore, recommended that in the future all catalogues of the five insti-
tutions be prepared under policies defined by the State board of
higher education. It will perhaps be desirable ultimately to pub-
lish no complete catalogue of the university or of the State collegefor general distribution, but instead a series of bulletins each setting
forth the opportunities afforded to pursue a specific curriculum or a
related group of curricula at the Státe higher institutions.

Both the university and the State college have issued great quanti-
ties of most attractively printed student reeimiting pamphlets. Itis recommended that all such institutional publicationi be discon.NÌtinued and that in their place the board cause to be prepared, pub-ished, and distributed a single booklet, attractively printed and

7
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illustrated, setting forth the educational opportunities provided by
the Oregon program of higher education.

It is further recommended that the athletic publicity men employed
by the associated students at Eugene and at Corvallis be transferred
to6 the news bureaus of the respective institutions and paid from State
funds. It. is further recommended that the budgets for the news
bureaus of the two institutions be segregated, include all costs, and be
reduced to the minimum by action of the State board. In addition
the board should insist upon a conserkative policy of publicity seek-
int. on the part of the institutions and should restrain ingenuity in

exploitation of trivialities.
All faculty travel should be segregated in the budget of the

several institutions and all faculty absences from classes or other
university duties to address high schools or make high-school inspec.
tions hould be ieported to the board. The practice of holding in-

+vitation conferences and meets of high-school students at the several
institutions should be discontinued.

Admons
Just as high-pressure recruiting tends to increase numbers an

lower standards, a variety of bases for admission of students tends
to create institutional rivalry and to lower the character of the
student body. Evidence is abundantly available to indicate that
the Oregon institutions are receiving large numbers of students
of poor preparation andlow college ability. It is recommended,
therefore, that the rules for admission of out-of-State students be
uniform in content and be administered uniformly in the State
higher institutions and that the institutions cooperate upon the use

of standard tests and personality measures in the assignment of

students to wGrk in the institutions. The mortality or losses of
students admitted to both the university and the State college are

extraordinarily high as compared with those of similar institutions
throughout the United States. Of those who entered the university
in 1925 only 19.1 per cent were graduated by the end of the fourth
year. Of those who entered the SChte college in the same y
only 22 per cent were graduated in four years. Although the
are various explanations for these low percentages, it is significan
that 35 universities and land-grant colleges graduated within t
4-year period over 40 per cent of the students who entered. P
of the low percentage in Oregon is due to the pcior preparation an
Lbw abilities of Oregon students enrolled under conditions of high
pressure recruiting and in part to the poor.preparation and abiliti
of out-of-State students admitted.

In the text of this report will be found detailed recolimienda
for uniform procedures in the selection and use of tests,
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systems, use of honor points, probationary actiorts including condi-
tioning and suspension of students, withdrawaLs from courses, and
the collection of personnel information for purposes of educational
advice, all designed to secure and to protect comparable standards
of scholarship within the several institutions.

So recommendation is made looking to specific uniform quantita-
tive and qualitative standards for graduation: it is evident, how-
ever, that at the university these standards need to be raised with
reference to the quality of work demanded and that, at the State
college greater concentration of student effort, particularly upon the
upper division level, should be required. It is recommended that
an interinstitutional committee be designated to coordinate prac-
tices and requirements of the two institutions with respect to gradua-
tion requirements and the terms to be applied to undergraduate
degrees that are granted. It should be the purpose of this corn-
mitteo to determine the differences in these matters that ap-... .

propriate to the different functions of the two institutions.! The
commission believes that Oregon institutions may make a retil con-
tribution to higher education in America if they will thus give con-
cmte expression to the very real differences among the various cur-
ricula with respect to the abilities and attainments required of
students in order to acquit themselves creditably.

Articulation of Accounts and Business Management

The problem of devising a uniform %system of accounting and
reporting for the higher institutions of Oregon is complicated by the
variety of sources from which income is drawn; by the necessity of
accounting by funds for the money secured from a large number of
these sources; by the diverse requirements 04 the several Federal
funds;* by the "salvage" character of some income; by the variety
of activities for which money is expended whose value can be meas-
ured only in terms of changes produced in human beings; and by
the number of persons that must be responsible for the determina-tion of the expenditures needed to carry on different educational
processes. Of all these factors the most important is the fact that
the significance of cost lies wholly in the type of educational usethat is made of any item for which expense is incurred. Educa-tional use Sean be determined by the professional staff only. Any
system of accounting or form of business management which in theinterests of uniformity prevents the use of these professional judg-ments will defeat the educational purposes of the institution. Auniform system of accounting and reporting must serve both edu-
cational requirements and business methods but the primary emphasis
must be upoviducational administration.
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Common practice has not provided a standard of educational
accounting or of financial reporting among higher institutions.
However, certain essential functions may be defined :

1. Sii a system must provide for fund accounting.
-

classifications2. It aust set up certain general that are of admin-.,'
istrative and educational value into which all institutional #ctivities
may be fitted as units.

3. It must be so simple that the cost of its; operation is not
excessive.

4. It must permit of reporting to the public in a fashion that
will reflect the nature of the educational program of th-e institution.

5. It must be suitable for statistical correlation with student vid
faculty activities.

6. It must not\ involve -sö many restrictions and processes that. it
is easier to fail in the educatiohal enterprise -than to overcome the
intricacies of the financial system.

The body of this report has set up a suggested outline for financial
reporting. This %system or a similar one supported °by detailed

t.

schedules should provide definitions of items and directions foro classificatibn of activities that will permit. institutions of different
types and size to distribute all items of capital investment, income,
and expenditure under appropriate headings and tbus afford com-
parable financial pictures of their operations. The report does not
present a system of accounting. There are many sound accounting
processes and methods; it is the function of experts in that field to
adapt these features to specific educational requirements. At the
present time there are five different systems of management in
handling .the business of Oregon's institutions of higher learning.
Each of these systems has its own policies, its own procediires, its
own records and business forms, and its own nothod of report mak-
ing. The commission does not recomiiiend the concentration of all
business operations of all the institutions in one office. Adniinistra-
five officers of the institutions must be in a position to contitol the
financial instruments through which the educational program may
be carried out. Dual' responsibility upon the one hand for finances
and upon the other for education would create a situation as difficult
to coordinate as would be the coordination of the right hand of one
person with the left hand of another. This conclusion is justified by
the experience of other Statestthat have attempted centralized forms
oi business management of different iristitutioiis.

At the same time the commission recognizes that there are elements
of waste in the present system of independent conduct of business
operations by five separate offices. A larger proportion -of the
combined operating expenses of the university and the State college
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is being spent upon the mere operation of business machinery than
would De required if these tw(i institutions were under one adminis-
tration and one business management. The problem is one of sug-
gest ;rig methods whereby educational effectiveness may be preserved
and more economical business operation secured. For this purpose
the survey commission recommends the creation in the Stati depart-
ment of higher education of a centralized service organization to
perform certain functions that are not inherently local and
involved in preservation of institutional administrative control.
Business activities which involve contact with students, immediate
supervision of buildings and grounds, and of clerical help, the issu-
ing of supplies, care of equipment, and the operation of local eliter-
prises such as dining halls, laundries, and dormitories, must be per-
formed locally. The custody, preservation, and inv(stment of funds,
and the keeping of records thereof are not neceksarily a lucid func-
tion required for the preservation of institutional administrative
control. These functions may be carried on effectikely and more
'economically at a central point. StatiAical study of financial
records and their correlations with records of attendance, grades,
graduation, and so on may, -with modern equipment, be performed
quickly and economically at a central office. In the opinion of the
survey commission it, is desirable that the State board of higher
education establish a centralizefl statistical and recording service,
and it is believed that its uses *arid economies will develop rapidly
as tile institutions discover its value 'for liurposes of financial and
educational re4earch and control.,

Coordination 'of Capital Investment

289

Duplication of work as betveen institut*s does not necessarily
mean wasteful doubling of plant equipment for the conduct of such
work, nevertheless, concentration of work in one place is likely to
result in economy of capital investment even in the case when such
concentration is accompanied by no corresponding saving in the
direct costs of instruction. Study of present use of the buildings of
Oregon's higher institutions ten& to show rather low efficiency at
'Ashland and La Grande. These institutions are new, however, and
the low efficiency may be ascribed to wise provision for the future:
The normal school at Monmouth shows a very low median per-.
centage use of buildings. This is explained by the fact that the
administration building is old, the rooms large and 'poorly arranged.
It is impossible to maintain the variety of offerings required by a
modern teacher-trainini curriculum and at the same time develop

I classes which will fill rooms to their rate4 seating capacity. No
relief can be 'found by partitioning large rooms nor by adaptiug
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space now devoted to offices and to the library. It is recommended
that the State provide approximately $500,000 for new construction
and for remodeling the plant at Monmouth. The new plant should
provide for a new modern library building, for a safe auditorium,
and for class and laboratory rooms to permit. the simultaneous meet-
ing of bne-half again as many classes as efist at. present.

The university does not show a very efficient use of the plant as a
whole or of any single building. Thisfis largely due to unwi

0
planning which has resulted in the multiplication of small units and
the building of extravagantly cheap structures. It is in part due to
the wide variety of subjects offered on the upper division level and
in part to the type of class scheduling that seeks to concentrate
classes in the morning hours.

At Corvallis the median plant usage as a whole is somewhat
higher than at Eugene, but falls considerably short of the proposed
standard. Part of this failure is due to highly specialized offer-
ings and to concentration Qf scheduling during the early part of
the day.

The commission recommends as means to impr.ove plant develop-
ment. and use (1) class scheduling to insure use of rooms for a
greater number of hours per day, (2) distinct separation of funds
available for educational purpoges from those available for capital
purposes, (3) allotment of institutional function in accordance with
the recommenklations made by Chapters II, III, and IV of this
report.

The second of these recommendations requires some further ex-
pbmation. The fact that a single fund, such as the millage or
student fees, may be used either for instruction purposes or for
plant,development tends to conceal from th61 people and from leg-
islators their responsibilities in the matter of plant development.
The commission recommends (1) that specified millage taxes be
limited to expenditures for operation and maintenance, and (2)
that capital investment be provided for by special millage tax or
by special appropriation. A third source of funds for develop-
ment of the physical Plant of the higher institutions of the State
should be that of private donation. Wealthy men of the State
should take pride in devoting some of their resources to building up
the State institutions. The commission recommends that student
fees be used exclusively for instruction purposes.

Future building construction at the university and the Statt Col-
lege should be planned* with reference to the coordination of program
proposed by the.commission. Its object should be to secure some of
the economies that might be obtained if the institutions had been
developed upon a single campus or if they were a single institution
upon two campuses. Subject to modification as a result of positible
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failure to secure the'complete coordination proposed by the commis-
sion, it is recommended that the university be provided with a library
building whose ultimate cost should be $500.000, of which the first
unit should cost approximately $350,000. The university is-also in
urgent need of modern provision for laboratories and clasE space
for lower division work in the sciences. In the opinion of the survey
commission practically the entire plant of the uriversity should be
rebuiltiby replacing obsolete and flimsy structures by fireproof, well-
desierned buildings.

It% is recommended that the institution at C9rvallis be provided
with a biological science building in the immediate future and also
that a chemistry building be provided for this important aspect of
the work of the State college. The provision of these facilities be-
comes especially urgent in view of the recommendation of the cbm-
mission that upper-division science be confined to the campus at
Corvallis.

Attention has already been called to the need at Corvallis for a
campus training school. The commission recommends further that
a training school entirely under the control of the institution be
erected at La Grande and that the 'plants both at La Grande 4nd
Ashland be provided in the immediate future with dormitory facil-
ities. Both institutions also ne&I special facilities for health and
phyical education work.

The State board of higher education is urged to adopt for use
by all State higher educational institutions the systeni in use at
Corvallis to maintain complete knowledge of the condition and uses
made of the physical plant.

Libraries

The library staffs of the Oregon higher institutions are well pre-
pared by traiiling and experience for the duties that they are called
upon to perform. They compare very favorably with the training
of librarians of colleges and universities in the United States as a
whole. The staff at the'normal schools should be increased to meet
the accepted standard of two full-time persons in schools of less
than 500 students.

The university is spending. about 80 per cent more Qn the annual
maintenance of the library than is being expended by the State
college. This condition has existed over a period of some years.
The State college is below the standard of expenditures per student
for library purposes in the land-grant colleges and universities of
the United States. Further, the resources as indicated by posses-
sion of complete seta of, certain journals required for scientific re-
search are smaller than those in the majority of the land-grant
institutions.

.. . , .,..
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The library resources at Monmouth meet standard requirements.
Those at Ashland and La Grande should be considerably increased.
The size of their collections should be raised to at least 5,000 volumes
each. Funds should be provided at both Ashland and La Grande
for binding journals and important periodicaLs. Provision should
be made at Ashland for larger reading room space.

Coordination of the library holdings at Eugene and Corvallis
to correspond to the allocation of functions recommended by the
commission should result in transfer by deposit of considerable pro-
portions the collections now possessed by these libraries. Future
purchases should be coordinated to insure the minimum duplication
of resources between the institutions.

Faculties

As compared with the distribution of academic ranks in the land-
grant universities and colleges of the United States, both the
university and the State college show a rather large percentage of
staff members in the lower ranks. This condition suggests that
both institutions should make a special study to determine whether
an undue proportion of the teaching in these iniitutions is being
carried on by instructors and teaching fellows.

The training of the staff of the university as represented by
years of education beyond high school, and by degrees earned, com-
pares very favorably indeed with that of staffs in the universities of
the United States. At the State college the training of the faculty
compares favorably with that of staffs in the land-grant colleges and
universities of the United States except that the percentages with
seven years or more of study beyond high school and with the doc-
tor's degree fall considerably below the average for the United
States as a whole.

The staff of the normal school at Monmouth has a rather large
proportion of members who have not reached the minimum standard
for teachers in normal schools, four years of study above high school.
Larger percentages of the staffs of the normal schools at Ashland
and La Grande satisfy this standard but all these institutions should
make provision for reducing the proportions a staff members who
fail to reach this minimum.

A large proportion of the staffs of the university and the State
college have had all their teaching experience in the institutions
by which they are now employed, but this undesirable condition
is mitigated to a considerable degree at the State college and to a
somewhat less degree at the unirenity, by the fact that membersof the faculty have had graduate training in other institution&
Inbreeding does not appear to be a serious problem at either the
university or the State college.
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The faculties of the normal schooLs all contain rather large per-

centages of members who have had no experience teaching in the
public schools for which they are preparing teachers. This con-
dition is serious in view of the failure to meet minimum standards of
academic training as represented by years of education beyond high
school and by the higher degrees eained.

The distribution of age groups among the faculties of the five
State institutions shows that neither extreme elderliness " nor youth
characterizes the staffs of the higher institutions. Distribution
age grouPs among the different academic ranks shows a fairly reg-
ular increase of age with inci-ease of rank and no undile concen-
tration of any rank in a single age group.

In order to provide for further training, it is urgently recom-
mended that a system of sabbatical leave be established at all the

%higher
institutions and that salary schedules and conditions of em-

ployment be so arranged. that staff members normally on the 12-
month basis be ptrmitted three months leave every third summer
for purposes of travel, study or other forms of recuperation and
self-improvement. It is also highly desirable that a system of
pensions or retiring allowances be developed which will be appli-
cable to the faculties of 'all the State institutions. Participation
should be compulsory.

The median salary paid every academic rank in the university
falls below the median for similar institutions in the United States.
The median salaries at the State college are still less than those
at the university in every rank exce t that of ipstructor. The
medians in both institutions are belo ose paid by similar insti-
tutions in the group of Western States. Salaries paid by the normal
school at Monmouth compare favorably with those paid in the nor-
mal schools of the United States but those paid at Ashland are
slightly lower and those at La Grande much lower.

If Oregon is to meet the general trend in salaries among the
public universities and colleges of the United States, as its economic
and social resources would seem to warrant, and if it is to compete
with them for competent faculty members, as it must in order to
maintain comparable educational standards, it will be necessary to
increase the levels of salaries paid to practically every rank in
Oregon's higher educational institutions. The commission recom-
mends that more nearly comparable salaries be provided for staff
members of similar training, experience, and responsibility. Me-
chanical and automatic .devices for assigning rank and salary in-
creases should be avoided however; administrative judgment that
is guided fiy minimum requirements defined in general terms affords
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the best basis for determining the value of any individual to the
State's higher educational inititutions.

In the opinion of the survey commission the excessive turnover
of, the faculties that now prevails in Oregon institutions mav be
remedied by adjustment of salary scales, by liberal provision for
leaves, and by the creation of a generous system of retiring
allowances.

Students

More than 7,000 students cooperated in the study of the student
bodies in Oregon's institutions of higher education. The.following
series of statements summarizes some of the more interesting and
important facts disclbsed by this study:

(1) More than 16 per cent of the students in Oregon's higher insti--
tutions are 24 or more years of age.

(2) Almost 28 per cent earn all of their own way through college
by work while in attendance or during intervals between attendance.
A larger percentage (57 per cent) of the students at La Grande
earn little or none of their college expenses than at any other insti-
tutiori, although 40 per cent at the university do not help them-
selves to any great extent by their earnings.

(3) Almost twice as many students class their families as of
less than average means as class them as well to do, but approxi-
mately 90 per cent class their famines as of average means.

(4) Fouheen per cent of the students at Ashland and Monmouth
come from families with incomes reported as $3,600 or more; 17
per cent at La Grande; 36 per cent at Corvallis; and 45 per cent at
Eugene.

(5) Twenty-five per cent of the students come from homes
'open country. The university draws 34 per cent from cities of over
50,000 pokulation while the State college draws 26 per cent from
this source.

(6) Twenty-three per cent of the students live less than 25 miles
from the institution they attend and approximately 80 per cent of
these students live at home while in attendance.

lp .(7) More than 27 per cent chose their college because of conven-
ience to home or for reasons of economy.

(8) Only 1 per cent chose their college because of scholarship aid.
This reflects the notable lack of such assistance in Oregon institu-
tions.

(9) Thirty-five per cent said they intended to teach. Other occu-
pational objectives and major courses of study followed show that
the coordinating program recommended by the &mmission should
result in economies with disturbance of a minimum number of
studenta.
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(10) Distribution of the occupations of the fathers of students
raises interesting questions concerning the shifting of occupational
emphasis, the redistribution of Oregon's economic population, and
the changing size of agricultural and business units.

The University of Oregon provides residence halls for but 14 per
cent of its men students and 22 per cent of its women students. The
State college provides housing for approximately the same percen-
tage of its men but houses 47 per cent of its women. Both institu-
tions compare very favorably with the land-grant universities and
colleges of the United States, as a whole, which house only 9 per cent
of their men studentsand 6 per cent of their women. The fraterni-
ties and sororities at both institutions serve to supplement institu-
tional provision of student housing to a considerable degree, since
at the university they care for 48 per cent of both men and women
and at the State college for 26 per cent of the wipen and 45 per cent
of the men.

Unusually meagre provision has been made for housing students at
the Oregon normal schools. The dormitory at Monmouth is excel-
lently run but the facilitia should be extended. No dormitories are
provided at Ashland and La Grand; their programs of soda educa-
tion are being seriously retarded by the lack of such facilities.

Placement of graduates of the higher institutions of Oregon. is
orgapized too largely about teacher placement. It is recommended
that the central placement offices at the university and the State

lui4tcollege act in capacity of information .gathering and record
keeping agencies and make a special effort to edticate the faculties
to the use of these aids. lacernent bureaus should cooperatively
make a careful study o . . possige fields for employment of grad-
-uates upor) a state sis. Coordinate(Neducational and voca-
tional guidance is in an embryonic stage in Oregon's higher
institutions; all should gi've increased attention to this phase of
State and educational 'service.

ear

. Physical Welfare and Athletics

In Oregon institutions, as in many other States, physical educa-
tion programs have been subordinated to intercollegiate athletics.
In Oregon this situation is aggravated by the degree of control ac.
corded to students and alumni of the university and State college
through the financial and administrative powers exercised by the
executive council of the Associated Students. The commission rec-
ommends a complete reorganization of the present plan of manage-
ment of intercollegiate athletics. In order to correct the prevailing
conditions and to place physical. education upon a simple but sound
foundation it is recommended :

,
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(1) That the present boards of control composed of students,
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alumni, and faculty members be abolished.
(2) That control of intercollegiate athletics be incorporated in

the schooLs of physical education and be administered uPon the
same basis as are the academic major divisions.

(3) That all coaches be employed in the same manner as other
staff members and receive no larger compensation than is provided
in the regularcsalary schedules of the faculty.

(4) That all receipts from intercollegiate games be handled
through the same channels as other departmental earnings and be
budgeted by the administrations and that budgeting be approved
by the board as is the case of other institutionar funds.

(5) That the poliCy of supporting intramural athletics by means
of institutional and State funds be adopted and that the proposal
to finance intramural sports from intercollegiate receipts be rejected.

(6) That emphasis be placed upon intramural sports with the
definite objective of securing participation by all students, both
men and women.
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Fraternities and Sororities

The fraternities and sororities are to be commended for the serv-
ices that they render the institutions, particularly for the housing
facilities provided. Increasingly and through cooperative rela-
tionships the institutions should regard these social organizations
as instruments and agencies for social and community education.
They may well be made examples of the Advantages and benefits
tó be derived from the,social association of small groubps of students
and serve to encourage similar nonfraternity organizations upon the
campuses of the State institutions.

Relationships Between Institutional Administration and Governing Control

The survey commission has proposed a plan for the coordination
of the offerings of the five State institutions of higher learning.
This plan and the recommendations that arise from it introduce
serious problems of administrative relationships among the institu-
tions and between the institutions and the State board of higher edu-
cation. Responsibility for securing coordination rests primArily
with the bdard; it must of necessity exercise the powers required to
accomplish this purpose. At the same time responsibility for actual
operation of the institutions rests with their respective administra-
tive heads. The reconciliation of the. responsibilities of the board
with those of the institutional heads will require a period of adjust-
ment whqp the normal distiwtions between functions of the govern-
ing body and the functions of institutional administrations will be
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somewhat obscured. The commission has recommended the creation
of a number of interinstitutional committees and of thre6 inter-
institutional councils, a research council, an extramural council,
and an education council, to assist in the process of adjustment
and in the operation of the coordinated program. The success
of these instruments and of the whole program will depend upon
the willingness of the institutional heads to cooperate heartily in
their use and upon the willingness of ihe board to permit such
interinstitutional cooperation to devise ways and means of accom-
plishing the purposes embodied in the board's policies. The wis-
dom oif the board will be shown by the extent to which it adheres
to the policy of noninterference with interinstitutional methods of
acconwlishing the policies enunciated by the board; it will be com-
pelled to take action when unwillingness to carry out these policies
is demonstrated. Board representation upon the major interinstitu-
tional committees and upon the councils will provide it with a suffi-
cient means for obtaining factual information concerning progress
in the development of its program. The commission is convinced
that the devotion of the institutional administrations to the interests
of the State is such as to insure their cooperation and earnest effort
in creating a unified program of higher education in Oregon; pro-
fessional propriety will require such action upon their part as *will
enable the board to carry out the mandate laid upon it by the people
of the State.

On the other hand, the board should, during the process of adjust-
ment, hold firmly to the ultimate purpose of limiting its functions
to the powers and duties of governing boards formulated by Presi-
dent. E. C. Elliott, of Purdue University, and presented here with
some minor paraphrasing to make the statement applicable to the
Oregon situation.

1. The selection of the presidents and, upon their recommendation, the itherPrincipal executive officers of the institutiops.
2. The firm guidance and sympathetic support of the presidents and executive

officers in all institutional matters.
3. The devising of ways and means for raising adequate funds with whichto provide and to secure well-balanced support for the educational andscientific programs of the institutions.
4. The preparation of a comprehensive plan for the future physical develop-ment of the institutiops, and the utilization of only a proper proportion of theresources for such development.
5. The requirement of regular, concise, and intelligent financial and educa-tional rèports -from officers anedepartments, which will enable a ready under-standing of the results of the operation of the institutions.
6. The service by indiiridual members as agents for effective contact withthe public and consequently a better understanding and sounder confidence inthe work of the institutions.

4.
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7. The understanding of the educational aims and goals of the institutions as
formulated by the faculties and by interinstitutional committees and councils,

8. The approving of an annual budget which protects the institutions from
debilitating deficits. The budget should represent that business acumen and
foresight which are among the principal constructive contributions of the
board of control.

9. The formulation in clear terms of the fundamental duties of the faculty,
and the recognition of the right and the responsibility of the faculty to
organize Itself for the proper performance of the designated duties.

10. The creation of proper mechanisms whereby the board may be brought
into cooperative relations with the faculty and the organized student body.
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